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The NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence (CCDCOE) is a NATO-accredited knowledge hub offering a unique interdisciplinary approach to the most relevant issues in cyber defence. The heart of the CCDCOE is a diverse group of international experts from military, government, academia, and industry, currently representing 39 nations.

The CCDCOE maintains its position as an internationally recognized cyber defence hub, a premier source of subject-matter expertise, and a fundamental resource in the strategic, legal, operational, and technical aspects of cyber defence. The Centre offers thought leadership on the cutting edge of all aspects of cyber defence and provides a 360-degree view of the sector. The Centre encourages and supports the process of mainstreaming cybersecurity into NATO and national governance and capability, within its closely connected focus areas of technology, strategy, operations, and law.

The Tallinn Manual, prepared at the invitation of the CCDCOE, is the most comprehensive guide for policy advisers and legal experts on how international law applies to cyber operations carried out between and against states and non-state actors. Since 2010, the Centre has organized Locked Shields, the biggest and most complex technical live-fire cyber defence challenge in the world. Each year, Locked Shields gives cybersecurity experts the opportunity to enhance their skills in defending national IT-systems and critical infrastructure under real-time attacks. The focus is on realistic scenarios, cutting-edge technologies, and simulating the entire complexity of a massive cyber incident, including strategic decision-making and legal and communication aspects.

The CCDCOE hosts the International Conference on Cyber Conflict, CyCon, a unique annual event in Tallinn, bringing together key experts and decision makers from the global cyber defence community. The conference, which has taken place in Tallinn since 2009, attracts more than 600 participants each spring.

The CCDCOE is responsible for identifying and coordinating education and training solutions in the field of cyber defence operations for all NATO bodies across the Alliance. NATO-accredited centres of excellence are not part of the NATO Command Structure.
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INTRODUCTION

A lot can happen in one year. The shocking escalation of conflict in Ukraine has given rise to a daily reality of war. After decades of neutrality, Finland has joined NATO, and Sweden is on its way to doing the same. Artificial intelligence has moved from the sole purview of technologists and futurists to entertainment for the masses. NATO CCDCOE has welcomed new member states, underscoring its commitment to deliver quality training, education, and research to its constituency.

In turbulent times, it is essential to be able to pause and think. By ‘Meeting Reality’, which is the theme of CyCon 2023, we are invited to take stock of the many assumptions, conclusions, and forecasts made about cyberspace, technologies, and their users, both in peacetime and in times of crisis and conflict. ‘Meeting Reality’ is also about facing a reality we had hoped would never come again. The war in Ukraine has brought new geopolitical tensions and partnerships, tested our ideas, presumptions and established practices, and presented new challenges. It has also brought new opportunities for the application and interpretation of law, policies, and technology.

The drive to stand up to challenges, old and new, can be seen in the more than 200 submissions received in response to the CyCon 2023 call for papers. The final selection of 24 articles is hereby put to you, dear reader, representing the three traditional CyCon tracks: law, technology, and strategy/policy.

All three tracks naturally contain reflections of the events in Ukraine. The CyCon 2023 authors have contemplated topics ranging from the third-party obligations and participation of non-state actors to information operations to the implications of and for the use of drones.

The law of neutrality section opens with Scott Sullivan unpacking cyber neutrality in the context of the war in Ukraine. Yann L. Schmuki goes further and offers an analysis of the obligations and rights of neutral states applicable to the sharing of data obtained in cyberspace. Marie Thøgersen employs the law of neutrality perspective to examine the relationship between non-participating States and volunteer hackers based in their territory, while Tsvetelina J. van Benthem explores the legal implications of the involvement of the private sector, specifically digital service providers, in an armed conflict.

The extensive ICT industry engagement in Ukraine is further examined by Bilyana Lilly, Kenneth Geers, Greg Rattray, and Robert Koch, who investigate the specific products and services supplied by private companies and compile lessons learnt and recommendations for better navigation in future conflicts.
The empirical approach to the war in Ukraine continues with Erica D. Lonergan, Margaret Smith, and Grace B. Mueller presenting a data analysis to evaluate earlier predictions on the role cyberspace would play in the conflict. In a similar vein, a paper by Margaret Smith and Dean Thomas examines a database of content related to the IT Army of Ukraine in order to assess the latter’s effectiveness as a resistance movement.

Several papers deal with the protection of critical information infrastructure – in Ukraine and beyond – and explore the prerequisites for a nation’s effective resilience, including the interdependencies of supply chains and the use of new technology standards. Andrii Davydiuk and Vitalii Zubok offer an insight into the challenges faced by the Ukrainian energy sector. Lars Gjesvik, Azan Latif Khanyari, Haakon Bryhni, Alfred Arouna, and Niels Nagelhus Schia present case studies of six world capitals and related dependencies of infrastructural and architectural configurations, through which they demonstrate differing effects on the resilience of digital technologies at the national level. In turn, Gerrit Holtrup, William Blonay, Martin Strohmeier, Alain Mermoud, Jean-Pascal Chavanne, and Vincent Lenders analyse the technical vulnerabilities of the 5G standard and evaluate multiple threat scenarios that affect the system core and radio access.

Igor Linkov, Kelsey Stoddard, Andrew Strelzoff, Stephanie E. Galaitsi, Jeffrey Keisler, Benjamin D. Trump, Alexander Kott, Pavol Bielik, and Petar Tsankov have teamed up to offer a concept of interpretable, actionable, and resilient AI to expand the possibilities for AI use in mission-critical contexts. Military cyber operations are also at the heart of a paper by Barış Egemen Özkan and İhsan B. Tolga, which introduces a zero-day cyber readiness model.

Also looking to future conflicts, Alexandros Zacharis, Razvan Gavrila, Constantinos Patsakis, and Demosthenes Ikonomou explore the results of applying machine learning to unstructured information sources to generate structured cyber exercise content in preparation for or during a cyber conflict. Youngjae Maeng and Mauno Pihelgas examine evasive tactics in cyber defence exercises, stressing the importance of developing a robust scoring system in order to have effective exercises. Lina Gehri, Roland Meier, Daniel Hulliger, and Vincent Lenders draw on the CCDCOE’s flagship exercise – Locked Shields – to analyse and propose mitigation techniques for the insufficiencies of existing machine learning models used to detect command and control attack traffic.

Benjamin Strickson, Cameron Worsley, and Stewart Bertram address the implementation challenges faced in the deployment of autonomous capabilities,
including AI, through a case study of a wargaming environment, and assess the quantitative and qualitative requirements for a human-centred approach to cyber situational awareness.

**Conner Bender** and **Jason Staggs** take us back to Ukraine, offering a case study on drones used in the conflict and the problems caused by their easy remote identification and tracking by the adversary.

New technologies used in Ukraine, and in contemporary conflicts in general, do not escape the attention of the legal papers either. **Aleksi Kajander**, too, considers the small drones used in the conflict, this time from the perspective of the sanction mechanisms adopted by the European Union. **Matt Malone** focuses on cross-border data flows – another topic that has acquired visibility with the beginning of the war in Ukraine – to explore the security implications and opportunities ‘weaponization’ of these could bring for NATO countries. The final two legal papers revolve around the theme of information operations. **Talita Dias** offers a framework approach to the limits on information operations under international law, while **Lindsay Freeman** uses the reality of information operations in the Russia–Ukraine conflict as a springboard for a study of the implications of information technologies and their (mis)use for war crimes investigations.

Taking a broader strategic look, **Joe Devanny** and **Andrew C. Dwyer** examine the evolution of the United Kingdom’s national cyber strategies with a particular focus on the concept of a responsible, democratic cyber power.

The final two papers of the CyCon 2023 proceedings take us beyond NATO’s boundaries. **Nate Beach-Westmoreland** offers an informed assessment of the lessons to learn from the war in Ukraine by China and its information and cyber warfare strategies. **Eduardo Izycki**, **Brett van Niekerk**, and **Trishana Ramluckan** conclude the series with observations on NATO and European Union cyber diplomacy engagement with the countries of the Global South.

Despite life’s turbulences, there are always certainties that we can rely on. As usual, all articles published in the proceedings have undergone a double-blind peer review. The members of the CyCon Academic Review Committee have generously taken time out of their busy schedules to help us with the final selection of papers, for which we cannot thank them enough. We have also been fortunate to be able to rely on the continued and invaluable support of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and its Estonian section, without which this volume would not be possible.
Last but far from least, Liis Poolak and Jaanika Rannu have provided their usual impeccable CyCon logistics and moral support, and our colleagues (in alphabetical order) János Barbi, Henrik Paludan Beckvard, Anna Blechová, Sungbaek Cho, Sebastian Cymutta, Emre Halisdemir, Erik Ilves, Ágnes Kasper, Claire Kwan, Lauri Lindström, Bernhard zur Lippe, Liina Lumiste, Dobrin Mitev Mahlyanov, Tomomi Moriyama, Rónán O’Flaherty, Sigurður Emil Pálsson, Piret Pernik, Graham Price, Urmas Ruuto, Lisa Schauss, Lami Tagoe-Tawobola, Urmet Tomp, Grete Toompere, Ann Väljataga, and Ben Valk have kindly extended editorial assistance. Thank you.
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Abstract: Since the beginning of Russia’s war against Ukraine, Western states have repeatedly and adamantly insisted that they would not become directly embroiled in the conflict. According to US President Joseph Biden and other leaders, the direct involvement of Western forces would inevitably result in the next world war. However, this ironclad prohibition of direct action has apparently not included cyber operations. According to the US Cyber Command, the United States has engaged in “the full spectrum” of cyber operations in support of Ukraine. At the same time, the EU has directly deployed one of its newly formed cyber rapid response teams to Ukraine to counter Russian cyber warfare.

How does the direct involvement of the US and other states in the cyber conflict fit within international legal rules regarding neutrality and co-belligerency? This article will examine what we currently know about cyber operations in the Russia–Ukraine war and filter that (admittedly limited) knowledge through competing standards of neutrality and co-belligerency. After addressing the potential implications of traditional neutrality, the article will describe how particular qualities of cyber operations pose unique challenges for the continuing viability of the legal standard of where qualified neutrality ends and co-belligerency begins.

Keywords: neutrality, qualified neutrality, co-belligerency, Ukraine
1. INTRODUCTION

The Western response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has brought renewed attention to international legal rules regarding neutrality and co-belligerency. Since the invasion began on February 24, 2022, the United States and other NATO countries have provided Ukraine with over $30 billion in military equipment and security assistance. That assistance includes an unprecedented volume of lethal hardware. Beyond hardware, numerous reports suggest, NATO states have also provided Ukraine with real-time battlefield intelligence and ongoing military training.

However, this unprecedented level of support has been accompanied by two major boundaries designed to avoid a broader conflict with Russia. First, neither NATO nor its member states have directly involved themselves in the conflict. To avoid “direct” conflict with Russia, the US ordered the withdrawal of all its troops in Ukraine shortly before the anticipated invasion, refused requests to enforce a no-fly

---

1 An international armed conflict between Russia and Ukraine was originally triggered in 2014 by Russian military operations in Crimea. See Michael N. Schmitt, Ukraine Symposium – Classification of the Conflict(s), Articles of War (Dec. 14, 2022), https://lieber.westpoint.edu/classification-of-the-conflicts/.


zone, and discouraged US citizens from traveling to fight alongside the Ukrainians. Second, NATO-provided military equipment sent to Ukraine would fundamentally be defensive in nature. Originally, this “defensive limitation” was construed to preclude the provision of weapons beyond those that might prove helpful in resisting Russian territorial advances. As the conflict has progressed, the stringency of this limitation has relaxed, most notably through agreements to provide Ukraine with various combat vehicles, including more modern tanks, that are likely to be used in a Ukrainian counteroffensive. However, the core of the defensive limitation—avoiding being tied to strikes inside Russian territory—persists. According to press reports, the US has “secretly modified” some of the arms it has provided to preclude long-range usage. And, to date, despite concessions regarding other weapons, the US and other states have continued to refuse Ukrainian entreaties to provide weapons such as fighter jets and long-range missile systems, which Ukraine might easily use beyond its territory.

However, cyber operations in support of Ukraine have apparently not been as strictly contained to these boundaries. In the first weeks following Russia’s invasion, reporting indicated that the US and European Union member states were directly engaged in cyber operations intended to assist Ukraine. The New York Times cited experts as opining that the Western-assisted pre-invasion hardening of Ukrainian

---


10 This piece understands “cyberspace operations” as “the employment of cyberspace capabilities where the primary purpose is to achieve objectives in or through cyberspace.” Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-12, Cyberspace Operations (2018), at vii [hereinafter Joint Publication 3-12]. This definition, while broad, avoids some of the ongoing debate surrounding the precise contours of definitions of terms such as “cyber warfare” and “cyber attacks.” Tallinn Manual 2.0 on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Operations (Michael N. Schmitt ed., 2nd ed. 2017) [hereinafter Tallinn Manual 2.0], 415 (Rule 92 – Definition of cyber attack).


cyber defenses “cannot explain” the limited success of Russian cyber operations. The report continued that US officials were “understandably tight-lipped, saying the cyber operations underway [had] been moved from an operations center in Kyiv to one outside the country” and were actively targeting “Russia’s military intelligence, to try and neutralize their activity.” In a March 10, 2022, interview with the Times, Ann Neuberger, the Deputy National Security Advisor for Cyber & Emerging Technology, described Russia’s cyber operations related to Ukraine. Neuberger noted that the US was monitoring “disruptive or destructive attacks and ensuring... they can be blocked, not only in Ukraine, but blocked from spreading whether unintentionally or intentionally.” According to Neuberger, a part of the US strategy was to “make it harder for attackers to conduct disruptive operations, whether that is disrupting infrastructure and more sensitive operations that I won’t get into here.”

During this same period, the EU announced the deployment of a Cyber Rapid Response Team (CRRT) to Ukraine to help defend it from cyber operations that it described as “an important part of Russia’s hybrid [warfare] toolkit.” Later, when asked “what direct technical assistance” was provided by the CRRT, the European Parliament responded opaque, stating that CRRTs “are cooperating with the Ukrainian authorities to identify the support needs.”

In June 2022, the head of US Cyber Command, Gen. Paul Nakasone, stated that “we’ve conducted a series of operations across the full spectrum; offensive, defensive, [and] information operations.” At the Mobile World Congress in March 2023, Nathaniel Fick, the US Ambassador at Large for Cyberspace and Digital Policy, was asked whether the US was “helping Ukraine with its cybersecurity directly.” Ambassador Fick’s reply noted the “close collaboration” with Ukraine and stated, “Yes, it was already being done before the war, and it continues and will continue.”

The public reporting to date does not conclusively prove that Western states are providing “direct” or “offensive” cyber operations assistance to Ukraine. However,
the above affirmative indications and the refusal by Western government officials to clearly and definitively deny engaging in direct cyber operations stand in marked contrast to the clarity and line-drawing offered regarding non-cyber assistance to Ukraine.24

This article seeks to unpack two international legal frameworks central to assessing both cyber and “real-world” third-party state assistance to Ukraine. The first, international neutrality law, establishes the rights and responsibilities of neutral states relative to belligerents. The second, co-belligerency, encapsulates legal standards surrounding when a third-party state may be considered to have become a party to an ongoing international armed conflict (IAC). After considering each, this piece theorizes how specific attributes surrounding cyber operations might explain, even if not necessarily legally justify, the suspected differing treatment described above.

2. “NEUTRAL” STATE CYBER OPERATIONS IN THE UKRAINE–RUSSIA CONFLICT

As noted above, the precise nature and scope of cyber operations undertaken by Western states are unclear. However, even without knowing about exact operations, there is considerable reason to believe that Western states have been more open to proactively and directly using cyber means to “disrupt” and “disable” Russian attacks—cyber and potentially otherwise—in a manner that they have declined to do using more traditional military means.

General Nakasone did not specify the “offensive” or “defensive” cyber operations that the US had undertaken in support of Ukraine. However, governing cyber operations doctrine and the “persistent engagement” strategy embraced by Cyber Command suggest that such operations likely involved conduct or effects in foreign cyberspace.

The US cybersecurity strategy of “persistent engagement” suggests that, to the extent that US cyber forces are engaged in any direct activity, some of their actions are conducted within belligerent territory.25 As Gen. Nakasone explained, persistent engagement requires that cyber forces be not merely a “response force” but also a


“persistence force” in which cyber forces can “contest adversaries globally” and “operate against our enemies on their virtual territory.”

US doctrine broadly identifies different types of cyber operations undertaken by the US military. These include offensive cyber operations (OCO) and defensive cyber operations (DCO). Geography and intent separate the two. Cyber operations “conducted outside of blue cyberspace [cyberspace ‘protected by the US’] with a commander’s intent other than to defend blue cyberspace from an ongoing or imminent cyberspace threat are OCO missions.” However, “defensive” cyber operations assisting in the protection of Ukrainian cyberspace “from active threats” would likely, as a practical matter, also involve actions undertaken inside the territory of a belligerent (Ukraine), and to the advantage of that belligerent.

OCO and DCO both contemplate a broad range of effects likely to be felt in foreign jurisdictions that US doctrine acknowledges ultimately may “rise to the level of use of force.” At one end of the spectrum, exploitation actions, such as information collection, are conducted without any associated physical or cyberspace effects. In contrast, attack actions create either a noticeable effect in cyberspace or lead to effects in physical domains. The degree of these effects varies from minor (temporary loss of access to the system) to significant enough to constitute an international use of force.

The US does not appear to be alone in involving state cyber operatives in the conflict. As noted earlier, the first EU CRRT formally requested by Ukraine was deployed in the early days of the conflict to “help Ukraine to face cyberattacks.” The UK’s “Ukraine Cyber Programme,” the existence of which had been secret to “protect its operational security,” had been active since the early days of the conflict in “preventing Russian malign actors from accessing vital networks.” China has also been linked to

27 Joint Publication 3-12, supra note 10. While specifically discussing US operations, the contours described are shared by other NATO states. See, e.g., UK Ministry of Defence, Cyber Primer, Third Ed., (Oct. 2022).
28 Joint Publication 3-12, supra note 10, at I-4.
29 Id. at II-5.
30 Id. (OCO) and at II-4 (DCO).
31 Id. at II-6.
32 Id. at II-7.
33 Id. at II-4 (DCO-RA actions may “rise to the level of use of force”); id. at II-5 (same with OCO).
cyber operations targeting the Ukrainian government and potentially seeking to gain relevant intelligence.36

Further complicating the cyberspace operations picture is the widespread involvement of private actors. Western technology companies have played an instrumental role in reinforcing and expanding Ukraine’s cyber capabilities. Microsoft, which has played a crucial role in identifying and disabling Russian malware threats against Ukraine, has articulated Ukraine’s cyber defense as one reliant “on a coalition of countries, companies, and NGOs.”37 While much of the corporate support of Ukraine appears to reflect independent judgment, some can be tied to direct government encouragement. For example, the British government has implemented a program that facilitates Ukrainian access to commercial cybersecurity support funded by the UK, resulting in “commercial cybersecurity capabilities [controlled by Ukraine] for immediate operational effect.”38

3. NEUTRALITY AND CO-BELLIGERENCY

The law of neutrality describes the rights and duties of belligerent and neutral states during IACs.39 The fundamental purpose of neutrality rules is two-fold: inhibiting the expansion of hostilities and reducing the impact of armed conflict on nonbelligerent states and populations.40 The traditional “neutral” state is essentially a bystander, potentially interested in the outcome of the conflict but unwilling to become embroiled in it.

Co-belligerency, in contrast, seeks to identify parties that, though perhaps not initially participants in the conflict, have come off the sidelines and entered the fray.41 Between traditional neutrality and co-belligerency lies “qualified” or “benevolent” neutrality—in which neutral states are empowered to provide assistance to states that are victims of aggression.

A. Traditional and Qualified Neutrality

The traditional principles of neutrality are fundamentally clear. The 1907 Hague Conventions V (addressing neutrality in land war) and XIII (addressing neutrality in naval war) form the cornerstone of the traditional rights and obligations of neutral states. While neutral states possess rights designed to avoid adverse effects emanating from the conflict, neutrality law also imposes corollary duties of non-participation and impartiality. The duty of impartiality precludes neutrals from engaging in acts that benefit one party of the conflict to the detriment of the other, including the provision of “war material of any kind,” such as weapons.

Western assistance to Ukraine has generally not been justified under the traditional neutrality rules, but rather under “qualified” or “benevolent” neutrality. Qualified neutrality asserts that subsequent treaty and customary international law has transformed neutrality rules in a manner enabling states to retain neutral status while assisting a belligerent that was a victim of aggression. At the core of qualified neutrality is the fundamental circumscription of the lawful use of force articulated in the Kellogg-Briand Pact of 1928 and the UN Charter. These instruments, at least theoretically, effectively placed the lawful use of force under the exclusive authority of the UN Security Council. As a result, third-party states that would have borne an obligation of impartiality under the traditional rules of neutrality would now find that same impartiality impermissible.

The validity of qualified neutrality in circumstances where the UN Security Council has affirmatively acted on the question is widely accepted. Its viability beyond
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42 See Neff, supra note 40, at 485.
43 Id. at 496. Hague Conv. XIII prohibits the provision “in any manner, directly or indirectly, by a neutral Power to a belligerent power, of war-ships, ammunition, or war material of any kind whatever.” 1907 Hague Convention XIII Concerning the Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers in Naval War, art. 6, reprinted in Adam Roberts & Richard Guelff, Documents on the Laws of War 61, 109 (Adam Roberts & Richard Guelff eds., 2nd ed. 1989). This prohibition has been broadly construed. See Manuel Rodriguez, Operation Rubicon: An Assessment with Regard to Switzerland’s Duties Under the Law of Neutrality, 50 Int’l J. Legal Info. 82, 97 (2022).
47 See Hathaway & Shapiro, supra note 44; Patrick M. Norton, Between the Ideology and the Reality: The Shadow of the Law of Neutrality, 17 Harv. Int’l L.J. 249, 251 (1976). Lawful self-defense was considered “an interim measure until the collective security mechanism of the United Nations could be organized to meet the armed aggression.” Id.
48 Id. at 251. Some have argued that neutrality rules are “obsolete as both strategic and humanitarian third-party interventions have become the norm.” See Jide Nzelibe, Courting Genocide: The Unintended Effects of Humanitarian Intervention, 97 Cal. L. Rev. 1171, 1213 (2009).
such circumstances, however, is contested. Absent UN Security Council action, a state’s characterization of a belligerent as a “victim” or “aggressor” may more often reflect perceived self-interest rather than an inescapable factual conclusion. This characterization problem has led states and scholars alike to voice skepticism, if not outright reject qualified neutrality in circumstances where the UN Security Council has not acted.

Similarly, the scope of assistance that a state claiming qualified neutrality is empowered to offer a victim-belligerent is ambiguous. Robert Jackson, in articulating the US qualified neutrality in the early part of World War II viewed all measures of assistance “short of war” as appropriate to provide a victim of aggression. The “short of war” standard itself possesses ambiguity. In operation, the “short of war” standard was limited to the provision of weapons despite increasing attacks on the US in 1941. Such restraint reflects the view that US assistance justified by qualified neutrality was definitively bounded by “entry into the war a belligerent,” a result that was not exclusively within American control.

Regardless of approach, violations of a state’s neutral obligations do not alone extinguish neutral status. Instead, violations give rise to enforcement rights of belligerents that typically do not include the use of force. However, as both a doctrinal and practical matter, the further states deviate quantitatively and qualitatively from traditional obligations of non-participation and impartiality, the more the legal assessment of co-belligerency comes to the fore. Fundamentally, when a neutral state’s violations of impartiality and abstention are of “such gravity as to justify the conclusion that the neutral state has become a party to the conflict,” it is no longer a neutral state but a co-belligerent to the conflict.

52 Dr. von Heinegg, long a skeptic of qualified neutrality, has called Russia’s invasion of Ukraine a “game changer” and claimed that now “there are good reasons to take a more nuanced position vis-à-vis ‘qualified neutrality.’” See Wolff Heintschel von Heinegg, Neutrality in the War Against Ukraine, Articles of War (Mar. 1, 2022), https://lieber.westpoint.edu/neutrality-in-the-war-against-ukraine/.
53 Such measures included “discriminatory embargoes or boycotts, as well as financial credits and furnishing of supplies and material, weapons and ships.” Id. at 279.
56 See, e.g., Michael Bothe, The Law of Neutrality, in The Handbook of Humanitarian Law in Armed Conflicts 485, 494 (Dieter Fleck ed. 1995). (“[I]t is not necessarily legal to attack a state violating the law of neutrality and to make it, by that attack, a party to the conflict.”); see also, Kevin Jon Heller & Lena Trabucco, The Legality of Weapons Transfers to Ukraine Under International Law, Brill, Aug. 29, 2022.
B. Co-belligerency
At the highest level of abstraction, co-belligerency “entails a sovereign State becoming a party to a conflict, either through formal or informal processes.” More practically, co-belligerency reflects the determination that a state’s acts render it an “ally” to a party to the conflict, with legal and practical consequences for that state and its nationals.

The test for co-belligerency, while unsettled, has become a crucial topic when considering limitations on the assistance that can be provided to Ukraine. According to press reports, the policies of Western states have largely been shaped by a legal assessment regarding how far the US can go before it becomes a co-belligerent in the conflict. The European Parliament has stated that “providing military equipment and platforms” does not make the EU or member states co-belligerents.

Few bright lines exist, but a neutral state most clearly becomes a co-belligerent when it “participates to a significant extent in hostilities,” such as through the deployment of troops to the conflict. Beyond direct deployments, however, the level of intervention required to trigger co-belligerency is legally unsettled. Co-belligerency is often said to attach when “direct support” is provided to a belligerent’s military operations. In an Office of Legal Counsel memorandum authored by Jack Goldsmith, co-belligerency status “turns on whether [the state’s] participation” possesses a “direct nexus” to a belligerent’s military objectives. The International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia’s decision in Blakić suggested that determining co-belligerency turned on whether states “were allies and acted as such in conducting operations” in the conflict.

Collectively, co-belligerency can generally be said to flow from a state’s (1) direct participation (2) in hostile actions (3) intended to facilitate another belligerent’s
operational success. Each of these components has proven difficult to define with precision under conventional armed conflict and poses especially acute challenges in cyberspace.

4. NON-NEUTRALITY AND CO-BELLIGERENCY IN CYBER OPERATIONS

Government lawyers seeking to discern doctrinal lines regarding the kind of “support” a state could provide Ukraine appear to have differentiated acceptable activities in cyberspace. That divergence begs the question of whether the more permissive approach to cyber operations comports with our legal understanding of neutrality and co-belligerency and, if not, why the two genres of support are being approached differently.

A. Assessing Cyber Operations in Ukraine Under Traditional Neutrality

There can be little doubt that the extensive provision of weaponry to Ukraine by the United States and other NATO states violates the traditional neutral state obligations of non-participation and impartiality. However, the neutrality analysis grows more complicated when considering the various strains of cyber operations support that Western states have allowed or directly provided.

Under traditional neutrality rules, acts that would be prohibited if undertaken by the state are of no legal consequence if undertaken by private parties. For example, while a neutral state is barred from participating in acts of war by a party, that prohibition does not extend to precluding its citizens from entering into the conflict on behalf of one of the belligerents. Similarly, states are prohibited from supplying war materials to belligerents, but only to the extent that the export of those arms is “controlled” by the state itself.

Applied to the cyber warfare between Ukraine and Russia, the efforts undertaken by private corporations to thwart Russian cyber attacks, and even more assertive acts that facilitate counterattacks on Russian networks, would not offend traditional neutrality rules. Likewise, Western corporations who have provided Ukraine with cybersecurity services, software, and equipment worth tens of millions of dollars similarly comport with the law of neutrality despite their potentially important role in defending Ukraine’s military and civilian networks and infrastructure.

66 See, e.g., Bothe, supra note 56, at 485, 496.
67 Distinct from neutrality rules, direct involvement in cyber operations may also constitute direct participation in hostilities.
68 Bothe, supra note 56, at 498.
69 Id. at 496–97.
70 At least insofar as the tools provided remain beyond the scope of governmental regulation that would lend itself to a finding of “controlling” export.
In contrast, once the existence of the armed conflict is established, nearly all direct state cyber operations in support of Ukraine would violate the traditional neutral state obligations of non-participation and impartiality.\(^{71}\) This would unquestionably include DCO or OCO as set out in Joint Publication 3-12 and the provision of cyber “weapons,” whether defensively or offensively oriented. Importantly, even the provision of intelligence regarding Ukrainian cyber vulnerabilities or impending Russian cyber attacks would likely be considered prohibited under traditional neutrality rules.\(^{72}\)

**B. Assessing Cyber Operations in Ukraine under Qualified Neutrality and Co-belligerency**

While direct support of a state would violate traditional neutrality, that same support is consistent with a neutral state’s obligations under qualified neutrality so long as the support is offered to a victim of aggression. Thus, the end of qualified neutrality and the beginning of co-belligerency converge on the same question: whether the state’s acts transcend “support” to become an “act of war,” thus shedding the rights of neutrality in favor of participation.

The range of acts that might constitute an “act of war” and thus create co-belligerency is “remarkably undertheorized.”\(^{73}\) At the heart of “acts of war” giving rise to co-belligerency are “hostile” acts designed to damage one belligerent’s military capacity to the advantage of the other.\(^{74}\) This formulation recognizes that once the existence of an IAC is established as a factual matter, a third-party state’s acts do not need to independently establish an armed conflict to be considered a co-belligerent.\(^{75}\) As such, acts that would not constitute an act of war outside of the armed conflict may reach the co-belligerency threshold once the armed conflict has begun.\(^{76}\)

Recent decades have seen significant analytical efforts undertaken in identifying what constitutes direct participation in hostilities in the non-international armed conflict context, which are instructive here. The definition of “hostilities” relating to cyberspace is broader than that of an “attack” and includes acts intended to have
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\(^{71}\) Some have argued that US cyber operations do not violate traditional neutrality because they have likely been undertaken at Ukraine’s request and thus can be considered collective self-defense lawful under Article 51 of the UN Charter. See Michael Schmitt, *Ukraine Symposium – U.S. Offensive Cyber Operations in Support of Ukraine*, Articles of War (Jun. 6, 2022), https://lieber.westpoint.edu/us-offensive-cyber-operations-support-ukraine/. The US could justify its cyber operations under this rubric, but contrary to past state practice, it has not made such claims to the UN Security Council as required under Article 51. This omission is presumably to avoid the co-belligerent status that such a reporting would spark.


\(^{74}\) See Tallinn Manual 2.0, supra note 10, at 429.


\(^{76}\) An example of this potentially includes pre-invasion US “hunt-forward” operations in which US forces coordinated closely with Ukraine to identify and neutralize Russian threats existing in Ukrainian networks.
the effect of “negatively affecting the adversary’s military operations or capabilities” or causing physical harm or damage.\(^\text{77}\) Hostilities include preparatory acts, “directly supporting” specific operations, and “identifying vulnerabilities in a targeted system.”\(^\text{78}\) Importantly, while engaging in a cyber attack constitutes participation in hostilities, simply providing a cyber weapon to a belligerent does not.\(^\text{79}\)

Finally, the direct hostile acts must be accompanied by the requisite intent. Acts that would unmistakably constitute participation in hostilities, whether through conventional or cyber means, do not give rise to co-belligerency if they lack the relevant intent. The intent requirement is multi-fold. A state’s hostile acts have to intend to diminish the military capacity of one belligerent in the conflict, with the goal of assisting another party to the conflict in the IAC itself (often referred to as “belligerent nexus”). Neither component is sufficient alone.

Within the examination of a belligerent nexus, certain peculiarities of cyber operations complicate a clean fulfillment of the co-belligerency standard.

**1) The Problem of Persistent Conflict**

It is difficult to ascribe an intent to influence a specific armed conflict to cyber operations that generally appear consistent with peacetime norms. And, unfortunately, cyber operations seeking to gather intelligence and identify and exploit vulnerabilities are a regular feature of the current global landscape.

Cybersecurity threats are targeting governments, businesses, and NGOs worldwide, at every level.\(^\text{80}\) As these threats have proliferated, the powers granted to civilian and military authorities to counteract the threat have become increasingly expansive and institutionalized.\(^\text{81}\) In turn, state-sponsored operations around the world seeking economic and military advantage have become pervasive. The result is an “actual and continuous, strategic competition in cyberspace that does not reach the level of armed conflict.”\(^\text{82}\)

That competition takes place through DCO and OCO described in *Joint Publication 3-12*. It includes “positioning of forces” and “gaining access to adversary, enemy, or intermediary links… to support future actions.”\(^\text{83}\) Doctrines such as “persistent

\(^{77}\) Tallinn Manual 2.0, *supra* note 10, at 429.

\(^{78}\) *Id.* at 431 (preparatory acts); *id.* at 430 (network vulnerabilities).

\(^{79}\) At least without more particularized facts evidencing that the provision of the cyber weapon in question constitutes support of a specific operation. *See* Tallinn Manual 2.0, *supra* note 10, at 430.


\(^{83}\) *Joint Publication 3-12, supra* note 10, at II-8.
engagement” seek to shift from a responsive posture to a more proactive one by encouraging “defending forward” operationally to force potential adversaries to expend resources defending national interests and away from attacking others.

Many of these activities would appear to qualify as “hostile” acts; however, given the pervasive nature of such cyber operations as a general matter, their connection to a specific armed conflict objective is less clear. Absent a sharp deviation in methodology or consequences, how can state cyber operations differentiate themselves from the ordinary course of business? In short, the persistency of “hostile” acts as a general matter makes ascribing the requisite intent more difficult during an armed conflict.

Chinese hacking at the outset of the Russian invasion demonstrates the quandary. According to news reports citing “Western intelligence officials,” China allegedly engaged in hundreds of “cyber attacks” targeting Ukrainian government institutions on the eve of the Russian invasion.\(^84\) Initial assessments of the activity indicated that China was engaged in cyber espionage that might assist its Russian partner. Curiously, however, the same Chinese cyber actors launched highly similar attacks against “government and military networks” in Russia and Belarus.\(^85\) British analysts later described the Chinese cyber operations as “relatively routine” rather than demonstrative of collusion. In other words, given the high baseline level of similar cyber operations under normal conditions, it is impossible to conclude that the Chinese operations that had been identified were connected to the IAC between Russia and Ukraine.\(^86\)

2) Attribution and Secrecy

Hostile acts can only lead to co-belligerency to the extent that they are identified and attributed to a third-party state. State preferences for using cyber operations over other alternatives often reflect the belief that such operations “offer low probability of detection.”\(^87\) The desire to avoid detection is likely especially acute when direct accountability might lend itself to a finding of co-belligerency. Western efforts in supporting Ukraine are instructive. The US and other NATO states have not hidden, but rather generally celebrated, the amount of lethal hardware provided to Ukrainian forces. However, in providing support, Western states have gone to great lengths to avoid a physical presence in the area. By contrast, the successes of the US Cyber Command have been articulated generally and without fanfare.


\(^85\) *Id.*

\(^86\) Further complicating the matter is that the underlying baseline and spikes in cyber operations activity themselves may reflect differences in monitoring rather than differences in reality. Prior to armed conflict, foreign state cyber operations may be under-surveilled and thus underestimated. Once an armed conflict has been initiated, identified cyber operations might be susceptible to misattribution in the opposite direction.

\(^87\) Joint Publication 3-12, *supra* note 10, at IV-8.
The problem of attributing cyber operations to a state is magnified by Ukraine and Russia’s encouragement of non-state actors to participate in the cyber conflict. The addition of such actors offers an additional source for attribution and, if definitively tied to the acts in question, requires an assessment of state control prior to a finding of state responsibility.

Further, states rarely wish to publicize hostile acts that they are able to attribute to another party. Absent consequences dramatically affecting military operations or the civilian population, states appear to have little incentive to identify hostile cyber operations from third-party states.

5. CONCLUSION

Traditional principles of neutrality sought to avoid the spread of armed conflict. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, an act of naked aggression, rendered the impartiality and inaction of traditional neutrality unacceptable and brought questions of co-belligerency to the fore.

For years, government officials, military strategists, and academics have warned about the escalatory potential of cyber operations when attached to conventional armed conflict. One of the early storylines about the war in Ukraine was about Russia’s failure to turn its cyber capabilities into battlefield gains. It increasingly seems that it is possible that the story that ultimately emerges, however, will be how third-party states found an emerging “long war” in cyberspace as the only dimension of the conflict in which they could directly engage with minimal fear of escalation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Two particular legal regimes apply to the ongoing international armed conflict (IAC) between the Russian Federation and Ukraine: international humanitarian law (IHL) and the law of neutrality (LoN).\(^1\) While IHL in international and non-international armed conflicts enjoyed much attention in the past decades from most key actors, the law of neutrality has played a secondary role in public discourse. This has been steadily changing since Europe met reality in February 2022.

In the media and beyond, the question was raised as to the extent to which the law of neutrality, mainly based on 19th- and early 20th-century rules, is able to provide an appropriate framework for 21st-century IACs. At the same time, a number of States more or less directly referred to their ‘neutrality’ or the ‘law of neutrality’ when publicly explaining their (non-) support for one of the belligerent States in the war in Ukraine.\(^2\)

In fact, the secondary role the LoN played in the past has led to particular regulatory and research gaps in the area of cyberspace in general and data sharing in particular. The traditional rules of neutrality, notably the Hague Conventions, do not provide clear guidance in these areas, and their provisions can at best be operationalized by analogy. Furthermore, State practice is not sufficiently clear or public to make sound conclusions as to the applicable customary international law.

This paper addresses this gap by proposing a differential approach that ponders the neutral’s impartiality and prevention obligations. It first expounds on how cyber means empower neutral States to potentially gather vast amounts of data that can be used for military or related purposes. A broad viewpoint is taken, and the concept of ‘cyber-enabled’ data is introduced. This notion describes any information a State gains from non-public sources by cyber means and it is subsequently subcategorized as ‘actionable’ and ‘non-actionable’ data.

---

\(^1\) Certain authors consider the law of neutrality to form an inherent component of international humanitarian law. This paper treats the disciplines as distinct, due to their differing constituent principles and the way they are applied during international armed conflict. However, both are part of the broader ‘law of armed conflict’.

In a second step, I introduce the concept of a ‘neutrality–belligerency continuum’ in reference to State practice and changing understandings of neutrality. This proposed contemporalisation of the LoN separates two core legal issues that arise in this context. The assessment of when a neutral becomes a belligerent is neatly distinguished from the question of whether a neutral violates its obligations under the LoN. This paper is limited to a discussion of the latter.

The central part of the paper addresses the law of neutrality and how it can be applied to a neutral State sharing cyber-enabled data during an IAC. I outline the existing legal framework and characterize the impartiality and prevention obligations of the neutral. Drawing analogies from State practice and a World War I case study, I argue that a neutral cannot share actionable data with belligerent or third States. However, it must be allowed to exchange non-actionable data, as this is essential to obtaining information necessary to perform its preventive obligations and to satisfy its own defensive needs.

2. THE PRACTICAL SIDE: THE NEUTRAL STATE AND ITS ACCESS TO DATA

Cyberspace: An Enabler for the Neutral and the Non-belligerent

In today’s digitalized international security environment, the capacities and challenges of neutral and non-belligerent States fundamentally differ from those of the past. For geographical and political reasons, a neutral State traditionally had very limited means to obtain reliable first-hand information on belligerents. Accessing the frontlines of conflict to gather first-hand information is a challenging endeavour, and the risk of getting drawn into conflict is high. Cyber means, however, can potentially provide (neutral) States with real-time remote access to data, notably on key military developments during an IAC.3

As the case study in the second part of this research will show, early telegraph or signal interception allowed neutral actors to obtain certain forms of wartime information. However, this access was very limited and primarily targeted only communication, not stored information. Contemporary bulk collection, computer network exploitation, or simple digital data transfer provide the neutral or the non-belligerent State with a whole new range of potential tools to gather and share information. At the same time, the neutral has become considerably more vulnerable to violations of its neutrality, notably by cyber means.

3 Alexandr Galushkin, ‘On Cyberespionage and Cyberintelligence at the Present Stage’ (2014) 3 Bulletin of the Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia (RUDN) 43–44.
The Notion of ‘Cyber-Enabled Data’

The ‘data’ referred to in this paper is addressed variously in academic literature and political discourse. In the context of clandestinely obtained cyber-enabled data, the Tallinn Manual 2.0 primarily uses the term ‘(cyber) espionage’. However, States may obtain data in various ways, some of which do not involve any activity related to what is commonly referred to as ‘espionage’. One can, for example, imagine a diplomat or military commander from belligerent State A deciding, for ideological or other reasons, to e-mail information to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of neutral State B. In this case, the data is obtained without intelligence agencies or any form of active collection being involved. Only referring to cyber ‘espionage’ or ‘intelligence’ would, therefore, unnecessarily restrict the range of ways through which information can be obtained by neutrals during an IAC.

Therefore, this paper uses, where possible, the term ‘gathering of (cyber-enabled) data’ instead of ‘intelligence’ or ‘espionage’. The former is the broadest term, which leaves unspecified the method of acquisition and the stage of data processing, and refrains from normative qualifications. This broad understanding also reflects official statements of certain States. Poland, for example, refers in its public position paper on the applicability of international law to cyberspace to the ‘theft of data’ and not ‘espionage’.

‘Cyber-enabled data’ or simply ‘data’ as employed in this paper, is, therefore, any form of information that a State has gained from non-public sources by cyber means.

Actionable and Non-actionable Data

Literature on information and intelligence in the context of an armed conflict typically distinguishes between military, political, and economic forms. However, in the context of neutrality, this distinction is not useful. It is not the content or the method of acquisition of the data that is decisive from an LoN perspective, but rather its subsequent use (-ability). A binary qualification of whether data is actionable or not is thus more appropriate for the following analysis.

Sharing data that can provide a belligerent with a direct military advantage, allowing it to take kinetic or cyber action, is intuitively more problematic than providing data that only allows a better understanding of certain political or economic processes. Such a distinction, while not directly founded in legal documents, is justified by drawing
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4 Sulmasy and Yoo explained that international law does not provide for an ‘(...) internationally recognized and workable definition of “intelligence collection”’. Glenn Sulmasy and John Yoo, ‘Counterintuitive: Intelligence Operations and International Law’ (2007) 28 Michigan Journal of International Law 625, 637.


6 However, when only ‘intelligence’ is explicitly concerned, this term is employed.

an analogy between the material support of a belligerent and data sharing. While one-sidedly providing humanitarian goods to a belligerent in an IAC is generally not qualified as a violation of neutrality, the direct or indirect provision of weapons is broadly considered to be.\textsuperscript{8}

It is, therefore, doubtful whether an absolutist prohibition or permission for a neutral’s support for a belligerent, be it with goods or information, is a convincing approach under the current political and legal realities.

Pearson and Watson propose a definition of ‘actionable intelligence’ as ‘intelligence that can be acted upon within a 12 to 72 hour period of time’.\textsuperscript{9} For the sake of this paper, ‘actionable data’ is data that allows an actor to prepare and execute concrete military action, be it in kinetic form or in cyberspace. Data on tactical military developments or locations, for example, is actionable. Information concerning the nomination of a new political leader in an occupied territory can equally be directly linked to a subsequent airstrike and thus classified as actionable. On the other hand, data that leads to the imposition of sanctions, for example, is not considered actionable as it does not set the ground for immediate military action. As for other neutrality-related questions, a case-by-case assessment by the neutral is necessary to qualify data as actionable or non-actionable.

\textbf{3. NEUTRALITY, NON-BELLIGERENCY, AND BELLIGERENCY}

\textit{State Practice in the Area of Data Sharing During IAC}

The IAC in Ukraine has led to an unprecedented amount of public State practice in the area of data sharing. Reportedly, Western States, without claiming to be neutral, have provided Ukraine with intelligence almost in real-time.\textsuperscript{10} John Kirby, Press Secretary of the US Department of Defense, affirmed in May 2022 that: ‘the United States provides battlefield intelligence to help Ukrainians… We do provide them useful, timely intelligence’\textsuperscript{11}

In its frankness, this statement implies that the information the US shares with the Ukrainian armed forces is militarily actionable, as it is concrete information that is

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{8} Constantine Antonopoulos, \textit{Non-Participation in Armed Conflict: Continuity and Modern Challenges to the Law of Neutrality} (Cambridge University Press 2022) 91ff.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
used on the battlefield. According to US officials, the Russian flagship *Moskva* was notably sunk after the Ukrainian army struck it based on such intelligence assistance.\(^{12}\)

Even if intelligence sharing is nothing new and is reportedly broadly practiced by States,\(^{13}\) the way it has recently been confirmed by State officials is very progressive.\(^{14}\) However, it seems impossible to establish a legally authoritative custom at the current stage, as neither practice nor *opinio iuris* are public and uniform. At the same time, even the United Nations (UN) has acknowledged the key role that information sharing may play in certain situations, notably in the realm of counterterrorism. UNSC Resolution 2396 (2017), for example, calls upon States ‘to improve timely information sharing, through appropriate channels and arrangements’.\(^{15}\) However, this reference was limited to the combatting of non-State actors and did not refer to States involved in an IAC.

**Changing Understandings of Neutrality**

In 1996, the International Court of Justice in its Advisory Opinion on Nuclear Weapons reaffirmed that the principle of neutrality ‘is applicable... to all international armed conflict’.\(^{16}\)

However, recent developments have challenged the strict applicability of the traditional law of neutrality to IACs. Besides extensive data sharing, weapons deliveries to belligerent States – be it Ukraine, Saudi Arabia, or Türkiye – are on the daily agenda of States that do not consider themselves parties to the conflict. More generally speaking, there are different visions on how the law of neutrality is still to be applied in the post-1945 UN system. These discussions have fulminantly reemerged in the context of the recent IAC between the Russian Federation and Ukraine.\(^{17}\)

Today, it is difficult to maintain the traditional understanding of neutrality and belligerency as a binary function. State practice implies that States can actually...

---


15 UNSC RES 2396 (21 December 2017) UN Doc S/RES/2396.


operate in a ‘middle ground’ between strict neutrality and belligerency. In this context, Cordey and Kohler argue that ‘according to modern State practice, the applicability of the law of neutrality depends on functional considerations, that often result in a differential or partial applicability of that body of law’. At the same time, already Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions and the Third 1949 Geneva Convention employed the notions of ‘neutral or other State not party to the conflict’ or ‘neutral or non-belligerent powers’ respectively.

**The Neutrality–Belligerency Continuum**

In the context of the ongoing IAC in Europe, different solutions have been proposed to reconcile State practice with traditional understandings of neutrality. Some authors have argued that neutrality has ceased to apply, while others have proclaimed ‘the end of impartiality’ or similar solutions. It is outside the scope of this paper to holistically discuss the concrete actions that make States cease to be neutral. The working assumption of this paper is that the law of neutrality is best understood as a neutrality–belligerency continuum (see Figure 1). In this understanding, States can adopt a neutral position that comes with certain duties, notably impartiality and prevention, and rights under the LoN. At the same time, States can also decide to support one of the belligerents without directly participating in the conflict. It is general international law that applies in this second case.

**FIGURE 1: IMPARTIALITY AND NON-PARTICIPATION THRESHOLDS**

1: Impartiality threshold: Designates the border between the permitted behaviour of a neutral State and that of a non-belligerent State. Defining this threshold in the domain of data-sharing is the subject of this research.

2: Non-participation threshold: Designates the border between the permitted behaviour of a non-belligerent State and direct participation in an IAC. Establishing this threshold needs to be the subject of further research.
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18 This ‘middle-ground-theory’ has notably been described, and largely rejected, by Roscini. Marco Roscini, *Cyber Operations and the Use of Force in International Law* (Oxford University Press 2014) 267/268.
20 Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts, arts. 2(c), 30(3)(c), 31(1), 31(2), 31(4), and 47(f).
23 Political scientists and State policies typically distinguish notions of ‘integral neutrality’, ‘differential neutrality’, ‘active neutrality’ or ‘qualified neutrality’. These are political terms and will not be further addressed in the course of this research.
24 This voluntarist understanding applies in the context of an IAC. It does not apply to States, like Switzerland or Turkmenistan, that have proclaimed and internationally been recognized as permanently neutral. The latter must be presumed to be neutral in any IAC.
4. THE LEGAL SIDE: DATA SHARING AND THE OBLIGATIONS OF THE NEUTRAL

The Tallinn Manual’s Silence on Data Sharing Under the Law of Neutrality

The Tallinn Manual 2.0 clearly states that ‘the international Group of experts unanimously agreed that the law of neutrality applies to cyber operations’. Several States have publicly adopted this position. When it comes to ‘cyber-espionage’, the manual takes a circumstantial approach and argues that the ‘lawfulness depends on whether the way in which the operation is carried out violates any international law obligations that bind the State’. However, on the sharing of cyber-enabled data in the context of an IAC, the two Tallinn manuals have so far remained silent.

In IHL, explicit rules applying to ‘reconnaissance’ and ‘espionage’ do address the question of data gathering. However, these rules are not helpful when it comes to the question of whether and to what extent available data can be shared with belligerents in the context of an IAC. Whether the data was obtained legally or through an internationally wrongful act has, as such, no implication for the neutrality-conformity of its sharing. The sharing State may be in violation of its neutrality obligations even if the data was obtained legally and vice versa.

The Law of Neutrality and the Principles Derived from It

The 1907 Hague Conventions V and VIII constitute the main black-letter foundation of the LoN. Influential States, or their predecessors, have ratified the two conventions, notably Brazil, China, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Japan, Switzerland, the Russian Federation, Ukraine, and the United States. Furthermore, the conventions are considered to largely reflect customary international law.

From the 1907 Hague Conventions, four constituting principles of neutrality have been derived: non-participation, prevention, impartiality, and acquiescence. As argued above, the ‘non-participation threshold’ will not be discussed in this paper as it

---

25 Tallinn Manual 2.0 (n 5) 553.
26 These States were France, Italy, the Netherlands, Romania, Switzerland, and the United States. Cordey and Kohler (n 19) 25.
27 Tallinn Manual 2.0 (n 5) r 32.
28 See notably Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (adopted 8 June 1977, entered into force 7 December 1979) 1125 UNTS 3, art 46(1).
31 Cordey and Kohler (n 19) 9.
is considered to typically pose less severe restrictions on the neutral than the qualified ‘impartiality principle’.

When it comes to impartiality, Article 9 of the 1907 Hague Convention V on neutrality in case of warfare on land states that ‘every measure of restriction or prohibition taken by a neutral Power… must be impartially applied by it to both belligerents’.\(^{32}\) The duty of impartiality is not directly addressed in the Tallinn manuals’ rules. However, in the commentary on Rule 151, the experts argue that restrictive measures by the neutral on its cyberspace ‘must be impartially applied to all belligerents’.\(^{33}\)

As for the preventive component of neutrality, Article 5 of the Hague Convention states that a ‘neutral Power must not allow any of the acts referred to in Articles 2 and 4 to occur on its territory’.\(^{34}\) Rule 152 of the Tallinn Manual 2.0 transfers this approach into cyber law. Adopting the object and purpose of the Hague Convention, the experts argue in the manual that a ‘neutral State may not knowingly allow the exercise of belligerent rights by the parties to the conflict from cyber-infrastructure located in its territory or under its exclusive control’\(^{35}\).

**Applying the Law of Neutrality to Data Sharing in Times of IAC**

**Object and Purpose of Neutrality Conventions**

The law of neutrality arose from a need for predictability in the relations between belligerents and non-belligerents.\(^{36}\) Like IHL, the LoN accepts war as a reality and departs from the idea that, even in a conflict, all parties are better off when certain fixed rules of behaviour are respected. Neutrality is a concept that primarily applies to States, while also having repercussions for private actors, notably in a multi-stakeholder environment. However, this analysis focuses on the direct obligations of States, who may or may not delegate activities to or at least tolerate activities by third actors.

**Legal Analogies**

There is no clear rule, either in customary international law or in an international treaty, that directly addresses the connection between data sharing and neutrality.\(^{37}\) Cordey and Kohler are among the few authors to address the issue in a cyber context, arguing that ‘sharing military intelligence about a belligerent to another belligerent violates

\(^{32}\) Convention (V) Respecting the Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers and Persons in Case of War on Land, The Hague, 18 October 1907, art 9 (emphasis added).

\(^{33}\) Tallinn Manual 2.0 (n 5) r 151, commentary 8, 557 (emphasis added).

\(^{34}\) Hague Convention (V) art 5(1). Article 2 of the Convention prohibits the belligerents to move troops, munitions or supply through the territory of a neutral State. Article 4 states that no ‘corps de combat’ or ‘recruiting agencies’ can be opened on the neutral’s territory to assist the belligerents.

\(^{35}\) Tallinn Manual 2.0 (n 5) r 152, 558.

\(^{36}\) Antonopoulos (n 8) 222.

neutrality’. Unfortunately, the authors do not elaborate upon why the intelligence shared must be military for the act to constitute a violation of neutrality.

They, however, make an important point when drawing an analogy between Article 47 of the 1923 Hague Rules of Aerial Warfare and data collection in the cyberspace of the neutral. Article 47 states that a ‘neutral State is bound to take such steps as the means at its disposal permit to prevent within its jurisdiction aerial observation of the movements, operations or defences of one belligerent, with the intention of informing the other belligerent’. The authors convincingly argue that from this article, an obligation of the neutral State ‘to conduct counterespionage… to prevent belligerents from exploring and observing neutral networks that would allow them to gain intelligence on the other belligerents’ wartime action’ can be derived.

If this analogy is accepted and a neutral State is obliged to prevent and end wartime cyber-espionage in its territory, a fortiori, it cannot actively transfer such data and information to one of the belligerents. The US Law of War Manual makes a similar point when explaining the fact that a ‘neutral State, if it so desires, may transmit messages by means of its communications facilities does not imply that the neutral State may use such facilities or permit their use to lend assistance to the belligerents on one side only’.

However, these argumentations remain relatively constructed and notably rely on analogies and assumptions rather than black-letter or case law. One of the very few cases in which a court had to publicly pronounce itself on the neutrality-conformity of the sharing of data obtained by technical means is the so-called Affaire des Colonels.

**Case Study: L’Affaire des Colonels (1915/16)**

In the course of the first two years of World War I, two colonels of the Swiss Military Staff’s intelligence section regularly shared classified intelligence briefings containing decoded Russian telegraphic correspondence with German and Austro-Hungarian military representatives. Suspected of pro-German sentiments, the two colonels claimed that they acted in order to obtain essential military information from the Central Powers in exchange. At the same time, the representatives of the Entente in Switzerland expressed their strongest condemnation of the colonels’ behaviour.

---

38 Cordey and Kohler (n 19) 56 (emphasis added).
39 The Hague Rules of Aerial Warfare (1923) art 47 (emphasis added). The Rules are considered to be declarative of customary international law (Roscini [n 18] 249).
40 Cordey and Kohler (n 19) 37.
As a first reaction, the Commander of the Swiss army General Ulrich Wille ordered members of the General Staff to immediately refrain from interacting with the military attachés of any belligerent nation, be it France, Russia, Germany, or Austria-Hungary. Under public pressure, the two colonels were subsequently charged by a Swiss military Tribunal with ‘violation of neutrality’, ‘treason’, and ‘misconduct’.

During the trial, the Chief of the Swiss General Staff Theophil Sprecher von Bernegg defended the accused. He noted in relation to information exchange with belligerents that if the information received from partners was of considerable value, the intelligence officers involved should be able to consider whether ‘they want to offer something in return that is probably not in accordance with strict respect of the obligation of neutrality’. All participants, including the defense and the defendants, did agree that the transfer of the daily briefing and decoded Russian correspondence constituted a violation of the obligations of impartiality. However, the defending side was seeking to justify the sharing based on the necessity to obtain strategically relevant information in exchange.

In its final judgment, the court found that there was an objective violation of neutrality, as the regular transfer of the daily intelligence briefings, containing information from the decoded Russian correspondence, included ‘a certain, even if only formal and external, advantage for the concerned belligerent powers’. Judge Major Emil Kirchhofer argued that ‘the simple exploitation of the military affairs of others does not violate neutrality. In his opinion, ‘the latter was only violated if in relation to the treatment of representatives of different groups of Powers, there is differentiation in proceeding’. Acquitted from the accusation of treason, the two colonels were mildly punished by a release from their duties.

The Neutral’s Obligation to Prevent Violations of Its Neutrality
As elaborated upon above, the LoN obliges a neutral State to be able to terminate and prevent violations of its neutrality, notably in cyberspace. However, the neutral can only do so by disposing of reliable information as to the intentions and capabilities of the belligerents. This concerns conventional threats and, probably even more strongly, cyber defense. Antonopoulos even argues that ‘… the maintenance and respect of one’s neutrality in cyber warfare is not so much a matter of belligerent … but rather of neutral conduct’. Knowing which software or cyber capacities a belligerent might employ to violate a neutral’s neutrality is key to preventing it. In this context, one might think, for example, of a neutral State adopting technical measures to separate critical infrastructure from threatened systems.

45 Jürg Schoch, Die Oberstenaffäre: eine innenpolitische Krise 1915/1916 (Lang 1972) 90.
46 ibid 94.
47 ibid 87.
48 Antonopoulos (n 8) 211.
Already in the *Affaire des Colonels*, the defendants argued that information sharing was key to the neutral’s capacity to defend itself. However, as Walsh explains, ‘intelligence is a valuable commodity, and States bargain with one another to obtain the best possible return before agreeing to share it’.\(^{49}\) Even if belligerents usually have an interest in preventing their ‘enemy’ from using the neutral’s territory or cyber infrastructure to attack, there are many constellations in which it cannot be assumed that the neutral receives the required data, notably threat intelligence, ‘for free’. In a digitally interconnected world, the neutral must therefore be permitted to share certain data with belligerents in exchange for data relevant to its preventive (cyber) obligations. This is still valid if one accepts that the duty of prevention in cyberspace is relative and that the neutral cannot be expected to prevent any violation of its neutrality.\(^{50}\)

### Which Data Are Neutral States Permitted to Share?

The neutral’s impartiality and prevention obligations must be weighed against each other. If, as State practice suggests, a neutral is allowed to provide humanitarian aid to only one of the belligerent sides, it must equally be permitted to share non-actionable data to guarantee it receives the necessary information to assume its preventive obligations.

At the same time, the LoN can only be maintained as a relevant institution in contemporary international relations if it embraces at least a minimum level of military impartiality. The neutral must therefore exclude ‘actionable data’ from any sharing activities with only one belligerent side at the receiving end.

Roscini, and Cordey and Kohler, mention computer emergency response team (CERT) cooperation as a practical example of technical data sharing.\(^{51}\) The question thus arises of whether CERT data can be considered actionable. This problem lacks a general answer, but if the shared data allows the belligerent to take subsequent military action in the form of targeted kinetic or cyber operations, the data initially shared must be considered ‘actionable’. On the other hand, if the shared data ‘only’ implies the decision to take down the infected system (kill switch), it is non-actionable.

### Are Neutrals Permitted to Transfer Data to Non-belligerents?

There is no problem with the neutral sharing non-actionable data with other non-belligerents, as the data, according to the argument made in this paper, may also be shared with belligerents. However, even when data-sharing agreements often contain a ‘third-party rule’ prohibiting the further transfer of information, it is almost impossible for a sharing neutral to ensure that (actionable) data is not passed on to


\(^{50}\) Antonopoulos (n 8) 218.

\(^{51}\) Roscini (n 18) 25; Cordey and Kohler (n 19) 32.
a belligerent.\textsuperscript{52} Therefore, the neutral is not permitted to share actionable data with other non-belligerents.

In this context, an analogy can be drawn with the delivery of weapons. In 2022, the Swiss Federal Council argued that due to the ‘principle of equal treatment’, it could not ‘approve the transfer of Swiss war material by Germany and Denmark to Ukraine’.\textsuperscript{53} In this logic, it would be equally problematic if a neutral allowed a third party to forward actionable data to a belligerent. However, while the transfer of weapons can be tracked by the neutral State, the latter completely loses control over the data it shares with partners. Therefore, actionable data must be excluded from any sharing from the very beginning.

**What Measures Can a Belligerent Take to Bring a Neutral Back into Compliance?**

If the neutral starts sharing actionable data with belligerents, it acts in violation of its neutrality obligations. This, as Schmitt and others have argued, does not render it a belligerent.\textsuperscript{54} However, as the neutral has voluntarily chosen to submit itself to the special neutrality regime (be it ad-hoc or permanently), the ‘harmed’ belligerent may use the remedies proposed by that regime to respond to the violation.\textsuperscript{55} In this situation, Article 153 of the *Tallinn Manual 2.0* can be applied and the ‘aggrieved party to the conflict may take such steps, including by cyber-operations, as are necessary to counter that conduct’\textsuperscript{56} However, derived from the general law of State responsibility, subsequent action taken is required to be proportionate to the violation. As long as the sharing of the data by the neutral does not arise to the high benchmark of an armed attack, a retaliatory use of force by the ‘aggrieved party’, is not permitted.\textsuperscript{57} The belligerent must first request the ending of the unlawful sharing activities from the neutral. If the latter does not follow up to this request, the belligerent may apply measures of self-help, notably in the cyberspace of the neutral, to make the data-gathering or its subsequent sharing stop.\textsuperscript{58}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{52} Richards (n 14).
\textsuperscript{54} Schmitt (n 17). However, this is not the only view. Goldsmith and Bradly for example argue that ‘one way that a state can become a co-belligerent is through systematic or significant violations of its duties under the law of neutrality’ (Jack Goldsmith and Curtis Bradley, ‘Congressional Authorization and the War on Terrorism’ (2005) 118 Harvard Law Review 2047, 2112.
\textsuperscript{55} Cordey and Kohler (n 19) 45.
\textsuperscript{56} *Tallinn Manual 2.0* (n 5) art 153, 560 describes the ‘Response by parties to the conflict to violations’.
\textsuperscript{57} Roscini (n 18) 273: ‘… it is now the UN Charter that determines the legality of forcible reaction’.
\textsuperscript{58} As explained in the Tallinn Manual, ‘measures of self-help are subject to a requirement of prior notification that allows a reasonable time for the neutral State to address the violation’. *Tallinn Manual 2.0* (n 5) 561; Antonopoulos (n 8) 219.
\end{footnotesize}
5. CONCLUSION

This paper was written in the context of broader discussions on how neutral States may or may not support belligerents during an IAC. While the question of direct or indirect transfer of weapons is increasingly thematized, rules defining the neutral State’s rights to share data are not in the spotlight. Departing from the observation that States apply the law of neutrality differentially, the proposed neutrality-belligerency continuum has allowed for a closer analysis of the latter problematic.

I have argued that a neutral must be able to share non-actionable data with belligerents (and third States) to ensure that it can prevent belligerents from operating on its territory or within its cyberspace. This is specifically true when on the one hand, neutrals may have an unprecedented amount of valuable data at their disposal, and on the other hand, are increasingly vulnerable to violations of their neutrality. Militarily actionable data, however, cannot be shared as this would violate the neutral’s impartiality obligations.

In conclusion, I want to emphasize that the literature has rarely addressed this legal domain, which is (purposely) even less regulated by black-letter law. State practice largely remains obscure and non-consistent. As a consequence, legal positivism was intermingled with lex ferenda in this paper. Furthermore, additional research is necessary to expound on where the unaddressed ‘non-participation threshold’ lies and to discuss the role of non-State actors within the neutrality-belligerency continuum.
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Abstract: One of the most striking aspects of cyberspace is the diffusion of power to the individual. Even a single person can, from the comfort of their own home, cause considerable harm to States on the other side of the globe. Since the Russian invasion of Ukraine, both belligerent States have successfully deployed novel techniques for the mobilization of individuals in cyberspace. The absence of geographical boundaries in cyberspace triggers important questions regarding the international legal implications for States whose territories are being used for such operations. To assess how the legal framework stands the test of reality, this article examines the possible international legal obligations of non-participating States hosting individuals conducting malicious cyber operations against Russia orchestrated by the IT Army of Ukraine. After a legal characterization of the activities of the IT Army, this article scrutinizes the legal norms conferring obligations on territorial States and accounts for the prevailing ambiguities surrounding their application. The principle of due diligence entails an obligation for States to not allow their territories to be used for cyber operations affecting the rights of, and producing serious adverse consequences for, other States. Special challenges surround the assessment in the context of an armed conflict; the status of a State as an aggressor entails important nuances to the prima facie rights of the State. Based on an analysis of how the legal framework applies to the activities of the IT Army of Ukraine, the article concludes that for non-participating States, the legality of
1. INTRODUCTION

Cyberspace makes it possible to conduct malicious operations against targets on the other side of the globe. Even a single individual can, from the comfort of their own home, involve themselves in distant armed conflicts. This provides a significant opportunity for belligerent States to utilize the skills of individuals in other States. The current conflict between Russia and Ukraine has provided several examples of the belligerent States’ employment of individuals in other States to strengthen their cyber capacities. Most remarkable is perhaps the Ukrainian establishment of the IT Army of Ukraine (IT Army). Launched in a tweet by Ukraine two days after the Russian invasion, the IT Army quickly attracted thousands of Ukrainian as well as international volunteer hackers. Since then, the volunteers have been working in collaboration with officials from Ukraine’s Ministry of Defence to target Russian infrastructure and websites.\(^1\) In his thorough analysis of the IT Army, Soesanto argues that by allowing such participation, North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and European Union Member States might be setting unintended legal and ethical precedents that may create significant political blowback in the future.\(^2\)

The ethical and political aspects aside, his concern about the legal precedents that States could be setting by allowing such participation points to important questions under international law. Particularly, it triggers the question of whether a State whose territory is being used for cyber operations in relation to a conflict to which the State is not a party is obliged to exercise due diligence. This article examines the possible international obligations of non-participating States hosting individuals conducting cyber operations against Russia orchestrated by the IT Army of Ukraine.

---

\(^1\) ‘Connect the Dots on State-Sponsored Cyber Incidents - Ukrainian IT Army’ (Council on Foreign Relations) <www.cfr.org/cyber-operations/ukrainian-it-army> accessed 7 January 2023.

There is now broad agreement that international law applies in cyberspace. As such, international norms imposing obligations on non-participating States apply equally to cyber activities.

To set the scene, Section 2 examines the legal characterization of the operations of the IT Army of Ukraine. Section 3 scrutinizes the international legal norms conferring obligations on non-participating States when non-State cyber activities are conducted from their territory in relation to an international armed conflict (IAC). Section 4 discusses the situation of a State neglecting an established obligation of due diligence. Against this background, Section 5 discusses the implications of the legal framework to current events as outlined in Section 2.

2. LEGAL QUALIFICATION OF THE OPERATIONS OF THE IT ARMY OF UKRAINE

The legal qualification of the operations of the IT Army influences the possible obligations of States from whose territories the operations are conducted. Therefore, before scrutinizing the possible obligations of territorial States, it is necessary to address two central questions, which must be assessed for every individual operation. The first question is whether the acts of the members of the IT Army are attributable to Ukraine. According to Article 8 of the International Law Commission (ILC) Articles of Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts (ARSIWA), the conduct of a person or group of persons shall be considered an act of a State under international law if the person or group of persons is in fact acting on the instructions of, or under the direction or control of, that State in carrying out the conduct. As the operations of the IT Army are orchestrated via a Telegram portal controlled by Ukraine, the operations are presumably instructed by Ukraine in the sense of Article 8 of ARSIWA. However, an important feature of the IT Army is its successful employment of sub-organizations. The army claims:

Quite a few channels... conduct DDoS [distributed denial of service] attacks on hostile services with us. Each community has a database of tutorials, as well as a sufficient number of involved participants. It is important to understand that each community is independent and chooses priority goals for itself. But we all communicate with each other and quite often they support us in attacks on our targets.4

Communication between distinct but ideologically connected communities may blur the fine lines between communication and coordination, between inspiration and

4 Soesanto (n 2) 18.
instruction. This networked feature inevitably complicates the attribution assessment of each individual operation, and thus, some operations conducted by members of the IT Army may be attributable to Ukraine, while others may not.

The second question is whether the operations of the IT Army constitute use of force contrary to the prohibition in Article 2(4) of the United Nations Charter (UNC). Alternatively, the operations could violate other international obligations such as the principle of non-intervention, dictating that a State may not intervene in the internal affairs of another State, or the principle of sovereignty, dictating that a State may not exercise its physical power in any form in the territory of another State.5

Recent operations include a series of DDoS attacks on specialized stores with the aim of preventing newly mobilized Russians from purchasing the required equipment;6 a hack into the data of 650,000 members of the Russian platform Dobro, where they organized rallies in support of the war;7 and a series of DDoS attacks against Russian banks, leading to hundreds of angry comments from bank customers.8 Several of the most severe activities of the IT Army of Ukraine have been targeted at the banking sector. On 6 September 2022, massive DDoS attacks were conducted against Russia’s third-largest bank, Gazprom, causing the shutdown of the bank’s website, online banking, and call centre.9 A few days after, the IT Army claimed to have breached the servers of the Central Bank of Russia, stealing thousands of internal documents. The files detailed the bank’s operations, its security policies, and the personal data of some of its employees. It should be noted that the bank has denied the allegations.10 So far, the operations have been non-forcible. However, they may constitute violations of the principle of non-intervention or the principle of sovereignty. For the scope of this paper, it suffices to conclude that some of the operations plausibly violate the said principles, and the possibility that future operations will reach the threshold of force cannot be excluded.

10 Antoniuk (n 9).
Based on those two questions, four possible scenarios can be identified:

(i) an operation attributable to Ukraine above the level of use of force;
(ii) an operation attributable to Ukraine below the level of use of force;
(iii) an operation not attributable to Ukraine above the level of use of force;
(iv) an operation not attributable to Ukraine below the level of use of force.

After the scrutiny of the legal framework in Sections 3 and 4, Section 5 returns to those scenarios to examine the legal implications of each scenario.

3. MAPPING THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK: OBLIGATIONS ON NON-PARTICIPATING STATES WHEN INDIVIDUALS CONDUCT CYBER OPERATIONS FROM THEIR TERRITORY

The legal relationship between States not participating in an IAC and the conflict parties has traditionally been governed by neutrality law. However, the adoption of the UNC has arguably deprived this corpus of law much of its raison d’etre. Section A provides some introductory remarks on the status of neutrality law as of today. Based on those conclusions, Section B scrutinizes the rules potentially implicated when non-participating States’ territories and cyber infrastructure are being used by individuals engaging in IACs.

A. Introductory Remarks: From Neutrality Law to Collective Security

Neutrality law is rooted in two Hague Conventions of 1907 – Convention (V) Respecting the Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers in Case of War on Land and Convention (XIII) Concerning the Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers in Naval War. It entails a series of mutual obligations between neutrals and belligerent States. The rules are based on principles of non-participation in the conflict and impartiality among belligerent States. However, with the adoption of the UNC, the status of neutrality law has come into question.

At the outset, Article 2(5) of the UNC states that ‘[a]ll Members shall give the United Nations every assistance in any action it takes in accordance with the present Charter, and shall refrain from giving assistance to any state against which the [UN] is taking preventive or enforcement action’. This clause denotes that when measures

of collective security are carried out by the UN in conformity with the UNC, Member States must help one side (the UN force) and refrain from aiding and abetting the other (the aggressor State). In situations where the UN Security Council (UNSC) takes measures as proscribed in Chapter VII, non-participating States are obligated to make available to the UNSC their armed forces, assistance, and facilities, including right of passage. To say the least, the UNC obligations on non-participating States appear difficult to reconcile with the notion of neutrality in a traditional sense. Therefore, a relevant question is whether the general prohibition of the use of force in Article 2(4) – and the UNSC as the guarantor of compliance with this prohibition – has deprived neutrality law of its scope of application.

Some scholars have argued that the failure of the UNSC to take action when Council deliberations reach a political impasse has meant that, in practice, neutrality law has remained relevant as a residual system of international law. However, those arguments disregard the fact that the UNC also regulates the situation of an act of aggression not addressed by the UNSC; then, the inherent right to self-defence applies. Kelsen distinguishes between self-defence in a well-functioning system of collective security and self-defence when the system does not work. In the first case, self-defence is an exceptional and provisional interlude, and in the latter, ‘it is not an inevitable measure taken within the framework of a working system of collective security, but is the replacement of this system, which is temporarily or definitely blocked, by the opposite principle of self-help’. Self-defence when the system does not work (i.e. self-defence in accordance with Article 51 UNC) applies to all States due to the collective aspect of the provision. While collective self-defence under Article 51 is indeed a right, not a duty, and the exercise thereof implies a procedural risk, it still applies in all cases of an armed attack. The UNSC not being able to identify the aggressor does not affect the rationale inherent in the system (i.e. that one party is always the aggressor) and that aggressor status affects the legal relationship with non-participating States as well. Indeed, in the absence of UNSC action, there will be States who are non-participants in the hostilities, but they will not be neutral, as they will still be under an obligation under the UNC to help the UNSC to find a solution to the case. Moreover, they will have a right to engage in collective self-defence under Article 51, subject to the procedural risk that such action entails.

13 Yoram Dinstein, War, Aggression and Self-Defence (5th edn, Cambridge University Press 2011) 176
14 ibid.
17 Dinstein (n 13) 190; 236.
18 Dinstein (n 13) 238.
On the basis of those observations, I hold the view that, at least for the scope of this paper, neutrality law has effectively been replaced by the system of collective security. As such, the relationship between non-participating States and belligerent States is regulated by the general rules of international law, as well as the rules of collective security.

B. Due Diligence Obligations on Non-participating States in Cyberspace

The legal norm regulating the obligations of States towards other States in relation to the harmful acts of individuals on their territory is the due diligence principle. Since the International Court of Justice (ICJ) ruled in the Corfu Channel case that every State has an obligation not to knowingly allow its territory to be used for acts contrary to the rights of other States, a general due diligence principle has been widely accepted in international law. This section explores the due diligence obligations of non-participating States in relation to cyber operations conducted from their territory in the context of an IAC.

While the principle of due diligence has mainly played a role in environmental law, cyberspace constitutes a new field of potential application since hostile cyber operations often cross borders and often emanate from non-State actors. The principle obliges States not to knowingly allow their territory to be used for internationally wrongful acts. The legally binding nature of the principle has been debated in the context of cyberspace since the 2015 Group of Governmental Experts caused confusion by holding that States should not knowingly allow their territory to be used for internationally wrongful acts, thereby indicating that such conduct is voluntary. Some States have expressed similar views. However, considering the general applicability of international law in cyberspace, and the fact that the due diligence principle is a general rule of international law, it is my view that a legally binding principle of due diligence applies in cyberspace independent of any custom specific to cyberspace.

20 Corfu Channel case, Judgment of April 9th, 1949 (ICJ) 22.
According to the *Tallinn Manual 2.0 on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Operations*, currently the most significant academic work on the international legal regulation of cyberspace, the due diligence obligation embraces all cyber operations that are ‘contrary to the rights’ of the affected State and have ‘serious adverse consequences’. These cumulative requirements are examined separately in the following section.

**Serious Adverse Consequences**

The term ‘serious adverse consequences’ implies that a certain threshold of harm must be reached to trigger a due diligence obligation. The precise threshold remains unsettled. The *Tallinn Manual 2.0* holds that merely affecting the interests of the target State – for example, by causing inconvenience, minor disruption, or negligible expense – is insufficient. States have taken different approaches to the question. Some speak of activities causing *harm* to other States or affecting them adversely, thereby setting a remarkably low threshold. However, of these States, the majority do not consider the due diligence principle legally binding. As such, only a few States support a legally binding principle applying at a low threshold. A few States raise the threshold to ‘significant harm’. The most widespread standard, however, is that of ‘serious adverse consequences’, which is also applied in the *Tallinn Manual 2.0*. Japan holds that damage to critical infrastructure would be an example of such serious adverse consequences. The Netherlands holds that the consequences do not necessarily have to include physical damage.

---

26 ibid.
27 Schmitt (n 25) r 6, para 26.
28 Richard Kadlčák, ‘Statement by Czech Republic’ (2nd substantive meeting of the OEWG, UN General Assembly, 11 February 2020); Roy Schondorf, ‘Israel’s Perspective on Key Legal and Practical Issues Concerning the Application of International Law to Cyber Operations’ (2021) 97 International Law Studies <https://digital-commons.usnwc.edu/ils/vol97/iss1/21> accessed 17 April 2023; UK (n 23); GGE, ‘Official Compendium’ (n 23) 9 (contribution of Australia), 26 (contribution of Estonia), 141 (contribution of the United States).
29 Schondorf (n 28); UK (n 23); GGE, ‘Official Compendium’ (n 23) 141 (contribution of the United States), 9 (contribution of Australia).
30 Kadlčák (n 28); GGE, ‘Official Compendium’ (n 23) 26 (contribution of Estonia).
33 Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan (n 32).
34 Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands (n 32).
Applied to the activities of the IT Army of Ukraine, some of the outcomes plausibly constitute serious adverse consequences. For example, the operations against Gazprom allegedly prevented millions of users from carrying out any financial transactions.\(^{35}\) Like all operations of the IT Army, those operations were conducted with the participation of individuals located in multiple States. Thus, a topical question is how to assess operations with cumulatively generating serious adverse consequences without the activities emanating from the individual State’s territory reaching this threshold.\(^{36}\) The Independent Group of Experts in the *Tallinn Manual 2.0* was divided on the question,\(^{37}\) and no States have addressed it. Although the question therefore remains unsettled, I hold that the due diligence obligation is implicated even if the particular activity emanating from each State did not in itself generate sufficiently severe consequences. In that regard, it should be reiterated that the due diligence obligation is an obligation of conduct, not result; that the obligation requires knowledge; and that States are only obligated to do what is reasonable.

**Contrary to the Rights of a State**
The term ‘contrary to the rights of a State’ refers to cyber operations that breach an international obligation towards the target State.\(^{38}\) Since international obligations are primarily imposed on States, operations by individuals will rarely breach them. Therefore, the determination of which cyber operations are contrary to the rights of a State requires a distinction between operations that are attributable to a State and operations of individuals.

*Cyber operations attributable to a State* and amounting to use of force as prohibited by Article 2(4) UNC are *prima facie* contrary to the rights of the target State. However, Article 51 UNC preserves a State’s ‘inherent right’ to self-defence in the face of an armed attack, thus modifying the prohibition of the use of force.\(^{39}\) A State using force in self-defence is not, even potentially, in breach of Article 2(4), and the act is not contrary to the rights of the target State.\(^{40}\) Thus, it triggers no obligation of due diligence for the territorial State.


\(^{36}\) Schmitt (n 25) r 6, para 29.

\(^{37}\) ibid r 6, para 30.

\(^{38}\) ibid r 6, para 15; Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands (n 32); GGE, ‘Official Compendium’ (n 23) 71 (contribution of Norway), 76 (contribution of Romania); Italy (n 31); Government Offices of Sweden (n 32).


A non-forcible cyber operation is contrary to the rights of a State if it violates, *inter alia*, the principle of non-intervention or the rule of sovereignty.\(^{41}\) According to the mainstream approach, primary international law contains no exceptions to these principles. However, as the majority of cyber operations are non-forcible, the question arises of whether Article 51 may also constitute the legal basis for cyber operations contrary to international obligations other than the obligation not to use force. The question has remained relatively unexplored in the legal literature. In a recent article, Buchan claims that self-defence can be invoked to justify all measures necessary to repulse an armed attack, whether forcible or non-forcible. He bases his argument on an examination of the origins of the right of self-defence under customary law, the text of Article 51 UNC, the structure of the UNC, and State practice.\(^{42}\) This broad approach to self-defence, he argues, enhances the effectiveness of the right of self-defence by broadening the available response options and helps prevent unnecessary escalations.\(^{43}\) Indeed, in a system founded on a commitment to maintaining international peace\(^{44}\) and a prohibition on the use of force, it appears illogical to allow the use of force in self-defence while prohibiting other less grave *prima facie* violations of international law. Such a distinction would also complicate the proportionality assessment when less intrusive measures are deemed sufficient.

However, there are still weighty reasons to challenge this broad concept of self-defence. Tsagourias argues that if self-defence as a circumstance precluding wrongfulness were to apply to any violation of international law, its scope would become so broad that it could potentially destabilize the international legal order.\(^{45}\) In legal scholarship, self-defence has often been implicitly presumed to refer to forcible acts. This could be simply because force is often deemed necessary to counter an armed attack,\(^{46}\) and consequently, the main importance of the concept of self-defence has been its character as an exception to that prohibition.\(^{47}\) D.W. Bowett suggests that the mere fact that an act *prima facie* breaches an obligation other than the prohibition of the use of force does not mean that such measures ought to be denied the term ‘self-defence’.\(^{48}\) Thus, while acknowledging the validity of a broad concept of self-defence, theoretically also encompassing non-forcible measures, he holds that such measures will not normally be properly characterized as self-defence due to their invariably retaliatory character, since the whole purpose of self-defence must be the protection of the very rights that are endangered.\(^{49}\)

---

\(^{41}\) Notably, the nature of the principle of sovereignty has been subject to debate, see Kevin Jon Heller, ‘In Defense of Pure Sovereignty in Cyberspace’ (2021) 97 International Law Studies <https://digital-commons.usnwc.edu/ils/vol97/iss1/50> accessed 13 April 2023.

\(^{42}\) Russell Buchan, ‘Non-Forcible Measures and the Law of Self-Defence’ (2023) 72 International and Comparative Law Quarterly 1, 7.

\(^{43}\) ibid 2.

\(^{44}\) Preamble of the United Nations Charter.

\(^{45}\) Tsagourias (n 40) 820.


\(^{48}\) ibid 23.

\(^{49}\) ibid.
However, it could also be that use of force is part of the very definition of self-defence. Robert Ago has pronounced that acting in self-defence means responding by force to forcible wrongful action carried out by another.\(^{50}\) Kelsen has defined self-defence as ‘the use of force by a person illegally attacked by another’.\(^{51}\) A similar approach is reflected in the jurisprudence of the ICJ, albeit more subtly. By only considering self-defence in the context of the use of force, while resorting to the regime of countermeasures for non-forcible activities, the ICJ perhaps shows rather than tells that violations of rules other than the prohibition on the use of force fall outside the scope of Article 51.\(^{52}\)

Another institution applying a narrow concept of self-defence is the ILC. In addition to the inherent right to self-defence in Article 51 UNC, ARSIWA Article 21 provides that the wrongfulness of an act of a State is precluded if the act constitutes a lawful measure of self-defence taken in conformity with the UNC. According to the ILC, the implication is that ‘self-defence may justify non-performance of certain obligations other than that under (Article 2(4) UNC), provided that such non-performance is related to the breach of that provision’.\(^{53}\) That would be the case, \textit{inter alia}, with violations of the territorial sovereignty emanating from a forcible operation. Accordingly, the ILC adopts the view that the primary rule on self-defence in Article 51 only concerns forcible acts; violations of international law inevitably following from the use of force in self-defence are justifiable under Article 51, let alone violations of international law with no relation at all to the use of force, \textit{inter alia}, malicious cyber operations.

As cyber operations often fall below the use of force threshold, the question of the scope of acts justifiable as self-defence is highly relevant and calls for further analysis beyond the scope of what is feasible in this brief paper. Rather than attempting to provide a definitive answer here, I will emphasize the significance of the question, particularly in the context of cyberspace. In the following, I will apply a narrow concept of self-defence, which, after all, appears to be the mainstream approach.

A narrow concept of self-defence inevitably results in the vast majority of the operations of the IT Army falling outside the scope of actions justifiable under Article 51. Instead, the general rules of State responsibility may preclude the wrongfulness – for example, if the operations are countermeasures. The ILC has stated that the underlying obligation is not thereby terminated or suspended.\(^{54}\) Questions remain as to the legal consequences of the qualification of an operation as a countermeasure: Do countermeasures constitute \textit{justified} conduct or merely \textit{excused} conduct? In the


\(^{51}\) Kelsen (n 16) 784.

\(^{52}\) \textit{Case Concerning Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua (ICJ, Judgment on the Merits)} [201].

\(^{53}\) ILC (n 39) art 21, para 2.

\(^{54}\) ILC (n 39) art 22.
context of due diligence, that question determines whether an act contrary to the rights of a State – triggering a due diligence obligation for the territorial State – exists despite the operation constituting a countermeasure.55

Scholars have different views on the question.56 According to one, a circumstance precluding wrongfulness justifies the conduct, thus providing permission to engage in the conduct. Conduct adopted in accordance with a justification is, therefore, lawful.57 Applied to the scenario of a cyber operation attributable to Ukraine against Russia from the territory of a third State, the operation is justified if it constitutes a countermeasure. Thereby, the operation is not contrary to Russia’s rights, and already for that reason, the third State has no due diligence obligation.

According to another view, a circumstance precluding wrongfulness merely excuses the conduct, meaning that the conduct remains illegal, but the consequences otherwise following from the illegality of the conduct are excluded.58 This view implies that the function of a circumstance precluding wrongfulness is to relieve States from responsibility rather than to modify the substantial obligation.59 Applying this view to the same scenario, the conduct remains illegal, and the third State carries a due diligence obligation towards Russia. As such, how one understands the effect of circumstances precluding wrongfulness determines the existence of a due diligence obligation.

In conclusion, while the complicated and unsettled question of the nature of countermeasures is beyond the scope of this paper, considering it in light of the question of due diligence adds a novel dimension to the discussion. The due diligence obligation is contingent upon the existence of an act contrary to the rights of a State. As a result, the nuance between justification and excuse is crucial in determining the existence of a due diligence obligation for States whose territories are used for acts constituting countermeasures. Therefore, to better comprehend the practical dimensions of the legal nature of countermeasures, future discussions on the subject could benefit from consulting the concept of acts ‘contrary to the rights of a State’ in the context of due diligence.

Cyber operations not attributable to a State are unlikely to breach an international obligation because international law imposes no such obligations on the individual. Instead, the due diligence implications depend on whether the operation would have

56 Paddeu (n 55); Tsagourias (n 40); Buchan (n 42).
57 Paddeu (n 55) 222.
58 ibid 212.
59 Tsagourias (n 40) 820.
been unlawful, had it been conducted by the territorial State.\textsuperscript{60} Because of the absence of a special legal relationship between the territorial State and the target State, hostile activity is more likely to be unlawful in this scenario. Forcible operations may, in principle, constitute lawful collective self-defence. However, some monitoring from the territorial State is presumably necessary to ensure that the substantial requirements for self-defence are met. The procedural requirement of Article 51 regarding the immediate report of measures taken to the UNSC is also relevant to the assessment. The absence of such a report does not alone exclude an act from the scope of Article 51, but the ICJ has interpreted it to be one factor indicating whether the State in question was itself convinced that it was acting in self-defence.\textsuperscript{61} Particularly in the absence of a UNSC report, an omission is unlikely to be accepted as collective self-defence.

In conclusion, the determination of whether an operation is contrary to the rights of the target State initially requires an assessment of the operation’s attributability to another State. The legality of an operation attributable to a State must be assessed from the perspective of the responsible State. Operations constituting lawful self-defence trigger no due diligence obligation. The due diligence implications of countermeasures depend on whether they are considered \textit{justified} or merely \textit{excused}, which remains unsettled in international law. The legality of operations not attributable to a State must be assessed from the perspective of the territorial State. In principle, they may constitute lawful, collective self-defence. However, this requires the territorial State to ensure a certain level of monitoring and to report the activities to the UNSC.

4. CIRCUMSTANCES PRECLUDING THE WROGFULNESS OF ABSTAINING FROM EXERCISING DUE DILIGENCE

Section 3 examined when cyber operations related to an IAC but conducted from the territory of a non-participating State trigger a due diligence obligation. This section concerns the situation where a State neglects an established due diligence obligation and the possibility of invoking a circumstance precluding wrongfulness as prescribed in ARSIWA Chapter V. As mentioned in Section 3, to the extent that an operation constitutes self-defence in accordance with Article 51, the operation is not even potentially unlawful. ARSIWA Article 21 further precludes the wrongfulness of an act of a State if the act constitutes a lawful measure of self-defence taken in conformity with the UNC. However, the provision only relates to violations of international law occurring in relation to the use of force in self-defence. Already for that reason, cyber operations below the level of use of force fall outside the scope of the provision.

\textsuperscript{60} Schmitt (n 25) r 6, para 21.
\textsuperscript{61} Nicaragua v United States of America (n 52) para 200.
Therefore, the relevant circumstance to potentially preclude the wrongfulness is Article 22 (countermeasures).

Article 22 provides that the wrongfulness of an act of a State not in conformity with an international obligation towards another State is precluded if it constitutes a countermeasure taken against the latter State in accordance with the specific rules and limitations governing the use of countermeasures. The regime of countermeasures is relevant for non-forcible response operations. In contrast to self-defence, countermeasures may be taken in response to activities below the threshold of an armed attack. The relevant question here is whether the wrongfulness of neglecting a due diligence obligation may be precluded as a countermeasure taken in response to the target State’s aggression against another State – in other words, whether to accept collective countermeasures. An earlier draft of ARSIWA accepting collective countermeasures in response to violations of erga omnes obligations was met with reluctance from States. Caught between the risk of abuse emphasized by reluctant States and the need for effective protection, the ILC ultimately decided not to decide. Thus, the final draft left the question open in Article 54.

The Tallinn Manual 2.0 was divided on the question, and only a few States have publicly addressed it in the context of cyberspace. Estonia was a pioneer in furthering the position, back in 2019, that States not directly injured may apply countermeasures to support the injured State. In their analysis from 2020, Kjeldgaard-Pedersen and Schack argue that there may be State practice supporting a positive view on collective countermeasures. Since then, more States have declared an openness to the proposition, while other States remain sceptical of the idea. The question remains contentious, and clarification will depend on further State practice.

---

62 Nicaragua v United States of America (n 52) para 201.
64 ibid.
65 Schmitt (n 25) r 24, para 7.
5. RETURNING TO REALITY: POSSIBLE IMPLICATIONS FOR NON-PARTICIPATING STATES HOSTING MEMBERS OF THE IT ARMY OF UKRAINE

Thousands of individuals located in non-participating States have participated in hostile cyber activities against Russia orchestrated by the IT Army of Ukraine. Most States appear to prefer to refrain from taking action to prevent individuals on their territory from engaging in such operations, triggering the question of the possible obligations of the territorial States. In Section 2, four possible scenarios were identified. This final section concludes by returning to those four possible scenarios and examining how international law applies to each. It is assumed in the following that the operations have serious adverse consequences.

First, for forcible operations attributable to Ukraine, the acts may constitute lawful self-defence. Those acts are not internationally wrongful and are not contrary to the rights of Russia, and no due diligence obligation is implicated.

Second, for operations attributable to Ukraine that are non-forcible but violate other obligations, the operations may constitute countermeasures. In this scenario, the existence of a due diligence obligation depends on several contentious legal questions. The first question is whether the right to self-defence in Article 51 authorizes operations that are non-forcible but are *prima facie* in violation of other international obligations. I follow the mainstream approach in taking the view that non-forcible operations fall outside the scope of measures constituting lawful self-defence. However, I also emphasize that this important question requires further research. A non-forcible operation may, instead, constitute a countermeasure. Consequently, the second question is whether countermeasures are perceived as justifications or merely excuses. In the first view, the operations are not contrary to Russia’s rights and trigger no due diligence obligation. In the latter view, a due diligence obligation is triggered, and refraining from exercising due diligence constitutes an internationally wrongful act. The wrongfulness of refraining from exercising due diligence may, then, be precluded if accepting the concept of collective countermeasures.

Third, for operations non-attributable to Ukraine, the wrongfulness of the acts must, instead, be assessed from the perspective of the territorial State. If the operation would be forcible if conducted by the territorial State, it could theoretically constitute lawful, collective self-defence. However, passively allowing individuals to use force against Russia without any monitoring and without any report to the UNSC is unlikely to be accepted as collective self-defence.
Fourth, for operations non-attributable to Ukraine that are non-forcible but would have violated other obligations if conducted by the territorial State, the lawfulness first depends on whether one applies a broad or a narrow concept of self-defence. However, while the likeliness of passively allowing individuals to use force against Russia to be accepted as self-defence is already low (third scenario), it is even more so in the case of non-forcible measures. Instead, the wrongfulness of refraining from exercising due diligence may be precluded as a countermeasure if accepting the contentious concept of collective countermeasures.

In conclusion, this brief article demonstrates that when international law is applied to cyber operations orchestrated by the IT Army of Ukraine, the obligations of non-participating States whose territories are being used depend on several highly contentious legal concepts. Further clarity ultimately requires that more States express their views, since States remain the main actors in shaping the cyber-specific content of international legal norms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An intricate web of contributions often underlies the military efforts of parties to a conflict. Political and military leaders take strategic decisions, arms producers supply means of warfare, and a complex machinery of organized entities and individuals creates, spreads and amplifies information campaigns. In today’s highly digitized societies, the success of a military effort increasingly hinges on, among others, the security of networks supporting critical infrastructure and IT supply chains, the availability of essential digital services, and the provision of information on the location of military targets through apps and social media. The skillsets required for assisting parties to conflict on the digital front can often be found in the private sector, and the private sector finds itself increasingly drawn into situations of armed conflict.1

In the aftermath of Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, the Ukrainian Minister of Digital Transformation Mykhailo Fedorov used Twitter to appeal to Elon Musk to provide Ukraine with Starlink stations. Starlink is a system of satellites operated by SpaceX that provides off-grid high-bandwidth internet access.2 Musk agreed to assist, and secured satellite internet service to the Ukrainian military and civilian authorities – a contribution without which, according to experts, ‘the Ukrainian army would not have resisted the Russian onslaught, at least not as well’.3 SpaceX was one of many private sector actors that heeded the call for contributions. Microsoft has been particularly vocal about its close collaboration with the Ukrainian authorities. According to Tom Burt, Microsoft’s corporate vice president,

Microsoft security teams have worked closely with Ukrainian government officials and cybersecurity staff at government organizations and private enterprises to identify and remediate threat activity against Ukrainian networks. [...] we established a secure line of communication with key cyber officials in Ukraine [...] This has included 24/7 sharing of threat intelligence and deployment of technical countermeasures to defeat the observed malware.4

---

Google and Amazon have been active in providing Ukraine with cybersecurity support; MDA, a Canadian intelligence firm, received approval to send satellite imagery of Russian troop movements to Ukrainian authorities; and the Scotland-based Trustify secured Ukrainian government web domains. The list goes on. Private sector actors scan Ukrainian networks for vulnerabilities, issue security patches, share threat intelligence, and provide internet access. Through their contributions, they became instrumental in the war effort. Oleksii Vyskub, Ukraine’s Deputy Minister of Digital Transformation, in thanking Trustify for its assistance, stated that he truly believes Trustify’s support ‘is an important contribution to our future victory over Russia, the victory of people of goodwill over evil’.

This impulse to fight the good fight has been particularly prominent in the Russia-Ukraine conflict. Because the identification of ‘victims’ and ‘aggressors’, of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ seems so straightforward, private sector technology companies see an opportunity to position themselves on the right side of history. Their assistance to Ukraine is not risk-free, however. That foreign support from both individuals and organizations has enhanced Ukraine’s capacity to resist the aggression has not escaped the attention of the Russian authorities. In April 2022, the Russian Foreign Ministry published a statement condemning the wave of cyber operations against Russian websites mounted by ‘international hackers’. According to this statement, ‘whoever sows the cyberwind will reap the cyberstorm’. And more recently, Microsoft attributed the Prestige ransomware operation targeting Ukrainian and Polish transportation and logistics organizations to hackers with close ties to the Russian military. The current conflict in Eastern Europe thus attests to both the varied nature of contributions by private sector actors and the tangible risks to which such contributions can give rise.

To what extent do private sector entities assisting the war effort of a party to conflict open themselves to forcible action by the other side? Put differently, which forms of
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10 Комментарий специального представителя Президента Российской Федерации по вопросам международного сотрудничества в области информационной безопасности, и.о. директора ДМИБ МИД России А.В.Крутских в связи с ростом числа хакерских нападений на Россию, 14 апреля 2022, at: <https://embassylife.ru/post/5652> accessed 17 April 2023.
11 ibid.
12 Sean Lyngaas, ‘Microsoft blames Russian military-linked hackers for ransomware attacks in Poland and Ukraine’ (CNN, 14 November 2022) <https://edition.cnn.com/2022/11/10/politics/microsoft-russian-linked-hackers-poland-ukraine/index.html> accessed 17 April 2023. To be clear, this was a technical attribution to a particular group, not legal attribution towards the state.
contribution to the war effort provide a legal basis under the law of armed conflict for forcible action in response? The following section examines the legal consequences of private sector participation under the law of armed conflict for individual employees under the doctrine of direct participation in hostilities (DPH) and for objects under the definition of military objectives. It will be shown that the legal boundaries of DPH remain blurred and that the application of the definition of military objectives may pose difficulties in the context of private-sector digital providers. Following this analysis, the article will turn to the particular risks run by private sector actors through their assistance and the role of other rules of international law, such as the rules of the *jus ad bellum* regime, in constraining the possibility of forcible responses. Finally, the piece will analyse a positive obligation of states derived from international human rights law (IHRL) to inform those under their jurisdiction of the risks of engaging in conflict-related assistance. Because of the interpretative uncertainties around concepts such as DPH, and because of a lack of information campaigns on the legal implications of assistance, many actors may find themselves contributing to a war effort without a real understanding of the threat of harm that such contributions may entail. It may very well be that, on balance, the threat of harm will be deemed less significant than the incentive to participate. Be that as it may, the balancing exercise must be an informed one.

Three recommendations underlie the analysis in the article.

1. States must continue to clarify the relevant rules of international law through their national positions and statements in inter-governmental fora. While legal uncertainty may in some instances give a reason for pause and caution, it may equally be a significant driver of reduced restraint, and thereby of civilian harm.

2. The clarification exercise must be undertaken in a principled way, rather than on an *ad hoc* basis depending on the particular threat faced by a given state or group of states.

3. The private sector and the general population must be informed of the scope of rules relevant to their protection, and of the implications of loss of protection. Thus, states must be proactive in informing those under their jurisdiction of the risks inherent in conflict-related participation.
2. CHARACTERIZING TECHNOLOGY-SECTOR CONTRIBUTIONS UNDER THE LAW OF ARMED CONFLICT: DIRECT PARTICIPATION IN HOSTILITIES AND THE DEFINITION OF MILITARY OBJECTIVES

Under the law of armed conflict, determining the status of persons and objects is key. According to the principle of distinction, the basic rule of the conduct of hostilities regime is that ‘the Parties to the conflict shall at all times distinguish between the civilian population and combatants and between civilian objects and military objectives and accordingly shall direct their operations only against military objectives’. One’s status determines the parameters of protection and exposure to risk.

Civilians receive a wide range of protections from military operations and their effects. Civilians must not be the object of attack. Even when attacks are launched against military objectives, excessive incidental civilian harm can render such attacks unlawful. And parties to conflict should take precautions in attack and against the effects of attacks to minimize harm to civilians. These protections are enjoyed by civilians unless and for such time as they take a direct part in hostilities. Like combatants, civilians who directly participate in hostilities can be lawfully targeted. Unlike combatants, they can only be targeted within the limited time frame of their direct participation. And, unlike combatants, they are not covered by combatant immunity and can be prosecuted for their acts of participation where domestic law criminalizes such participation. Civilian objects also benefit from protection under the law of armed conflict. Only military objectives can be the object of attack. Being clear on the boundaries of different categories is crucial to operationalizing the principle of distinction, which lies at the heart of the legal regime.

A. Direct Participation in Hostilities
In the past year, technology companies provided various forms of assistance to the Ukrainian authorities. This raises an important question about the impact of these acts of assistance on the protection of such persons from attack.

While it is perfectly possible for a state to incorporate employees or teams from the private sector into its armed forces, this is not the dynamic that emerged between persons working in technology companies and Ukraine. Similarly, they do not bear
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13 Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (‘AP I’), 8 June 1977, art 48.
14 ibid, art 51(2).
15 ibid, art 51(5)(b).
16 ibid, arts 57 and 58.
17 ibid, art 51(3).
19 AP I, art 52.
the hallmarks of groups belonging to a party to conflict.\textsuperscript{20} The employees qualify as civilians under international humanitarian law (IHL).

Civilians enjoy protection from attack unless and for such time as they take a direct part in hostilities.\textsuperscript{21} Thus, a civilian taking a direct part in hostilities loses their immunity from attack. The standard for loss of protection through DPH remains the same irrespective of whether one is examining the conduct of government employees, employees of private sector companies, or individuals acting on their own outside any institutional structure. The war effort is comprised of a multitude of contributions, and these contributions vary greatly in form and origin.\textsuperscript{22} This is why, to fully ensure civilian protection, the standards for assessing contributions must be defined with sufficient clarity. Yet the contours of DPH remain blurred in ways that are particularly significant to today’s forms of assistance. What is clear as a starting point, however, is that the doctrine applies to contributions carried out through information and communications technologies (ICTs).\textsuperscript{23}

What, then, is the meaning of direct participation in hostilities? Clearly, lines must be drawn between forms of participation, yet the line-drawing exercise is riddled with challenges.\textsuperscript{24} In the context of cyberspace, Brazil noted that one of the issues that deserve further reflection is ‘when a civilian acting in the cyberspace might be considered as taking direct part in hostilities’.\textsuperscript{25}

In drawing these lines, some states have resorted to the use of illustrative examples. The United Kingdom Manual of the Law of Armed Conflict thus posits that, while ‘civilians manning an anti-aircraft gun or engaging in sabotage of military installations’ are directly participating in hostilities, ‘civilians working in military vehicle maintenance depots or munitions factories or driving military transport vehicles’ are not.\textsuperscript{26} Between these examples exists a wide spectrum of types of participation, the classification of which poses difficulties.


\textsuperscript{21} AP I, art 51(3).


\textsuperscript{23} This has been made clear by states in their national contributions to inter-governmental fora. In addition, although the ICRC Interpretive Guidance did not take the use of such technologies as its primary focus, it acknowledges that electronic interference with military computer networks may qualify as DPH - Nils Melzer, Interpretive Guidance on the Notion of Direct Participation in Hostilities under International Humanitarian Law (ICRC 2009), 48.

\textsuperscript{24} Kubo Mačák, ‘Unblurring the lines: military cyber operations and international law’ (2021) 6(3) Journal of Cyber Policy 411, 419.

\textsuperscript{25} Official compendium of voluntary national contributions on the subject of how international law applies to the use of information and communications technologies by States submitted by participating governmental experts in the Group of Governmental Experts on Advancing Responsible State Behaviour in Cyberspace in the Context of International Security established pursuant to General Assembly resolution 73/266, Position of Brazil, p. 23.

In 2009, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) issued its Interpretive Guidance on the Notion of Direct Participation in Hostilities under International Humanitarian Law. This Guidance offers an analytical toolkit for the examination of forms of participation. While some aspects of the Guidance have been met with some resistance from some quarters, its recommendations on the constitutive elements of DPH were favourably received, with some controversies remaining around the scope of each element. According to the Interpretative Guidance, in order to qualify as DPH, a specific act must meet the following cumulative criteria:

1. the act must be likely to adversely affect the military operations or military capacity of a party to an armed conflict or, alternatively, to inflict death, injury, or destruction on persons or objects protected against direct attack (threshold of harm), and
2. there must be a direct causal link between the act and the harm likely to result either from that act or from a coordinated military operation of which that act constitutes an integral part (direct causation), and
3. the act must be specifically designed to directly cause the required threshold of harm in support of a party to the conflict and to the detriment of another (belligerent nexus).

Each of these three elements has given rise to interpretative controversies. Some of these controversies are of particular relevance to the types of contributions provided by technology companies today. For instance, under the Guidance, the threshold of harm element can be met in two ways – one, by ‘causing harm of a specifically military nature’, and two, ‘by inflicting death, injury, or destruction on persons or objects protected against direct attack’. The first way of reaching the threshold requires the unpacking of the ways in which conduct may adversely affect the military operations or military capacity of a party to the conflict. Adverse effects on military operations or military capacity extend beyond killing, wounding, or damaging to sabotage, denial of the use of certain objects and equipment, and transmission of tactical targeting information, among others. According to the ICRC, failing to positively affect a party to conflict is not to be equated with adversely affecting it. Some have considered that this construal of the threshold of harm is overly restrictive. Schmitt, for instance, favours an approach under which the threshold of harm criterion includes acts likely


28 ICRC Guidance, p. 47. The Guidance here goes beyond the ICRC Commentary, which speaks of ‘acts of war which by their nature or purpose are likely to cause actual harm to the personnel and equipment of the enemy armed forces’ - in Sandoz, Swinarski and Zimmermann (eds), Commentary to the Additional Protocols of 8 June 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 (ICRC, Geneva 1987), para 1944.

29 ibid.

30 ICRC Guidance, p. 48.
to enhance a party’s military operations or military capacity. This was also the view of ‘some members’ of the International Group of Experts working on the Tallinn Manual. This, of course, could open the door wide – indeed too wide. To illustrate, in the conflict in Ukraine technology companies have, without any doubt, enhanced Ukraine’s military capacity by monitoring their networks, patching vulnerabilities, running scans for new vulnerabilities, and sharing their infrastructure and expertise. A broad interpretation that includes ‘benefit’ to a party would move beyond many states’ understanding of DPH. Further, although Art. 51(3) of Additional Protocol I does not clarify the meaning of ‘direct participation in hostilities’, its restrictive wording (‘unless and for such time’) is worth emphasizing, as it implies that the concept is to be interpreted narrowly.

The second constitutive element, direct causation, does most of the heavy lifting in establishing whether a specific act amounts to DPH. To begin with, as emphasized in the ICRC Commentary to Additional Protocol I, ‘there should be a clear distinction between direct participation in hostilities and participation in the war effort’. If one were to construe any type of participation in sustaining the war effort as participation leading to loss of immunity from attack, then, given that the war effort is often a whole-of-population effort, this could turn virtually everyone into a target. While a broad range of activities that are part of the general war effort or are war-sustaining in nature could eventually lead to the types of harm envisaged in the ‘threshold of harm’ criterion, the element of ‘direct causation’ is in place to delimit the acts that are sufficiently proximate to that harm from those that are too remote to qualify as DPH. Thus, not every type of involvement in or contribution to hostilities would satisfy the direct participation test. The harm ‘must be brought about in one causal step’. Providing services to a party to conflict, general training, or scientific research would thus be seen as ‘indirect’, as they contribute to the building of or maintenance of capacity, rather than directly bringing about the requisite harm to the adversary. Importantly for technology providers, however, when specific conduct is considered an integral part of a collective operation, such conduct may qualify as DPH even if it would not bring about the harm in and of itself. Not all forms of intelligence transmission would transform a contribution into direct participation, but the transmission of tactical intelligence on a target in the context of a concrete
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32 Michael N Schmitt (ed), Tallinn manual 2.0 on the international law applicable to cyber operations (‘Tallinn Manual 2.0’) (CUP 2017), Rule 97, para 5.
34 Dapo Akande, ‘Clearing the Fog of War? The ICRC’s Interpretive Guidance on Direct Participation in Hostilities’ (2010) 59 ICLQ 180, 188.
36 ICRC Guidance, p. 53.
37 ibid.
military operation would. Understanding the ways in which involvement in the war effort transitions from indirect to direct is becoming crucial, given the close threat intelligence-sharing links established between technology companies and parties to conflict in recent months.

And finally, the belligerent nexus element, while at first glance less complex in application, raises difficult questions in its relationship to subjective intent. According to the ICRC Guidance, ‘belligerent nexus relates to the objective purpose of the act’, rather than to an inquiry into the mind of the participant. Admittedly, this understanding of the element avoids difficult questions of proof – and proving intent in those circumstances may indeed be both complex and operationally unrealistic. At the same time, following its logic would allow a party to conflict to consider persons as direct participants regardless of their mental capacity, age, and awareness of their contribution. The ICRC sought to open the door to limited exceptions for cases where ‘civilians are totally unaware of their role’ and where they are ‘completely deprived of their physical freedom of action’. The Tallinn Manual excludes from its scope ‘unwitting persons’ whose computers are used by someone else. It is unclear, however, how those assessments are to be made, both legally and factually. A recent example exposes the challenges in applying this test. In May 2022, Ukraine’s Security Service reported that Russia had developed a smartphone game seeking to attract Ukrainian children and utilize them as ‘unwitting spies’ in locating Ukrainian positions and infrastructure. The children are not completely deprived of their freedom of action, and it is unclear how it could be determined whether they are ‘totally unaware’ of their role. There are good reasons to feel a degree of discomfort with the objective test and its implications. This test has particular relevance for employees of technology companies who are, first, receiving assignments from the company’s management, and, second, often working as part of large teams and may thus have little knowledge of how their work is being used.

To summarize, while the analytical test for assessing DPH is widely accepted, the steps of this test remain subject to interpretation and debate. It is of note that much of the contemporary discussions on DPH and the criticism of the ICRC Guidance originate from the experience of Western states fighting in asymmetric conflicts. Attempts to
broaden the standards and capture ever more remote forms of participation thus came from a particular perspective on threats and operational needs. Standards, however, should not be moulded with the belief that they will only be relevant somewhere else and to someone else. DPH is a standard under both treaty and customary law, and it applies equally to civilians involved in any conflict. Standards should be crafted in a principled way.

It is impossible to make a generalized statement on the qualification of specific acts of employees from technology companies as DPH. The need for careful case-by-case determination of DPH is in fact a part of the protective edge of the law of armed conflict regime.⁴⁵ If such employees shield networks from vulnerabilities and provide general cybersecurity training to officials, their involvement, even if crucial to capacity-building, will be only indirectly related to adverse effects on the adversary. If, however, such employees employ offensive capabilities, engage in acts of cyber sabotage, or provide concrete tactical intelligence on targets of attack, they will be participating directly and will thus lose protection from attack. Many contributions may be on a spectrum between these extremities. And, given the under-specification of the elements of the DPH test, it can be said that employees contributing to the war effort face risks of which they may not even be fully aware. Similar risks exist for infrastructure used to contribute to military action, and it is to the qualification of such infrastructure that the next section turns.

B. Defining Military Objectives

Tech sector infrastructure can play a crucial role in the military effort of a party to conflict. A perfect illustration of this role comes from SpaceX’s Starlink satellites, which have enabled internet access in Ukraine since the February 2022 escalation of the conflict. So significant was this private sector contribution that other actors are now seeking to emulate the model of the satellite communications provider. With an eye to China, Taiwan recently initiated talks with investors to establish a similar project run by its own space agency.⁴⁶

The satellites are infrastructure owned by a private actor, SpaceX, and they primarily support civilian internet access. Are these satellites civilian objects or military objectives?

As a basic premise, civilian objects are protected from attack, while military objectives are not. According to IHL, military objectives refer to those objects ‘which by their nature, location, purpose or use make an effective contribution to military action and whose total or partial destruction, capture or neutralization, in the circumstances

---


⁴⁶ Kathrin Hille, ‘Taiwan plans domestic satellite champion to resist any China attack’ (Financial Times, 6 January 2023 <https://www.ft.com/content/07c6e48b-5068-4231-8dcf-fc15cb3d0478> accessed 17 April 2023.
ruling at the time, offers a definite military advantage’.47 Just as for persons, the status of an object is not static. A building designed for a civilian purpose, such as a school, can become a military objective if it is used in a way that effectively contributes to military action. A presumption of civilian status applies: according to the law of armed conflict, an object normally dedicated to civilian purposes must be presumed to remain a civilian object.48 And the fact that infrastructure is owned by a private party does not mean that it cannot be a military objective if it satisfies the test set out in the law.

Two elements form the basis of the definition of a military objective. First, the nature, location, purpose, or use of the object must make an effective contribution to military action. In the case of Starlink satellites, this element is met without difficulty. There is no doubt that the provision of internet access has effectively contributed to Ukrainian military action. Second, the total or partial destruction, capture, or neutralization of the object, in the circumstances ruling at the time, must offer a definite military advantage. If a party to conflict is able to launch an operation that destroys a sufficient number of the satellite constellation to degrade its functionality,49 then the element of definite military advantage will pose few difficulties, either. The drafting of Additional Protocol I does not accommodate an overly broad construal of the meaning of military objective, leaving indirect contributions and possible advantages out of its scope.50

Other scenarios are more complex. Consider, for instance, a high-rise building from which an IT security firm operates. It may be that only one floor of this building is used for the unit providing tactical intelligence to a party to conflict. Would the entire building constitute the military objective or only that floor? Here, the key question is determining what the ‘object’ is. According to some, structurally interdependent objects, such as the different floors of a building, are better qualified as one integral object.51 Under that interpretation, the entire building would be a lawful object of attack.

This is not to say that an attack against this building would necessarily be lawful. For instance, it may be that civilians are present in the building, and that the harm they may foreseeably suffer would be excessive compared to the military advantage anticipated. Thus, the proportionality rule can play a role in constraining attacks against otherwise

47 AP I, art 52(2).
49 Though note that an attack on a single satellite may cause insufficient disruption to count as a definite military advantage – see Tara Brown, ‘Can Starlink satellites be lawfully targeted?’ (Articles of War, 5 August 2022) <https://lieber.westpoint.edu/can-starlink-satellites-be-lawfully-targeted/> accessed 17 April 2023.
lawful military objectives. It bears emphasis that the incidental harm envisioned by
the proportionality rule only refers to loss of civilian life, and injury and damage to
civilian objects. In this sense, the scenario of an attack against a high-rise building in
use by corporate employees differs from that of attacking Starlink satellites. In the
former case, the foreseeability of civilian death, injury, and damage is direct; in the
latter, the disruption of the satellites will directly lead to loss of internet access, which
may in turn lead to death, injury, or damage. Both direct and indirect (or reverberating)
effects are encompassed within the proportionality rule, though the indirect nature
of the effects in the Starlink case merits a more careful analysis of the relationship
between the satellite, internet access, and harm.

3. DISTANCE AND RISK OF HARM

Through the emergence and proliferation of ICTs, geographical distance is no longer
an obstacle to participation in conflict. In this sense, ICTs have brought about a true
revolution in contemporary conflicts. Persons located thousands of miles away from
the actual hostilities have the capacity to launch offensive cyber operations, engage in
surveillance, or share intelligence. Thus, a person can pose a risk to a party to conflict
even when they are geographically remote.

On the level of legal standards, geographical proximity is not determinative in either
the notion of DPH or in the definition of a military objective. In fact, the ICRC
Guidance on DPH specifically notes that it is not geographical but causal proximity
that matters for the purposes of the test.

At the same time, matters of geographical location matter for the legality of targeting
a particular person or object under other rules of international law. That is, the legality
of targeting a person or object under international law is not determined solely on the
basis of the concept of DPH and the definition of military objectives. Other rules
constrain the use of force. One example of such rules comes from the jus ad bellum
regime. Under the jus ad bellum, a state shall not resort to force against another state
except where it acts in self-defence or under Security Council authorization.

52 International Law Association Study Group, *The Conduct of Hostilities and International Humanitarian
53 See Brown, *supra* note 49. Brown gives Tonga as an example, since the country does not have a backup
internet system, and thus relies on Starlink for a range of functions, including humanitarian coordination
efforts.
54 François Delerue, ‘Civilian Direct Participation in Cyber Hostilities’ (2014) 19 Revista de Internet,
Derecho y Política, 10, 13.
55 ICRC Guidance, 55.
57 Charter of the United Nations, arts 2(4), 51 and 42.
does not open itself to forcible action by the state affected by these cyber operations, even if the forcible cyber operations would, if committed by a state, amount to an armed attack. The International Court of Justice in *Palestinian Wall* adopted an interstate view of the right to self-defence, restricting it to responses to armed attacks coming from states.\(^5^8\) While the discussions on the legality of self-defence against non-state actors are still ongoing,\(^5^9\) the point worth emphasizing here is that the *jus ad bellum* provides safeguards against inter-state action even where persons satisfy the criteria for DPH and objects meet those for military objectives. These limitations on forcible action are particularly relevant to the contributions of technology companies in Ukraine. This is because most of these companies’ employees and infrastructure are located in third states.

That international law provides constraints on forcible extraterritorial action does not necessarily imply that there is no risk of such action. After all, it has been reported that the Russia-based threat actor IRIDIUM launched a ransomware operation against the transportation and logistics sectors in Poland. The connections between Russia and this actor remain unclear, and the details of the ransomware operation do not seem to indicate that it can be qualified as an attack. At the same time, this incident does indicate that actors operating from states supporting one party to the conflict may find themselves increasingly vulnerable to operations seeking to curb this support. There is thus a distinct risk of harm associated with conflict-related contributions. This risk of harm does not necessarily imply an awareness of risk on the part of the persons and entities effectuating the contributions. It is then pertinent to ask how such persons and entities are to be protected, including through campaigns aimed at informing the public of the characterization and consequences of acts supporting parties to conflict.

### 4. PROTECTING FROM HARM THROUGH THE RIGHT TO INFORMATION

Contributions to the military effort of a party to conflict can expose persons and objects to danger. Military objectives and persons engaged in DPH can be attacked, subject to the applicable rules of international law. Persons and objects in the vicinity of military objectives or those directly participating in hostilities can similarly become vulnerable to the effects of forcible action. Further, civilians who are direct participants in hostilities do not enjoy immunity from domestic prosecution for lawful acts of war as combatants do. The legal consequences of loss of protection are invasive and potentially life-threatening. In light of this, the general population and the private

\(^5^8\) *Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory* (Advisory Opinion) 2004 ICJ Rep 136, para 139.

sector must be fully informed of the qualification of different forms of contribution under the law of armed conflict and of the implications of such qualification. While IHL contains an obligation to disseminate the law, the focus in this section is on IHRL.

States must safeguard the human rights of those under their jurisdiction. In addition to negative obligations, that is, obligations to abstain from interferences with rights, states are bound by a range of positive obligations, that is, obligations to take steps to protect rights. Consider the right to life. Under both international and regional human rights instruments, this right has been interpreted as extending to reasonably foreseeable threats and life-threatening situations that can result in loss of life. If a state reasonably foresees that the conduct of a person under their jurisdiction may expose them (or others) to harmful kinetic or cyber acts that can result in loss of life, then positive obligations would arise. Importantly, this obligation to protect against foreseeable threats would arise irrespective of whether the threatened harm would be lawful or unlawful, for example, whether it would be in contravention of the jus ad bellum regime. In fact, in many cases of positive obligations, the state is acting to protect individuals under its jurisdiction from the risk of unlawful violence. The jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights supports the existence of a ‘public’s right to information’ as part of the positive obligation to take all appropriate steps to safeguard life. This jurisprudence has developed in particular in relation to environmental risks under the right to life and the right to private life.

The existence of positive obligations to protect against foreseeable risks does not imply that a state ought to prohibit direct participation. Rather, it would be required to inform those under its jurisdiction of the risks they run through their conduct, and perhaps, especially in the case of private sector actors operating digital infrastructure, seek to constrain the modalities of participation in the light of the large-scale harm that operations against their employees and infrastructure could entail. This positive obligation to inform can be discharged in a variety of ways, including through dedicated training for private sector companies and information campaigns designed for the general public. Ultimately, the goal is to make the relevant persons and entities aware of the legal significance of their conduct, and of the practical consequences to

60 All four Geneva Conventions of 1949 contain obligations to disseminate IHL. The obligation requires parties to bring the text of the Conventions to the attention of the general public. See ICRC note, The Obligation to Disseminate International Humanitarian Law (2003).
61 Human Rights Committee, General comment No. 36 on article 6: right to life, 2018, CCPR/C/GC/36, paras 7, 18.
64 Önerüyıldız v. Turkey (2005) 41 EHRR 20, paras 89-90.
which such conduct may expose them. Awareness of these consequences may in turn lead to either abstention from participation or adjustment of conduct. For instance, it was reported in February 2023 that SpaceX had taken steps to limit the use of Starlink in offensive operations carried out by the Ukrainian military. SpaceX COO Gwynne Shotwell stated that the company never intended its satellites to be ‘weaponized’, and that Ukraine had used them ‘in ways that were unintentional and not part of any agreement’. All relevant stakeholders must be provided with sufficient information on the content of the law to make informed decisions on their potential contributions.

5. CONCLUSION

This article examined the participation of technology companies in armed conflict through the experience accumulated in the Russia-Ukraine war. As ICTs remove geographical barriers, they enable remote operations and various forms of distanced participation in the military efforts of parties to conflict. In some ways, parties to conflict have come to rely on such participation, especially on the part of technology companies that can securitize networks by scanning for and patching vulnerabilities. Information-sharing has also become a pillar of state–private sector engagement.

Some of these forms of participation may qualify employees as direct participants in hostilities and objects as military objectives. There are tangible risks of harm associated with participation. These risks cannot be eliminated but must be managed. For one, states should clarify their positions on the elements of relevant rules of IHL, such as the notion of DPH. Factual uncertainty is already plaguing armed conflicts; if factual uncertainty is coupled with significant legal uncertainty, then the protection of the civilian population will find itself severely eroded. Importantly, this clarification of standards must be done in a principled and non-arbitrary way by advancing standards that states are content to accept being applied to their own populations and objects. And finally, the content of the relevant legal rules must be disseminated widely – not just as a matter of policy, but as a matter of legal obligation. Human rights law provides a basis for a right to information in circumstances of foreseeable threats to life. Information is the necessary condition for meaningful and balanced decision-making, and the private sector and the general public must be informed of the consequences of their contributions to conflict.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the Internet era, information technology (IT) companies will increasingly find themselves in the line of fire during international conflicts, whether they focus on basic architecture or specifically on security. During the 2014 Revolution of Dignity in Ukraine and Russia’s subsequent invasion of Crimea and Donbas, there were many cyber operations against Ukraine’s government, private sector, and civil society.¹

This paper focuses on private-sector IT support to the Ukrainian government, civil society, or both during the ongoing war, which has helped Kyiv to defend against Russian cyber operations and cyberattacks, such as distributed denial of service (DDoS), data destruction, and critical infrastructure manipulation.

We consider contributions in three primary categories:

- **Hardware**
  - Computers
  - Mobile phones
  - Data centers
  - Critical technologies
  - Terminals
- **Software**
  - Operating systems, applications
  - Endpoint/network security, monitoring/security information and event management (SIEM) tools, vulnerability management
  - Remote data centers
  - Cloud architecture
- **Cyber services**
  - Training
  - Threat intelligence (advanced persistent threats (APTs)\(^2\) / attack surface management (ASM) tools, vulnerability management)
  - Malware detection (indicators of compromise (IoCs), signatures)
  - Incident response
  - Security operations center (SOC) support

This analysis covers only publicly disclosed contributions of non-Ukrainian private-sector IT firms that have offered assistance to the Ukrainian government or civil society. It does not evaluate assistance provided by foreign governments, contributions supplied under non-disclosure agreements, or generic cyber intelligence analyses.\(^3\)

### 2. PRIVATE-SECTOR IT FIRMS AND THEIR ASSISTANCE

Since February 24, 2022, foreign private-sector IT firms have provided the government of Ukraine with a wide range of hardware, software, and cyber services. This section lists many of these firms and their publicly disclosed contributions (see Table I on page 77).

\(^2\) In this paper, “advanced persistent threat” is synonymous with a team working with or for a nation-state. The Russian government uses cyber operations and influence operations, which include disinformation, in combination to achieve maximum effect. In this paper, the authors examine only IT support that counters cyber operations. For analysis of the entire range of Russia’s hybrid warfare activities, including cyber operations, disinformation, protests, coups, and assassinations, see Bilyana Lilly, *Russian Information Warfare: Assault on Democracies in the Cyber Wild West* (Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 2022).

\(^3\) The Russian government uses cyber operations and influence operations, which include disinformation, in combination to achieve maximum effect. In this paper, the authors examine only IT support that counters cyber operations. For analysis of the entire range of Russia’s hybrid warfare activities, including cyber operations, disinformation, protests, coups, and assassinations, see Bilyana Lilly, *Russian Information Warfare: Assault on Democracies in the Cyber Wild West* (Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 2022).
A. Hardware

The week before the invasion, Amazon responded to a public call for help from Kyiv. On February 24, Liam Maxwell, head of Government Digital Transformation at Amazon Web Services (AWS), met with Ukrainian Ambassador Vadym Prystaiko at the Ukrainian Embassy in London to compile a list of essential data from 27 Ukrainian ministries, 18 Ukrainian universities, and private-sector companies, including Ukraine’s largest private financial institution, PrivatBank. Experts set up a secure communication line with Ukrainian agencies and met to discuss the delivery of AWS Snowballs, data transfer devices each able to load 80 terabytes of encrypted data, to facilitate the transfer and storage of critical information infrastructure (CII) to the AWS cloud platform. Three days later, the first Snowballs arrived in Ukraine, and the migration of Ukrainian CII was underway. During the first four months of the war, AWS ingested more than 10 petabytes of data.

On the first day of the war, a malicious firmware update reportedly rendered numerous Viasat KA-SAT modems unusable. Similar to NotPetya in 2017, there was collateral damage across Europe. The U.S. Government attributed the Viasat hack to Russia. Ukrainian vice prime minister sent a tweet to Elon Musk, asking for help, and Musk approved the immediate delivery of his Starlink satellite Internet service to Ukraine. During the war, Starlink has been used for countless military and civilian communications: President Zelenskyy uses Starlink to stay connected with Allied leaders, and Ukrainian military commanders use it to call artillery strikes on the battlefield. Starlink’s low-orbit system works in tandem with backpack-sized stations on the ground and offers high-speed, strongly encrypted, highly configurable service. Starlink has withstood increasingly sophisticated Russian hacks. In July 2022, the Ukrainian army was using about 4,000 mobile terminals and requesting 6,700 more. Ukraine’s Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Digital Transformation Mykhailo

---

Fedorov said that 150,000 people in Ukraine were using the service each day, which is paid for by a “range of stakeholders.” 12 Ukraine’s commander-in-chief, General Zaluzhnyy, praised the Starlink units’ “exceptional utility.” 13 SpaceX has withstood jamming signals and computer hacking. 14 However, SpaceX blocked control of Ukrainian military drones via Starlink in early February 2023, highlighting that it was “never meant to be weaponized.” 15

Some companies are already assisting with Ukraine’s reconstruction efforts. In January 2023, at the World Economic Forum, Fedorov announced that Ukraine and Nokia had signed an agreement to help rebuild Ukraine’s telecommunications infrastructure. 16

**B. Software**

The Microsoft cloud has enabled Kyiv to provide critical services during the war. Before the Russian invasion, the Ukrainian government operated exclusively on servers located in government buildings inside Ukraine. These sites were vulnerable to missile attacks, and their physical destruction could paralyze the work of Ukraine’s leadership. Recognizing this danger, on February 17, Ukraine decided to transfer existing local servers to the public cloud, in order to disburse its infrastructure and protect its data and digital services within European data centers outside of Ukraine. The Ukrainian government now administers its state data from Amazon and Microsoft cloud services, which have also helped to preserve Ukrainian education, banking, healthcare, and humanitarian services. 17

At the start of the war, Cloudflare provided critical assistance. It offered its anti-DDoS tools, free of charge, to defend Ukraine’s networks, which were heavily targeted by

---

Russian hackers at that time. Following the invasion, Cloudflare helped to preserve the functionality of Ukrainian networks. Google was also quick to respond, by offering expanded eligibility to Project Shield’s DDoS protection for Ukrainian government and embassy websites worldwide. Google donated 50,000 Google Workspace licenses to the Ukrainian government, including a year of free access to Google Workspace solutions within its cloud-first, zero-trust security model. Currently, Google is working to scale Ukraine’s national Diia digital education portal.

Many smaller companies are also offering their software solutions. ESET provided its highest-grade service to Ukrainian critical infrastructure providers, and normal users received an automatic extension to expiring licenses. Sophos offered Ukrainian organizations and consumers free access to its entire cybersecurity portfolio. Sentinel One provided Ukrainian businesses with free access to its Singularity platform. Vectra AI offered free cybersecurity software to organizations that may have been targeted as a result of the war. Avast extended free licenses to users in Ukraine, and a free decrypter for the HermeticRansom data wiper. Outpost24 offered free real-time threat intelligence on Russian hacking groups. Atlas VPN offered its software free of charge to Ukrainian journalists.

C. Cyber Services

Before the invasion, Microsoft tracked six Russian APTs and eight malware families as they collected strategic intelligence and prepositioned destructive malware on nearly 50 Ukrainian agencies and enterprises. In January, Microsoft alerted the Ukrainian government to a Russian “wiper” malware campaign, after which Microsoft established a 24/7 encrypted channel for communication with Ukrainian cybersecurity officials. By April, Microsoft had documented two or three “destructive” cyberattacks

---

18 Interview with a cybersecurity expert, January 19, 2023.
per week (including one that targeted a nuclear power plant) that were believed to have been conducted by Russian military intelligence. Microsoft has also provided real-time support to Ukrainian critical infrastructure. By June, Microsoft had discovered Russian network intrusion attempts on 128 organizations in 42 countries outside Ukraine. By July, Microsoft had committed $239 million worth of technological and financial assistance. In November, Microsoft announced the extension of its technology support, free of charge, through 2023.

Google helped the Ukrainian government to set up a system that sends rapid air raid alerts to mobile phones, and its Threat Analysis Group published threat intelligence on government-backed threat actors from Russia, Belarus, China, Iran, and North Korea who have targeted Ukrainian and Eastern European government and defense officials, military organizations, politicians, NGOs, and journalists. Mandiant (now a part of Google Cloud) is providing cyber threat intelligence, monitoring, threat hunting, automated defense, malware detection, mitigation, incident response, and compromise assessments to the Ukrainian government.

Many other companies have offered cyber services. The Cisco Talos threat intelligence team provided 24/7 security support to critical customers in Ukraine. Recorded Future provided access to its threat intelligence portal, as well as specialist engineers, and plans to hire up to 100 personnel in Ukraine before 2025. ESET provided threat intelligence and remediation services for critical infrastructure targets, and has collaborated with the Ukrainian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-UA). Sentinel One provided the Ukrainian government with tailored threat intelligence.

---

30 Microsoft Digital Security Unit, “Special Report.”
33 Walker, “New Ways We’re Support Ukraine.”
39 There are numerous reports available on the www.welivesecurity.com website.
Bitdefender offered threat intelligence and technical consulting. Boldare created the web application UASOS to help Ukrainian refugees find transportation and accommodation outside of Ukraine.

**TABLE I: MAIN DISCLOSED IT SECTOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO UKRAINE SINCE FEBRUARY 2022**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>IT Category</th>
<th>IT Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>hardware, software, cyber services</td>
<td>Snowball devices, AWS cloud, software, educational devices to help children learn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas VPN</td>
<td>software</td>
<td>VPN subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avast</td>
<td>software</td>
<td>antivirus license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitdefender</td>
<td>cyber services</td>
<td>technical consulting, threat intelligence, cybersecurity technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boldare</td>
<td>software</td>
<td>app to find accommodation and transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisco</td>
<td>cyber services</td>
<td>threat intelligence, threat hunting, monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloudflare</td>
<td>software</td>
<td>anti-DDoS tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESET</td>
<td>cyber services</td>
<td>threat intelligence, malware detection, remediation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>software, cyber services</td>
<td>technical infrastructure, digital skills, funding, training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandiant</td>
<td>cyber services</td>
<td>threat intelligence, malware detection, mitigation, incident response, compromise assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>software, cyber services</td>
<td>data centers, cloud migration, storage, threat intelligence, malware detection, vulnerability discovery, patching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>hardware, software</td>
<td>software, telecommunications infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outpost24</td>
<td>software, cyber services</td>
<td>vulnerability scans, threat intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recorded Future</td>
<td>software, cyber services</td>
<td>cyber threat intelligence, critical infrastructure protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentinel One</td>
<td>software</td>
<td>endpoint protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophos</td>
<td>software</td>
<td>endpoint protection, network security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starlink</td>
<td>hardware, cyber services</td>
<td>satellite communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vectra AI</td>
<td>software</td>
<td>monitoring tools, incident response tools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


D. Cyber Defense Assistance Collaborative for Ukraine

Numerous companies have joined forces in the Cyber Defense Assistance Collaborative (CDAC) for Ukraine, which was organized in March 2022 to facilitate the provision of cyber defense tools and services, intelligence support, security operations uplift, and strategic advice. These include Avast, Cyber Threat Alliance, Looking Glass, Mandiant, Microsoft, Recorded Future, Sentinel One, Splunk, and Threat Quotient. CDAC collaborates closely with the Ukrainian National Security and Defense Council (NSDC) and Global Cyber Cooperation Center (GC3) to funnel requests for assistance from government and critical infrastructure organizations to the participants. In aggregate, during 2022, CDAC estimates that it has addressed 50+ requests, from 15+ recipients, for 1500+ hardware and software tools, and 550 training courses, with an estimated total value of over $10 million.45

3. RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES OF DEFENDING A COUNTRY AT WAR

When private-sector firms are operating in a geopolitical conflict, they should prepare for a range of risks typically only associated with political, humanitarian, and military organizations. Their involvement, however, may also bring significant opportunities.

A. Risks

There are many traditional issues associated with IT deployment and maintenance abroad, including distance, language, cost, familiarity, and compatibility. International war only amplifies these operational considerations. Finding IT experts who can master geopolitics as well as technology is not easy. Large companies might be familiar with the challenge of integrating national security into their corporate calculus, but smaller or newer firms will likely face a considerable learning curve.

In war, private firms face risks that go far beyond typical corporate considerations. For example, all non-secure communications are subject to eavesdropping by the signals intelligence (SIGINT) infrastructure of numerous nation-states. The firms and their products may face threats to the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of communications. Team members may expect to be targeted by operational and even physical threats to their security. Further, the company’s intellectual property is at a much higher risk of reverse engineering by adversaries.46

Russia—or any other nation—could consider private IT companies supporting Ukraine as participants in the war and treat them as “legitimate” targets for aggressive

45 Information provided by Greg Rattray, CDAC Executive Director, March 2, 2023.
46 Interview with anonymous source, February 28, 2023.
operations, ranging from physical attacks on infrastructure and personnel to threats and sanctions. Russia placed some private-sector IT firm personnel on its sanctions list and blocked Microsoft from participating in the Open-Ended Working Group on Cybersecurity at the United Nations.\textsuperscript{47} On October 27, a Russian foreign ministry official announced that Western commercial satellites, such as Starlink, could become targets in the war. White House spokesman John Kirby responded by saying that any Russian attack on U.S. infrastructure would not go unanswered.\textsuperscript{48}

Even well-funded companies may struggle when operating in a conflict environment. On October 14, Elon Musk announced that SpaceX could not fund Internet service in Ukraine “indefinitely” and sent a letter to the Pentagon asking that the U.S. government take over funding the operation. He said the war had cost SpaceX $80 million and 20,000 Starlink terminals, and the company had suffered numerous cyberattacks. The government of Ukraine responded that Starlink had already become part of the nation’s critical infrastructure, helping Ukraine survive the invasion, and that SpaceX must continue to provide a “stable connection” to the Internet.\textsuperscript{49} One day later, Musk said his company would continue its service.\textsuperscript{50}

The Starlink case study also illustrates one of the risks that governments in conflict face when relying on foreign private-sector IT assistance, namely, that governments may grow too dependent on a particular technology without guarantees for its continuous provision. After SpaceX’s restrictions on Ukraine’s use of Starlink for war operations, General James Dickinson, head of U.S. Space Command, cited it as a cautionary tale for the U.S. military’s increasing dependence on commercial satellite providers.\textsuperscript{51}

Private firms, by definition, have the prerogative to choose their clients. As a result, Kyiv is reliant on the goodwill of foreign private-sector companies. There are no legally binding corporate rules of engagement for cyberspace, and there is no private-sector equivalent to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO) Article 5, which would require companies to provide assistance to an allied government—even if that government is a victim of unprovoked aggression. Therefore, countries would be wise to adopt a policy of diversification of products and suppliers, when and where possible, to include the use of open-source solutions.

\textsuperscript{47} Kaja Ciglic, Senior Director, Digital Diplomacy, Microsoft, correspondence with authors, March 6, 2023; Burhan Gafoor, Chair Open-Ended Working Group on security of and in the use of information and communications technologies 2021–2025, Permanent Mission of the Republic of Singapore, United Nations, New York, April 22, 2022.


\textsuperscript{50} Metz, “Elon Musk Backtracks.”

B. Opportunities

In war, private-sector IT firms will have the opportunity to stress-test their hardware, software, and cyber services. They will have potential access to the vulnerabilities, exploits, attacks, malware, and tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) of nation-state hackers, which companies can integrate into their products. They may also gain a positive reputational impact for their business.

As a direct result of its support for Ukraine, Microsoft confirmed two improvements in its cyber defense architecture. First, the artificial intelligence (AI) algorithm in its Defender for Endpoint cybersecurity tool detected, classified, and blocked Russian wiper malware, without any existing signatures or any human intervention. Second, Microsoft quickly distributed security software updates to Internet-connected endpoints and cloud-based assets.52

4. LESSONS LEARNED

Our research showed that much of the private-sector IT firm support to Ukraine has been more ad hoc than carefully planned. However, in either case, it appears critical that companies be able to understand and integrate national security concerns into their corporate calculus. At the same time, it is also apparent that most companies will, to a large degree, follow the lead of their respective governments, despite the inherent risks and opportunities.

In July, Yurii Shchyhol, the director of Ukraine’s State Service for Special Communications and Information Protection (SSSCIP), said that, since the invasion began, there have been at least three difference-making cybersecurity gifts that the West has provided to Ukraine. First, Starlink was crucial in helping Ukraine to relaunch destroyed infrastructure. Second, servers and mobile data centers enabled Kyiv to create backup copies of entire institutions, allowing for the continuous operation of government. Third, powerful software, such as an Amazon private cloud, has allowed the Ukrainian government to securely manage its services.53 Ukraine’s Minister of Digital Transformation Mykhailo Fedorov stated: “Amazon AWS literally saved our digital infrastructure.”54

This conflict has shown that countries could focus on acquiring the hardware, software, and cyber services required to strengthen and back up government services and civil infrastructure. The foundation for moving Ukrainian government and private-sector data to the cloud was a law passed by Ukraine’s Parliament in February 2022,

52 Smith, “Defending Ukraine.”
53 Rosen, “The Man at the Center.”
which repealed the previously valid requirements for data storage on the territory of Ukraine with regard to the increasing threat of war.\textsuperscript{55} A cornerstone for the successful migration of Ukrainian data to the cloud was the Diia government smartphone app, which is “a single portal of public services for the population and business” and was already under development before the start of the war.\textsuperscript{56}

However, there are limitations to applying the lessons learned from this war to any future war. The number of variables in international relations precludes drawing too many definitive conclusions. For example, in a China/Taiwan scenario, private-sector IT firms, as well as the respective national governments, may hesitate to act so decisively, because the Chinese economy is roughly ten times larger than Russia’s and the potential economic ramifications are far greater.\textsuperscript{57}

The war in Ukraine provides clearer lessons for countries closer to Russia’s borders. Our research suggests that foreign private-sector IT firms could benefit from the development of four policy frameworks.

**Voluntary Article 5:** NATO member states sign and agree to Article 5 of the NATO Treaty, the “musketeer clause,” and recognize that an attack against one is an attack against all. The countries agree to assist Allies by taking action which those states deem necessary.\textsuperscript{58} There is no equivalent to Article 5 in the private sector, which abides by a different legal framework. However, in the spirit of Article 5, private-sector IT firms could take similar action, as they deem appropriate. Nations often have domestic arrangements with private companies operating on their territory in matters of security and defense. However, this is strictly a sovereign affair, and private firms are less likely to support a coalition of nations without clear guidance from their government and a serious review of the risks and opportunities. In any case, private firms’ support will be voluntary, based on principle, and non-binding.

**Rules of engagement:** There is general agreement, at least in the European Union and NATO, that cyber operations are limited by the relevant permissions, prohibitions, and requirements of international humanitarian law (IHL). However, IHL’s rules primarily regulate the behavior of states and organized armed groups. States and scholars have given limited attention to how IHL relates to private companies during armed conflicts.\textsuperscript{59} Therefore, we should work to


\textsuperscript{59} Ciglic, correspondence with authors, January 27, 2023.
establish general guidelines that outline the recommendations for private-sector IT firms that seek to offer cyber defense assistance to a nation at war.

**Multi-stakeholder incident response plan**: During a crisis, threatened nations require the assistance of multiple stakeholders, including private-sector IT firms. The process through which this assistance is identified, solicited, and delivered can be accelerated if countries, through a public-private partnership, prepare for potential conflicts in advance. A multi-stakeholder incident response plan could help private-sector IT firms to prepare for geopolitical uncertainties. The plan should include potential crisis scenarios, the support nations will need, all relevant stakeholders, and current points of contact.

**Coordination of contributions**: Due to the challenging nature of the above recommendation, it would be wise to have multiple delegated entities that could coordinate the contributions of private-sector IT firms while actively liaising with the threatened government. Their goals could encompass understanding national needs, ensuring the rapid provision of assistance, avoiding duplication, and optimizing contributions. During this war, CDAC has served as a major coordinating body for such support to Ukraine, and it can serve as a model for future crises.

5. MOVING FORWARD: DEFENDING AND REBUILDING UKRAINE

Despite the existing risks associated with supporting a country at war, private-sector IT firms have continued to support Ukraine in its fight against Russia. Areas that various stakeholders are actively working on include defining rules of engagement in cyberspace for IT companies providing assistance during conflict, and ensuring that the coordination of assistance is improved through organizations like CDAC. Moving forward, the international community needs to create structures that can support advanced planning, as well as the effective and timely provision of assistance. The authors believe that two areas ripe for investment are collective defense and multi-stakeholder incident response.

Even with the ongoing war, Kyiv is focused not just on defending its networks and systems but also on rebuilding the infrastructure that Moscow has destroyed and on completing the digital transformation of Ukraine. In some de-occupied parts of Ukraine, this work has already begun. In January 2023, Ukraine signed a memorandum with Nokia to help rebuild Ukrainian telecommunications. Kyiv’s current vision is

---

outlined on the website of the National Council for the Recovery of Ukraine from the Consequences of the War, in subsections such as “Restoration and development of infrastructure” and “Digitalization.” Foreign private-sector IT firms are already helping to defend Ukraine’s systems and networks from Russian cyberattacks. Moving forward, we encourage IT companies to look beyond the horizon and start to plan for their participation in the reconstruction of Ukraine.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As it became increasingly clear that Russia was preparing for military action against Ukraine, cyber experts offered various predictions about what the cyber dimension of the conflict might look like. However, after one year of war, many of these assumptions have not been borne out. Therefore, we evaluate assumptions about the role of cyberspace in warfighting against the evidence, leveraging an original dataset of cyber incidents from the conflict developed through a partnership between the School of International and Public Affairs at Columbia University and the Army Cyber Institute at West Point. Overall, we find that many of the assumptions professed by experts are not supported by the data and, moreover, that the most impactful ways in which cyberspace has influenced the conflict have occurred through unexpected mechanisms. We conclude by exploring the generalizability of our findings beyond the Ukraine conflict, offering policy recommendations for the United States and Europe.

2. PREWAR ASSUMPTIONS

Three broad assumptions shaped the prewar cyber conversation. First, many experts assumed that a Russian conventional assault on Ukraine would be preceded by or take place in conjunction with a major offensive cyber campaign. A related assumption was that Russia would conduct widespread and significant cyber attacks against Ukrainian critical infrastructure—or even do so in lieu of a conventional one. For example, in February 2022, Jason Healey predicted, “A Russian invasion of Ukraine may redefine how we think about cyber conflict because it will be the first time a state with real capabilities is willing to take risks and put it all on the line.” This view was echoed by the former head of U.S. Army Europe, Ben Hodges, who declared, “We’re not dealing with Boy Scouts here. These guys are absolutely ruthless at using cyber to wreck all the structures of a society.” Keir Giles hypothesized that Russia might even...
turn to cyber attacks to coerce Ukraine into capitulation, rather than invade: “Stand-off strikes using missiles, or potentially a destructive cyber onslaught, could target military command and control systems or civilian critical infrastructure and pressure Kyiv into concessions and its friends abroad into meeting Russia’s demands.”

A second common assumption was that Russia would coordinate cyber operations with kinetic military operations on the battlefield. Jonathan Reiber, for instance, hypothesized, “This may end up being the first declared hostility where cyberspace operations are a part of an integrated offensive military invasion…. We could see a coordinated campaign of cyberspace operations targeting the Ukrainian government’s senior leader communications, military critical infrastructure and communications, and aspects of Ukrainian national critical infrastructure.” Similarly, Keith Alexander, the first commander of U.S. Cyber Command, offered that “there can be little doubt that such a modern military campaign would almost certainly include an extensive cyber attack component.” In other words, experts expected Russia to act consistent with its own doctrine.

Finally, many expected Russia to launch waves of sophisticated cyber attacks beyond the theater of operations in Ukraine, specifically targeting the U.S. and NATO to retaliate against Western actions, such as economic sanctions. For instance, in February 2022, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) issued an advisory about Russian cyber threats to the United States, especially critical infrastructure, as part of its “Shields Up” campaign. Around the same time, U.S. deputy attorney general Lisa Monaco warned, “Given the very high tensions that we are experiencing, companies of any size and of all sizes would be foolish not to be preparing right now as we speak.” Similarly, Britain’s National Cyber Security Centre warned that Russia might conduct cyber operations targeting the United Kingdom, cajoling firms to “bolster their cyber security resilience in response to the malicious cyber incidents in and around Ukraine,” with British leaders concerned about cyber spillover from
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the conflict.\textsuperscript{11} Cyber security expert John Cofrancesco noted that Russia was likely to “make very strategic attacks against parts of our infrastructure that impact everyday Americans…. This is standard Russian operating procedure.”\textsuperscript{12}

3. WHAT DOES THE EVIDENCE DEMONSTRATE?

To evaluate how these assumptions have fared against reality, we collected original data on cyber incidents in the context of the Ukraine conflict.\textsuperscript{13} Specifically, we focused on cyber activity from actors supporting Russia or Ukraine from March 2021 until the end of August 2022. We collected data dating back to nearly one year before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine to identify evidence of Russian cyber behavior that might have represented preparation for conventional conflict, given the long time horizons that are often associated with offensive cyber operations, particularly against strategic targets. During this time period, we identified 131 cyber events, which we mapped to the phases of the conventional conflict to assess potential cyber-kinetic correlation.\textsuperscript{14} Below, we evaluate trends based on the observations in the dataset and probe several cyber incidents in greater depth.\textsuperscript{15}

A. Assumption 1: Cyber “Shock and Awe”

Despite a notable volume of cyber activity, there is little evidence of significant cyber attacks against Ukraine's critical infrastructure. Of the 131 recorded cyber events in our dataset, 61 (or 47\%) took place in Ukraine, 29 (or 22\%) took place in Russia, and the remaining incidents (31\%) took place in other Western and/or European states.\textsuperscript{16}

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext[13]{This is an ongoing data collection project. The current version contains information about incidents through August 2022.}
\footnotetext[14]{We rely on the U.S. military’s definition of operational phases of a campaign. See “Joint Publication 3-0: Joint Operations,” U.S. Department of Defense, January 17, 2017, incorporating Change 1, October 22, 2018.}
\footnotetext[16]{Twelve of NATO’s 30 member states have also been targeted in relation to the conflict in Ukraine. See Table IV.}
\end{footnotes}
Concerning the cyber events that occurred in Ukraine and Russia, the overwhelming majority involved intelligence operations or cyber-enabled espionage, as depicted in Table I.\textsuperscript{17, 18}

\textbf{TABLE I: TYPES OF CYBER INCIDENTS SEEN IN UKRAINE AND RUSSIA}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident Type</th>
<th>Ukraine</th>
<th>Russia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence</td>
<td>63.93% (39/61)</td>
<td>79.31% (23/29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber-enabled IO</td>
<td>6.56% (4/61)</td>
<td>3.45% (1/29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber effects</td>
<td>29.51% (18/61)</td>
<td>17.24% (5/29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cyber incidents</td>
<td>100% (61/61)</td>
<td>100% (29/29)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These incidents are characterized by probing, packet sniffing, and reconnaissance, all of which are intended to extract (or attempt to extract) private information from a target without affecting it. Most cyber intelligence operations are not intended to be uncovered by the target.\textsuperscript{19} In general, we would not expect cyber intelligence operations to be associated with escalation, given the absence of effects coupled with the tacit understanding between states that cyber espionage is generally an acceptable form of statecraft.\textsuperscript{20}

Concerning the targets of cyber activity, the overwhelming majority—for all states—are government entities, followed by private entities (see Table II). During the period under study, only 31.15\% of all recorded cyber events in Ukraine targeted military entities (e.g., defense organizations, including cyber and non-cyber military or intelligence entities), and 0\% of the cyber events in Russia targeted military actors. This is especially surprising given the kinetic warfighting recorded during this time.\textsuperscript{21}

\textsuperscript{17} Thirty-nine (or 63.93\%) of the 61 total cyber events that took place in Ukraine, and 23 (or 79.31\%) of the 29 total cyber events that took place in Russia were characterized by intelligence operations.

\textsuperscript{18} In our data, following Valeriano and Maness' (2014) typology of three distinct types of cyber operations, we categorize cyber events into three different groups: 1) intelligence operations, 2) cyber-enabled information operations, and 3) cyber effects operations, which include disruption campaigns (e.g., DDoS), deny campaigns (e.g., website defacement and harassment), degrade campaigns (e.g., ransomware), and destroy campaigns (e.g., wiper malware).


\textsuperscript{20} For an alternative perspective, see Ben Buchanan, \textit{The Cybersecurity Dilemma}, 2016.

\textsuperscript{21} There could be some bias in the data if there is a systematic disincentive for military organizations to publicly report information about cyber intrusions and attacks.
TABLE II: TARGETS OF CYBER ACTIVITY IN UKRAINE AND RUSSIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Private</th>
<th>Government</th>
<th>Military</th>
<th>Total incidents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>45.90% (28/61)</td>
<td>77.05% (47/61)</td>
<td>31.15% (19/61)</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>62.07% (18/29)</td>
<td>41.38% (12/29)</td>
<td>0% (0/29)</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Multiple target types are possible for any given cyber event.

On a related note, when one looks at cyber activity in terms of critical infrastructure targeted, of the 61 recorded cyber incidents that took place in Ukraine, none is recorded as targeting the defense industrial base sector.22

Examining specific cyber incidents, the one that is most consistent with the assumption that Russia would conduct a paralyzing cyber strike at the outset of the conflict is the Viasat telecommunications hack, which took place on February 24, just one hour before the Russian army crossed into Ukraine. The evidence strongly suggests that the Viasat cyber attack was part of Russia’s plan for the initial phase of the campaign. Reporting indicates that in the first 72 hours of the conflict, Russia sought to paralyze Ukrainian command and control (C2), likely as part of a decapitation strategy, through both kinetic means (such as missile and air strikes) and non-kinetic means (in addition to offensive cyber operations, this included jamming of Ukrainian communications systems, as well as direct messages to senior Ukrainian military officers not to resist the Russian invaders).23

Yet while this cyber incident might be considered an operational success, experts have concluded there is “no information that [the hack] worsened communications within Ukraine’s military.”24 It does not appear that Russia was able to capitalize on the temporary disruption of Ukrainian C2 in the immediate aftermath of the Viasat attack. This could be attributed to the absence of advanced coordinated planning between
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22 We use a U.S. framework to define and categorize critical infrastructure. While there are limitations to this approach, we offer it as a general guide for evaluating different types of targets in Ukraine. According to this definition, the defense industrial base sector comprises companies and firms that contract with military organizations and military facilities. This is only one subset of the category of military targets.


cyber operators and kinetic and maneuver forces, as well as the overall slow pace of Russian adaptation after it became clear that initial assumptions about how the war would unfold were wrong. That Ukrainian forces were able to quickly shift to resilient and redundant capabilities—including communications capabilities provided by private sector actors—also likely blunted the attack’s impact.

There is also evidence of Russian cyber attacks against Ukrainian critical infrastructure, including power, that suggests attempts at a more significant cyber campaign. However, these fell far short of the magnitude anticipated prior to the conflict. For example, a cyber incident took place on April 8, 2022, when Ukraine’s power grid was targeted by Sandworm, the notorious Unit 74455 of Russia’s Main Intelligence Directorate (GRU). Although this incident occurred in April, the attackers had gained access to the power grid’s system at the beginning of the war, highlighting the fact that cyber operations take time to plan and execute. Had this malware been successful, it would have deprived roughly two million Ukrainians of power. But ultimately, Ukraine’s national Computer Emergency Response Team and the Slovakia-headquartered cyber firm ESET were able to thwart the attack in progress. Interestingly, the malware used in this incident was similar to that deployed in 2015, which succeeded in briefly knocking out power for 100,000 Ukrainians.

To launch another, more successful attack on the power grid, it would ostensibly take time for the GRU to develop new access and exploits, especially given that they would be operating in an environment in which network defenders would likely be even more vigilant about detecting malicious activity. Even though Ukrainian officials say this cyber incident was intended to support Russian military operations in eastern Ukraine, there is also no evidence of any follow-on military activity in the context of this particular cyber attack. As the war progressed, the Russian military ultimately shifted its approach to more significant kinetic attacks against civilian critical infrastructure, including targeting the power grid, but there is no evidence that this had anything to do with the attempted cyber attack in April. Instead, it is more likely that this was in response to Russian setbacks on the battlefield.

What accounts for this lack of a more significant Russian cyber “shock and awe” campaign (especially in the early phases of the war), as well as the surprising
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25 Bateman, “Russia’s Wartime Cyber Operations.”
28 Bateman, “Russia’s Wartime Cyber Operations.”
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ineffectiveness of Russian offensive cyber operations throughout the conflict? Analysts have suggested a range of potential explanations. Gavin Wilde, for example, articulates three potential causes: the relative inexperience of Russia’s information troops; bureaucratic rivalry and infighting over resources and prioritization, especially between the GRU and FSB (the Federal Security Service); and an inability to shape the war in its opening phase. Others have attributed Russia’s lack of strategic success in cyberspace to the effectiveness of Ukrainian cyber defenses, aided by collaboration with government and private sector partners. This latter point sheds light on some of the cyber aspects of the conflict overlooked by experts, especially the role of private sector actors in conventional conflict.

**B. Assumption 2: Cyber-Conventional Coordination**

Similar to the first assumption, there is also minimal evidence of cyber-conventional coordination on the battlefield. The U.S. military’s dominant paradigm for joint operations is a planning construct consisting of six phases: 0) shape, 1) deter, 2) seize the initiative, 3) dominate, 4) stabilize, and 5) enable civil authority. We use these operational phases for conventional military campaigns from the Russian perspective to categorize our cyber event data, as depicted in Table III. Therefore, the coding for a cyber incident by campaign phase reflects the phase of the overall conventional campaign in which it occurred, rather than the phase of a cyber campaign. When one considers how the types of cyber operations have changed throughout the war for all cyber actors, including those in Ukraine, Russia, and beyond, some interesting patterns emerge.
TABLE III: TYPES OF CYBER INCIDENTS OVER TIME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Intelligence</th>
<th>Cyber-enabled IO</th>
<th>Cyber effects</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>100% (6/6)</td>
<td>0% (0/6)</td>
<td>0% (0/6)</td>
<td>100% (6/6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>38.46% (5/13)</td>
<td>15.38% (2/13)</td>
<td>46.15% (6/13)</td>
<td>100% (13/13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>59.09% (13/22)</td>
<td>9.09% (2/22)</td>
<td>31.82% (7/22)</td>
<td>100% (22/22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>47.78% (43/90)</td>
<td>1.11% (1/90)</td>
<td>51.11% (46/90)</td>
<td>100% (90/90)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During Phase 0, “shape,” which took place between March 1, 2021, and January 31, 2022, all six of the recorded cyber incidents were characterized by intelligence operations. During Phase 1, “deter,” which occurred in the first few months of 2022, there were 13 recorded cyber events, the largest single category of which (46.15%) was cyber effects operations. In Phase 2, “seize the initiative,” which took place between February 23, 2022, and April 7, 2022, we do not see an increase in the percentage of cyber effects operations, which we might expect in light of these cyber incidents occurring during the height of the initial invasion. Instead, we find that the majority (59.09%) was intelligence operations, as was the case in Phase 0. In Phase 3, “dominate,” covering cyber activity between April 8, 2022, and August 18, 2022, there is a resurgence of cyber effects operations, which make just over half of the recorded 90 incidents that occurred during this time period. While it would be a step too far to make causal inferences from these data, the patterns of cyber operations mapped to the phases of the conventional campaign—moving from intelligence to effects in two waves—are consistent with the idea that cyber campaigns take time to develop, involve an initial investment in intelligence collection, and therefore may be difficult to synchronize with other aspects of a broader campaign.

A few cyber incidents stand out as plausible cyber-kinetic coordination, but there is little evidence of a direct causal link. For example, on August 15, 2022, the People’s CyberArmy—a Russian hacktivist group—launched a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack that targeted a Ukrainian state-owned nuclear power company, Energoatom. Even though hacktivists used 7.25 million bot accounts to flood Energoatom’s website, the company was able to regain control of the website within three hours. While it is hard to definitively say whether this brief cyber operation resulted in follow-on kinetic military action by Russia, Russian shelling did increase five days later, just 30 kilometers from the Pivdennoukrainsk nuclear power plant.
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36 In our dataset, Phase 1 occurred between December 1, 2021, and March 11, 2022.
which is managed by Energoatom.\textsuperscript{38} However, it is just as likely that these events cannot be correlated, particularly given the loose command-and-control relationship between the Russian government and Russian-aligned cyber hacktivist groups.

An additional potential example of coordination is another failed cyber attack on Ukraine’s power grid, which occurred on July 1, 2022. In this incident, a pro-Russian hacker group, XakNet, targeted the DTEK power company. Moreover, the incident took place at the same time that Russian forces were carrying out missile attacks on DTEK’s Kryvorizka thermal power plant in Kryvyi Rih,\textsuperscript{39} leading one Ukrainian cyber official to point to this as evidence of kinetic-cyber coordination.\textsuperscript{40} Nevertheless, according to Jon Bateman, kinetic attacks on Ukrainian power infrastructure have been a “routine feature of the war,” and the cyber incident has not been specifically attributed to the Kryvorizka facility.\textsuperscript{41} This suggests that coordination claims are not as strong as they appear. In fact, it has been reported that between September and December, DTEK energy facilities have been subjected to 21 conventional military attacks, compared to the single reported attempted cyber attack.\textsuperscript{42} Moreover, related to the first assumption, the July cyber incident failed to destabilize DTEK infrastructure and therefore failed to disrupt the Ukrainian power system. This further corroborates the limitations of Russian-linked offensive cyber campaigns during the conflict.\textsuperscript{43} Taken together, while we find little compelling evidence of cyber-conventional coordination, it is notable that many of the incidents in our dataset were perpetrated by pro-Russian hacktivist groups rather than threat actors more directly associated with the central government.

\textbf{C. Assumption 3: Cyber Spillover}

The assumption that has most closely stood up to empirical scrutiny is cyber spillover beyond the theater of operations in Ukraine. Indeed, our data reveal significant cyber activity targeting Western countries (as well as the Russian homeland). However, this activity has largely taken the form of disruptive, nuisance cyber attacks perpetrated by patriotic hackers and hacktivist groups, rather than major disruptive or destructive cyber campaigns ordered by the Russian government against Western critical infrastructure.

\textsuperscript{39} DTEK Group (@dtek_en), July 1, 2022, https://twitter.com/dtek_en/status/1542884325015830528?s=20&t =o_Qz2y72EVvYBC8gAHDLMQ.
\textsuperscript{40} Victor Zhora (@VZhora), July 1, 2022, https://twitter.com/VZhora/status/1542858906560512000.
\textsuperscript{41} Bateman, “Russia’s Wartime Cyber Operations.”
Although a large percentage (47%) of the malicious cyber activity related to the 2022 Russian invasion of Ukraine has taken place in Ukraine, more than half of the cyber incidents in our dataset have taken place beyond the theater of operations. As depicted in Table IV, 33 cyber incidents—making up 25% of the cyber events in our dataset—have targeted NATO member states during the time period we examined.

**TABLE IV: TARGETS OF CYBER ACTIVITY IN NATO MEMBER STATES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Private</th>
<th>Government</th>
<th>Military</th>
<th>Total incidents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>0% (0/1)</td>
<td>100% (1/1)</td>
<td>0% (0/1)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>0% (0/1)</td>
<td>100% (1/1)</td>
<td>0% (0/1)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td>66.67% (2/3)</td>
<td>66.67% (2/3)</td>
<td>33.34% (1/3)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>50% (1/2)</td>
<td>100% (2/2)</td>
<td>0% (0/2)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>0% (0/1)</td>
<td>100% (1/1)</td>
<td>0% (0/1)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>100% (8/8)</td>
<td>0% (0/8)</td>
<td>0% (0/8)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>0% (0/4)</td>
<td>100% (4/4)</td>
<td>25% (1/4)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>40% (2/5)</td>
<td>60% (3/5)</td>
<td>0% (0/5)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>0% (0/3)</td>
<td>100% (3/3)</td>
<td>0% (0/3)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>100% (1/1)</td>
<td>100% (1/1)</td>
<td>100% (1/1)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>0% (0/1)</td>
<td>100% (1/1)</td>
<td>0% (0/1)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>100% (0/3)</td>
<td>0% (0/0)</td>
<td>0% (0/0)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Multiple target types are possible for any given cyber event. NATO members without any recorded cyber events during the period under study include Albania, Belgium, Croatia, Denmark, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Montenegro, Netherlands, North Macedonia, Norway, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, and Türkiye.

Germany, Latvia, and Italy have been the most frequently targeted NATO states, with Killnet carrying out the preponderance of these DDoS cyber events. The United States has also been on the receiving end of malicious cyber activity related to the Ukraine war, with three instances of cyber attacks against U.S. targets, one intelligence operation, and two cyber effects operations (none of which had significant impact).

Across these examples, given the threat actors involved (hacktivist groups rather than nation-state APTs), it is unlikely that this cyber activity represents deliberately ordered cyber attacks by the Russian government against the U.S. or NATO. Additionally, these attacks have had a negligible impact on the overall conflict. Despite affirming that
Article 5 applies to cyberspace in the context of the Ukraine conflict, NATO member states have largely focused on responding to cyber attacks with information-sharing and increasing defense and resilience measures. In fact, while NATO members have escalated their involvement in the Ukraine conflict in terms of the quality and quantity of weapons provided (and associated training programs to instruct Ukrainians on their use), this has been a direct result of dynamics on the conventional battlefield rather than in cyberspace.

Cyber attacks against Russia have also been frequent during this war, again hinting at the fact that spillover in cyberspace extends even to the homeland of the initiator. Of the recorded 131 cyber incidents, 29 have targeted entities in Russia. The hacktivist group Anonymous was responsible for 22 of these incidents, followed by other anti-Russian (e.g., Network Battalion 65) and pro-Ukrainian (e.g., IT Army of Ukraine) actors.

4. WHAT DID THE EXPERTS MISS?

Our data also suggest important patterns that were overlooked by experts. In particular, prior to the conflict, there was little focus on the role of third-party actors. Yet one of our most striking findings is the preponderance of cyber activity stemming from non-state actors that are not directly affiliated with governments, such as Anonymous, Killnet, and the IT Army of Ukraine. Specifically, we identified 25 different threat actors that have been responsible for the 61 incidents in our dataset that occurred within Ukraine, with some actors being more active than others (see Table V).

**TABLE V: THREAT ACTORS TARGETING UKRAINE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threat actor</th>
<th>Incidents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APT28</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEV-0586 APT</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeCivilian</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamaredon</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GhostWriter</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRU</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People's CyberArmy</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poss. Ghostwriter</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Another important oversight is the role of the private sector, such as Microsoft, Google, Starlink, and others, in enabling the defense and resilience of Ukraine in cyberspace. While we do not focus specifically on these actors in our dataset, this is another critical issue that experts did not anticipate.
The most active known threat actor in Ukraine during our time frame of analysis has been UAC-0056. It has launched 12 cyber espionage attacks against various entities in Ukraine, the majority of which have been government actors. UAC-0056 phishing campaign lures are often based on important matters related to the war, with one email titled: “Help Ukraine.”

Additionally, our research indicates that threat actors appear to concentrate on certain targets and types of cyber campaigns. For example, the now-defunct ransomware group Conti used a variety of tactics to break into victim networks, “including via spear-phishing campaigns, stolen Remote Desktop Protocol credentials, software vulnerabilities, and poisoned software.” Anonymous has a strong proclivity for launching cyber-enabled espionage operations, and it also targets private entities two-thirds of the time. All of the cyber events launched by Killnet, on the other hand, are cyber effects operations, and government entities are its main focus. Additionally, Killnet relies on its low-skill, low-threat tactic of distributed denial-of-service attacks.

Georgia was also targeted by UAC-0056 in a COVID-19-themed campaign in March 2021.
Conti members are still active despite the group’s breakup.
Of Killnet’s 24 recorded cyber events, all 24 (100%) were disruption cyber operations.
to cause disruption, rallying supporters to contribute to the group’s efforts to prevent the average user from accessing websites in countries that support Ukraine or oppose Russia. The majority of the threat actors recorded in our data, however, appear to prefer cyber intelligence operations over cyber effects operations.

5. POLICY IMPLICATIONS

An important policy implication of our analysis is that there are constraints on the “combat power” of cyber operations. Much of the cyber activity seen in Ukraine has been intelligence operations or disruptive attacks—and the effects of the latter are limited and transient, with targets rapidly recovering and restoring functionality. Other cyber operations seen in the conflict, such as destructive malware or ransomware, have not generated costs severe enough to lead to meaningful changes in the overall conflict, especially when compared to the violence wrought by conventional kinetic capabilities.

This reality, coupled with the complexities associated with planning and implementing cyber campaigns, means that, especially in a wartime context, “offensive cyber will always be a fragile capability.” Cyber conflict in Ukraine has manifested itself in waves that correspond to cyber access and capability development times, potentially in ways that are mismatched to the actions on the battlefield or the overall conventional campaign plan. The fog of war complicates operational planning; the violence of kinetic conflict destroys key capabilities and forces personnel to focus on their own physical security; and belligerents no longer enjoy the luxury of long time horizons. These challenges do not necessarily indicate weakness or incompetence; they illuminate how difficult it is to integrate cyber capabilities into military planning. Therefore, policymakers should avoid overconfidence in drawing inferences about the (im)maturity of Russian cyber capabilities, as well as the feasibility of implementing their own operational concepts in a warfighting environment.

This also relates to the proliferation of non-state actors engaged in the digital battlespace. Specifically, the difficulties states experience conducting sophisticated, large-scale cyber operations synchronized with conventional campaigns could
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make it more appealing to permit, encourage, or condone third-party cyber activity. Policymakers should anticipate that future conflicts are likely to have a third-party cyber component. The fact that most of the cyber spillover in Ukraine has been conducted by these actors, rather than directly by a government, raises vexing questions about how to prepare for and defend against this kind of activity and ensure guardrails are in place to prevent these attacks from inadvertently escalating conflicts.
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Abstract: The Russian invasion of Ukraine and the subsequent rise of the IT Army of Ukraine (IT Army) illustrate how an organized non-military, all volunteer, and multinational digital resistance movement can impact an ongoing conflict. For nation-states, third-party actors in cyberspace pose a different set of concerns than state-affiliated or state-sponsored cyber actors and are the latest incarnation of underground auxiliary forces that bring unconventional tactics to bear in a conventional conflict. To investigate the IT Army’s role in the war in Ukraine, we created a dataset of the content collected from the “IT ARMY of Ukraine” public channel on the messaging app Telegram. The channel provides the most up-to-date information on proposed targets, why those targets are important, and if attacks are deemed successful, in both Ukrainian and English. Through the lens of nonviolent action strategy and theory, we assess the IT Army’s effectiveness as a resistance movement, defined by Joint Publication 3-05, “Special Operations,” as “an organized effort by some portion of the civil population of a country to resist the legal established government or an occupying power and to disrupt civil order and stability.” The dataset enables us to develop a more complete picture of the IT Army’s evolution as a digital resistance movement since its creation on February 26, 2022, to assess how it incorporates nonviolent action strategy and elements to manage the over 200,000 volunteers and concentrate resources and strength to disrupt Russian domestic targets in and through cyberspace.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Technology is ubiquitous in warfare, but one aspect not well understood is the impact of modern technology on nonviolent resistance movements that arise in response to, or during, a conventional conflict. Today, everyone with internet access or a smartphone is a potential resistance fighter and, with lower barriers to entry, a host of functions like intelligence reporting, fire coordination, and rapid information sharing can be carried out by anyone with a smartphone. The Russian invasion of Ukraine on February 24, 2022, and the near-immediate rise of the IT Army of Ukraine—a group of volunteers taking nonviolent action against Russian targets in and through cyberspace—illustrate how an organized digital resistance movement can operate effectively during a conventional conflict to cause disruption to, and denial of, adversary domestic services through nonviolent action. For nation states, third-party actors in cyberspace pose a different set of concerns than state-affiliated or state-sponsored military cyber actors and are the latest instantiation of underground auxiliary forces that bring unconventional tactics to bear in a conventional conflict.

While the war in Ukraine is primarily a high-end conventional war, several cyber activities are being carried out on behalf of both parties to the conflict. These operations have ranged in sophistication from disorganized hacktivism and patriotic hacking (like the nuisance cyber operations carried out by Killnet, Anonymous, and others) to the more destructive cyber attacks conducted by Russian-government-linked advanced persistent threat actors targeting critical infrastructure (like the hacker group Sandworm). Additionally, much of the third-party actor activity has occurred external to the theater of operations, with malicious cyber actors targeting NATO member states with disruptive, but low impact, cyber attacks. War coverage has also largely concentrated on the kinetic aspects of the conflict, but analysis of cyber incidents has largely focused on the lack of a Russian cyber “shock and awe”
campaign in the early phases of the war, as well as the surprising ineffectiveness of Russian offensive cyber operations throughout the conflict.  

In this paper, we move beyond the current analysis on resistance movements, nonviolent action, and the cyber activity related to the war in Ukraine to investigate the IT Army of Ukraine (hereinafter “IT Army”) and its role in the conflict. To that end, we evaluate the IT Army’s activities using the key elements of nonviolent strategy and tactics, as developed by political scientist Gene Sharp, to assess its effectiveness as a nonviolent resistance movement operating in and through cyberspace. We define the IT Army’s activities as “disruptive,” relying on the categories of resistance activities outlined by sociologist Zeynep Tufekci. We further use the US military doctrine—Joint Publication 3-05, Special Operations—to define a resistance movement as “an organized effort by some portion of the civil population of a country to resist the legally established government or an occupying power and to disrupt civil order and stability.” To investigate the IT Army, we downloaded the contents of the “IT ARMY of Ukraine” channel on the messaging app Telegram (i.e., the posts and all residual data, like attached images or files) to create a unique dataset.

Importantly, we extend the research on digital resistance groups and third-party cyberspace actors to an entity born of war. To date, most research on third-party cyber actors has occurred after a hack is discovered. The reason is that many groups, like Anonymous and REvil, do not discuss operations in a public forum, preferring to keep their activities out of public view. Even a group like Killnet, which gloats about its activities and shares boastful videos on its public forums, does so after the given hack. Additionally, research has largely focused on groups that are external to any
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8 https://t.me/killnet_reservs/4759.
declared conflict, meaning that their formation is not linked to an attack on a nation’s sovereignty or prompted by another state’s aggressive actions. While many third-party actors have publicly declared support to one side or the other, the IT Army exists because Russia invaded. It is the first example of a nonviolent digital resistance movement formed out of war, acting as a third party to the conflict, carrying out its operations wholly online, and having no intent of using its online activity to incite or coordinate physical violence on its behalf.

This paper first discusses resistance movements and nonviolent action to introduce Sharp’s key elements for successful nonviolent action. Then we investigate the “IT ARMY of Ukraine” using data collected from the contents of its Telegram channel, with a specific focus on the patterns of behavior, themes, and group norms to assess organizational effectiveness and the impact assessments posted to assess the role of nonviolent digital resistance groups in modern warfare. We conclude by offering implications for policymakers to consider and areas of future research.

2. RESISTANCE MOVEMENTS AND NONVIOLENT ACTION

Modern history is replete with stories of resistance—where there are aggressors and occupiers, there is likely a resistance. Ukraine has actively fought Russia’s aggression via several means, with the media placing heavy emphasis on the active or physical forms of resistance like the subtle, but highly symbolic, act of the “sunflower lady” who offered a Russian soldier seeds to put in his pocket, telling him that they would grow when he fell in battle. However, much of the literature on resistance movements deals with its physical and violent instances or when online activity risks escalation to physical violence, as is covered extensively in the terrorism-studies literature. Similarly, the phenomenon of digital social movements receives attention while the potential, and realized, impact of a nonviolent digital resistance during periods of conflict or occupation remains largely underrepresented and understudied.

---

9 Here we are referring to its cyber operations and activities, not the administrative or organizational processes that likely occur among a group of persons known to each other and potentially in offline settings.


Nonviolent action comes in many forms, but sociologist Zeynep Tufekci divides civil resistance tactics into three broad categories: narrative, institutional, and disruptive. Narrative forms of resistance are focused on persuading domestic and international audiences and include community-building efforts and awareness-raising. Institutional forms of resistance work within a society’s legitimate political spaces and can include rallying citizens to vote against proposed legislation or running an opposition campaign for elected office. Lastly, Tufekci defines disruptive tactics as those that interrupt the basic functions of society, like a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack on a government website that prevents citizens from making tax payments or a physical protest that blocks traffic at a major city intersection. Based on Tufekci’s typology, we classify the IT Army as a group largely engaged in disruptive activities that target the goods and services relied upon by the Russian people.

Furthermore, we define the IT Army’s disruptive tactics as nonviolent, adopting Thomas Rid’s view of offensive cyber operations as disassociated from physical violence, harm, or damage. For the most part, Rid’s narrowly physical view of violence has shaped much of the research in the field of offensive cyber operations. However, others opt for a wider view and suggest that we should consider even nonlethal or nonphysical offensive cyber operations as a type of violence. Florian J. Egloff and James Shires highlight how some researchers view cyber operations as violent, “especially those that intentionally cause harm to the affective life of individuals or community values and identities.” From this wider perspective on violence, it follows that any threat of violence or coercion is considered violent because it impacts on the affective life and community and may introduce limits to freedom of action. We adopt the narrower definition of violence, viewing the IT Army’s activities as nonviolent and indirect and their effects as disruptive and unlikely to cause physical harm, as opposed to kinetic alternatives.


3. THE IT ARMY OF UKRAINE

Triggered by the Russian invasion, Ukraine’s deputy prime minister and minister for digital transformation, Mykhailo Fedorov, announced the creation of the IT Army on February 26, 2022, in a post to his official Telegram channel. The impact was almost immediate, and the initial list of 31 Kremlin-affiliated banks, corporations, and Russian government agencies that had been posted as targets were temporarily knocked offline via a series of DDoS attacks. Shortly after Fedorov’s call to action, Viktor Zhora, deputy chief of Ukraine’s State Service of Special Communication and Information Protection, indicated that IT Army volunteers were also providing intelligence and attacking military systems. Unlike the long-standing Estonian Cyber Defense League, the IT Army’s genesis was chaotic and ad hoc, because its creation was in response to the Russian invasion. As such, the IT Army is not intended to be a surge capacity to incorporate civilians into a military structured response should the need arise but is instead a creative response to Russian aggression that skillfully leverages the global cyber community’s talent, computing power, and will to defend Ukrainian sovereignty through nonviolent resistance. “All these actions are directed to make the aggressor weaker, to make him understand, to deliver truth to the Russian people,” Zhora told reporters, and continued to explain that the IT Army volunteers are “doing everything possible to protect our land in cyberspace.”

It is important to note that as of the writing of this paper, the IT Army consists of two main parts that Stefan Soesanto describes as

(i) Public-facing: a continuous global call to action that mobilizes anyone willing to participate in coordinated DDoS attacks against designated—primarily civilian—Russian infrastructure targets.
(ii) In-house: a team likely consisting of Ukrainian defense and intelligence personnel who have been experimenting with and conducting increasingly complex cyber operations against specific Russian targets.

17 While being a tech-savvy user is helpful, the IT Army provides a library of resources and how-to guides for new technologists looking to assist their efforts, allowing anyone with a computer to contribute. Our research into the IT Army’s Telegram channel also included the “IT Army of Ukraine Chat” channel, which is a place for supporters to share tips, access help, and troubleshoot issues.
18 https://t.me/itarmyofukraine2022/1.
20 https://t.me/itarmyofukraine2022/4.
23 Schechner, “Ukraine’s ‘IT Army.’”
Both parts of the IT Army are characterized as offensive, with the more professional in-house team conducting a large amount of the development (e.g., creating and updating tools, generating training guides, troubleshooting tool issues, identifying targets, and likely fulfilling any intelligence support functions) needed to buttress Ukraine’s offensive cyber efforts and to enable the nearly 200,000 followers of the IT Army’s Telegram channel. In this paper, we focus on the vast army of volunteers conducting DDoS and other attacks against Russian targets and directed by the instructions and posts shared via Telegram.

4. THE DATA

Telegram is a convenient platform for research because the application has built-in search and translation functions, and a channel’s content can be downloaded as a .csv or .json file. We downloaded the IT Army’s channel content as a .json file on November 1, 2022. Notably, on October 2, 2022, the IT Army stopped publishing its daily target lists to the channel, after learning that Russian actors were using them to automate defenses. Thereafter, the administrators changed tactics and posted target lists to the IT Army’s tool suite and limited their posts to non-sensitive items. Despite the change, we can still develop a picture of the IT Army’s evolution, activity, and role in the Ukrainian conflict through its daily themes, battle damage assessments (BDAs), and its organization through the lens of nonviolent action theory.

After downloading the channel’s contents, we parsed the data to extract target lists, posted in the form of either hyperlinks or IP addresses and ports, and indexed it chronologically. We also indexed keywords related to recruiting, IT Army tools, and type of target. Lastly, we indexed posts that included images of attack results, or BDA screenshots of disabled websites. The compiled descriptive statistics in Table I present the scope of the IT Army’s operations up to November 1, 2022. In total, the IT Army hyperlinked 9,547 domains, of which 3,896 are unique (41 percent). We manually searched for discussions about IT Army tools and found five instances that referenced a tool update. Additionally, because the IT Army relies on the time and resources of volunteers, we manually searched for discussions on recruiting and personnel and found nine posts in which the IT Army called for support. Also of interest are the 584 posts that include screenshots, often of a website’s error code or health status report, for the purpose of reporting BDAs and impact. In all, from February 26, 2022, to November 1, 2022, the IT Army published 840 posts.

Table I: Descriptive Statistics of the IT Army’s Telegram Channel Content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hyperlinked domains (total)(^{26})</td>
<td>9,547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique domains</td>
<td>3,896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP addresses</td>
<td>3,973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Images</td>
<td>923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncategorized images(^{27})</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelated news or branding(^{28})</td>
<td>17 posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle damage assessment or impact statement</td>
<td>584 posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment</td>
<td>9 posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retooling or tool updates</td>
<td>2 posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data snatch and leak campaigns</td>
<td>2 events</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Analysis of the IT Army of Ukraine

We assessed the IT Army as a nonviolent resistance movement, along the seven elements of nonviolent strategy and tactics identified by Gene Sharp:

- (i) the indirect approach to the opponent’s power,
- (ii) psychological elements,
- (iii) geographic and physical elements,
- (iv) timing,
- (v) numbers and strength,
- (vi) the issue and concentration of strength, and
- (vii) the initiative.\(^{29}\)

The list, as Sharp emphasizes, is incomplete—in part because strategic analysis of nonviolent struggles is difficult and relies on nebulous, difficult-to-measure factors like motivation and will to fight. Additionally, nonviolent tactics and strategy, unlike

\(^{26}\) This number represents the total number of domains shared by the IT Army up to November 1, 2022, irrespective of whether the domain was posted more than once. Of 9,457 total domains shared, 3,896 are unique.

\(^{27}\) “Uncategorized images” refers to images containing Ukrainian text that requires translation. For future iterations of research, we will have the image text translated.

\(^{28}\) “Unrelated news or branding” refers to images that are unrelated to IT Army cyber operations (e.g., screenshots of a news event or other unrelated topic).

military tactics, are much more dependent on individuals and intangible factors unique to each situation and need to be taken “within the context of the unique dynamics and mechanisms of nonviolent struggle.” Therefore, the list of guiding principles remains provisional.

Nevertheless, strategy and tactics are important in nonviolent struggle—especially because modern movements that quickly form on digital platforms are often victims of their own speed. Tufekci cautions that

...with this speed comes weakness, some of it unexpected. First, these new movements find it difficult to make tactical shifts because they lack both the culture and the infrastructure for making collective decisions.... Second, although their ability (as well as their desire) to operate without defined leadership protects them from co-optation or “decapitation,” it also makes them unable to negotiate with adversaries or even inside the movement itself. Third, the ease with which current social movements form often fails to signal an organizing capacity powerful enough to threaten authority.

However, as the next sections demonstrate, the IT Army appears to be avoiding some of these common pitfalls through consistency, transparency, responsiveness, and encouragement.

**A. The Indirect Approach**

To begin, the IT Army’s approach is an example of Liddell Hart’s “indirect approach” to military strategy, as opposed to a direct approach or the application of kinetic force by conventional forces on the battlefield. The IT Army applies pressure on Russian domestic services and institutions with “such indirectness as to ensure the opponent’s unreadiness to meet it,” and its disruptions are intended to evoke a reaction from the Russian population and to generate pressure on the Russian government—the main target of the resistance. Sharp refers to Liddell Hart’s indirect approach as a “kind of political jiu-jitsu” in which the use of nonviolent action against an opponent using military means actually undermines the very sources of political power that enable the military action in the first place. Therefore, the IT Army’s disruptive tactics serve to confront Russia’s military aggression indirectly and, in doing so, can cause Russia’s aggression toward Ukraine to rebound against the government via domestic pressure.

The daily target lists illustrate how the IT Army avoids targeting known positions of strength that likely employ DDoS defensive tools—e.g., military, intelligence, or similar websites—and instead opts for targets of opportunity in sectors that
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31 Tufekci, *Twitter and Tear Gas*, 71.
provide important domestic services. For example, the initial target list, posted on February 26, 2022, listed 31 domains of domestic importance, including media, oil and gas companies, and some government websites. On March 8, 2022, administrators encouraged supporters to “keep focusing on regional government websites” and again on March 11, 2022, to “keep rolling with state companies… go for electronic signature services.” Over time, the targets diversified, ranging from lumber trading services to the online payment system KoronaPay, but remain focused on Russian services that provide basic needs, thereby making the service either unavailable when the average Russian needs it or so unreliable that a task cannot be completed. For example, the IT Army targeted Russian university admissions websites on June 20, 2022, the very day applications opened.

\[\text{B. The Psychological Elements}\]
The second important aspect of nonviolent resistance is psychological. Sharp notes that morale is as important to war as it is to nonviolent action. Intuitively, we can conclude that if group members feel valued and see that their actions are having an impact, they are more likely to feel motivated to continue their support. The IT Army is beholden to the resources its volunteers bring to bear, and their posts reflect an organizational awareness of the role morale plays in group effectiveness. Particularly challenging for the in-house and administrative team is the IT Army’s decentralized and largely anonymous composition. To foster community, the administrators actively communicate attack outcomes via screenshots, encourage members to keep applying pressure on targets, and congratulate successes. Figure 1 shows the BDA posted after a successful attack on a Russian job search website, SuperJob, which had listings for jobs in the four regions of Ukraine occupied by Russia in August 2022.

35 https://t.me/itarmyofukraine2022/147.
36 https://t.me/itarmyofukraine2022/189.
37 https://t.me/itarmyofukraine2022/246.
38 https://t.me/itarmyofukraine2022/537.
39 https://t.me/itarmyofukraine2022/446.
42 https://t.me/itarmyofukraine2022/255.
43 https://t.me/itarmyofukraine2022/765.
44 https://t.me/itarmyofukraine2022/775.
45 https://t.me/itarmyofukraine2022/792.
46 https://t.me/itarmyofukraine2022/542.
On average, the IT Army has posted 12 BDAs per month, with the highest volume occurring in September 2022, as seen in Figure 2. Posting BDA appears to boost morale and foster community bonding over the group’s successes, but the administrators have also expressed frustration. On March 8, 2022, an exasperated administrator levied an ultimatum: “Time to figure out either you support the war and killing Ukrainians or go and fight against the criminal regime of Russian Federation. Nothing else on the table.” Yet the tone was quickly corrected, and positivity, encouragement, and snarkiness have followed. The administration candidly engages with the volunteer community, making the channel a fun place to be, as its posts are often humorous, eliciting a sense of belonging and evoking a measure of humanity in an otherwise sterile online environment.
C. Geographic and Physical Elements

Sharp’s third element of nonviolent action is related to geography and the physical elements of nonviolent action. Sharp explains that a “careful nonviolent strategist is likely to be attentive to the choice of the place at which given acts of opposition are to be undertaken.” Instead of considering the importance of a physical place, the IT Army often targets domains and IP addresses that have symbolic or temporal value to the Russian people. One example is the weekend themes (see Figure 3), which exhibit an understanding of what online services enable typical Russian leisure activities. On March 12, 2022, the IT Army encouraged its volunteers to target a list of food delivery services—the Russian equivalent of GrubHub—which Russians “so need” on the weekends.

**FIGURE 3: DISCUSSION OF WEEKEND THEMES**

Other popular weekend themes are television and streaming services and the central website for purchasing movie tickets. The targets are therefore symbolic as well as functional—the IT Army was effectively targeting the traditional outlets for Russian propaganda and state-run news.

D. Timing

Closely linked with Sharp’s notion of geography is timing. Killnet, the pro-Russia hacking collective, is a group using reactive timing and tempo, having once “declared war” on 10 NATO member states for supporting the Ukraine war effort. The IT Army takes a different approach and proactively selects targets of opportunity on important days or holidays to advertise the connection. For example, on May 9, 2022, Victory Day in Russia, the IT Army posted, “Let’s switch to targets that are related to today’s holiday in Russia,” and included a long list of military domains and IP addresses. In another example, on the Day of Knowledge, a holiday that celebrates

---
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the children of Ukraine and marks the official start of the academic year, the IT Army ensured that “everyone in occupied Crimea could see the greetings of the Ukrainian President. Simply because Crimea is Ukraine.” Both examples show how the IT Army leverages political and social context to assign meaning to its operations.

### E. Numbers and Strength

The IT Army’s narrow focus, friendly chat, easy-to-use tool set, and clear instructions (see Figure 4) have created an appealing way for thousands to contribute to the Ukraine war effort from anywhere and provide the mass required to disrupt Russian online targets.

**FIGURE 4: RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOR VOLUNTEERS IN THE IT ARMY’S TELEGRAM CHANNEL**

Since its inception, the IT Army has relied on its ability to mass resources against Russian targets to cause disruption. A dispersed resistance movement like the IT Army—whose membership has reached and now stabilized at roughly 200,000—can be effective only if it can leverage a critical mass of volunteers against a Russian target in a coordinated effort. Because the group is multinational and all-volunteer, the number of persons available for an operation at any given point in time is likely far less than 200,000, but the resource pooling potential remains significant. In many ways, the IT Army is unique among third-party actors in cyberspace because, despite its rapid growth, the organization has prevented mission creep and is committed to limiting its operations to the Russian-owned or controlled portions of the internet. It also sustains a largely professional discourse that is decidedly anti-Russia but more disciplined and inclusive than the language and content found, for example, in Killnet’s forum.

F. Concentration and Strength

However, while Sharp maintains that numbers and strength are critically important in both military and nonviolent action, he cautions that numbers alone may not be decisive. For the IT Army, the element of nonviolent action that has proven essential is the “issue and concentration of strength.” A major challenge for the IT Army is sustaining the critical mass necessary to launch successful DDoS attacks, and in three periods—early March, mid-June, and the end of October 2022—they dedicated five posts to recruitment. During the group’s first week, membership was growing fast, and, at the outset, the IT Army wanted anyone who showed interest in helping. It encouraged people to join and asked them to contribute to the movement with comments like, “Hey IT Army! Internet Forces of Ukraine is a new impactful thing where everyone can contribute even having no IT background… Call everyone to join!” The results were immediate, as shown in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5: BATTLE DAMAGE ASSESSMENT POST FROM FEBRUARY 28, 2022

But after March 8, 2022, posts shifted to thanking volunteers for joining, and it was not until mid-June of that year that recruiting re-entered the conversation, giving the first indication that the IT Army’s strength could be waning. So far, there has not been a clear pattern to the IT Army’s recruitment efforts, but they appear to address the need as it arises.
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G. Initiative
Lastly, one of the more incredible feats of the IT Army is its ability to sustain the initiative. Sharp explains that “[t]he nonviolent leadership group needs to be able to control the situation and to demonstrate that it has control.”\textsuperscript{60} Moreover, Sharp emphasizes that, wherever possible, “the nonviolent group, not the opponent, will choose the time, issue and course of action and seek to maintain the initiative despite the opponent’s repression.”\textsuperscript{61} While the IT Army has commented on events taking place on the battlefield, there are no signs that the ground war has disrupted or prevented the IT Army from launching an attack or inhibited the in-house leadership’s ability to communicate with supporters. The result is a resistance movement that maintains its freedom of maneuver and operates largely independent of, or external to, conditions on the battlefield. Therefore, the IT Army can retain the initiative, apply persistent pressure on the Russian domestic space, and disrupt services for people who are otherwise physically removed from the conventional battlefield.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The IT Army of Ukraine is a unique multinational, nonviolent resistance movement that leverages a creative structure to achieve operational impact in and through cyberspace and will likely inform cyber operational art in future conflicts. The employment of cyber operations in modern conflict is difficult, but the IT Army is using the internet’s interconnectedness to achieve an asymmetric advantage over Russian domestic cybersecurity to disrupt services, websites, and corporations relied upon by the Russian people. Its public-facing Telegram channel coordinates roughly 200,000 volunteers and is a vehicle for the Ukrainian government to use to engage in persistent DDoS activities. As of November 1, 2022, the IT Army has targeted 3,896 unique domains and, while DDoS effects are temporary, their ability to target specific services means they can disrupt services at times when they are needed most and apply pressure on Russian domestic services and institutions. The in-house team likely remains directly connected to Ukrainian defense and intelligence agencies to facilitate targeting and to conduct the more boutique hacking operations, like the two instances of steal-and-leak operations we found evidence of in the Telegram data. In short, the IT Army has effectively employed disruptive tactics and nonviolent action on multiple occasions to interrupt the basic functions of Russian society and thus to be a nuisance to the Russian people. Their activities incorporate Gene Sharp’s seven key elements of nonviolent action and, despite the difficulty of accurately assessing the IT Army’s true impact, the 584 battle damage assessment posts and images show that they are causing disruptions at the times and places of their choosing.

\textsuperscript{60} Gene Sharp, \textit{The Politics of Nonviolent Action}, 500.
\textsuperscript{61} Ibid., 500.
With media outlets sensationalizing the activities of malicious cyber actors like Killnet\textsuperscript{62} and eager to attract readers, the story of the IT Army is a major human-interest story: everybody loves an underdog. But the IT Army’s actions raise many questions about what self-defense and national defense mean in modern conflict.\textsuperscript{63} Namely, the Ukrainian government has upended many assumptions and frameworks regarding the norms\textsuperscript{64} for state behavior in cyberspace by enlisting the help of geographically dispersed volunteers. The IT Army challenges international legal frameworks too, as most volunteers are likely breaking laws in their home country by using their computer to hack in defense of Ukraine and largely at the request and direction of persons at least loosely tied with Ukrainian military and intelligence services. The IT Army’s successes mean the international community cannot ignore their presence and role in the ongoing conflict in Ukraine, because doing so has implications for the future of international cyber norms, state behavior in cyberspace, and the national security landscape more broadly.

As an impactful nonviolent resistance movement, the IT Army of Ukraine raises several policy and legal questions. One unresolved question is what to do about the international volunteers. Are they a form of enemy combatant by virtue of their participation? Peter Pascucci and Kurt Sanger affirm that “any civilian seeking to impact the operations of a party to an armed conflict should be aware of the potential consequences of their participation.”\textsuperscript{65} But “participation” is hard to define, and even the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) admits that the difference between “direct” and “indirect” participation “can be difficult to establish but is vital.”\textsuperscript{66} As Pascucci and Sanger note, the ICRC declares that “interfering electronically with military computer networks would qualify as directly participating,” but beyond that, it is unclear whether a cyber operation carried out by a civilian would constitute direct participation. Even muddier is the reality that potentially thousands of supporters participate in creating a single effect. So who is really responsible—is it everyone involved? Another question not addressed in this paper is the IT Army’s use of commercial infrastructure and platforms to host its administrative and operational resources. For example, the IT Army maintains GitHub repositories of its tools for volunteers to use to participate indirectly in the Ukrainian conflict. Does Microsoft, the owner of GitHub, have an acceptable use policy and, if so, what constitutes a violation? Other private companies continue to passively support the IT Army despite the same concerns about enabling participation in a declared conflict.

\textsuperscript{62} Smith et al., “What Impact, if Any, Does Killnet Have?”
\textsuperscript{65} Pascucci and Sanger, “Cyber Norms in the Context of Armed Conflict.”
While the IT Army’s activities are largely viewed as distinct from actions taken by the conventional Ukrainian military, additional research is needed to better understand how the IT Army augments or interferes with traditional military cyber operations. Because military cyber operations are highly classified, it is impossible to know at this time the extent to which the two may be coordinated, if at all. A related risk is that as the number of third-party actors increases, so too will the fog of war, making it even more difficult to distinguish between actors and their motivations. And with a capable and resourceful digital resistance group like the IT Army, there may be a risk of escalation if the group decides to become responsive to, or partake in, more conventional fighting activities. Ultimately, because the conflict in Ukraine was ongoing at the time of writing, future research on the IT Army needs to expand our initial dataset and incorporate the most recent months of data. This will help us further assess the IT Army’s role in the war and build upon our knowledge of digital resistance movements and their relationship to conventional conflict.
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Abstract: The Russia-Ukraine conflict has led to a significant increase in cyber attacks on critical infrastructure in Ukraine, with the energy sector being a primary target. The goal of these cyber attacks is to support military operations on the battlefield. Enhancing the resilience of the energy sector is a primary and urgent assignment for the security and defense sector of Ukraine.

This study aims to identify the cyber resilience factors of critical energy infrastructure and their possible dependencies and analyze the causes of their occurrence.

Accordingly, an analysis of the problems of the resilience of the critical energy infrastructure in Ukraine has been carried out. Based on this analysis, we have identified and studied some dependencies between cyber security for power energy infrastructure and other sectors, often referred to as cascade effects. By analyzing cause-and-effect relationships in power outages, the prerequisites for the emergence of negative factors affecting the resilience of critical infrastructure in the conditions of war have been determined.

Using the obtained information about cascade effects, procedures have been proposed to enhance resilience. These include implementing processes for collecting and processing big data on cyber statistics, optimizing public-private cooperation, and organizing cyber training.
1. OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM

The Russia-Ukraine war has a hybrid character. Cyber attacks pose a significant threat in this hybrid warfare [1]. In 2014, Russian forces invaded Ukraine [2], directly threatening the country’s territorial integrity and national security. Due to the Russian occupation of Crimea and parts of the Luhansk and Donetsk regions, the energy system of Ukraine has changed, as has the routing system of the Ukrainian segment of the internet [3]. These changes directly affect the resilience of both the energy system and the telecommunications (cyberspace) system and are a source of significant threats to these industries.

Ukrainian power engineering is unique in Europe due to the presence of a large transportation system with nodes up to 3000 MW and unique 750 kV transformers that are not found elsewhere in Europe. However, these nodes are the easiest targets for the enemy’s massive missile strikes. Greater generation of branching and localization (which the European Union strives for, by the way) increases the resilience of power engineering to physical impacts. However, large-scale generation requires intelligent digital management, which brings the problem of cyber threats to the forefront of the new energy sector.

Russia uses the potential of its special services [4] and countries that support Russia in this war [5] for cyber attacks. Russia poses a serious threat in cyberspace, as several Russian IT companies still have functioning computing capabilities worldwide [6]. A significant threat is the widespread use of Russian-made software [7]. Another problem is the involvement of Russian experts and employees in the Russian offices of international companies in building communication, cyber security, and energy systems in Ukraine before 2014. With the departure of such companies from the
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Russian market, these employees were laid off, which serves as a motivation for collaboration with enemy hacker groups in this war [8].

All these factors pose a cyber threat to critical infrastructure. Ukraine’s energy sector has a direct impact on other sectors of the economy. The goals of cyber attacks on critical infrastructure facilities in Ukraine are to disrupt the functioning of electricity distribution systems, gather information, disrupt data exchange processes, and impact other dependent industries (critical infrastructure facilities).

The information obtained through cyber attacks on critical infrastructure helps the enemy plan missile strikes [9]. Disruption of information exchange processes is used as a distracting measure from the main intrusion in order to disable the system. System disruption is used to influence related industries. Russia’s cyber attacks on energy systems also have political motives [10].

Cyber attacks on energy companies are more complex and difficult to detect. Companies that supply hardware and software to energy companies are also under constant threat. Therefore, supply chain attacks remain a growing source of threat [11].

Statistics on cyber attacks on the energy sector confirm the need for constant improvement of its resilience and security [12] (see Figure 1).

**FIGURE 1: CERT-UA CYBER STATISTICS [13]**

In view of the above, the aim of this study is to identify the resilience problems of the critical energy infrastructure in cyberspace, their potential consequences, and analyze the causes of their occurrence.
For identification, it is advisable to analyze the actions of the attacker. The attacker’s actions depend on their ultimate goal, which may not only be to disrupt the energy object. Therefore, there is a need to analyze the dependency of the cyber security of critical energy infrastructure on other industries (cascade effects).

By utilizing the obtained information on cascade effects, it will be possible to propose procedures to improve resilience (compensatory measures).

**Threat landscape analysis.** Knowing the purpose of the attacker, we can trace the process of a cyberattack. For folding cyber attacks on critical infrastructure, the Cyber Kill Chain model [14] (Figure 2) is used.

**FIGURE 2: CYBER KILL CHAIN MODEL [14]**

The first step in this model is reconnaissance (information gathering) about the target. The cyber attack vector is determined by the volume of information about the target and the competence of the attacker. When collecting such information, the attacker aims to obtain the maximum amount of data using open source intelligence (OSINT) and human intelligence (HUMINT) means [15], without revealing themselves before the stage of carrying out malicious actions.
Having chosen the cyber attack vector, the attacker selects the tools for the cyber attack (e.g., exploit with a backdoor) [16]. An additional threat is the use by the adversary of tools (vulnerabilities) that Ukrainian hacktivists used against Russia without analyzing the possible risks of a reverse attack. After that, the tools are delivered to the target network. Upon entry into the target network, malicious code is exploited with the installation of malicious software on the computer in the target network. The installation of such software allows the attacker to gain control of the system. Having control, the attacker can perform destructive actions [17].

The landscape of cyber threats to critical infrastructure is described in Table I.

**TABLE I: EXAMPLES OF THE EXISTING AND NEWLY ARISEN FACTORS OF CYBER THREATS TO ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing threats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deprecated versions of operating systems in operational technologies (OT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many OT systems of worldwide brands designed and implemented in Ukraine by offices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and personnel of de facto Russian companies [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide usage of antivirus software developed by Russian software companies [19], [20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting software developed by Russian software companies [19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics software developed by Russian software companies [19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible Russian insiders among the top management of critical infrastructure facilities [20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attacks on supply chains</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arisen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seizure of equipment of state institutions and critical infrastructure facilities along with the occupation of territories by the troops of the Russian Federation [21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obtaining forced access to critical systems in the occupied territories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The enemy’s use of means (vulnerabilities) used by Ukrainian hacktivists without analyzing such problems in the protection of Ukrainian critical infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of bot farms and bot networks (for DDoS attacks) [22]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The existing circumstances, outlined in Table I, testify to the significant influence of the Russian Federation. In the context of the Russia-Ukraine war, it is appropriate to define the concept of the country’s cyberspace borders as the degree of dependence of one country on the IT solutions and information resources of another. In particular, dependence can be calculated as the share of IT solutions used in the state of one class of production of one country to the number of IT solutions of other countries. Given the above, the country’s cyber security in 2014 was in a critical state and needed clear and systematic solutions. At the same time, the Russian Federation is significantly
ahead of Ukraine in terms of technical support and has significant potential in the development of cyber security and information technologies.

At the same time, Russia is taking measures to increase the level of cyber security by switching to software of its own production. This measure is quite effective [23] and is also necessary for the critical infrastructure of Ukraine.

Another problem with the stability of the critical infrastructure of the energy industry is the use of typical cyber security solutions supplied by a limited number of vendors and system integrators to the Ukrainian market. These integrators are also a potentially less protected target for an adversary’s cyberattacks to obtain data about their operations on critical infrastructure facilities. The use of cyber security configuration templates helps to increase the scale of attacks and, as a result, to increase damages.

The organizational and technical basis of cyber security in Ukraine. Within a limited period since 2014, Ukraine has started building its own organizational and technical model of cyber security [24], regulatory documents are being developed, and technical solutions are being implemented. However, it is worth noting that an objective assessment of the effectiveness of the steps taken in 2022 indicates insufficient improvement. At the same time, Ukraine is beginning to adapt to new processes in cyberspace:

1) a center for active countermeasures against Russian aggression in cyberspace was created [25];
2) cyber troops were formed [26];
3) the state authority for the security of critical infrastructure was determined [26];
4) a vulnerability detection system was created [27].

No doubt, in the conditions of war, the enemy has an advantage in Ukraine in terms of technological and time resources. The physical destruction of energy facilities by Russian missile strikes and shelling increases this advantage [28].

The risks of missile strikes affect a number of processes in critical infrastructure. These impacts include the death or disability of employees, disruption to emotional and psychological states, stress, turnover, and more. Where possible, organizations are sending employees to work from home, where there are additional cyber risks. The overall risks to critical infrastructure in the energy sector under conditions of systematic missile strikes include the following (see Table II).
A cyber risk of a physical nature is the loss of information availability. The most common reasons for this loss are the lack of an internet connection (Internet Service Provider problem) and the lack of electricity at the user or the service provider.

A separate attack using power interruptions could be an example of the “voltage glitch” phenomenon [29], which can allow an attacker to access and modify chip programs. Also, such interruptions can cause other technical malfunctions.

Therefore, the critical infrastructure of the energy sector of Ukraine is at increased risk. The management of cyber risks and information security risks to energy-critical infrastructure is an element of ensuring its resilience.

### 2. LESSONS LEARNED

Ukraine is adapting, procuring, and widely installing alternative power sources (generators, batteries) [30], backing up data in cloud storage both in Ukraine and abroad [31], and training personnel [32]. However, it should be noted that Ukraine was not prepared for large-scale power outages. Prolonged adaptation, of course, affects cyber security operations.

**Proposals for data analysis and forecasting.** Ukraine’s experience indicates the need to develop models for analyzing the stability of the energy system. The basis for such models should be systems for collecting and analyzing big data. The main necessary data sets include:

---

### TABLE II: EXAMPLE OF RISK FACTORS RELATED TO WORKPLACES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working at the facility</th>
<th>Danger transportation to the facility and home</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The danger of staying at an object that is the target of a missile attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working remotely (at home)</td>
<td>Lack of resilience of electricity supply at home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unsecured electronic communications and remote access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compromised home computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risks of mistakes due to inattention by roommates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personnel changes</td>
<td>Lack of sufficient time for a detailed study of the infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insufficient experience and qualifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insider risk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1) telemetry information from sensors on the perimeter of critical infrastructure information and communication systems [27];
2) data collected by public data collectors used for OSINT (e.g., Shodan, Censys, and ZoomEye) [33];
3) media information about the legal entity owner or operator of critical infrastructure, personnel, contractors, management decisions (especially personnel issues) [8];
4) the activities of hacker groups from hostile countries (Russia, Belarus, Iran);
5) cyber security actions on the enemy side;
6) information on procurement in IT and cyber security;
7) the connection between actions in cyberspace and active military actions against individual objects, including mass missile strikes on power plants.

This list is not exhaustive, but such sets of information are necessary components for modeling the information field of critical infrastructure protection objects. The modeling of such an information field consists of input/output information and how this is processed.

It can be argued that the resilience of critical infrastructure generally depends on the ability of an attacker to influence the content of input information or how this is processed. Therefore, modeling negative impacts using information from the information field of a critical infrastructure protection object with the aim of violating the properties of input/output information and how it is processed is a component of the resilience of critical infrastructure.

One effective approach to counteracting such impacts is the implementation of the Zero Trust model (see Figure 3).

**FIGURE 3: ZERO TRUST MODEL [34]**
The results of such modeling can include measures to hide sensitive data and implement adequate backup measures (e.g., power supply lines and communications).

At the same time, this data forms the basis for risk analysis as an integral part of ensuring resilience. Therefore, resilience to cyber threats in the energy sector of Ukraine during wartime can be determined as a complex of measures for collecting and processing large amounts of data, risk management, adaptation measures, and analytical forecasting capabilities. The problems of energy supply in Ukraine have confirmed the need for resource and material support for developing effective plans to ensure the functioning of the energy system [21].

It is relevant to focus on what is possible through analytical forecasting, as these processes can significantly increase the effectiveness of implemented resilience measures. The task of analytical forecasting is to develop principles of correlation between the provided arrays of data. The result of such correlation is a sample of objects of critical infrastructure that are similar in their properties (e.g., integrator, vendor, equipment, and software). Such a sample makes it possible to quickly determine the possible scale of a cyber attack and take appropriate measures to localize the compromised environment. The reverse approach is also used by the adversary during cyber operations when they identify a vulnerable system and search for similar targets to increase the scale of the attack. Rapid localization contributes to a quality investigation of cyber incidents and reduces the consequences of cyber attacks.

**Improving cooperation for resilience.** The use of supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems is typical for most critical infrastructure. According to the Shodan system (shodan.io), which specializes in information searches in the field of the Internet of Everything, there has been an increase in the number of queries about SCADA in Ukraine (see Figure 4). This indicates the activity of hackers in the reconnaissance stages of cyber attacks [14]. Such statistical data is the basis for additional verifications of firewall logs and security information and event management (SIEM) systems. When anomalies are found, measures should be taken to block them to prevent them from recurring. Blocking the IP addresses of scanning services is also considered a best practice for security [33].
At the same time, the problem of the centralized collection, analysis, and exchange of cyber security data (e.g., IP addresses of attackers, indicators of compromise, and data from phishing emails, etc.) between the government and private sector has not yet been solved. Partial implementation of such exchange among government organizations is only a part of the national cyber security system [36]. Therefore, one of the priorities for the cyber security of the critical infrastructure of the energy sector in Ukraine should be the implementation of automation for data exchange with the private sector in the interests of mutual security. Therefore, the main criteria for ensuring the resilience of critical infrastructure can include the observability of all participants and the availability of operational data exchange considering their interdependence (see Figure 5) [37].

FIGURE 5: INTERDEPENDENCIES OF CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE ENERGY SECTOR
Another example is context analysis, including information on the management decisions of international companies. Currently, many international companies are leaving the Russian market, and have been forced to lay off a large number of employees. On 9 January 2023, the Yale Chief Executive Leadership Institute published information that more than 1,000 international companies had shut down their operations in Russia. This increases the likelihood of the “disgruntled employee” threat. It is entirely possible that there may be consequences, such as cyberattacks on companies that use their products to harm the company.

Studying negative global experiences and implementing operational measures to prevent similar incidents is one of the tasks of a Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) in any organization. However, in the conditions of war and the use of the same IT technologies and products, the enemy can easily use the attack method used against them for their own purposes. The reverse task of analytical forecasting is to determine the priority of targets for attacks by the enemy, where the greatest results can be achieved with fewer resources.

Therefore, we can summarize that for resilience in cyberspace, in addition to resource provision, the development and implementation of enemy attack models using the “red card” and defense models using the “green card” are necessary.

To create such cards, the processing of large amounts of data is required, which requires the implementation of artificial intelligence and neural networks. At the same time, Ukraine is taking its first steps toward implementing artificial intelligence [38], which can significantly affect its defense potential in terms of increasing resilience to cyber threats. It is worth noting that data from Ukraine can greatly accelerate the training of these networks and make their use effective for the sake of overall security in the world. Data sources for such machine learning should also include information on the signature of the enemy’s tools, and the results of real cyber training of specialists within their own infrastructure. In particular, not every head of a cyber security unit can answer questions about what percentage of his unit’s specialists are interchangeable in terms of competencies and levels of access to the system. How long does it take for a specialist to access a hardware firewall terminal through a console port when its web interface is not available? Is this time critical for their system? Such and similar questions need to be worked throughout automation, which will significantly increase the resilience of critical infrastructure. Based on such training, it is advisable to develop regulations for crisis situations.

**Improving awareness and cyber resilience skills.** If we assume that the weakest point in any system is a human, then it is worth paying attention to cyber attacks related to humans. In the framework of this war, a unique situation has emerged,
where the information space, in addition to hacker attacks, is filled with fakes and hostile propaganda. As a result, the number of web resource users and visits is actively growing. Counteracting propaganda by limiting access to enemy web resources at the provider level [39] has the opposite effect; in particular, it leads to an increase in the number of virtual private network (VPN) client installations, a significant part of which consists of Trojans that can have a significant negative impact on cyber security. In such an environment, phishing remains popular and quite effective. Potential targets of the enemy involve phishing on partner companies and suppliers. The enemy sees a person in the system as a point of entry into it. Reducing the threat of phishing will significantly reduce the number of cyber attacks and incidents. A possible solution for the cyber security of critical infrastructure could be the implementation of phishing protection infrastructure [40] and virtual traps infrastructure (honeypots).

Another direction of cyber security is reviewing the potential for conducting preventive cyber operations. The main goal of these operations is to reduce the resource capabilities of the adversary for the attack. This process is quite complex as it requires, in addition to technical knowledge, an assessment of the legal consequences. Ukraine needs the rapid development of a regulatory and legal framework to determine the legal status of cyber operations, which includes defining the concept of cyber warfare and the status of participants.

An additional problem is the issue of reintegrating the information and communication systems of temporarily occupied territories. This requires measures to audit information security and cyber defense, as well as the development of appropriate procedures where the Ukrainian experience in implementation is unique in the world. The complexity of such procedures lies in assessing the effectiveness of restoring destroyed infrastructure or creating a solution for building a new one. Implementing a new one may take more time and significant material resources, but it is a better approach to ensure business continuity and proper cyber defense than rebuilding old architecture. Adherence to principles of modularity and redundancy with the consideration of realized risks will significantly increase the level of resilience to such threats. It is also worthwhile considering the feasibility of reinstalling outdated software during restoration works. In this case, portable solutions (virtualization and emulation technologies) would be relevant, which could provide the rapid recovery of functionality, such as disaster recovery as a service (DRaaS), and could also be replaced by more complex and reliable software and hardware complexes as part of the implementation of new systems.
3. ENERGY CYBER RESILIENCE AND DIGITAL RESILIENCE

Ukraine was a leader in digital development prior to this massive Russian aggression. Mass rocket attacks on the power grid led to massive power outages that are difficult for energy grid operators to control. Enterprises, telecommunications operators, and the population are trying to adapt to the constant reduction in electricity supply.

The disruption of communication systems due to problems with the electricity supply occurs in several stages. One of the massive missile attacks led to an emergency shutdown of the entire power grid for 12 hours. At the end of November 2022, instead of planned power outages (for a few hours per day), scheduled power outages for a few hours per day were introduced, as shown in Figure 6. Further missile attacks and regular multi-day outages are expected. This is a real test for a modern digital society based on information technology and electronic communications. It is also important to realize the importance of personal electronic communication and the ability to be online. This concerns the open set of cyber social systems, the functioning of which ensures the stability of society.

**FIGURE 6**: ACTUAL SCHEDULE OF PLANNED AND EMERGENCY POWER OUTAGES FOR AN AVERAGE DISTRICT OF KYIV, PRESENTED BY THE ENERGY DISTRIBUTION COMPANY DTEK (http://dtek-em.com.ua)

On weekdays in Figure 6, the darkest dots in the rows indicate scheduled power outages, the gray ones, possible power outages in the case of an overload in the power system, and the pairs of light dots show hours of guaranteed power supply. In reality, the schedule is rarely followed.
Therefore, Ukraine is experiencing cascading effects from failures in the power system. This affects the provision of banking and postal services, healthcare, public transportation, and others, which can be considered indirect economic losses. At the same time, these cascading effects also directly result from the lack of internet. Private electronic communications, closely tied to the internet, have been greatly impacted. Providers of electronic communication services (both national telecommunications operators and local internet providers) have begun to organize local power supply (e.g., large-capacity batteries and gasoline generators) for their equipment to ensure uninterrupted service provision, mostly at their own expense. These costs indirectly increased the cost of their services [41]. Therefore, a backup power supply for public services, taking into account cascading effects, is a component of resilience.

From this point on, it becomes clear that an important element of resilience is the independence of communication systems from vulnerable energy systems. Conversely, since information exchange between energy systems is carried out through communication systems, communication losses represent a risk for the energy system: disruption of such information exchange harms energy. Therefore, it is advisable to consider cyber attacks on telecommunications operators as another potential indirect impact on the energy system and to systematically analyze their dependencies. Let us expand our scope of activity to other non-communication IT systems and cyber-physical systems related to energy distribution, accounting and billing. They bring cyber threats aimed at challenging the resilience of critical energy infrastructure (CEI). Figure 7 shows such interdependencies at the macroscopic level.

FIGURE 7: RESILIENCE OF CEI AS A COMPONENT OF MANY INTERDEPENDENCIES

Taking into account the well-known structure of resilience management (Figure 8) presented in [42], we can update the components of risk, such as cyber risk, energy risk, and communication risk, and each of them can be decomposed into threats. From this point on, communication threats are part of energy threats and vice versa.
Information availability and internet access are the most important factors for information security. Therefore, performing the following additional tasks will be a step toward enhancing digital resilience:

1) researching the most sensitive information needs of the population and businesses;
2) analyzing cyber threats that create disruptions in availability, and how cyber threats affect critical needs;
3) analyzing network architectures, types of communications and topologies, as well as determining which combinations can enhance the resilience of information communications involved in meeting the most sensitive information needs of the population and businesses.

The most effective strategies for adaptation and mitigation of the consequences of critical events are unlikely to have a significant effect if implemented by one person, a group of individuals, or a single business entity. Useful approaches, such as extending the service life of outdated telecommunications (e.g., wired telephones or ADSL), require support on a national scale. A scientific approach is needed to collect, analyze, and systematize existing experience (especially industry-specific) in order to reduce the cost of creating and operating resilient information and communication systems.

The war in Ukraine can be reasonably considered hybrid since, in addition to combat actions on the battlefield, attacks are also carried out in cyberspace. The existence of such a precedent indicates the possibility of similar situations in the future between
other countries. Therefore, it is expedient to develop an index of the ability of countries to conduct cyber warfare, which cannot be considered a reverse index of cybersecurity [43], [44], since it should include an assessment of the possibilities for cyber attacks. Therefore, countries with a lower index should consider countries with a higher index as potential opponents or promising partners around the world.

In light of the above, it is necessary to create low-level and high-level frameworks with crisis management procedures in cyberspace during a state of war. These frameworks should include procedures for data exchange, systematic self-assessment and an evaluation of the percentage of the interchangeability of cybersecurity personnel within the organization.

Collaboration and partnership in the field of cybersecurity based on the principles of increasing the resilience of the energy sector to cyber threats is the key to security. This statement equates the concepts of resilience and security but does not make them interchangeable. Today, in the conditions of war, Ukraine demonstrates the implementation of the principle of openness to partnership for the sake of security [45], and perhaps this openness increases Ukraine’s resilience in all aspects of the war.

Other necessary sources of stability for Ukraine, and for other countries, include assessing the criticality of dependencies on other countries in the field of cybersecurity and IT technologies, increasing human resources, and developing systems for collecting and analyzing big data.

The hybrid war in Ukraine has demonstrated the need to develop crisis response plans for cyber incidents and attacks [46], the need to create resilience (flexibility) models, and the need to implement processes for cyber operations and partnerships for security.

4. CONCLUSION

Modern wars are hybrid by nature, and the cyber domain is an important component of national security. A comprehensive analysis of the resilience problems of Ukraine’s energy-critical infrastructure in cyberspace has made it possible to identify the dependencies of the cyber security of energy-critical infrastructure on other sectors (cascade effects). An analysis of the reasons for the emergence of factors affecting the resilience of critical infrastructure has been conducted, taking into account the specifics of waging war.

Energy systems play a key role in a digital civilization. The greater branching and localization of generation undoubtedly increases the resilience of the power system
to strong physical actions. However, for large-scale generation, intelligent digital management is needed, which brings the problem of cyber threats to the forefront of the new energy industry. We have considered the cascade impact of energy on digital resilience and the reverse impact of electronic communications on the energy sector. Procedures have been proposed to increase the cyber resilience of energy, including the implementation of processes for collecting and processing big data, optimizing public-private interaction, organizing cyber training, and developing security frameworks for wartime. The basis for the proposed processes is the priority of protecting critical infrastructure by responding to crisis situations with limited resources.

Ukraine’s experience in conducting such research is unique. This could become the basis for developing models and architectures of resilience for power systems in other countries.
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Abstract: While a growing body of literature addresses how states increasingly aim to secure their digital domains and mitigate dependencies, less attention has been paid to how infrastructural and architectural configurations shape their ability to do so. This paper provides a novel approach to studying cyber security and digital dependencies, paying attention to how the everyday business decisions by private companies affect states' ability to ensure security. Every mobile application relies on a multitude of microservices, many of which are provided by independent vendors and service providers operating through various infrastructural configurations across borders in an a-territorial global network. In this paper, we unpack such digital supply chains to examine the technical cross-border services, infrastructural configurations, and locations of various microservices on which popular mobile applications depend. We argue that these dependencies have differing effects on the resilience of digital technologies at the national level but that addressing these dependencies requires different and sometimes contradictory interventions. To study this phenomenon, we
develop a methodology for exploring this phenomenon empirically by tracing and examining the dispersed and frequently implicit dependencies in some of the most widely used mobile applications. To analyse these dependencies, we record raw traffic streams at a point in time seen across various mobile applications. Subsequently locating these microservices geographically and to privately owned networks, our study maps dependencies in the case studies of Oslo, Barcelona, Paris, Zagreb, Mexico City, and Dublin.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

The security of digital networks and technologies is an increasingly important issue for states. Early iterations of national security concerns in Western states primarily understood digital vulnerabilities from the lens of threats to critical infrastructures. In recent years, however, a richer understanding of cyber security has developed (Dunn Cavelti and Wenger 2020), drawing attention to infrastructural configurations (Musiani et al. 2016, 268), private interests (Srivastava 2021), and the unequal distribution of digital resources globally (Kwet 2019). Notably, scholars have increasingly started to dissect understandings of power and vulnerability rooted in complex interdependencies to depict how digitalization, geo-economics, and the security concerns of states intersect (Cartwright 2020; Nye 2020; Mügge 2023).

These concerns tie into an unease with growing dependencies on foreign actors and the potential risk that these dependencies could be utilized coercively (Farrell and Newman 2019). Additionally, they are related to a recasting of economic globalization in strategic terms (Leonard 2021; Walter 2021; Choe Moræs and Wig 2022; Gertz and Evers 2020) that has been accelerated by COVID-19’s exposure of globalization’s fragilities (McNamara and Newman 2020). With economic dependencies increasingly understood also as strategic dependencies, questions about how to improve security and resilience in complex digital networks are both pressing and challenging.

Inspired by recent attention to and mapping of global supply chain dependencies,¹ this paper aims to unpack digital supply chains to examine the technical cross-border services, infrastructural configurations, and locations of various microservices on which popular mobile applications depend. With the growing popularity of software

---

¹ See, e.g., European Commission 2022.
ecosystems and accompanying digital supply chains, common applications and end-
user software are only the final stage of a long list of distributed microservices and
software tools (Decan et al. 2019; Cox 2019). Such software supply chains are a
well-known security concern when it comes to human errors and malicious attacks
(Ohm et al. 2020), but they also raise questions about dependencies, resilience and
connectivity. Neither the physical location of these microservices nor ownership
of the underlying infrastructure are equally distributed; instead, both reflect and
reinforce the inequalities emerging from the uneven distribution of digital resources
globally (de Goede 2020). Unpacking the distribution and dependencies of various
microservices from the vantage point of different states can illustrate how states are
differently positioned to address questions of digital dependency.

To study this phenomenon, we track the dependencies of seven globally popular
consumer mobile applications across a selection of cases. The selected applications
are five social media apps (Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, Messenger, and TikTok)
and two video conferencing apps (Google Meet and Zoom). Through a virtual private
network (VPN), we transport our experimental setup to different geographical
locations, subsequently tracing dependencies at the packet level through their
associated geographic locations and the corporate networks used by these services.
By mapping the differences in digital dependency in Oslo, Barcelona, Paris, Zagreb,
Mexico City, and Dublin, we highlight how digital dependency and resilience intersect
with the economic choices of private companies.

For all the cases examined here, our study details how digital dependencies are
simultaneously diverse and similar across countries, just as they are differently
placed within global economic networks. When it comes to dependencies on private
companies, all the cases are broadly similar in their dependence on a handful of key
cloud infrastructure providers and content delivery networks (CDNs) based in the
United States. In contrast, when it comes to dependencies on infrastructures and
their territorial locations, there are substantial differences from one case to the other.
While these differences largely reflect the size of the domestic market, Ireland and its
ability to attract investments from global corporations remains an outlier. Crucially,
addressing these different forms of dependency might require contradictory policies
– especially for smaller and developing states – as public infrastructure investments
are a costly alternative to attracting investments by global corporations. We argue
that unpacking different forms of dependency – and how they affect the security
and vulnerability of states’ digital connectivity – is important for states to develop
coherent strategies and interventions.

2 https://nordvpn.com/
2. DIGITAL DEPENDENCY, RESILIENCE, AND INFRASTRUCTURES

Cyber security, insecurity, and resilience have become some of the key security concerns of the 21st century, sparking a maturing field that embraces a growing range of theories and methods (Dunn Cavelty and Wenger 2020; Stevens 2018). Yet, while a growing body of research examines the political implications of digital technologies, most work remains policy-centred and problem-solving (Stevens 2018). Thus, aspects of cyber insecurity are understudied or left at the margins. Key among such omissions is the lack of research examining the intersection between economic and political forces on the question of cyber security. This omission is especially important since the manufactured nature of cyberspace ties both security and insecurity to decisions of design and development primarily made by private companies (Dunn Cavelty and Wenger 2022, 2).

As a starting point for studies of cyber security, the importance of the decisions made by private companies has gained renewed relevance with the growing concerns over digital sovereignty and autonomy across a range of states previously championing a free and open internet (Autolitano and Pawlowska 2021; Christakis 2020; Couture and Toupin 2019). While the utilization of globally connected digital technologies has been widely perceived as a boon for modern societies, the inherent challenges to states’ ability to govern and ensure national security have been a source of tensions. In recent years, such concerns have grown as a result of both coercive manipulation (Farrell and Newman 2019; Cartwright 2020; Ortiz Freuler 2022) and the growing criticality of digital technologies in modern societies.

To help fill this gap, our paper takes its cue from the literature on how technological developments and the consolidation of digital markets impact what cyber security and resilience mean, as well as from literature on the ability of states to provide security and address their concerns (Ilves and Osula 2020, 12). By doing so, we aim to couple the broadening idea of digital insecurity to a body of work that pays closer attention to how technological change and infrastructural configurations shape power over and through digital technologies (Musiani et al. 2016, 155–216).

We use the growth in software ecosystems and digital supply chains, and their connections with pre-existing digital infrastructures, as our prism for investigating these variations. Contemporary software and application development has become a complex and multifaceted affair. Rather than understanding development in terms of single software systems, an ecosystems approach can draw on software development and implement components that are both geographically and organizationally distributed (Decan et al. 2019). This shift to reusing software – creating novel
dependencies in relation to code and software written and maintained by third parties – has been argued to have ‘happened so quickly that we do not yet understand the best practices for choosing and using dependencies effectively’ (Cox 2019). As a novel security concern, the multiple dependencies at the micro-level for most software and applications have been understood in terms of the lack of transparency and oversight by purchasing entities (Ellison et al. 2010). While, however, the risks inherent in these dependencies have received some attention, they have been investigated so far primarily in terms of vulnerability to mistakes (Cox 2019) or malicious attacks (Ohm et al. 2020; Harrand et al. 2021). We argue, however, that locating distributed digital supply chains also illustrates how technological developments and evolutions work in tandem with digital infrastructures to shape strategic dependencies.

There are two parts to this argument: Firstly, we propose that digital technologies are not static but mutate and interact with existing social and infrastructural configurations to have political effects. In proposing this, we consider how shifts in the provision of digital services and physical infrastructures can affect and shape politics. We also assess how everyday business decisions produce physical and virtual objects that have material consequences via ‘both enabling and constraining effects’ (Aradau 2010, 492). This draws our attention to the role of various infrastructures – physical ones as well as intangible services, standards, and protocols – and to how cyber security emerges as a consequence of these decisions as much as the actions of adversaries.

Secondly, we pay attention to how these effects are unevenly distributed and how control over and power through an ostensibly decentralized network is embedded in points of infrastructural control (Musiani et al. 2016, 4). We note that digital technologies ought to be considered through their embeddedness in physical digital infrastructures. Rather than the ephemeral and mythical conceptions of ‘clouds’ or other a-territorial metaphors (Amoore 2018), digitalization remains deeply rooted in physical objects and infrastructures to support everyday function. These physical infrastructures ‘are necessary for the proper function of cyberspace, and most of those infrastructures are located on claimed territory’ (Baezner and Robin 2018).

Crucially, the physicality of our digital world has a distributing effect as the ‘effects on media industries, user experiences, and the politics of circulation occur unevenly around the world’ (Parks and Starosielski 2015, 56). Thinking about digital insecurity from the bottom-up invites us to parse and dissect these asymmetries and their effect on political organizations such as states (Rosa and Hauge 2022).

What such an approach to studying digital politics allows us to do is to consider how the increasing concern over digital dependency is impacted both by how software supply chains are ordered and their relation to the built physical world of
data centres and fibre optic cables. We argue that studying how these effects play out requires micro-level studies of the complex dependencies that arise. This, in turn, requires an understanding of how a given state depends on services hosted outside its borders and how these dependencies alter the meaning of connectivity. We propose a novel approach to studying this phenomenon by unpacking and geolocating micro dependencies in commonly used applications.

3. TRACING MOBILE APPLICATION DEPENDENCIES

To track the dependencies of common software and applications, we have selected seven popular consumer mobile applications – five social media applications (Facebook, Messenger, Instagram, Snapchat, and TikTok) and two video conferencing applications (Google Meet and Zoom). These applications are globally available in mobile app stores, which is essential for performing measurements using a VPN.

To record the packet level traces, we deployed the measurement setup as shown in Figure 1, where the mobile device (an iPhone) connects to the internet via a Wi-Fi access point (AP). All background network traffic from the mobile device is recorded on a computer running a packet-capturing software called Wireshark. A Linux router performs network address translation (NAT) for devices on the network and routes traffic over a VPN tunnel to the selected city.

FIGURE 1: LAB SETUP FOR MOBILE APPLICATIONS MEASUREMENTS

We start our measurements by factory resetting an iPhone. Next, we connect the iPhone to the Wi-Fi AP and record background network traffic for several hours to record IP addresses categorized as ‘noise’. This traffic is not the focus of our study, but we record this to isolate the application-specific network traffic from the seven apps we study.

3 https://www.wireshark.org/
Subsequently, for each case country, we start with a factory reset iPhone and then install the seven applications one by one. After installing each application, we begin recording all network traffic exchanged by the app during its normal functioning. Note that we interact with the app during this recording to ensure all essential services are contacted. The Wireshark software eavesdrops on the Ethernet port that mirrors all traffic sent over the Wi-Fi AP. After we have application-specific traffic dumps for every app in each country, we process the dumps. This involves extracting all the IP addresses and subsequently finding the physical location of where they are geolocated—as described in further detail below.

After recording the traffic dumps for each of the selected mobile applications, we subsequently filter out all the previously identified noise-IPs. The app-specific IPs are thereafter traced to both corporate networks and their geographical location. The latter process represents a well-known research problem, and although commercial databases are available, they are not accurate in geolocating infrastructure IP addresses (Gharaibeh et al. 2017). Our first step to geolocating the IP addresses is to use the state-of-the-art tool called IPMap from RIPE NCC (Réseaux IP Européens Network Coordination Centre). IPMap uses a combination of active measurement latency-based methods, crowdsourced information, and reverse Domain Name System (rDNS) methods to geolocate IP addresses. However, this tool does not provide broad coverage of the IP addresses from our measurements. For the remaining IP addresses, we rely on a manual geolocation method. Although this is a time-consuming method and not scalable for a large set of IPs, it is the only one available that can provide geolocations to a certain degree of accuracy. The first step of this method is to conduct multiple traceroute measurements to the IP addresses to be geolocated. The next step involves searching for rDNS hints in the subsequent hops in a traceroute. Operators often embed physical location hints in infrastructure IPs that help in geolocating them. With a combination of rDNS hints and the round-trip time associated with different country locations, we estimate the geolocation of IP addresses. There are, however, limitations to this method, as not all operators provide a reverse DNS name with an embedded location hint. There also exist challenges—like firewalls on some of the infrastructure IPs that block the ping and traceroute requests—which make it impossible to geolocate all IP addresses. However, in general, we see good geolocation coverage on the IP addresses we study.

4 https://ipmap.ripe.net/
While our findings ought to be of interest to governments, policymakers, and academics, we note that there are limitations in our approach that need to be considered. Geolocation was not possible for all the IP addresses we encountered, as many infrastructure IP addresses are firewalled and do not respond to traceroutes or pings by design. Conducting similar studies for other apps, including some that are of more obvious concern for national security, could highlight the strategic dimension of software supply chains to a greater extent. Moreover, expanding the cases to include more states beyond Europe and the West would better illuminate the unequal distribution of digital infrastructures and the political implications of that. Further, our study offers only a snapshot of the situation, and extending the project over time will likely unearth the extent to which service provision fluctuates. All these limitations were primarily a question of resources, and we hope that further studies can build on our findings.

4. GEOGRAPHIC AND CORPORATE DEPENDENCIES
   OF MOBILE APPLICATIONS

The geographic dispersion of dependencies illustrates how the different countries depend to varying degrees on services hosted outside of their borders. Using apps and services in Oslo and Zagreb, capitals in smaller countries of Norway and Croatia, requires significant global connectivity. For both, the majority of contacted infrastructure IP addresses are hosted abroad. For Oslo, there appears to be a high dependency on Sweden, while Zagreb is highly dependent on Germany. Both cities have 20% or less of the services hosted domestically. For our measurement, cities in larger states, as well as Dublin in Ireland, paint a different picture. All have domestic hosting for more than half of the microservices, with Dublin’s 68.7% representing the highest share of domestic hosting. Moreover, Oslo and Zagreb draw on more geographically distributed infrastructure dependencies than the other cases. Figure 2 shows the distribution of IP addresses that were geolocated to a specific country.
FIGURE 2: GEOGRAPHICAL DEPENDENCIES OF MOBILE APPLICATIONS
The geographical dependencies can also be illustrated by a map, as shown in Figure 3. The starkest difference is between Paris and Zagreb. The former draws largely on geographically proximate hosting infrastructures, as well as the United States, while Zagreb draws even on services hosted in Kazakhstan and Australia.

**FIGURE 3: GEOGRAPHICAL DEPENDENCIES OF MOBILE APPLICATIONS**

![Map showing geographical dependencies](image)

Turning to corporate centralization, the picture is slightly different. Most importantly, we see that the same five companies – Amazon, Google, and Microsoft (the three largest cloud infrastructure providers), Akamai (the largest CDN), and Apple – own the infrastructure IP addresses for all cases. Paris, Barcelona and Oslo depend on the same corporate networks to more or less the same degree, with Dublin having a similar if slightly skewed distribution. On the other hand, Zagreb and Mexico City are noteworthy for the outsized importance of Google and Amazon. We show the distribution of CDN providers in Figure 4.
We further notice that the variation is even more pronounced when coupling the two measurements – as indicated by the heterogeneity of local IPs.

The cities where we measure a large share of foreign IPs also appear to depend locally on a single hosting provider. While 20.8% of IPs for Oslo are located in Norway, they overwhelmingly belong to a single CDN provider, Akamai. A similar pattern is apparent for Zagreb, where the local IP addresses belong to only two infrastructure providers, Amazon and A1HR. These are shown in Figure 5. While not conclusive, these findings indicate that cities at the margin of global networks have higher concentrations of
dependence on both physical infrastructures and corporations. Contrasted with states that have more local hosting, an implication might be that smaller states ought to consider the necessity of attracting investments by infrastructure providers to enhance their resilience.

**FIGURE 5:** INTRA-COUNTRY GEO-DEPENDENCY CDN HETEROGENEITY FOR MOBILE APPLICATIONS
5. ECONOMIC DEPENDENCIES AND STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS

In recent years, states across the globe have started to re-evaluate their economic dependencies and rethink them as potential security concerns and vulnerabilities. For digital supply chains, the widespread use of software ecosystems and their embeddedness in consolidated physical infrastructure invites us to consider how and under what circumstances such dependencies could be problematic.

The selected apps are not necessarily problematic on their own. Instead, they are chosen as illustrative of the geographical and corporate distribution of digital infrastructure. While not perfect or exhaustive, these examples offer a preliminary step towards understanding cyber insecurity as the result of infrastructural configurations and economic decisions. First and foremost, this illuminates the extent to which dependence on assets beyond a state’s boundaries intersects with connectivity infrastructures to create potential issues of national cyber resilience.

Partly, this is a story about the consolidation of key digital infrastructures in the hands of a few corporate entities. While the consolidation of digital markets has predominantly been identified as a strategic concern, it also poses potential resiliency issues as outages have global effects (Palmer 2021; Taylor 2021). Regardless of the coercive potential, the global provision of critical services by a handful of companies potentially poses a systemic risk – addressing which is seemingly beyond the reach of states.

With software relying on extensive ecosystems and supply chains and the distribution of microservices in various locations, the nature of connectivity infrastructure has changed, creating new vulnerabilities. Consequently, the states with significant dependencies beyond their borders also risk the lack of global connectivity and redundancy becoming recast as a security concern. Whether the concern is that submarine cables and other connectivity infrastructures can be targeted by other states (Brzozowsksi 2020), disrupted by activists (Leicester 2022), harmed by commercial activity or accidents (Mauldin 2017), or simply severed by natural disasters (Schia et al. 2022), those states on the outskirts of communication networks are vulnerable to an extent to which others are not.

This intersection between mapping digital dependencies and the infrastructures that create connectivity generates complex topologies with unequal effects. Mapping the geographical distribution illuminates a notable difference between the six locations studied here. This dependency is partly shared, such as the extent to which all states depend on resources hosted in the US. Yet, it also involves ties with neighbouring...
countries or other regional hubs. For Oslo, this means a dependence on Sweden, while for Zagreb the lack of domestic options creates a dependence on Germany. These dependencies are also likely to endure, at least in the short to medium term, and perhaps even longer for those states without the means to replace global infrastructures and networks with domestic alternatives.

To some extent, the degree of dependency is a consequence of domestic market size, as larger markets are less dependent on infrastructures beyond their borders. Intuitively this makes sense, as global corporations are more likely to invest in comprehensive infrastructures to service larger markets. Yet this is by no means the entire story. Ireland is a telling example, as its economic strategy of attracting global corporations has seen a boon of investment in data centres and accompanying infrastructures by Big Tech. In a physical sense, how companies structure their global networks – where data centres are built and how networks of submarine and terrestrial fibre optic cables are constructed – matters for the dependencies that arise.

This latter point illustrates how smaller states can address dependency, in part, by playing into the hands of large digital companies. Our examination of corporate consolidation highlights how, for the selected apps, a limited number of companies are essential for all. Arguably, for a case like Ireland, the success in attracting investments from global corporations (Buckley and Ruane 2006) enhances the state’s digital resiliency by limiting dependencies beyond its boundaries and enhancing resilience through private investment.

For those states on the outskirts of global networks, cyber security and resiliency might instead necessitate investments in better connectivity. In the case of Norway, concerns over limited redundancy have already triggered political interventions to diversify connectivity as a security mitigation (Norwegian Government 2019). From the perspective of developing states, such investments can be expensive, thus reinforcing digital divides as wealthy consumer markets are more likely to attract investments that bolster resiliency. Moreover, the need to connect to pre-existing hubs in the name of security and resiliency can trigger self-reinforcing effects, as central nodes in the global network attract more infrastructures that, in turn, enhance their attraction as locations for investment (Blum 2013). Furthermore, while attracting investments potentially addresses the issue of geographical dependencies, it only entrenches the dependence on companies and the possible systemic risks that come with that. Parsing the different types of dependencies, thus, highlights the extent to which they are in tension with each other.
6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has examined the software supply chains of popular mobile phone applications or services by studying their geographic and corporate distribution. Considering renewed political attention to global supply chain fragilities and vulnerabilities, we identify the first steps to developing similar mappings of dependencies of individual states. The picture that emerges is mixed. On the one hand, our findings indicate significant variation from one location to the other. Users in Paris, Mexico City, Barcelona, and Dublin are seemingly far less reliant on international connectivity than those in Oslo or Zagreb. This possibly reflects how larger markets, as well as those able to attract investments in data centres by large digital corporations, are less dependent on outside infrastructures. This variety is mirrored in the local heterogeneity of infrastructure providers, as local hosting is often dominated by a single provider. However, this concentration at the corporate level overall primarily reflects the domination of five globally operating US-owned corporations.

We argue that these dependencies can have various effects on cyber resilience and security at the national level – whether that is exacerbating concerns over the impacts of regulatory changes in other states, heightening the criticality of global connectivity, or creating systemic risks of infrastructural failures by global companies. Crucially, addressing these different concerns might introduce contradictory solutions, in particular incentivizing the investments of large hosting providers. Unpacking how digital supply chains vary for individual states allows for greater granularity in our understanding of cyber resilience and dependencies, highlighting the intersection between political and economic forces in shaping different security contexts.

Our contribution is not to definitively prove that digital dependencies are always a security concern, that they always need to be addressed, or that any form of reliance on resources beyond borders are problematic. For the cases examined here, it is not given that the dependencies are problematic or worthy of addressing. However, with political attention turning, for a variety of reasons, to a re-examination of supply chains and dependencies, cyberspace as an entirely man-made domain poses a different set of questions for these trends. There is nothing given about where data resides or what states are central and not. The inequalities that arise emerge from the sum of decisions made by discrete entities – often private companies – and they affect states differently. With states re-examining their dependencies and vulnerabilities, taking stock of how this plays out for digital technologies is a complex affair and our contribution merely a first step.
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Abstract: Fifth-generation cellular networks (5G) are currently being deployed by mobile operators around the globe. 5G is an enabler for many use cases and improves security and privacy over 4G and previous network generations. However, as recent security research has revealed, the 5G standard still has technical security weaknesses for attackers to exploit. In addition, the migration from 4G to 5G systems takes place by first deploying 5G solutions in a non-standalone (NSA) manner, where the first step of the 5G deployment is restricted to the new radio aspects of 5G. At the same time, the control of user equipment is still based on 4G protocols; that is, the core network is still the legacy 4G evolved packet core (EPC) network. As a result, many security vulnerabilities of 4G networks are still present in current 5G deployments. To stimulate the discussion about the security risks in current 5G networks, particularly regarding critical infrastructures, we model possible threats according to the STRIDE threat classification model. We derive a risk matrix based on the likelihood and impact of eleven threat scenarios (TS) that affect the radio access and the network core. We estimate that malware or software vulnerabilities on the 5G base station constitute the most impactful threat scenario, though not the most probable. In contrast, a scenario where compromised cryptographic keys threaten communications between
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network functions is both highly probable and highly impactful. To improve the 5G security posture, we discuss possible mitigations and security controls. Our analysis is generalizable and does not depend on the specifics of any particular 5G network vendor or operator.
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### 1. INTRODUCTION

The arrival of the fifth generation of cellular networks (5G) enables new use cases compared to previous mobile telecommunications standards. Examples range from the support of stationary devices in the Internet of Things (IoT) to highly mobile settings in vehicular networks. Power, latency, and data rate requirements vary widely across these different device classes. The introduction of the network slice and network function virtualization concepts in 5G are expected to address these differences in functional requirements.

Currently, the migration from 4G to 5G systems is taking place by first deploying 5G solutions in a non-standalone (NSA) manner, where the first step in 5G deployment is restricted to the new radio aspects of 5G (5G-NR). At the same time, the control of user equipment is still based on 4G protocols; that is, the core network is still the legacy 4G network.

Previously unsolved privacy concerns in 4G are addressed in the 5G standard. Contrary to the previous generation, the analysis of the security of the 5G system, as defined in [1], was already an active concern of researchers before the wide deployment of the standard [2]. A formal analysis of the security procedures by Basin et al. [3] has revealed weaknesses that may potentially still be fixed before 5G standalone systems are deployed.

While previous work focuses on the radio interface, this paper analyzes a full standalone system, including the 5G core network (5GC) architecture [4]. However, given the reality that immediate deployments of 5G in the field is NSA deployments, these will also be covered where appropriate.

We build our security analysis on existing literature focusing on the use of 5G in critical infrastructures [5]–[8], including recent research papers published by the CCDCOE
We first present the STRIDE methodology to achieve this. Then, various threat scenarios (TS) are analyzed in more detail, as well as the associated security controls to address them. Our work lays the foundation for risk analysis of 5G networks in critical infrastructure protection.

2. BACKGROUND

A. STRIDE Methodology

Our threat analysis follows the STRIDE (spoofing, tampering, repudiation, information disclosure, denial of service, and the elevation of privileges) classification [10], [11] of threats developed by Microsoft, which requires data flows between different components to be formalized. The threat assessment methodology is illustrated by six steps in Figure 1. Each component, process, data flow, external entity, and data store is exposed to a subset of threat categories, as described in Table I.

**FIGURE 1: STRIDE THREAT ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Definition of the perimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>Characterize the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td>Define Threat profiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td>Threat scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5)</td>
<td>Risk identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6)</td>
<td>Propose mitigations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Target of Evaluation:** System, Device, Product Lifecycle, Business/Product/Legal requirements, Events to be avoided and business impacts.
- **Overview:** System, Service, Platform, Devices, Product Lifecycle, Identification of interfaces, actors, User cases, security controls implemented.
- **Identification of assets and security functions:** Identification of assets and security functions, Technical compromise results.
- **Attack surface:** Vectors, Skills, Materials.
- **Risks table:** Impact, Likelihood.
- **Security controls/Security requirements:** Threat agents, Motivations, Assets or security functions, Description of the scenario, Impact, Likelihood.
1) 5G System Overview

There are several foundational changes in the 5G architecture compared to 4G. First, the 5G system extends to new frequency spectra, which increase data rates and are well suited for massive MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) applications and micro-cells. Indeed, transmitters for frequencies in the mm-wave range have intrinsically high directivity, thereby also providing spatial multiplexing capabilities with more ease than at lower frequencies. However, power generation within these frequency ranges is still difficult, and absorption rates by the atmosphere tend to be high. They are therefore unsuitable for macro-cells, which are expected to continue to use frequency bands previously allocated to 3G and 4G cellular networks.

2) 5G New Radio (5G-NR)

The 5G radio interface uses the same frequency ranges as 4G plus additional frequency bands. This includes frequencies in the sub-6GHz band, particularly the newly attributed frequencies around 3.5 GHz and frequencies around 24–26 GHz. The frequency bands above 6 GHz offer inherently higher bandwidth but present higher absorption rates and thus limit the size of a single cell. Furthermore, at these frequencies it is getting more complicated to use antennas with wide beamwidth as the antenna-to-wavelength ratio has the tendency to result in more directive antennas than at lower frequencies. To adapt to the higher frequency bands and ensure adequate coverage while meeting the increasing demands for end-user performance in uplink and downlink, mobile network operators deploy advanced antenna array systems with beamforming and MIMO capabilities. The frequency bands below 1 GHz still offer the means of achieving coverage with a minimum number of cells (thus achieving coverage in rural areas where the high-density deployment of nano-cells would be too costly).

---

### TABLE I: THREATS AFFECTING COMPONENTS WITH STRIDE CLASSIFICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Spoofing</th>
<th>Tampering</th>
<th>Repudiation</th>
<th>Information disclosure</th>
<th>Denial of service</th>
<th>Elevation of privileges</th>
<th>STRIDE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>External entity or interactors</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>STRIDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data / Keys storage</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>TID</td>
<td></td>
<td>TID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data flow</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>TID</td>
<td></td>
<td>TID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devices</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>STRIDE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3) 5G Non-standalone
The first stages in 5G deployment focus on the integration of 5G-NR base stations (known as gNodeBs or gNBs) into the existing 4G system in the context of a multi-radio dual connectivity implementation (see Figure 2). This is done by adhering to standard TS 37.340 [12]. The core network is still the 4G evolved packet core (EPC), and the master nodes for dual connectivity are 4G base stations (eNBs). The 5G base station is integrated as an en-gNB into the system and acts as a secondary node. It only exchanges user plane data with the core network. All control data is exchanged with the eNB over the X2 link. From a user equipment (UE) perspective, the control plane is located in the eNB, while user plane data are transmitted over the gNB. This dual connectivity system also implies that the UEs that support this mode have to integrate concurrent 4G and 5G radio interface support. The increased power consumption might be unsuitable for low-power applications in the IoT context. Finally, UEs supporting this mode of operation must use the standard 4G network attach procedures, which implies sending their unique international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) clear to the network during the first attach. This means that the identity concealment feature introduced for 5G is not usable in non-standalone deployments, and IMSI catching is still possible without any increased difficulty.

FIGURE 2: NSA 5G NETWORK ACCORDING TO [12], DEPICTING THE INTERACTION BETWEEN THE 4G EPC USING THE MOBILITY MANAGEMENT ENTITY / SERVING GATEWAY (MME/S-GW) AND THE 5G EVOLVED UNIVERSAL TERRESTRIAL RADIO ACCESS NETWORK (E-UTRAN)

4) 5G Standalone
In the case of a standalone 5G deployment (or of a dual connectivity deployment using a 5G core network), the radio interface and core network differ from 4G. In 5G, the architecture has been designed to achieve a cleaner separation of control and user planes. The core network has been redesigned using a service-based architecture,
which makes the virtualization of some network functions easier. Once virtualized, the
network functions can be implemented as cloud instances. To guarantee the security
of virtualized network functions, the operator of the 5G system has to pay attention
to the isolation mechanisms between the virtual machines. The implicit level of trust
in a serving network has also been reduced, and some new security features have
been implemented. Authentication and access management functions are now in two
different building blocks of the system.

Figure 3 shows the various reference points in the 5G system architecture if no
roaming is involved, that is if the serving network corresponds to the home network
(roaming is out of the scope of this paper due to space constraints). The access
and mobility management function (AMF) is clearly separated from the session
management function (SMF). The unified data management (UDM) of the home
network and the Universal Subscriber Identity Module (USIM) of the UE contain the
same long-term keys used for further key derivation during the authentication process.
The authentication server function (AUSF) is located in the home network of the
device and performs its authentication. It also provides high-level keys to the AMF
that initiated the authentication session.

**FIGURE 3:** REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE IN THE 5G SYSTEM IN A NON-ROAMING CONTEXT – FOR
DETAILED EXPLANATIONS AND MEANINGS OF ABBREVIATIONS, PLEASE REFER TO [2]

---

**B. Novel 5G Security Features**

In 5G standalone implementations, some new security features mitigate previously
identified vulnerabilities. Contrary to previous versions of the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) standards, the universal integrated circuit card (UICC) of
the UE now contains an asymmetric key element, the public key of the home network
for use in elliptic curve algorithms. The (limited) use of asymmetric cryptographic algorithms allows the transmission of protected information to the core network without previous key negotiation with this network. This mechanism avoids IMSI catcher attacks that track mobile phones as the unprotected IMSI in the initial attach request has been replaced by an obfuscated subscription concealed identifier (SUCI) in the initial registration request. Further differences between 4G and 5G security features are summarized in Table II.

**TABLE II: COMPARISON OF 4G AND 5G SECURITY FEATURES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security feature</th>
<th>Applies to 4G</th>
<th>Applies to 5G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMSI obfuscation on radio link</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes, using ECIES scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User plane encryption on radio interface level</td>
<td>Yes (operator choice)</td>
<td>Yes (operator choice)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User plane integrity protection on radio interface level</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (operator choice)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRC message integrity protection</td>
<td>Yes, EIA0 only allowed for emergency calls</td>
<td>Yes, NIA0 only allowed for emergency calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRC message encryption</td>
<td>Yes (operator choice)</td>
<td>Yes (operator choice)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS message integrity protection</td>
<td>Yes, EIA0 only allowed for emergency calls</td>
<td>Yes, NIA0 only allowed for emergency calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS message encryption</td>
<td>Yes (operator choice)</td>
<td>Yes (operator choice)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication of UE to serving network</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication of UE to home network even if using untrusted serving network</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network slicing to provide differentiated handling of service requirements for different applications</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**C. Protection Goals**
We will now discuss the assets that need to be protected in the 5G ecosystem.

1) **User Identity and Location**
The first assets are user identity and location. The novel concept of transmitting a concealed SUCI instead of the IMSI in an initial registration/attach procedure provides some level of privacy protection. The visiting network is not supposed to be aware of the unconcealed subscription permanent identifier (SUPI) until the end of the authentication procedure. At this point in time, the home network has effectively authenticated the serving network to be trusted. Even when the SUPI is transmitted to the AMF of the visiting network, the identity is still not provided to the gNB.
However, in some cases (e.g., emergency procedures), the UE will still directly communicate its globally unique SUPI. Other temporally persistent identifiers are also still visible during the registration procedures, such as the global unique temporary identifier (GUTI). The core network can request the device’s unique international mobile equipment identity (IMEI), which may allow the correlation of a connection with a specific user (particularly if the user connects to both 4G and 5G networks).

If an attacker is capable of correlating the 5G-GUTI with the SUPI or IMEI of a user, it is still possible to track the position of the UE. Indeed, all initial requests in the case of the change of the serving cell will still reveal the 5G-GUTI.

2) Service Availability
The impact of denying a device connectivity varies from small annoyance because a phone call cannot be placed to endangering human life if even emergency calls are no longer possible. For machine-to-machine communications, the systems are expected to be robust in the absence of reliable communications even though the consequences might be anything up to a “graceful” standby of the system.

3) Data Integrity
It is important that the data sink can trust that the incoming data stream is coming from an authentic source. If it is possible to also inject fake data, these pieces of data may not only result in wrong decisions on the receiving end, but the level of trust in any authentic data is also decreased. This can lead either to false-alarm-type situations or to a genuine alarm being disregarded by the system.

4) Data Confidentiality
In all communication contexts, the data transmitted over the radio link is the main asset of this link. Depending on the use case, the data may be sensitive, and its confidentiality has to be protected.

The keys involved in protecting the data both in terms of confidentiality and integrity are secondary assets that must be protected. Indeed, leakage of a device’s keys allows an attacker to directly leverage this knowledge to decrypt confidential data and impersonate the device.

5) Network Performance
For safety-critical functions, the general availability of the network service might be insufficient but additionally requires a communications channel that fulfills certain boundary conditions. Such services rely, for example, on low latency or a minimum data rate (quality of service). If the network performance is downgraded below a
given threshold either in terms of latency or data rate, then for these devices, this situation can be equivalent to a complete denial of service condition.

3. THREAT SCENARIOS

In this chapter, we identify the threat scenarios for 5G. Table III lists the scenarios and their contexts according to the STRIDE methodology, which we discuss in detail in the following.

TABLE III: LIST OF POTENTIAL THREAT SCENARIOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRIDE</th>
<th>Threat scenarios</th>
<th>Context and potential security controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRIDE</td>
<td>TS 01: A disgruntled employee with access to the database of all device keys makes a copy of the keys and sells them to a criminal organization</td>
<td>The UDM manages all keys used inside the network. Security control: strict access control and use of a hardware security module (HSM) to protect the keys, update mechanism of keys stored in the operator's UICCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRIDE</td>
<td>TS 02: Key extraction through hardware attacks on the UICC element. First the attacker extracts the keys from the UICC of a valid device. The keys are then used to create clones and attack the network or, if an attack is invasive/destructive to spy on communications of the legitimate user</td>
<td>Difficulty depends on the robustness of the UICC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRIDE</td>
<td>TS 03: Malware on the mobile equipment (ME) with sufficient privilege dumps the current security context of a device. The dumped keys can then be used to impersonate the device to the network and to decrypt all previous communications of the device</td>
<td>Keys derived in the context of a registration procedure are held outside the UICC in the context of the ME security control: Regular renewal of the device security context by the network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TS 04: Physical or logical jamming of devices through fake gNB</td>
<td>- Impact per jammer limited to its coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Except for protocol-based jamming during the attach procedure of a device, the duration of impact is only as long as the jammer is active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Security control: Blacklist of fake gNB broadcast in nominal network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>TS 05: Partial SUCI and permanent equipment identifier (PEI) catcher through interception of radio link</td>
<td>Security control: encryption of signaling messages both on radio and non-access stratum (NAS) level to protect PEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>TS 06: Physical or Logical jamming of gNB</td>
<td>- Impact per jammer limited to one gNB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Impact only as long as the jammer is active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Security control: beam forming networks (BFN) to eliminate the jammer's radio signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIDE</td>
<td>TS 07: Exploit software vulnerability in a gNB (or malicious firmware update) to install backdoors to data buffers and extract signaling information in clear or might result in attacker-managed DoS</td>
<td>- Tampered gNB might share handled data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Might provide access to gNB level key-vulnerabilities might be built in unintentionally or by malicious supplier and actions triggered through radio interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Security control: External audit of gNB code and secure coding rules Authentication of firmware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRID</td>
<td>TS 08: Exploit software vulnerability in a network function (or malicious firmware update) can lead to misconfiguration of UEs, data leakage and bypass of security controls; in a virtualized network function this can include data leakage through side-channel attacks between virtual machines using the same physical resources</td>
<td>Tampered network function (e.g., AMF) might disclose current security context of a device or not implement all optional security features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TS 09: Extraction of keys used to establish IPSec connection from link node memory.</td>
<td>- Software vulnerabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- If a link node (gNB, AMF, etc.) uses software implementation of IPSec, keys might be exposed through heartbleed-style attacks</td>
<td>- Software implementation of cryptographic suites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- In gNB, they might not be stored in secure storage and extracted through local physical access</td>
<td>- Security control: Use of robust hardware module for handling of root keys used for secure channel establishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>TS 10: Stealing or modifying the physical configuration of a gNB</td>
<td>Mitigations:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Disrupting access to the backhaul</td>
<td>- Physical security for gNB access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Removal of gNB or its antennas in insufficiently secured physical location</td>
<td>- Overlap in the cell coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>TS 11: Overloading traffic in high priority slice at the cost of lower priority slices (or slices associated with another public land mobile network (PLMN) in the radio access network (RAN) sharing case)</td>
<td>Mitigations:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Proper implementation of service level agreements and resource management function in gNBs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A. TS 01: Operator UDM Database Theft**

The keys contained in the UDM database are also stored in the UICC elements of the UEs. Having control of this database allows an attacker to fully impersonate the network. As it is difficult to update the long-term keys in the UICCs (in particular in embedded systems), it is very costly to respond to this attack and a root key update may be the better option.

The main mitigation is strict physical access control to the UDM. Using a hardware security module (HSM) also forces the attacker to make time-consuming attacks once in possession of the HSM to extract the data. This time window might be sufficient for the operator to be aware of the loss of the device and to deploy new keys in the UICCs in their network.

**Threat agents:** malicious/compromised employee with access to the UDM storage. Given the amount of confidential information being disclosed through one attack, the motivation for a criminal organization or hostile nation can be considered high.
B. TS 02: Device Long-Term Key Extraction Through Hardware Attacks on the UICC Element

The UICC contains the keys used at the root of the key derivation and agreement process between the UE and the network. If an attacker can extract the key material from a legitimate UICC, the attacker can generate clones of the device, eavesdrop on the communication and inject fake data. One attack vector would be to extract the keys before the initial use of the UICC in a UE, but tampering detection is also difficult later on in certain machine-to-machine contexts. As a mitigation, the network should only authorize one active security context at any given time, and thus the cloned (and legitimate) devices cannot function in parallel.

Threat agents: security researchers to check the robustness of products and test their technical capabilities, criminal organizations, and foreign government agencies.

C. TS 03: Non-permanent Key Extraction from Mobile Equipment

Most keys inside the UE are handled inside the ME and not the USIM. While the security requirements are clearly specified for the USIM [1], the requirements are less clear for the ME. While the baseband and application space inside normal UEs are often separate subsystems, both might be handled in the same processor, particularly for low-cost components.

This opens up the possibility that a malicious application running inside the ME has knowledge of the current security context and allows attackers to eavesdrop and inject messages nominally from the UE to the network. Unless the network triggers the renewal of the security context, these keys will remain valid. For a stationary IoT device, the network might want to limit the amount of exchanged data and thus only renew the security context within long intervals.

Depending on the security mechanisms used by the ME to protect against the installation of malware, this attack can be much easier to perform than TS 02, with a nearly comparable result. Even if more complex ME architectures are used, it is expected that the extraction of a security context from the ME is much less costly than extracting secrets from the UICC. The extraction of the security context can, however, only be achieved once the device is operational.

Threat agents: opportunistic hackers, criminals, and security researchers.

D. TS 04: Physical or Logical Jamming of Devices

The basic physical jamming of devices will only affect the UE if the jammer is active. Depending on the covered frequency bands and the beamforming capabilities of the device, the device might even be capable of blocking the angle of arrival of the
jammer. In the case of a logical jammer, however, equivalents to known 4G attacks [2] are possible, and their impact persists until the device has undergone a power cycle. Indeed, if a UE tries to switch to this rogue gNB following the cell selection and reselection mechanism described in [13], then the rogue gNB can trigger a new registration procedure followed by transmitting an unprotected REGISTRATION REJECT non-access stratum (NAS) message. As stated in [14, section 4.4.4.2], this message must be processed before a valid security context is established between the UE and the network.

In the case of stationary devices, the cell reselection criteria might be difficult to achieve by the rogue gNB as long as the current cell on which the device is camped remains powerful enough. For mobile devices, the rogue gNB only needs to provide a slightly better signal than other candidate cells in the attacked network. Given that some rejection causes require the device to either follow a power cycle or to have its USIM reinserted, this can have a near-permanent effect on some types of devices. For example, a drone being controlled through 5G would naturally either have to disregard the 5G specifications or go into a safe return mode, as there would be no means of a human manually triggering a power cycle while flying.

The cost of the rogue gNB can be estimated to be lower than a high-end physical jammer.

Threat agents: criminal and terrorist organizations.

E. TS 05: Location Tracking Through Standard Radio Link Interception

Depending on the choice of the network operator, signaling messages can only be integrity protected. Even though the SUPI will only be transmitted in its concealed form, an attacker can still gather the same amount of information through the home network identifier transmitted in the context of the authentication procedure, and the PEI transmitted inside the SECURITY MODE COMPLETE message.

If the network operator chooses to use encryption for signaling messages, an attacker can only capture the SUCI and the associated home network identifier. This may be of interest if the target user’s home network is more uniquely identifiable (e.g., a visit of a foreign delegation).

If the attacker possesses a network of (potentially low-cost) radio sensors with sufficient density, it is possible to match and continuously track the location of a given set of UEs. Importantly, with knowledge of the target’s location at the beginning of the tracking session, it might be possible to track the target without physically following it after this initial matching phase.
Threat agents: In the absence of the encryption of signaling data, location tracking might interest criminals, terrorist organizations, or foreign government agencies. If only the home network identifier could be intercepted, foreign government agencies might remain motivated to implement this attack. If the tracking is based on a sensor network, then it is likely that only government agencies have the resources to install this type of network.

F. TS 06: Jamming of a gNB
The effect of a physical jammer on a gNB will disappear as soon as it is no longer active. From a protocol point of view, it should, however, be quite easy to obtain a modified rogue UE that continuously jams the random access channels of a gNB. Such a logical jammer would deny new UEs from requesting access to the cell. The gNB would be severely impacted in its operations, and network performance for this cell would decrease drastically.

Suppose the gNB detects the presence of this logical jammer and is capable of locating its position. In that case, the gNB might configure its beam forming networks (BFN) to suppress the jammer signal’s arrival direction. However, this suppression capability will depend on the size of its antenna array (and indirectly on cell center frequency). Standard external anti-jamming detection and mitigation by providers or authorities can also mitigate this attack.

This attack would only impact a single gNB.

Threat agents: criminals.

G. TS 07: Malware or Software Vulnerabilities on a gNB
The software stacks inside a gNB and the network functions of the 5G core are complex. The manufacturers of the equipment might also not be willing to share the code even with the network operators, as the scheduling function might contain highly proprietary optimizations. The software of a gNB is expected to be updatable.

Vulnerabilities may be present because of backdoors mandated by the government of the equipment manufacturer, due to coding errors, or after the replacement of the original firmware with malicious firmware. Consequences include threats to all availability, integrity and confidentiality. If the vulnerability is already present in the official firmware, it might be exploitable through the radio network. In this case, all gNBs with the same vulnerability would be at risk, and the result could be catastrophic for the infrastructure of a network operator or even a country.
The modified gNB could also be used as an entry point to attack core network functions through the existing link between the gNB and the core network (particularly the user plane function and the AMF). However, the feasibility of this attack depends on the absence of any load balancer in front of the 5G core.

Thanks to virtualization concepts, the non-time critical sections of the gNB central unit can be located in the cloud, which may handle more than one physical radio access network (RAN). In this case, a successful attack on the cloud instance (e.g., physical access to the data center hosting the cloud VM) directly impacts more than a single physical gNB instance.

**Threat agents:** disgruntled member of the development team for malicious inclusion of a backdoor in the firmware code base, member of the development team unintentionally inserting exploitable vulnerability into the firmware, security researcher analyzing the firmware and detecting a vulnerability, government agency mandating the inclusion of a backdoor in code provided to foreign operators that the mandating government agency can activate at will.

**H. TS 08: Malware or Software Vulnerability in 5G Core Network Functions**

Similar to the gNB, an attacker might be able to exploit a vulnerability in a network function such as the AMF. Given the key derivation schemes used in 5G, knowledge of lower-level keys does not provide knowledge of higher-level keys. However, this reasoning does not apply in the other direction. A misconfigured SMF could also instruct the gNB to configure the data bearers as not being confidentiality protected.

As the network functions do not require being distributed to cover the territory of the operator, they can be located in physically secure locations. This makes a local attack on network functions less likely.

If virtualization is used, they can also be operated from the cloud and thus be physically hosted in the data centers of cloud service providers. Besides the potential legal consequences, this may enable micro-architectural attacks or open up vulnerabilities in the hypervisor managing the virtual machines.

**Threat agents:** opportunistic hackers if the control interface of the network function is exposed on the public internet; criminal organizations for blackmailing the network operators; government agencies for espionage and control of foreign infrastructure.
I. TS 09: Stealing Keys Used for Link Protection Between Network Functions

If the network equipment is physically accessible, an attacker might also use physical attacks to extract the network keys. However, the network operator should not rely on physical security alone to protect the data in transit between different network functions. Alternatively, an attacker can extract the keys securing the link through a zero-day exploit against the software running inside the network function. It is also possible to attack cloud solutions via side-channel leakages [16] to other functions executed on the same hardware.

*Threat agents*: criminals, hackers, and security researchers.

J. TS 10: Theft or Physical Misconfiguration of a gNB

Depending on the type of gNB (stationary or mobile) and its location (e.g., a dedicated building or a shared space), physical access to its antenna may be difficult to protect. The connection between the gNB and backbone is likely even more difficult to protect. Given the skepticism related to 5G radio transmissions in parts of the population, it is possible to imagine that a small community of hacktivists disregards planning or court decisions and actively removes or destroys the antennas of 5G base stations whenever easily accessible.

*Threat agents*: hacktivists.

K. TS 11: Exploiting Bad Resource Management in Slice Resource Allocation

The sharing of the RAN between operators and, to a lesser extent, slice management by a single operator, opens up the issue of proper resource management under high loads. In the case of RAN sharing, the primary owner of the radio resource might privilege its radio resource requirements and no longer guarantee sufficient bandwidth to the sharing operator in the case of network overload. Apart from the generic network overload aspect, this attack will, however, heavily depend on implementation choices made by the network operator.

*Threat agents*: criminals, terrorists.
4. RISK ASSESSMENT

Figure 4 shows the summarized risk matrix for all identified threat scenarios, classified by impact and probability of occurrence. The dangerousness of the scenarios decreases from red to light green. The likelihood of an attack is related to various factors, such as a remote or local attack, logical or partial hardware attack, the time required to implement, the cost of equipment, and the expertise required for an attack.

**FIGURE 4: RISKS MATRIX OF THREAT SCENARIOS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unlikely</td>
<td>Probable</td>
<td>Very probable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catastrophic</td>
<td>TS 07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>TS 01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>TS 08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>TS 02</td>
<td>TS 03</td>
<td>TS 09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>TS 11</td>
<td>TS 04</td>
<td>TS 05</td>
<td>TS 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. MITIGATIONS AND SECURITY CONTROLS

Several threat scenarios are only possible due to the under-specification of the 5G standard. Indeed, if an operator implements all optional security and follows the recommendations inside the specifications, then some scenarios are impossible to exploit.

Other threat scenarios rely on an insufficient level of protection by the security features. Indeed, security is not achieved by merely activating a feature but by activating it in a robust manner that withstands attacks against its bypass or deactivation. Concerning TS 01 (lifting of the key database of the subscribers), if it is possible to update the keys in the UICC used by the network operator and if the used HSM is sufficiently robust, then it might be possible to mitigate the attack before the attacker has been able to extract the keys of the lifted database. However, the robustness of the protection mechanism of the database in the UDM is highly dependent on its logical
and hardware implementation. It might even be possible that the operator is dependent on the physical security of their cloud service provider.

Extracting the keys of a single subscriber through an attack on the associated UICC (TS 02) might be made more difficult by using hardware elements with additional countermeasures against both passive and active attacks. External certification of the UICC might provide an increased level of confidence in its robustness.

Attacks that are based on potential vulnerabilities or non-compliances inside the ME of the user equipment (TS 03 and TS 06) can only be mitigated by the network operator inside the core network. Indeed, only the network operator has control over the UICC inside the terminal. Knowing that the trust in the security of the ME is limited, the network operator should force a renewal of the security context on a regular basis (TS 04) in order to limit the duration of a security breach and be able to suppress some directions of arrival to filter out logical and physical jammer signals (TS 06).

In the current version of the specifications, a compliant device has no means of mitigating logical jamming attacks of some REGISTER REJECT causes sent by the rogue network (TS 04). Indeed, this message can be sent before the establishment of a security context, and the network currently has no means of authenticating itself before the security context has been configured between the network and the device. A potential mitigation of this situation could be as follows: All current global reject causes should be limited to a single network. The network would identify itself by broadcasting a network pre-security context authentication public key (e.g., in one of the system information blocks) and signing the reject message using the associated private key. Therefore, an attacker without knowledge of the real network private key cannot fully impersonate this network.

A rogue gNB could naturally broadcast its own public key and reject the registration of any UE. However, the UE would still be authorized to try to re-register to another network broadcasting a different public key. Note that currently the impact of a fake gNB is potentially much higher for an IoT device (and particularly a moving IoT device) than for a normal mobile phone. In principle, an IoT device is more vulnerable than a mobile phone, since there are fewer optional security features implemented. If the real network is made aware of the presence of a rogue gNB in one of its cells, it can also blacklist this rogue gNB in the system information broadcast by the surrounding legitimate gNBs.

The disclosure of the PEI described in TS 05 is only possible if the network operator chooses not to apply NAS and radio-level encryption for control plane messages. The exploiting of vulnerabilities that allow the extraction of key material or tampering
with the firmware in the gNB or other network elements (TS 07 to TS 09) depends on the robustness of the authentication functions at boot time (but not only) and the presence of vulnerabilities inside the software. As these functions are essential for the correct operation of the network, the network operator should be aware of their importance and implement procedures that make it possible to increase trust in the correct and robust implementation of these functions. This applies to both the equipment manufacturer and other service providers (e.g., cloud operators). The operator should also evaluate the design features used to protect the authenticity of executed functions and the confidentiality of secrets.

Concerning threat scenario TS 10, increasing the acceptance of 5G systems by open discussions with the public should at least reduce the risk of the destruction of base stations by hacktivists. To avoid a network disruption by criminals or terrorists, the physical security of access to the base stations and redundancy in cell coverage are the only means to maintain network operations at all times and in all places.

For TS 11, appropriate resource management between slices taking into account their criticality and general QoS requirements should mitigate this threat.

6. DISCUSSION

Outside the context of UEs in a limited service state, exchanges with the gNB at radio resource control (RRC) level and with the 5GC at NAS level are expected to be integrity protected from a certain state onwards. However, it is unclear to which level UEs implement this part of the specifications and discard messages that are not protected using at least level NIA1. UEs that reply to unprotected Security Mode Commands will still expose their IMEI to a rogue network and thus indirectly disclose the identity of the subscriber. Verification of the adherence of a UE to the standard could be achieved by modifying a fully functional standalone Software-Defined Radio (SDR) implementation of a 5G network that allows deactivating the integrity protection for selected messages and using test SIM cards under the control of the researcher.

For data confidentiality, the activation of data encryption at the radio level and at NAS level is entirely under the network operator’s control. To which extent operators activate RRC, NAS, and user plane encryption needs to be verified. Suppose in the control plane, an operator only relies on integrity protection. In that case, the IMEI/PEI and the associated 5G-GUTI of the device can still leak and allow tracking of the user even if the user plane data is encrypted. Using a fully instrumented test UE that
provides access to this level of information would verify the protection level used by operators in the field.

On the network side, it is unclear to which extent operators implement IPSec between all network functions. If an operator relies on the physical security of the network links, then this might allow interception of confidential data (including key material) between the network entities. Without physically forcing access to the operator’s network, IPSec can only be verified by auditing the network operators.

In the latest 5G releases, 3GPP has added new services such as edge computing or proximity services with their related network functions that increase the complexity of the operator’s networks. These new services and procedures may bring some additional risks or vulnerabilities that will have to be carefully analyzed and assessed. Furthermore, roaming architectures and procedures have been devised for 5G, not all of which have been fully specified by the GSM Association [15], and the use of these intermediate actors significantly increases the attack surface.

7. CONCLUSION

Our comprehensive analysis shows that 5G networks are still exposed to many threats previously identified in 4G implementations. This remains even more true in NSA deployments where the network is 5G in name only (or, to be more precise, only 5G for some aspects of the radio channels). Due to performance constraints in some 5G devices, the network operator might be tempted not to use all possible security controls (e.g., user plane encryption and integrity protection) for the communications of these device classes. The virtualization concepts create additional challenges for the operators, as they potentially create new trust relationships between the operator and third parties, such as cloud service providers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

“Can I trust the recommendation of an AI agent?” This question is difficult to answer, especially if the decision at stake is complex and may heighten existing or introduce new risks to humans. Yet such high-stakes decision-making has become routine within systems incorporating artificial intelligence (AI), such as controls for chemical plants, defense systems, and health insurance rate determinations. Stakeholders must be not only able to configure AI and its enabling technologies for a given industry or task but must also have the tools and methodologies to examine and address failures, limitations, and needs for quality control at various stages of the AI development and application process.

Trust in social situations grows based on performance over time [1], and trust in AI can be developed the same way. But both objectives and situations are liable to change in time and space, and a static decision made under specific circumstances may have limited utility in divergent futures. The contemporary world changes quickly and sometimes dramatically, and AI decisions must be contextualized within a changing and uncertain threat space.

Abstract: Artificial intelligence (AI) is widely used in science and practice. However, its use in mission-critical contexts is limited due to the lack of appropriate methods for establishing confidence and trust in AI’s decisions. To bridge this gap, we argue that instead of aiming to achieve Explainable AI, we need to develop Interpretable, Actionable, and Resilient AI (AI3). Our position is that aiming to provide military commanders and decision-makers with an understanding of how AI models make decisions risks constraining AI capabilities to only those reconcilable with human cognition. Instead, complex systems should be designed with features that build trust by bringing decision-analytic perspectives and formal tools into the AI development and application process. AI3 incorporates explicit quantifications and visualizations of user confidence in AI decisions. In doing so, it makes examining and testing of AI predictions possible in order to establish a basis for trust in the systems’ decision-making and ensure broad benefits from deploying and advancing its computational capabilities. This presentation provides a methodological frame and practical examples of integrating AI into mission-critical use cases and decision-analytical tools.

Keywords: artificial intelligence, trust, mission-critical AI
The ultimate goal of AI is to provide users with actionable recommendations that meet both the implicit and explicit goals of decision-makers and stakeholders. Recommendations generated from AI-based approaches hold advantages over human decision-makers through their ability to analyze vast bodies of information quickly in an objective and logic-centered fashion, as long as they are trained to do so. In many situations, these benefits are clear and already implemented in practice, such as machine learning systems for detecting phishing attempts [2]. AI applications are also capable of providing multistep and adaptable strategies, as demonstrated by programs that play chess or Go, as well as AI-based cybersecurity systems [3], [4].

However, it is important to note that AI recommendations may not account for decision-makers’ values or specific mission needs. For example, following a cyber attack, an AI-generated decision engine may recommend disabling an application on the compromised computer system. This action may neutralize the threat posed by the compromised system but could simultaneously endanger a mission, negatively impact a user’s ability to perform critical tasks, or enable the adversary to extend the cyber attack’s duration or scope.

Because the broader-scale impacts of the recommended path forward may not have been incorporated into the AI’s design or scope, the AI decision processes may omit critical conditions that a human operator would implicitly account for. Such incomplete scoping of AI-driven analysis is especially problematic when unspoken, unacknowledged, or subjective variables influence or shape what a successful outcome looks like to a human manager. The AI solves the problem it is given, but it is the human’s responsibility to ensure the recommendation’s suitability in context. Similarly, the human users making this judgment will benefit from understanding the factors that led to the AI’s decision, as this can help them see the value of factors they might have overlooked.

2. HUMAN-MACHINE TEAMING FOR DECISION-MAKING

Although AI-driven analysis can greatly enhance our decision-making ability, providing insight into AI’s shifts in its analysis of needs, expectations, and mission requirements will ensure the relevance and credibility of its decisions and make its expectations for the future explicit. If AI’s analytical outputs do not account for these and other broader and potentially subjective concerns, an overly myopic focus on a tactical decision can derail strategic mission requirements. As such, more effective deployment of AI in decision-making must resolve the black box concerns of AI –
in that it is unclear how to explain, interpret, and act upon AI’s conclusions as its underlying algorithm and parameters are hard to decipher.

We can expect AI recommendations to differ from the choices an operator would make alone. For yes/no decisions, there are three possibilities: 1) the AI is more risk-averse than the human, 2) the AI is more risk-tolerant than the human, or 3) the AI and the human agree.

Assuming that the AI is correct more often than a human under the same time and resource constraints (underscoring the utility of AI applications), the human who disagrees with the AI should still follow the AI’s recommendations. The challenge of that moment of discordance, then, is to convince humans to trust the AI’s output despite their own opposing judgment.

There are already situations in which trust between AI and human users is fragile: the term “techlash” refers to the growing animus toward technology, especially information technology. Techlash is a distrust that technologies have the users’ best interests at heart, given some questionable behavior from the organizations that build and/or promote them [5]. If the benefits of superior AI decision-making are to be realized and further developed, it is essential to establish a foundation for users to build trust in the AI’s decisions [6].

To create such a foundation, it is crucial to consider four dimensions: Explainable AI, Interpretable AI, Actionable AI, and Resilient AI.

### 3. EXPLAINABLE AI

Explainability refers to the extent that a system’s internal mechanics can be explained in terms that are salient to human cognition. The inability of AI algorithms to articulate the reasons for specific predictions and recommendations arises from the complexity of the underlying deep learning algorithms and the training data provided. To address this challenge, there are various initiatives that aim to produce AI models that are more easily understood without overly sacrificing the accuracy of the AI’s predictions. For example, DARPA’s explainable AI (XAI) program aims to develop new algorithms with “the ability to explain their rationale, characterize their strengths and weaknesses, and convey an understanding of how they will behave in the future.” This will enable users to better understand and improve trust in AI’s decisions, as well as appreciate their value added for specific applications.
There are several limitations of Explainable AI in its current framing. First, while there may be situations in which AI can be explained, some processes, in spite of their practical benefits, are too complex for human cognition. However, it is still possible to render some relationships more transparent: in image processing, saliency methods use digital neural networks to provide maps according to pixel relevance within the image. The true fidelity of various methods can be difficult to measure [7], but their application promotes the idea that some relationships between inputs and outputs can be held consistent for both human and AI cognition. This, however, may leave much of the algorithmic processes unexplained.

Second, a key advantage of AI may well be its ability to avoid human-like behavior when that behavior is not actually optimal: AI can provide innovative strategies for achieving objectives deduced from the framed problem. In some cases, an AI game-playing agent triumphs over human rivals not because it improves upon known human strategies but precisely because it deviates from those strategies. However, mandating that AI explain something that is counterintuitive to human operators may not help in trust-building. AI arrives at decisions through convoluted and complex algorithms (the black box) that are generally shrouded from or impenetrable to human operators. Inviting humans into the box may jeopardize AI’s true power by forcing it to conform to human recognition.

Yet human understanding (and, typically, acceptance) is predicated on AI conformity to recognizable cognition processes. Just because humans do not see the reason for a process does not make it inconsequential. AI may arrive at decisions by avenues that are unfamiliar or obtuse compared to those upon which humans have historically relied. Truly benefiting from AI may entail excusing it from the onus to explain itself to humans because such a demand constrains AI to the same values and limitations that have always underpinned human decisions.

Case Study
To illustrate the usefulness and limitation of AI explainability, consider the task of object type identification. We use the Comprehensive Cars dataset [8], which consists of 136,726 images of cars annotated with 163 car makers. Given an AI model trained on this dataset, we use saliency maps [9] to produce visual explanations for the AI model’s predictions, as shown in Figure 1. Here, in addition to the images, we overlay saliency maps where red color highlights regions identified as important for the AI model prediction. The explanation can be useful to confirm that the model uses features relevant to the task, such as the logo, and to discover spurious features, in this case, the presence of the transmission towers behind the car.
By visually inspecting the saliency maps, the human can review the visual cues that support the AI’s car model prediction, such as brand logo (Figure 1, left), back wheels (Figure 1, middle), spare wheels (Figure 2, left), and the transmission tower behind the car (Figure 1, right). The use of brand logos is clearly intuitive and salient for human decision-makers. While features such as back wheels are less intuitive, they may indeed be used as fine-grained visual cues to differentiate between similar car makers. However, the AI also uses features in the images that are clearly spurious to the exercise, such as the presence of a transmission tower behind the car.

In Figure 2, the AI model uses a spare wheel as a strong signal for predicting Jeep class (left images). However, the same model focuses on unrelated parts of the image (right images), which may seem unintuitive. One reason for this behavior, however, could be that the AI model uses the “lack” of a spare wheel, which is difficult to visualize using saliency maps alone.

Figure 2 (right) provides seemingly non-intuitive explanations. Here, the attribution suggests that when detecting the Jeep class, the AI model focuses on an unrelated image region without even looking at the car. Despite this, however, the model still produces the correct prediction. When trying to align the AI model with human-like behavior, one explanation is that for a model to predict a particular class, one of two cases are possible: 1) the AI model detects the presence of a feature that is highly predictive of a class, such as the spare wheel, or 2) the AI model interprets the absence of a predictive feature as a negative signal. That is, even though the AI model’s decision may seem unintuitive based on the saliency maps, the AI model decision may still be grounded.
Determining whether the decision is valid or the AI model learned a spurious feature is non-trivial, and using AI explainability alone is not sufficient to answer this question. Next, we turn our attention to AI interpretability, which will help address this question from a different perspective.

4. INTERPRETABLE AI

The transition from explainability to interpretability means moving from providing a reason for a decision to assessing meaning in the context of a specific decision or mission. Like Explainable AI, Interpretable AI recognizes the tradeoff between transparency and accuracy enabled by computational power. Rather than seeking to optimize both, Interpretable AI emphasizes understanding cause and effect within the AI system [10]. Users can examine the sensitivities of the output recommendations to changes in the parameter inputs without needing to understand the complex internal computations of the algorithms. Interpretable AI should allow users to toggle the parameters that are most uncertain in order to study the impacts of their changes, as well as to test the AI’s reaction to changes against the users’ own beliefs about underlying relationships between inputs and outputs.

For example, in determining which car a person should purchase, income should be an important factor. Within an Interpretable AI system, income relevance and effect could be verified by varying the income input within the model and viewing the subsequent changes in model output. If an AI system exhibited extreme sensitivity to income and little sensitivity to the difference between a three- and four-person family, the user could conclude that the AI system reflects at least some of the factors that the user deems most important in car selection.

Instead of explaining the AI results to humans, Interpretable AI models allow users to place AI recommendations in the context of the decision problem. Interpretation does not imply that operators must understand the process driving the AI recommendations. To this end, forging meaning, more than explanation, allows the AI to build functionality around accuracy and complexity while ensuring that humans can find sufficient meaning in the outcomes to implement them.

Case Study

We illustrate the interpretability of an AI model that detects airplanes from satellite images. Concretely, we use a publicly available dataset [11] containing 3,999 objects, all labeled as “plane” class. We train a state-of-the-art object detection model, Yolov5 [12], which is able to identify 97.7% of the airplanes in the test dataset (recall), with predictions that were 66.2% correct (precision).¹

¹ By making the model more conservative, we can also obtain 92.2% recall and 87.8% precision.
To better interpret how the AI model detects airplanes, we generate a new set of images that differ in some parameters while keeping the remaining parameters the same. As we will see, the analysis will allow us to not only better understand how the AI model makes decisions but also uncover hidden blind spots (i.e., cases where the model systematically underperforms). We note that while varying some parameters can be trivial when working with structured data, or natural language text, this requires sophisticated computer vision approaches when applied to images to preserve realism.

In Figure 3, we illustrate the effect of changing three parameters: 1) the plane orientation, 2) the plane lighting, and 3) the ground under the plane. Changing the plane’s orientation – for example, from west to east – reveals that the AI model has learned to work well across various orientations. We notice that the AI model’s predictions are, however, less stable when we vary the plane’s lightning: after increasing the lightning, the AI model misses 0.9% of planes that were previously detected correctly and fails to detect 2.6% of planes that were previously identified correctly. Finally, we illustrate a serious model degradation when changing the ground parameter: The AI model’s ability to detect planes above urban environments drops to 75%, which is significantly worse compared to other ground types such as forests, fields, plains, and water. Based on these insights, the user can make an informed decision about whether such instabilities can be tolerated or if they need to be explicitly addressed.

**FIGURE 3:** ILLUSTRATION\(^2\) OF INTERPRETING AI MODELS FOR AERIAL OBJECT DETECTION BY VARYING SELECTED IMAGE ATTRIBUTES: (1) ROTATION, (2) LIGHTNING, AND (3) BACKGROUND. FOR EACH ATTRIBUTE, WE EVALUATE THE AI MODEL’S RECALL, WHICH REVEALS THAT: (1) THE MODEL IS NOT AFFECTED BY OBJECT ORIENTATION, (2) IT BECOMES SLIGHTLY UNSTABLE WHEN THE LIGHTNING CHANGES, AND (3) DETECTING PLANES ABOVE URBAN ENVIRONMENTS IS DEGRADED.

This case study highlights the usefulness of AI interpretability in understanding and improving the performance of AI models. However, AI interpretability alone is not sufficient as it only focuses on the AI model’s decisions while ignoring the important mission-critical context. To address this limitation, in the next section, we turn to Actionable AI.

\(^2\) Note that here we show only a small crop of the full-resolution image containing the objects to be detected. Further, the bounding box around the plane is not part of the image and is included only as a visual cue.
5. ACTIONABLE AI

Ultimately, the foundations of decision-maker actions are grounded upon evidence-based data (including AI recommendations) as well as strategic and tactical considerations, which include factors such as decision context, mission needs, and available resources, and so on. AI systems should provide a level of confidence and sufficient information so that the decision-maker can trust a suggested course of action [13]. Limitations in AI recommendations may be unclear to the user until the results are applied and evaluated, since limitations can potentially cause costly mistakes. Most AI systems are designed for specific contexts, but users, for lack of other options, may apply them to circumstances outside the design capabilities. This is especially important in situations where systems perform under widescale threats; therefore, it is necessary to change both the operational and decision environments outside of the AI system performance range.

Decision theory in general, and multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) [14] in particular, provides a template for visualizing tradeoffs between choices and quantifying the relative level of confidence that an AI system is placing on its recommendations. MCDA approaches typically require input scores across several dimensions associated with different management alternatives and outcomes that reflect objective evidence-based data and subjective weights related to tradeoffs across these dimensions relevant to the mission and values. A basic but typical approach is to calculate the total value score for an alternative as a weighted sum of its scores across several criteria. These scores can be translated into utility functions or other metrics relevant to confidence in courses of action recommended by AI systems. Linking MCDA with Scenario Analysis [15] allows the integration of the movable threat space to ensure AI decisions are applied in ways that will be most beneficial given the uncertainty of the future. The implication for AI is that there may be value in a layer that maps the content of generic explanations into the specific terms a rational human decision-maker would use to infer that a course of action is appropriate – for example, in terms of the criteria such a decision-maker would use in the absence of AI.

Case Study

Let us consider the application of detecting people using thermal cameras. We use a dataset collected over eight months and containing more than one million images across a wide range of environmental conditions, including fog, occlusions, night, dew point, and wind speed [16]. Rather than evaluating an AI model using aggregate statistics, we aim to explicitly model the tradeoff across dimensions relevant to the mission. To this end, we start by defining a set of scenarios curated either manually or, as in our case, semi-automatically by first clustering the data along relevant dimensions.
We illustrate the scenario definition results in Figure 4, containing 13 different scenarios visualized with different colors and using two different dataset representations. Here, each point corresponds to an image from the dataset, and the two dataset representations were created by projecting selected metadata attributes, as well as image context, into a two-dimensional space. The representation in Figure 4 (left) includes attributes of temperature and humidity, while the representation in Figure 4 (right) includes precipitation and sunlight intensity. Depending on the weather, the infrared camera produces high-contrast images during the night or low-contrast images when the temperature is high (left images). Other scenarios include persons that are occluded, next to a building, or holding additional objects, such as umbrellas when it rains (right images).

Next, for each scenario, we define its likelihood and importance with respect to the mission, as shown in Figure 5. Here, importance is defined by a human decision-maker, while the likelihood can be estimated directly from the data. These are then used to compute the total value score for each AI model. This is useful for measuring the model uncertainty for each scenario, and to allow fine selection criteria for determining which model to use.

In this case study, we highlighted how Actionable AI can help to account for uncertainty in complex environments by breaking down the operation domain into individual scenarios. These scenarios can then be consulted by the human decision-maker to make an informed decision on whether the system was designed for a given
context, together with the expected performance. However, such evaluation still assumes no external disruptions are affecting the system, a challenge addressed in the next section.

6. RESILIENT AI

AI models are typically deployed as part of a larger system that performs a more complex task than that solved by the AI model alone. In this system, the AI model may interact with other AI models as well as non-AI-based components. As a result, there is an inherent gap between evaluating AI models in isolation and the AI-based system as a whole. For example, an AI model trained to detect objects in an image is evaluated in terms of its accuracy – how many objects are predicted correctly (true positives), how many objects were missed (false negatives), and how many spurious objects were detected (false positives). Yet, when this model is deployed in a system for automated threat detection, the system’s overall performance is evaluated in terms of its ability to continuously identify targets, assess their threat level, and track them over time. Similarly, when such a model is used to identify traffic signs for autonomous driving, the object detection model is only one of the components providing inputs to a control system whose ultimate goal is to drive safely and avoid collisions. Evaluating such AI systems requires explicitly modeling the system as a whole, including its individual components, and defining its critical function.

Beyond modeling the overall system and its critical function, an important property of deployed systems is their resilience (i.e., the system’s ability to recover from disruption) [17]. This is crucial, as the deployed system is inevitably subject to failures, either due to an active adversary or the inherent difficulty of the task at hand. After a failure, resilience quantifies both the negative impact of the disruption on the system’s critical function and the time it takes for the system to recover (Figure 6, left). We note that while there has been enormous progress in training AI models robust to different types of failures, such as adversarial or natural noise [18], [19], this body of work treats AI models in isolation, overlooking the overall system and the recovery of the system’s critical function whenever a failure happens (Figure 6, right). In resilience, the goal is to minimize system degradation after a disruption occurs. In robustness, the goal is to maximize the area and the amount of noise that can be applied to the AI model, before a disruption occurs.

To bridge this gap, the design and evaluation of AI-based systems can be improved in two ways. First, the system’s critical function should be explicitly modeled and used as a criterion for AI model selection. This is because a more accurate and robust AI model does not imply better performance for the overall AI-based system. For
example, consider an AI model that detects obstacles to ensure an autonomous car does not crash. An AI model that is more accurate on average, but less accurate on obstacles right in front of the car, can lead to worse performance (i.e., more car crashes). Note, here we are not interested in understanding that this is the AI model’s behavior, which is where Explainable and Interpretable AI is used, but rather training AI models to have this behavior. Second, the AI model robustness and system-level resilience should be optimized jointly, to account for objects that have different importance for the system’s critical function.

**FIGURE 6: THE KEY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN (LEFT) RESILIENCE (IMAGE CREDITS [17]) AND (RIGHT) ROBUSTNESS**

![Figure 6](image.png)

**Case Study**
Consider an autonomous driving application where the system takes multiple sensory inputs with the goal of predicting three continuous control actions at each step – throttle, steering angle, and brake, as shown in Figure 7. The system is split into two parts: (1) a set of base AI models trained to take raw sensory inputs and predict high-level affordances, including traffic light status, obstacles, and their distance, angle of the car with respect to the road center line, and a traffic sign detector, and (2) a controller, which takes the predicted affordances as inputs and predicts control actions for throttle, steering, and braking. Even though the base AI models have been trained to solve their individual tasks, such as detecting traffic lights, to assess the resilience of the overall system, we need to explicitly consider all AI models together and the system’s critical function.
In this case, the critical functions can be defined either (1) externally, such as in passenger safety or the safety of other vulnerable road users, or (2) internally in terms of the controller’s outputs (i.e., whether the system is braking when it should be). To illustrate the gap between AI robustness and resilience, consider the evaluation of such an autonomous driving system in Figure 8, trained using data from the CARLA simulator [20]. Here, we compare two different types of disruptions. The first disruption affects each sensor in isolation, which in our case corresponds to adding noise to the raw sensory data with the goal of disrupting AI operation. Even though we are disrupting a single sensor at a time, we are interested in evaluating the overall system’s performance as measured by the (internal) critical functions. In this case, compared to the operation without disruptions, the throttle and brake critical function performance decreases by +4% and +27%, respectively. While these results look very promising, they are biased by the gap of evaluating AI models in isolation, compared to evaluating the system as a whole. Second, we perform the same disruptions, but this time to the whole system, including the controller. This allows us to obtain a reliable assessment of the system’s limitations, which reveals worse performance of up to 5 and 150 times for throttle and brake, respectively.

---

3 We follow the approach of “Croce and Hein [22]” instantiated with \( \epsilon = 1/255 \).
4 The mean square error for throttle and brake in normal system operation is 0.071 and 0.046, respectively.
5 The performance decrease is measured as the magnitude of the error margin (i.e., mean square error) with respect to the optimal controller action. Ideally, resilience would be measured with respect to the external critical functions, such as passenger safety, and would translate into the number of accidents and their severity.
The validity or trustworthiness of decisions is predicated upon AI’s analysis, and the uncertainty surrounding AI’s decision-making algorithms makes it difficult to understand which parameters were used to arrive at a conclusion or how those parameters were weighted for importance relative to one another. While such parameters will typically not be analyzed by the end users, addressing these concerns within AI’s earliest stages of research and development, together with the knowledge that they exist, is important for gaining trust and incorporating AI to complement their operations and decision-making needs. Stakeholders who use AI may encounter AI-driven guidance that is antithetical to their core values or mission requirements. This can cause users to reject AI’s analysis in favor of human decision-making abilities alone, or possibly to adopt the AI-driven conclusions to their own detriment for the longer-term future, as measured by impacts according to their values. Neither outcome is desirable.

However, this human-AI tension can be avoided by creating a more effective, ethical, and transparent process that combines the decision-making needs and abilities of both actors. To benefit society and ensure applicability, AI systems need a mechanism to build operator confidence in AI recommendations for increasingly complex decision-making processes. To this end, we propose that many of the goals of Explainable AI can be realized with Actionable, Interpretable, and Resilient AI (AI3) without penalties in terms of AI computational power and accuracy.

Figure 9 illustrates that building trust in AI systems requires transferring meaning and relationships from one coherent system of understanding to another, from AI to human cognition. Explainable AI may be possible in some circumstances but is inevitably couched within the context (threat environment) and the objectives and predetermined notions of the user (mission space). By rendering these more visible within the AI interface structure, the user can better access aspects of understanding.
even if the black box itself, meaning the actual decision-making computations, cannot be fully explained within human cognition constraints.

AI systems should be able to capture the values of the decision-maker in selecting courses of action but should also provide a level of confidence and sufficient information such that the decision-maker can critically evaluate its recommendation. AI3 requires that operators understand enough about the decisions and their assumptions to anticipate how well-suited AI recommendations will be to the given problem. Therefore, in addition to communicating the reasoning processes, AI must communicate important contextualizing factors to its users. Decision output should include projections of performance to various changes or challenges that may arise, according to the user’s objectives. AI output could also anticipate how those objectives might change, at least in framing, within different futures.

**FIGURE 9: EXPLAINABLE, INTERPRETABLE, ACTIONABLE, RESILIENT AI AND THEIR INTERACTIONS (ADAPTED FROM [21])**

![Diagram showing Explainable, Interpretable, and Resilient AI](image)

Ultimately, a near-term requirement to enhance AI includes deepening the contextualized interactions between AI and its users to build human trust in AI outputs. Interpretable AI allows users to toggle parameter inputs to study the effects on the decisions, Actionable AI provides insights into the value of AI decisions in different and uncertain futures, and Resilient AI explicitly accounts for the system’s critical function and its recovery upon inevitable failures. Together they enhance Explainable AI as Actionable, Interpretable, and Resilient AI.
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Abstract: As we move all our business practices into cyber terrain, the unique characteristics of cyberspace assets and threats require a different perspective to define and implement the concept of cyberspace readiness. The connected and dependent nature of functional and core services in and through cyberspace has created a nondeterministic security environment with unpredictable, ubiquitous and ambiguous threat perceptions. Building, increasing and sustaining cyber readiness requires producing, training, equipping, deploying and sustaining cyber warriors with competent capabilities against a continuously mutating threat landscape in a timely manner. Traditional military readiness approaches geared for kinetic services do not suit the unique requirements of cyber warfare readiness. A unit at “60 days notice to move” has 60 days to get ready to act. If the average time to detect a cyber attack is 200 days, cyber defenders must be ready for cyber attacks on average 200 days before they start. Hence, we propose the term “zero-day readiness” to describe agile and vigilant cyber readiness. In this paper, we offer a novel cyberspace readiness model based on principles, resources, activities, capabilities and benefits. While resource-demanding to build, improve and sustain, the proposed Zero-Day Readiness model has the potential to significantly increase the assessment and visibility of gaps as well as support judgment on the allocation of limited resources. The added value of this research is in developing a more revisionist readiness perspective for cyberspace operational readiness than the traditional kinetic operational domains, particularly for organizational and military cyber defense perspectives.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cyberspace is expanding at an increasing pace, covering more elements of business practice and daily activities, both in the professional and personal lives of people (Tabansky 2011). In addition, the Internet-of-Things has already created another vast domain with countless moving parts working in reasonable harmony.

In the modern world, communication, energy, life-support, healthcare, finance, transportation, the military, population registries, education and agriculture are just some of the sectors that almost completely operate on digital terrain. Due to its asymmetrical, quasi-anonymous and dual-use features, cyberspace challenges our traditional understanding of key concepts such as security, borders, human rights, privacy and sovereignty (Slack 2016). The sheer number of nodes that are interconnected and dependent on each other, as well as the limited amount of control at each party’s disposal on the cyber landscape, make it impossible to have complete coverage of all its operations. Therefore, cyberspace and its affiliates currently possess a nondeterministic nature, for which only reactive measures are employed for any task.

Now, it is quite fair to estimate that in the near future, cyberspace and the countless multilateral connections within it will grow at an even faster rate. With the introduction of artificial intelligence (AI) and autonomous systems, the offset will become even greater between the nominal complexity of cases in cyber security and the laws/regulations aiming to govern them.

The interconnected and interdependent nature of systems, as well as the rapid migration of information networks to the cloud, constitutes the main driving factor for the increasing trend in cyber attacks (Forums 2023; CCDCOE 2022). For legitimate reasons (remote working, interconnection requirements, procurement and operational costs, automation, etc.), isolated corporate and organizational networks behind air gaps are now a thing of the past, and the separation between different domains happens on an abstract logical level. Along with its numerous advantages, the new cloud computing paradigm and virtual networks bring a new array of threats (Kushwaha, Roguski and Watson 2020), usually rooted in configuration errors, embedded design flaws, the utilization of different mediums for data-in-transit, vulnerabilities in supply-chain-dependent services (CCDCOE 2020; ENISA 2023) and the human factor (Das et al. 2018). In other words, as we are making things more convenient and smarter through digitization, we are also creating more vulnerable terrain for malign actors to exploit.

Organizations are continuously generating a huge amount of data and associated logs, and it is very likely that a threat actor with privileged access inside their information
networks can go undetected. And the trust relationships across different organizations and parties, which can easily be exploited, increase the area accessible with malign intentions exponentially. In addition, there are various avenues threat actors can exploit to gain unauthorized access, and it is virtually impossible to track the source location, assuming the source is inside the same or cooperating jurisdiction, which is usually not the case (Kushwaha, Roguski and Watson 2020).

The current complexity of cyberspace and the lack of proportionality between this complexity and control and security mechanisms renders cyberspace a nondeterministic security environment with unpredictable, ubiquitous and ambiguous threat perceptions. Analogous to the distinction between climate and daily weather forecasts, while reports depicting aggregations of millions of cyber incidents provide overall trends regarding cyber attacks and their characteristics, it is virtually impossible to predict where and when the next cyber attack will come. Hence, we have to be ready for all kinds of attacks at all times.

The term “cyber defense structure” is used here to encompass both cyber security frameworks and cyber security architectures, but more aligned with the cyber defense concept. While cyber defense is the adopted strategy to protect the designated domain and assets in cyberspace, cyber security is the core component, encompassing the actual activities in this regard.

The current cyber defense frameworks of organizations, including but not limited to military organizations, usually orient their activities around forthcoming frameworks or architectures, such as the NIST Cyber Security Framework (NIST 2018), ISO/IEC 27000 Family (ISO 2023), Cloud-Native Application Protection Platform (CNAPP) (CheckPoint 2023), Cybersecurity Mesh Architecture (Fortinet 2023), AICPA Service Organization Controls 2 (AICPA 2023), MITRE ATT&CK (MITRE 2023), ISACA Control Objectives for Information Technology (ISACA 2023) and Center for Internet Security (CIS) Controls (Security 2023).

Similar to conventional military and defense doctrines, in its greatest common denominator set, a robust cyber defense structure is based on the assets it aims to protect as its bedrock in a prioritized fashion. At this point, it is also important to note that there is a unique relationship between kinetic and cyber warfare/attacks, the complications of which usually blend into each other’s habitual domains (Libicki 2020). The structure is then reinforced by the vision and mission statements, and mapped with the capabilities in current and projected timeframes, to form a detailed set of steps, scenarios and processes (EDA 2023). At the final stage, the aim is to assist in standardizing operations and facilitating readiness by establishing common ways of accomplishing relevant tasks.
While we have a number of cyber security frameworks built upon risk management, due to the unique nature of cyber attacks as mentioned above, the term “readiness” requires a shift of focus toward measures and activities in the stages that precede attacks. Analogous to conventional levels of military readiness, the cyber defense frameworks/architectures need to be customized in a proactive fashion and layered with respect to cyber defense maturity and the perceived effects of the threats if and when they take place.

2. IMPLEMENTATION OF ZERO-DAY READINESS IN THE MILITARY CONTEXT

Readiness is a standard military concept that refers to the ability to react in the intended fashion within a given timeframe. In other words, the definition of military readiness includes preparedness in the event of uncertainty. The preparation is required to cover both the physical and strategic components of missions, and it helps to ensure a greater chance of success when faced with challenges (Institute for Defense & Business 2021). Although the traditional armed forces maintain a persistent readiness posture at all times, the readiness concept outlining those activities is necessary to gain and maintain the capability for deployment and action within a given timeframe. These activities mainly consist of capabilities for transportation, provisions, storage, weapons, medical operations, training, communication and leadership.

A leading example of military readiness is the 60 Days’ Notice to Deploy/Move concept, which is also referred to in the United Nations Manual for the Generation and Deployment of Military and Formed Police Units to Peace Operations (United Nations 2021). Considering the major outbreaks in history, the escalation of tensions or certain developments related to military operations or threats usually serve as the trigger point for the X Days’ Notice to Move concept.

Cyberspace does not possess the same characteristics as the landscape of conventional defense operations, hence continuous resilience is still a considerable challenge (IBM Institute 2023). In conventional wars and military operations, effects and realizations are instantaneous. However, according to recent reports, the average detection time for data breaches is 287 days (Blumira 2022). The sum of detection and response time makes the duration even greater, resulting in organizations suffering the greatest of losses.

While there is considerable research into minimizing detection times for cyber attacks, particularly through applying new concepts such as AI, machine learning (Anastopoulos 2022) and quantum technologies (Libicki and Gompert 2021) to
existing problems, the cyber defense postures of organizations cannot afford any delay in the response stage. Therefore, the concept we named Zero-Day Readiness emerges as a promising model to enable organizations to mitigate the offset between detection and response to cyber attacks.

While industry has led the momentum of technological transformation in recent decades, the readiness concept is one of the rare military doctrines that the civilian domain has benefited from. As discussed above, readiness at a designated state (i.e., 60 days to move) in the military context enable elements of force to be ready to act within a given timeframe. The readiness state can be depicted as a duration to act or a member of a nominal set among which each represent a set of predefined activities and/or the operational mode of a given system. Normally, threat alarms and readiness states go hand in hand. Threat alarm states are driven by perceived threats and depict how imminent an attack is, while the readiness state is determined based on the threat alarm state in order to respond to possible threat activity in a timely manner.

In a typical military readiness approach, one would define a hierarchy of alarm levels and corresponding readiness states to list a predefined set of actions, as given in Figure 1.

**FIGURE 1: EXAMPLES OF TYPICAL CYBER THREAT ALARM AND READINESS STATES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threat Alarm State</th>
<th>Cyber Readiness State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RED</strong></td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Attack has started or is imminent | • Prohibit cross-boundary solutions  
• Set all perimeter security devices in aggressive mode  
• Prohibit all mobile devices  
• Warm up the disaster recovery facilities  
• … |
| **YELLOW**         | II                    |
| Attack is likely   | • Disable remote working  
• Limit cross-boundary solutions  
• Exercise alternative/contingency/emergency solutions  
• 7/24 SOC operations  
• … |
| **GREEN**          | III                   |
| Attack is not likely | • Regular business operations  
• 5/8 SOC operations  
• Set all perimeter security devices in moderate mode  
• … |

Due to the unique nature of cyber attacks and the dynamic nature of cyberspace, the conventional military readiness approach, as given above, cannot be transformed for the cyber domain. Unlike kinetic domains of land, sea and air, the indication and warnings (I&W) of malign cyber intentions are time delayed. Hence, the I&Ws of malicious cyber activities do not indicate an ongoing or imminent attack but rather
a delayed indicator of a compromise which is already set forth. In light of these fundamental disparities, the typical military readiness approach cannot be used, as viable cyberspace readiness calls for a practical but novel approach to address the unique properties pertaining to this domain.

3. ZERO-DAY OPERATIONAL READINESS MODEL

In order to streamline the various tasks, zero-day readiness is based on a model that acts as a guide and a roadmap for organizations to avoid additional complexity and duplicate actions. In its attempts to provide an agile and vigilant cyber readiness posture, the Zero-Day Readiness model in Figure 2 is composed of principles, resources, activities, capabilities and benefits.

**FIGURE 2: THE ZERO-DAY READINESS MODEL**

Theory: Under the governance of the Principles, organizations utilize the Resources to carry out Activities, whose outputs are then transferred into Capabilities, which will eventually be realized as Benefits.

Lemma 1: Resources carry on, enable and support the Activities.

Lemma 2: Organizations carry out Activities to perform day-to-day cyber security operations and baseline activities.

---

1 The term “zero-day readiness” here refers to the ability to react at the same moment a designated act takes place.
Lemma 3: As part of the defense planning process, organizations invest in Resources to build Capabilities.

Lemma 4: Capabilities realize Benefits as a measurement of the success of Zero-Day Readiness.

In the following sections, we will not give an in-depth definition of each element of the readiness model. We expect readers to have a reasonable degree of cyber literacy to capture an overview of each element. We will present the significance of each element of the model for cyberspace readiness.

A. Principles
Principles are one of the fundamental pillars of the Zero-Day Readiness model and set the guiding rules and good practices in and through cyberspace. The principles in Figure 3 are considered the core values of the readiness model that must always exist and sets the operational boundaries of the solution space. Organizations with zero-day readiness must relentlessly apply those principles as they build capacity, define and improve processes, integrate and configure cyber security technologies and carry out security activities. While all of those principles are well known to the cyber defense communities, some of them are defined in detail while others are left at the conceptual level for users to scope and tailor as needed.

- Minimum attack surface: Minimum attack surface will increase the efficiency of cyber resilience capabilities by minimizing attack feasibility area and simplifying the security design.
- Zero-trust: Zero-trust will improve the availability of services and data, while hardening the authentication and authorization capabilities by verifying all requests with no exception, regardless of the previous grants.
- Risk-based decision-making: As cyber security cannot be provided 100%, risk-based decision-making increases the adaptability of the cyber security architecture to emerging threats. It also balances mission and security equities by not sacrificing the security to the mission and vice versa.
- Defense in depth: Defense in depth creates a resilient cyber security architecture through segmentation and layered defense, including supply chain security.
- Persistent situational awareness: Persistent situational awareness increases resilience and threat awareness via a recognized cyber picture supported by cyber intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance activities providing awareness of threat actors (red picture), data, network and services (blue picture) as well as missions.
- Data centric defense: Data has become an immense source of power for
all organizations as emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence are built upon it. One of the five warfare imperatives of NATO’s Warfighting Capstone Concept (NATO 2022) is cognitive superiority, and data is the atomic element of this imperative. Therefore, zero-day readiness is built by positioning and keeping the data at the center of all initiatives and capability development activities.

- **Proactive defense:** Sustainable readiness at zero-day forces cyber defenders to be proactive. The asymmetric nature of cyber defense and offense requires defenders to be more proactive to understand the adversary’s capabilities and intentions as well as develop defense strategies in advance with the aim to minimize the risk and increase the resilience posture.

**FIGURE 3: PRINCIPLES OF THE ZERO-DAY READINESS MODEL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimum Attack Surface</th>
<th>Zero-Trust</th>
<th>Risk-Based Decision-Making</th>
<th>Defense In Depth</th>
<th>Persistent Situational Awareness</th>
<th>Data-Centric Defense</th>
<th>Proactive Defense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Decrease attack feasibility area</td>
<td>- Improve availability of services</td>
<td>- Increase flexibility</td>
<td>- Layered defense - Segmentation - Managing supply-chain risks</td>
<td>- Real-time recognized cyber picture - Cyber intelligence</td>
<td>- Cognitive superiority - Optimizing emerging and disruptive technologies</td>
<td>- Holistic Approach - Threat modeling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Resources**

In order to establish zero-day readiness, organizations must build and secure the necessary resources given in Figure 4. The resources act as the decision variables of the proposed model by which an organization can tune its level of readiness. All of the resource elements except the processes represent the nodes of the solution space, while the processes act as arcs of the model to mesh the mentioned resources.

- **Manpower:** Proficient manpower with sufficient quantity and quality is fundamental to zero-day readiness and requires organizations to develop career patterns and continuous individual training programs for personnel to carry on cyber security activities.
- **Infrastructure:** Zero-day readiness requires necessary infrastructure for Security and Network Operations Centers (SOC and NOC), data forensics capabilities, secure communication lines, testing, training and exercise facilities, broadband data channels, data storage, virtualization, network sophistication and cryptographic infrastructure capabilities.
- **Technology**: Zero-day readiness requires the purchase, integration and configuration of necessary technologies within the security infrastructure. It is crucial to note that technology is neither a capability nor an objective, but a means to achieve objectives and build capabilities.

- **Organization**: Organizations must have coherent structures where the command and control (C2) relations, roles, responsibilities and authorities (RRA) are clearly defined and deconflicted. As part of continuous assessment, it is crucial to backward deconflict RRAs as new elements are created.

- **Integrated processes**: The technologies, infrastructure, organization and manpower must be integrated into each other in a meshed structure by means of well-defined and continuously improved processes in order to get the most out of them.

**FIGURE 4: RESOURCES OF THE ZERO-DAY READINESS MODEL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manpower</th>
<th>Infrastructure</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Quantity&lt;br&gt;- Quality&lt;br&gt;- Career Pattern Development</td>
<td>- Testlabs&lt;br&gt;- Forensic tools&lt;br&gt;- Cyber range&lt;br&gt;- Simulation labs</td>
<td>- Cyber security tools</td>
<td>- Coherence&lt;br&gt;- RRA&lt;br&gt;- C2 relations</td>
<td>- Mesh design&lt;br&gt;- Interoperability&lt;br&gt;- Interconnectivity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**C. Activities**

Resources perform the activities given in Figure 5 to transform the outputs of those activities into capabilities. In order to establish zero-day readiness, organizations must carry out those activities in a consistent and persistent manner. Continuity and persistency in all of the given activities below are key to successfully implementing a sustainable high state of zero-day readiness.

- **Planning**: As Dwight D. Eisenhower once said, “Plans are useless, but planning is indispensable.” Organizations with zero-day readiness must have the capability to conduct at minimum business impact analysis, plan for business continuity and disaster recovery using the Primary, Alternative, Contingency, Emergency (PACE) approach (Williams 2021). Since asset management, mapping assets to missions and prioritization are intrinsic parts of planning activities, these enable situational awareness and cyber resilience.

- **Certification and Accreditation**: The Zero-Day Readiness model requires continuous risk-based, threat-informed assessment, certification and accreditation. Accreditation decisions must be based on mission assurance as systems go through compliance checks to ensure critical outputs and support for mission objectives. Stagnant readiness based on standards
on dusty shelves will fail the next Patch Tuesday since the threat vectors continuously change their TTPs and find new ways to get in.

- **Assessment:** Cyber security requirements must be reviewed, designed into systems, and continuously updated to reflect the emerging threat perception supported by the technology and threat forecast. Organizations with higher readiness level must continuously evaluate the capabilities and skillset of their cyber security architectures against current and forecasted cyber threat vectors.

- **Training and Exercise:** Organizations seeking higher readiness must convert the day-to-day operations into individual and collective training opportunities to build capacity, measure and improve resources and capabilities.

- **Collaboration:** Since cyberspace and cyber threats have no boundaries as we traditionally conceive them, sharing threat intelligence, best and worst practices, threat and technology forecasts, personnel exchange programs to the maximum extent are key to establishing a credible readiness posture. In addition, collaboration invigorates the required momentum to facilitate resource-demanding persistence in zero-day readiness.

- **Security Operations:** Zero-day readiness requires a recognized cyber picture to be established on red, blue and white cyber terrain, prioritizing critical assets to defend (perimeter, network, endpoint, data, mobile, cloud, user, privileged access), threat-informed detection, responding to incidents and recovering from cyber attacks while maintaining delivery of security services under contested environments.

**FIGURE 5: ACTIVITIES OF THE ZERO-DAY READINESS MODEL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Certification and Accreditation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training and Exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Business impact analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Business continuity plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Disaster recovery plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Security targets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Target of evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Common criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Risk management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Threat and technology forecast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Standardization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Training need analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Measurement and improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Lessons learned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Situational awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Defend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Detect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Incident response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Recovery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**D. Capabilities**

NIST defines five fundamental functions within the cyber resilience framework to better endure against malicious cyber activities: identify, defend, detect, respond and recover (NIST 2018). Those functions are mainly focused on the defensive portion of cyber security. However, as pointed out by the International Institute for Strategic Studies in their military cyber maturity study (Blessing and Austin 2022), offensive
capabilities are an indispensable portion of the cyber readiness and deterrence posture. Without testing against credible offensive capabilities, the evaluation of the maturity of defensive capabilities will fall short. In addition, the cyber deterrence will be crippled as deterrence-by-punishment will not exist (Libicki 2009). Therefore, we add offensive capability to our model depicted in Figure 6 to achieve complete readiness.

1) Resilience
Cyber resilience is the most effective way to achieve cyber deterrence-by-denial through being able to deliver business outputs even in cyber-contested environments. It encompasses understanding and appreciating the cyber terrain, protecting assets, detecting malicious activities and responding to them, and finally recovering from attacks by replacing the lost data and services. A higher level of resilience maturity increases the cost of a successful attack, which is believed to be a deterrent factor when the cost exceeds the expected benefits. Hence, deterrence-by-denial through resilience is an enabler of zero-day readiness.

Competent defensive capabilities include defined, applied, monitored and improved security policies, sustainable skill development, AI-powered cutting-edge technologies, and configuring the defensive capabilities properly. Detection of attacks is the main driver of the Zero-Day Readiness model; hence, the length of average detection time is one of the major parameters of cyber readiness. Risk and threat-informed detection is best implemented in order to keep up with dynamically changing threat landscapes. Once the cyber events are detected, containing them, executing a response plan, assessing and remediating the damage, communicating to stakeholders, and collecting forensic data are essential parts of the response capability. Individual and collective training as well as automatization via emerging technologies to respond timely even under stressful times are key to achieving a high readiness on response capability.

2) Offense
Offensive cyber capabilities are not necessarily needed for all organizations, but those who have functions to develop credible cyber deterrence by retaliation and operationalize cyberspace as a new military domain need to have tools to use a certain degree of offensive capabilities or have processes in place to demand cyber targeting in support of their objectives. Offensive capabilities are crucial to achieving complete freedom of maneuvering and superiority in and through cyberspace (USA 2018). Without superiority, achieving a credible cyber readiness at zero day will always be contested by the adversaries. While the norms and legal aspects of utilizing offensive capabilities are still maturing, authorized organizations will be better prepared if they develop and improve targeting capabilities to use if and when necessary.

---

2 Considering the broad spectrum of cyber attack types and associated response scenarios, the Response Plan refers to tailored steps of reaction with respect to the actual nature of the incident, instead of a rigid or one-for-all response scenario.

3 The challenges of attribution in the context of retaliation, legal aspects and rules of engagement are factors to consider when planning to use offensive capabilities.
Even in those organizations with no intention of creating offensive cyber effects, a certain level of offensive capabilities is still required to achieve zero-day readiness for the purpose of red-teaming and penetration testing activities to measure and improve defensive capabilities.

While most of the defensive activities are carried out by automated tools, some of the attacks, namely sophisticated ones, need a special response to understand the details of the TTP and damage. Threat hunting is another crucial capability for zero-day readiness to minimize the dwell time of attackers in and through the cyber terrain.

3) Situational Awareness
Readiness requires a thorough understanding of the adversary’s capabilities, intention and activities to make better intel-driven decisions as it sheds light on the unknown. Without prior information on the enemy’s attack types and behaviors, proactive defense cannot be achieved. Hence, zero-day readiness requires timely collected and analyzed tactical, operational and strategic level cyber threat intelligence for the red picture.

Like any competent commander understands the battlefield with all threats and opportunities, the cyber security posture starts with a thorough understanding of the cyber terrain, where all the services and data reside. The identification of key cyber terrain to defend is a continuous activity. The development of indicators and warnings, security policies, identifying assumptions and constraints are crucial functions of this capability.

FIGURE 6: CAPABILITIES OF THE ZERO-DAY READINESS MODEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situational Awareness</th>
<th>Resilience</th>
<th>Offense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Defensive intelligence</td>
<td>- Protection</td>
<td>- Offensive intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Blue cyber-picture</td>
<td>- Detection</td>
<td>- Threat hunting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Red cyber-picture</td>
<td>- Response</td>
<td>- Attribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mission awareness</td>
<td>- Recovery</td>
<td>- Targeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Benefits
The objective of the Zero-Day Readiness model is to ensure that the capabilities also realize benefits. Those benefits given in Figure 7 are confidentiality, integrity and availability (CIA), freedom of maneuvering and superiority in cyberspace, and the reliability, elasticity and agility of the services supporting or enabling the objectives of the organization. Those benefits are not a thorough list and may be amended in accordance with the strategic objective of the organization.
Availability is the probability of a service’s availability when needed for use at a given time (Hagenimana, Lixin and Kandege 2016). The reliability of a service, on the other hand, is the probability of a service’s state of being operational during the time of operation (US DoD 2009). Elasticity is the ability to adapt and change as necessary. As the threat landscape continuously changes, the security services must adapt to the continuum of change in a timely manner. The agility of an organization is its ability to be responsive to a mutating threat landscape and technological developments.

Superiority in cyberspace is best explained using the analogy of Anti-Access, Area Denial (A2AD) in the military domain. While A2 aims to prevent a hostile from entering the operational area, AD limits the hostile’s freedom of maneuvering in that operational area by preventing it from using the available capacity and resources. With the same token, superiority in cyberspace can best be achieved by means of cyber A2AD by preventing malicious cyber actors from penetrating and operating in the cyberspace area of responsibility.

**FIGURE 7: BENEFITS OF THE ZERO-DAY READINESS MODEL**

4. **DISCUSSION**

We built the proposed model upon generally accepted cyber security frameworks and concepts. However, it exhibited a novel viewpoint on the military readiness concept in and through cyberspace, which we referred to as “zero-day cyberspace readiness.” While this sounds resource-demanding, with enough political will, if the organizations can transform the readiness activities into day-to-day baseline operations, transforming the outcomes of those activities into capabilities will compensate for the initial investment in resources.
In order to be ready for all sorts of threat vectors at any time, organizations must maintain persistent readiness. One can challenge the proposed Zero-Day Readiness model for its perceived need for the sustainability of a persistent zero-day alert state. We note that performing those functions in a continuous manner might prove resource-demanding, assuming that the majority of the organizations perform those functions once or very intermittently during the course of a system’s life cycle due to limited resources. However, our premise is that extending those functions listed in Figure 5 to be performed persistently over time will eventually result in lower costs by removing the higher fixed setup costs of intermittent routines.

We acknowledge that the term “zero-day readiness” may cause slight confusion among readers as it may give the impression that the proposed model is to enhance defense posture against zero-day attacks. However, the name is solely used to emphasize a persistent approach in increasing and sustaining readiness against all types of attacks. The main purpose of this paper is to serve as an abstract framework for policymakers in designing and implementing cyber security architecture at a zero-day readiness state. Nonetheless, each organization will have to scope and tailor the proposed model before validating it through a real-life implementation. While there are multiple cyber security frameworks with varying similarities, the added value of the proposed model is the consolidation of those disparate approaches around the readiness concept within a novel persistency approach.

Due to the connected and interdependent nature of cyberspace, military operations are becoming more and more dependent on national critical infrastructures owned and operated by non-military entities. Therefore, in an environment calling for all-inclusive end-to-end defense efforts, it is crucial to establish a comprehensive cyber readiness posture by incorporating the readiness levels of enabling/supporting infrastructures governed by non-military organizations.

5. CONCLUSION

Conventional military readiness doctrine sets a time or a selection of readiness states with corresponding activities for existing kinetic domains. However, due to the nature of cyber attacks and the average dwell time of attackers in blue networks for 200 days, we need a different approach to cyberspace readiness to effectively detect and defend against cyber attacks. The proposed model for cyberspace zero-day readiness is simple yet novel and comprehensive in capturing all the necessary aspects of readiness in cyberspace.
Due to the unique nature of cyber terrain and cyber attacks, we have to change the way we train and equip our cyber forces for them to be ready to act when required. Contemporary cyber threats have an ultimate advantage over defenders due to digital transformation. In order to compensate for the existential handicap of the average of 200 days to detect an ongoing attack, organizations must notionally be in a readiness state at least 200 days ago to detect and respond to the attack attempt. In other words, organizations must be in a zero-day readiness state today in order to detect and respond to an attack that will likely happen in 200 days. Rolling backward over the time domain, the proposed Zero-Day Readiness model ensures improved capabilities with competent resources carrying out activities under the governing principles.

While maturing the readiness state is an evolutionary journey as the threat landscape continuously changes, the proposed cyberspace readiness level at zero-day model can be used as a benchmark for organizations to analyze and assess the gap and to achieve the desired readiness in due course.

One of the major contributions of the proposed readiness model to underlying industry cyber security frameworks is the inclusion of offensive capabilities in the readiness concept. While the norms are still developing for offensive capabilities, it is crucial to note the importance of offensive capabilities for readiness in order to establish freedom of maneuvering and action in and through cyberspace.

The Zero-Day Readiness model enables and supports superiority in and through cyberspace by utilizing the resources in security activities in order to generate capabilities which will eventually be realized in benefits.
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Abstract: A cyber conflict can be defined as a cyberattack or a series of attacks that target the critical functions of a country. Such attacks can potentially wreak havoc on government and civilian infrastructure and disrupt critical systems, resulting in damage to the state and even loss of life. National bodies are usually expected to run cyber crisis exercises to prevent such attacks and prepare for their impact. Developing risk scenarios that are both relevant and up to date with the current threat landscape is a critical element in the success of any cyber exercise, especially a cyber conflict scenario.

Our work explores the results of applying machine learning to unstructured information sources to generate structured cyber exercise content in preparation for or during a destructive cyber conflict. We collected a dataset of publicly available cyber security articles and used them to assess future threats and as a skeleton for new exercise scenarios. We utilize named-entity recognition to structure the information based on a novel ontology. With the help of graph comparison methodologies, we match the generated scenarios to known threat actors’ tactics, techniques, and procedures and enrich the final scenario accordingly, with the help of synthetic text generators following our novel artificial-intelligence-assisted cyber exercise framework (AiCEF). Our framework has been evaluated on its efficiency and speed and can produce structured cyber exercise scenarios in real time, provided with incident descriptions
1. INTRODUCTION

Cyber security exercises (CSE) are increasingly becoming an integral part of the cybersecurity training landscape [1], providing hands-on experience to personnel of both public and private organizations worldwide. The ISO Guidelines for Exercises [2] define a CSE as “a process to train for, assess, practice, and improve performance in an organisation.” Similarly, ENISA defines a CSE as “a planned event during which an organisation simulates cyber-attacks or information security incidents or other types of disruptions to test the organisation’s cyber capabilities, from being able to detect a security incident to the ability to respond appropriately and minimise any related impact.” [3]

The success of such exercises can only be measured by their outcomes and ability to address real-world needs. As a result, each exercise must prioritize the prompt identification of training objectives, topic-specific preparation, and mirroring of real-world scenarios. To achieve these aims, exercise planners (EPs) must invest substantial effort, particularly when creating material miming cyber operations.

The Current Problem
Cyber operations are best used in combination with electronic warfare, disinformation campaigns, anti-satellite attacks, and precision-guided munitions. The objective is to degrade informational advantage and intangible assets (e.g., data) for operational advantage. Cyber operations can also be used for political effect by disrupting finance,
energy, transportation, or government services [4]. This inherited complexity makes creating realistic scenarios difficult, especially for inexperienced cyber exercise planners or those lacking subject matter expertise. The planner must make a plethora of choices when creating a scenario to not only meet the learning objectives but also make it timely and appealing to the target audience. The research question is whether the above process can be automated. While previous work [5] has shown that the planning process can be modeled [6], [7] and automated to a great extent, the relevance and timeliness aspects have not yet been explored. Therefore, the core problem that this work studies is the relevance of the generated exercises and their usefulness in a real-world scenario based on public information sources.

**Proposed Solution and Contribution**

Based on the above, this paper illustrates how an EP can generate structured and realistic CSE scenarios based on a pool of pre-tagged incident information despite having little prior experience in scenario development. We also demonstrate how using machine learning (ML) and our artificial-intelligence-assisted cyber exercise framework (AiCEF) [5], such scenarios can be generated from the ground up, in particular the threats, attacks, assets, vulnerabilities, and attack vectors used by sophisticated threat actors, as well as the potential impact and severity of the resulting cyber incidents.

Thus, the main contributions reported in this article include but are not limited to:

1) mapping real-world threat information using our cyber exercise scenario ontology (CESO);
2) using this mapping to generate AI-enriched scenarios to improve their realism;
3) identifying the best strategy for using known, relevant incidents to predict and train on incidents that will materialize in the future.

**Overview of This Paper**

The rest of the paper is divided into four sections. First, we summarize previous literature on cybersecurity exercises and cyber drills. Then, we provide an overview of the AiCEF framework and how it uses ML to generate cybersecurity exercise scenarios. We focus on the cyber exercise scenario ontology (CESO) and the scenario augmented model (SAM) used, and on how EPs can use advanced persistent threat (APT) enhancers to simulate the activity of sophisticated threat actors more precisely. Next, we present the methodology to generate the test scenarios step by step. We have created simulated incident datasets for the public administration, energy, and information and communications technology (ICT) sectors for this work. In Section 5, we compare our datasets to observed cybersecurity attacks to provide
an overview of our main use cases and findings by assessing whether the synthetic scenarios match observed real-world cyber trends. Our main focus has been the cyber incidents that public sources linked to Ukraine before and after the early phases of the 2022 aggression. We made this choice based on the duration of the conflict and the abundance of resources covering it, providing the perfect testbed for the development of future exercise scenarios in an attempt to cover future events.

2. RELATED WORK

Previous research in the field of cybersecurity exercises [8]–[10] has highlighted the importance of cyber drills [11] in aiding teams in designing, implementing, managing, and defending a computer network [3], [12]–[17]. Patriciu and Furtuna [18], [19] propose various processes and criteria for developing a cybersecurity exercise [20].

Green et al. [21] and Rursch et al. [22] have conducted additional research on cyber defense competitions [23]; [24] examines the best-suited architecture, tools, and strategies to create an active learning experience [25]–[27], whereas [28] takes a different approach to live cyber drills, offering lessons learned and making recommendations to assist organizations in conducting their own exercises. Other studies have examined how to run a cybersecurity exercise using service providers [29], [30].

In the literature, most researchers discuss serious games and how they can be used to train future practitioners, focusing on various aspects of capture-the-flag (CTF) challenges. The core concept is that the gamification of a thought process can significantly improve the learning process [31], [32] and seems rather effective in cybersecurity [33]–[36].

Nevertheless, despite the issues that CTF challenges and other gamification approaches might have, the crucial issues are the identification of the learning objectives, the positioning, and the timeliness of the content [37], [38]. Undoubtedly, for core cybersecurity skills, these aspects are not that thorny. Yet they become a dominant problem when the target training group is not a novice or when multiple skills have to be trained across diverse groups. As a result, these aspects require a lot of manual effort, good knowledge of the field, and an overview of how different sectors operate [39].

Moreover, cybersecurity exercises can be used to generate scientifically useful datasets for future security research [40], [41] and to identify hidden risks from ineffective security policies and/or processes [42], [43].
3. CESO AND THE AiCEF FRAMEWORK

AiCEF [5] is an ML-powered cyber exercise generation framework developed in Python consisting of various tools to help an EP create a timely and targeted CSE scenario regardless of their experience level. Its main components relevant to the work presented in this paper are the following:

1) CESO: the cyber exercise scenario ontology used to describe the various components of a CSE;
2) AiCEF: the cyber exercise framework used to model CSEs based on CESO using ML;
3) MLCESO: the ML models trained to parse text and extract objects based on CESO;
4) IncGen: the incident generation module that models a CSE incident from the MLCESO-extracted objects based on CESO;
5) CEGen: the cyber exercise generation module that models a CSE from the MLCESO-extracted objects based on CESO;
6) KDb: a knowledge pool of incidents stored in a database. Extracted objects and other characteristics, including the STIX 2.1 blob, are stored in the database;
7) APT Enhancer: a module that helps enhance any STIX 2.1 incident graph with objects of the modeled activity of known APTs [44].

Figure 1 shows these components in a timeline diagram to help the reader get a quick grasp of the role of each component in the flow and navigate through the rest of the sections understanding how these pieces fit in the bigger picture.

FIGURE 1: PROCESS FLOW AND THE CORRESPONDING MODULES OF AICEF [5]

We briefly describe each of these components in the following paragraphs, but the interested reader can refer to [5] for more detail.

Cyber Exercise Scenario Ontology (CESO)
A CSE is a collection of simulated incidents provided to players in an orchestrated way to achieve the exercise’s objectives. CESO [5], the ontology developed to support AiCEF, is incident-centric, focusing on using a bottom-up approach that allows us to
identify and describe incidents first so we can group them into events and then cover the full generation of CSE scenarios that fit the high-level objectives set.

We have explored a set of existing ontologies, taxonomies, frameworks, standards, and formats relevant to cyber security and focus on the representations of the critical elements of CSEs, considering that their building blocks are the very incidents to be simulated. Our research concluded that a combination of ISO 22398 [2], MITRE ATT&CK [45] and Cyber Kill Chain [29], MITRE CVE [17], and STIX 2.1 [22] would provide the necessary means.

We chose STIX 2.1 as the basis for our ontology, which defines a taxonomy of cyber threat intelligence to be extended to cover our need to describe a CSE scenario.

**Scenario Augmented Model**

Based on the bottom-up approach, we propose a scenario augmented model (SAM) in two layers. First is the informational layer (see Figure 2) that covers the scenario’s context and main attributes.

**FIGURE 2: INFORMATIONAL LAYER OF CESO [5]**

Second is the operational layer (see Figure 3) that describes an exercise scenario’s execution flow, mainly dealing with injects delivery to the intended recipients. The operational layer has two major interrelated parts: 1) the events/injects, which describe the detailed activities of the scenario and the expected actions from the participants, and 2) the participants.
Automated Generation of Cybersecurity Exercise Scenarios
The proof-of-concept ML-powered exercise generation framework developed (AiCEF) is illustrated in Figure 4.

More concretely, to generate a CSE scenario using AiCEF, the EP must perform the following steps:

i. The MLCESO module converts relevant articles or free text into incident breadcrumbs, which are mapped to the CESO ontology and stored in the KDb database.

ii. IncGen generates several incidents based on provided meta tags by merging relevant incident breadcrumbs.

iii. The APT Enhancer module can be used to enhance the generated incidents by simulating known APT activity and filling in the missing information.

iv. CEGen allows the EP to create a CSE scenario by defining various attributes, including the CSE name, number of events and incidents.

v. The scenario is generated in STIX 2.1 format along with a state-of-the-world storyline.
In the following paragraphs, we detail these steps and modules of interest for this work.

**Machine Learning to CESO (MLCESO)**

The most important step in our methodology is the creation of the ML pipeline that parses free text and extracts objects [46], [47] using named-entity recognition (NER), mapping them to CESO, as defined above. Separate models have been trained to cover the categories of tags as listed in Table I, which are later interlinked to form the STIX 2.1 enhanced incident graph.

**TABLE I: ANNOTATION TAGS PER CATEGORY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>(NER) Tag</th>
<th>Link to CESO and STIX 2.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attacker</td>
<td>ATTACKER_TYPE</td>
<td>Threat actor (attribute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATTACKER_NAME</td>
<td>Threat actor (attribute), identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATTACKER_ORIGIN</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack</td>
<td>MALWARE_TYPE</td>
<td>Malware (attribute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MALWARE_NAME</td>
<td>Malware (attribute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATTACK_TYPE</td>
<td>Attack pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VULNERABILITY</td>
<td>Vulnerability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim</td>
<td>SECTOR</td>
<td>Identity (attribute), scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASSETS</td>
<td>Threat actor (attribute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>Tool</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Incident Generation and Enhancement (IncGen) and Knowledge Database (KDb)**

Incident creation is the most important step of the scenario generation procedure and consists of several steps to achieve maximum customization (see Figure 5). All the steps can be automated, generating a variety of incidents from which an EP can choose the fittest.
An output report and visualization of IncGen utilizing improved MLCESO tag detection can be seen in Figure 6.

The EP can provide specific text or articles for conversion to incidents or rely on a dynamic generation based on filtering parameters and a search of the existing database. The current knowledge database (KDb) consists of pre-parsed and modeled articles as described in Table II, spanning from 1 January 2020 to 1 March 2022.

**TABLE II: KNOWLEDGE DATABASE CONTENT PER SOURCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bleepingcomputer.com</td>
<td>1,368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>securityaffairs.co</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zdnet.com</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>databreaches.net</td>
<td>938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,970</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 6: INCIDENT GENERATION OUTPUT AND VISUALIZATION EXAMPLE**
**APT Enhancer**

Incidents can be enhanced with activity simulating the tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) of known APT actors. To simulate the activity of known APT groups, a basic STIX 2.1 structure was created per actor using the groups from MITRE, from which various attributes and TTPs were automatically extracted to populate our database. Thus, we generated a STIX 2.1 graph that can be used to compare and enhance other graphs at will. Currently, 125 APT actors can be simulated. A preview of the intermediate steps is shown in Figure 7.

**FIGURE 7:** APT ENHANCING AN INCIDENT IN FOUR STEPS (NO INJECTS ADDED)

---

**4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY**

We propose a methodology to measure the effectiveness of AI-generated cyber security incidents for use in CSE scenarios. To do this, sets of incidents that occurred before and during a cyber conflict (pre-conflict and post-conflict sets) are collected and divided into sector-specific pools. The Pre-Conflict Pools are then compared to the actual incidents that took place (covered in the Post-Conflict Pool) to evaluate the methodology and determine the best strategy for generating CSE incidents with AI.
Here is a brief description of the content of the pools generated:

Pre-Conflict Pools (per sector)

Pool 0 contains a random selection of incidents generated based on reports that have taken place prior to the conflict.
Pool 1 contains a relevant and targeted selection of incidents generated based on reports published prior to the conflict of interest.
Pool 2 contains relevant and targeted reports published prior to the conflict of interest, merged to formulate richer incidents.
Pool 3 contains relevant and targeted reports published prior to the conflict of interest, merged to formulate richer incidents enhanced based on known threat actors’ TTPs.

Post-Conflict Pool (per sector)

Pool 0 contains three incidents: two relevant and targeted incidents generated based on reports published during the conflict of interest, and a merge of a relevant and targeted selection of incidents combined into a single richer incident.

A presentation of the implementation of our methodology using the AiCEF toolset can be found below.

PHASE 1: Incident Modeling (Pre-Conflict)

Step 1.1: Identify relevant pre-conflict incidents described in various resources and extract text

Step 1.2: Parse text using our MLCESO and store extracted objects in KDb using a PRE-CONFLICT meta tag

Step 1.3: Perform a trend analysis of the parsed incidents in Step 1.2 to discover the most prominent Attack Types & Techniques and Threat Actors and filter by sectors impacted

Step 1.4: Extract from KDb or generate synthetic incidents and form pools per impacted sector:

Pool 0: Extract related incidents over a threshold based on queries of the original KDb
Pool 1: Extract only rich incidents over a threshold with the PRE-CONFLICT meta tag.
Pool 2: Merge up to three\(^1\) articles describing the same incident, using Incident Generator (IncGen). Incidents must have the PRE-CONFLICT meta tag.
Pool 3: Merge articles using Incident Generator (IncGen) and APT Enhancement based on known Threat Actors extracted in Step 1.3

PHASE 2: Incident Modeling (Post-Conflict)

Step 2.1: Identify relevant post-conflict incidents described in various resources and extract text

Step 2.2: Parse text using our MLCESO and store extracted objects in KDb using a POST-CONFLICT meta tag

Step 2.3: Generate incidents and form a pool per affected sector:

i. Extract two rich incidents (Incident1-2) over a threshold
ii. Merging up to three relevant articles under a single Incident (Incident0)

PHASE 3: Comparison

Calculate the average coverage percentage of the Post-Conflict Pool versus the Pre-Conflict Pool sets to identify the best strategy in CSE creation using AiCEF.

FIGURE 8: COMPARISON PHASE

The comparison function used (Figure 8) to calculate coverage between modeled incidents can be summarized as follows:

\(^1\) The number of similar articles of the same incident to be merged is a convention based on the average size of the pre-conflict incidents generated so as to be comparable to the one of Incident0 modelled post conflict.
Step 3.1: We are about to compare PreConflictPool(i)= \{Inc0, Inc1…\} of varying size \(i=n\) to PostConflictPool = (Inc0,Inc1,Inc2) with size=\(m\) to calculate its coverage.

Step 3.2: For each IncX in PreConflictPool0 and PostConflictPool, we extract and store in a list the name attributes of the following objects: *Attack Pattern*, *Tool*, *Vulnerability*, *Malware*, and *Location* objects. We end up with the following lists:

\[
\text{PreConflictPool}(i) = \{\text{Inc0}[\text{Attack Pattern} \text{.name, Tool} \text{.name, Vulnerability. name, Malware.name, Location.name}], \ldots\}
\]

\[
\text{PostConflictPool}(j) = \{\text{Inc0}[\text{Attack Pattern} \text{.name, Tool} \text{.name, Vulnerability. name, Malware.name, Location.name}], \ldots\}
\]

Step 3.3: We perform a one-to-one comparison between the two lists and calculate the total coverage of the PostConflictPool Incident per PostConflictPool incident duplets as follows:

\[
\text{TotalCoverage}(i) = \frac{\text{AttackPattern Coverage} + \text{Tool coverage} + \text{Vulnerability coverage} + \text{Malware Coverage} + \text{Location Coverage}}{5}
\]

where an example coverage of a *Vulnerability* Object between two incidents can be calculated as the (Number of Pre ConflictPool(i).Inc0[Vulnerability] list items that exist in PostConflictPool(i).Inc0[Vulnerability]) list / (PostConflictPool(i).Inc0[Vulnerability] list Size) * 100.

Then, we calculate the AverageTotalCoverage of all PreConflictPool incidents per PostConflictPool Incident:

\[
\text{AverageTotalCoverage} = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{n} \text{TotalCoverage}(i)}{n}
\]

5. USE CASE AND RESULTS

Based on the methodology described above, we covered the following use case to help us assess whether the generated scenarios match the attack trends and prove that AiCEF can provide targeted and customized awareness in real life.
We modeled incidents in the recent Russian-Ukrainian cyber conflict along with historical data into incident sets. The sets (pre-conflict and post-conflict) were parsed automatically and consisted of known instances of cyber incidents linked to attacks against Ukraine that have been described in publications and other reliable specialized sources. For this research, we analyzed stories reported by credible publications and reputable security researchers. Before including it in the dataset, each entry was reviewed manually to verify its relevance. We selected a total of 46 articles for the pre-conflict set and 14 for the post-conflict set and classified these into three sectors of interest: public administration, energy and ICT.

Finally, we modeled two exercises, one based on a selected pre-conflict set and the other based on the post-conflict set of incidents or relevant sectors to compare the overall training coverage achieved against future incidents.

**PHASE 1: Incident Modeling (Pre-Conflict) in Practice**

After implementing all the steps of our methodology, we derived the following outputs per step:

**Step 1.1:** We identified 46 articles as the basis for our research describing incidents that took place between January 2020 and January 2022. Although 24 February 2022 is considered the start of the conflict in our specific example, no articles or incidents covering February 2022 were used for our analysis.

**Step 1.2 and Step 1.3:** Performing a trend analysis of the parsed incidents in Step 1.2, we discovered a set of interesting Attack Types & Techniques and Threat Actors per sectors impacted, as illustrated in Table III.

**TABLE III: TOP OBJECTS EXTRACTED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Attack Types &amp; Techniques</th>
<th>Threat Actor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>DOS, DDOS, MALWARE, DATA EXFILTRATION, PHISHING, DEFACEMENT</td>
<td>APT28, SANDWORM, TURLA, APT29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>WIPER, RANSOMWARE, ESPIONAGE</td>
<td>STRONTIUM, KRYPTON, GAMAREDON, BLACKENERGY, TURLA, FANCY BEAR, SOFACY, NOBELIUM, UNC2452, PAWN STORM, SEDNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>DOS, DDOS, WIPER, MALWARE</td>
<td>ACTINIUM, NOBELIUM, STRONTIUM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For actors such as APT28, Sandworm, Turla, and APT29, the findings were verified against the CCDCOE study of 2021 [4], and for ACTINIUM, against Microsoft’s January 2022 report [48].

Step 1.4: Pools with the following size were then formatted per sector ([Pool0(40), Pool1(6), Pool2(40), Pool3(40)]), with 40 articles generated per Pool2-3 using AiCEF.

**PHASE 2: Incident Modeling (Post-Conflict) in Practice**

After implementing all the steps of our methodology, we derived the following outputs per step:

1. **Step 2.1:** We identified 14 articles covering the three sectors of interest for the period of March 2022 – June 2022.

2. **Step 2.2 and Step 2.3:**
   i. Two incidents (Incident1-2) rich in objects were generated per sector.
   ii. Both were merged into a single incident (Incident0).

**PHASE 3: Comparison and Results**

After performing all possible comparisons, both at the incident and exercise level, the following coverage results were retrieved.

**Public Administration**

For the public administration sector, which was the most impacted in the conflict examined in terms of attack volume, we were able to determine the following, based on Figure 9:

i. Pre-Conflict Pool 2 Incidents covered the three post-conflict incidents selected with an improved rate of an average of approximately 20%. Overall, the coverage achieved was close to 50%, meaning that attacks used during the conflict were not similar to the ones performed before the conflict.

ii. APT enhancement considerably improved the coverage, but the complexity of the incidents and the overall exercise generated rose drastically, providing little training benefit.
Energy Sector

The energy sector is considered the most critical to target during conflict. Taking its importance into account, we concluded that sufficient training coverage was achieved. More specifically as seen in Figure 10:

i. Pre-Conflict Pool 2 Incidents covered the three post-conflict incidents with an improved rate of an average of approximately 17%. Overall, the coverage achieved for Pool 2 was close to 74%, meaning that attacks used during the conflict were similar to the ones performed before the conflict, providing a good space for training and exercises to improve awareness.

ii. Although APT enhancement did not improve the coverage generated, incidents in both Pools 2 and 3 managed to cover 100% for the Post-Conflict Incident 2 with a constant rate of over 60% for all 40 incidents generated.

iii. Malware prediction, although low in the automatic statistics extracted seen below, can be considered satisfactory upon manual analysis. As an example, AiCEF proposed INDUSTROYER as the selected malware to exercise with, when in reality post-conflict incidents of the energy sector were populated by the INDUSTROYER v.2.0, a malware of the same family.
**FIGURE 10: ENERGY SECTOR INCIDENTS COVERAGE RESULTS**

**ICT Sector**

For the ICT sector, based on our analysis represented in Figure 11:

i. Pre-Conflict Pool 2 incidents covered the three post-conflict incidents with an improved rate of an average of approximately 26%.

ii. The coverage achieved for Pool 2 was close to 72%, meaning that attacks used during the conflict were similar to the ones performed before the conflict.

iii. Although APT enhancement significantly improved the coverage, the generated incidents in both Pools 2 and 3 managed to cover 100% of the Post-Conflict Incident 1 with an average of 70% for all 40 generated incidents.
**Targeted Exercise Coverage**

When comparing pre-conflict incidents with post-conflict incidents in the three sectors, observations made it clear that Pre-Conflict Pool 2 (relevant merged incidents) can achieve the highest coverage with a justifiable graph size difference against Post Conflict incidents. We decided to perform a final comparison, but now at the exercise level, by creating a CSE (named Targeted Exercise) consisting of one event with three incidents, one for each sector. The incident in each sector was a merge of all Incidents of the Pre-Conflict Pool 1 (removing duplicate objects).

We then created a post-conflict exercise by simply modeling a CSE consisting of one event with three incidents, which were the Incident 0’s of the Post-Conflict Pool of each sector.

The exercise bundles were compared, and the overall average total coverage achieved was 81% (Figure 12) with a 304% size graph difference, meaning that our proposed exercise graph was three times greater than that of the post-conflict exercise based on real incidents.
The specific vulnerabilities used by the attackers, along with the fact that the attackers used unknown vulnerabilities, were predicted by AiCEF at 100%. The framework was also good at detecting the attack techniques and tools used by the attackers in the incidents, paving the way for well-scoped exercise generation.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Based on analysis of the data collected in the above-described use case, we have reached some valuable conclusions on how to create insightful cyber security exercises that can prepare a country or a sector-specific organization ahead of a cyber conflict. Furthermore, with AiCEF we can now generate more realistic incidents and, as a consequence, better-scoped CSEs, following a statistically proven strategy that will offer the best coverage of training objectives in the expectancy of future conflicts. The results of this study show that the Pre-Conflict Pool 1 incident generation strategy performs better than a random generation of sector-specific incidents. Using past incidents as a model for exercises can help achieve better coverage of exercise objectives up to an average of 13%.

The Pre-Conflict Pool 2 incident generation strategy, which involves merging multiple resources to describe the same incident, is the most effective in creating incidents using AiCEF, achieving an average of +21% overall coverage of the exercise objective set. The APT enhancement strategy (Pre-Conflict Pool 3) can achieve better overall coverage results but with a high complexity impact. In the future, more innovative methods should be used to enhance a graph based on known actors in a more effective manner.
Additionally, exercises that cover multiple sectors impacted by the same actors can achieve higher coverage (81%) of training objectives than those covering a single sector (public administration: 50%; energy: 74%; ICT: 72%).

As a final remark, we can confidently state that AiCEF can automate the generation of well-scoped CSE scenarios to prepare a specific sector or a country ahead of a cyber conflict. Scenarios can be adapted in real time as the conflict progresses, with little cyber exercise planning expertise, through the power of AI, providing accurate training material.
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Abstract: The cyber defense exercise (CDX) is an emerging live-fire exercise that enables diverse teams with different roles to train in one game. To evaluate the cyber defense capabilities of the training audience, organizers prepare various scores using different scoring methods ranging from technical to non-technical. The technical scores in Locked Shields, for example, consist of an availability check, a usability check, the success of the red team (RT) attack, and forensics.

Immersed in scores due to excessive competition, a blue team (BT) may unnecessarily focus on the scoring process, aiming to perform evasive tactics (ET), which boosts scores unfairly by abusing the weaknesses of the scoring system. ET has occurred in various forms in existing CDXs, and similar cases have been found in the recent iteration of CDXs, meaning that ET is becoming BT’s selectable strategy.

Such a phenomenon is undesirable since it will reduce the reliability of the evaluation and the effectiveness of the training. In this paper, we provide an overview of an availability check and examine ET that appeared in both the availability check and RT’s evidence-obtaining process, followed by several mitigations to them. We also discuss evidence and usability issues of ET in CDX and conclude by emphasizing the importance of supporting the green team (GT) in researching and implementing a robust scoring system.

Keywords: cyber defense exercise, evasive tactics, availability check, cheating, scoring
1. INTRODUCTION

The cyber defense exercise (CDX) is an emerging cyber exercise for training, providing large-scale cyber environments with different types of cyber threats configured to train audiences to respond in technical and non-technical fields. The CDX scores range from technical fields, such as availability, usability, red team (RT) attacks (e.g., client-side, network, and web), and forensics, to non-technical fields, such as law, media, and various types of reports, in order to evaluate the ability to respond in the various fields that cyber threats can affect. The score represents a necessary measure for the evaluation of the exercise; however, both organizers and participants should recognize that the intrinsic value of the exercise extends beyond the score.

Despite such an ideal perception, scores and rankings occasionally lead to overheated competition between the participants, who prioritize score gains over exercise content. This means that participants may try to gain scores unfairly by identifying weaknesses in the rules or systems of the exercise, which we refer to as evasive tactics (ET). For example, suppose that the success of an RT attack is set higher than the total score of the availability and usability scores. Considering score gains and losses, a blue team (BT) may turn off their systems in the middle of the exercise, believing it is advantageous to discard availability-related scores and avoid score loss from possible RT attacks. It is evident that turning off one’s systems is not realistic in practice and is unlikely to be the intended content of the exercise.

In addition, BT’s overheated competition encourages the application of excessive security policies that are impractical in the real world. In other words, BT’s technical knowledge and know-how can be misused as a means of finding and abusing vulnerabilities in scoring systems. Successful ET makes operating a fair evaluation of an exercise challenging, deters training audiences from focusing on the exercise content, and thus lowers the effectiveness of the exercise. Therefore, finding methods to block ET becomes a research topic for the organizers, especially for the green team (GT), which is responsible for developing and operating the technical field of the exercise (cyber range).

Yamin et al. [1] conducted a comprehensive review of cyber range taxonomies, which can be supplemented by additional related studies [2]–[4]. The paper summarizes unclassified cyber ranges according to architecture, scenarios, capabilities, roles, and tools. There are a couple of ET cases mentioned in the existing literature. Werther et al. [5] mention one example of ET that some teams deleted – the “/bin/rm” command, which caused the failure of a scoring bot’s flag rotating task. Considering BT’s potential whitelisting of the scoring bot’s traffic to a scoring server, the organizers implemented preemptive measures, such as randomizing grading run intervals, adding
random content, and random user-agent header strings in the web requests. Pihelgas [6] introduced an availability scoring system and an experience of ET whereby BT tried to trick the system by setting up “fake” services or websites to gain an availability score but avoid a score decrease via RT attack.

2. AVAILABILITY CHECK OVERVIEW

Availability checking can be found uniquely in CDX, in which GT prepares BT infrastructure and periodically monitors the status of the BT services (OK, Warning, Critical, or Unknown) to calculate uptime for scoring.

The availability check can be divided into an inbound check and an outbound check, as shown in Figure 1. The inbound check identifies the availability of a BT service network port, functionalities, user accounts, and network traffic flow (between the source IP address from which the availability check traffic is initiated and the target host’s IP). The inbound check could be executed multiple times using different source networks, such as different sub-networks in BT and a simulated internet (SINET), to monitor whether different network routes to the target service are reachable. The outbound check generates traffic from BT hosts by changing their destination domain names or IPs to check whether the traffic can reach SINET.

FIGURE 1: INBOUND CHECK AND OUTBOUND CHECK

The inbound and outbound checks can be divided into usability and availability checks. In the usability check, the user simulation team (UST) intervenes to check whether the target functions operate correctly. Since it is a task that mainly requires an interactive...
response from the user, the number of usability check targets is proportional to the number of UST members available. In addition, the usability check period should be long enough, considering that exceptions may occur during the manual check process and accounting for the acceptable level of work intensity for UST.

For a more significant number of BT services and more frequent checks for precise measurement, availability checks need to be automated. In the availability check, a script or binary prepared by the GT is executed repeatedly at short intervals to record the check target’s state of operation. The availability check in this paper does not assume the use of a separate network (e.g., a management network) for that purpose but checks through BT’s network, entailing that BT’s network monitoring contains availability check traffic.

While BT concentrates on network monitoring, depending on how availability checks are implemented, the availability check’s source IP, execution interval, and scope of functions to be checked may appear distinct from other traffic. If the availability check traffic is easily distinguishable from other traffic, BT’s understanding of the availability check process will increase, allowing them to analyze and find the scoring system’s weaknesses.

### 3. EVASIVE TACTICS

This section introduces several evasive tactics depicted in existing CDXs, as well as potential examples. Evasive tactics can take various forms depending on how a CDX is scored, but they can generally be categorized as shown in Table I.

**Table I: Categories of Evasive Tactics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target score</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Usability</th>
<th>RT’s attack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evasive tactics</td>
<td>Limiting access/function</td>
<td>Degrading service quality</td>
<td>Interfering attack evidence obtainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>A. Whitelisting inbound availability check</td>
<td>D. Adjusting excessive security policy</td>
<td>F. Interfering flag obtainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. Whitelisting outbound availability check</td>
<td>E. Degrading responsiveness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. Modifying service functionality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A. Whitelisting Inbound Availability Check

The inbound checks identify whether the service port is open or further inspect the service’s functionality by looking at such actions as login, file download/upload, and custom queries for special systems. Multiple availability checks can be performed on a single service target to determine whether the availability check traffic is reachable from other source networks defined in the exercise rules that BT must follow. The availability check is considered a failure if there is no response within a pre-defined timeout or if the state of the response is not “OK.” Any issue with the source IP address, the FQDN (fully qualified domain name) of the destination service, network route, login credentials, or service functionality could result in a check failure.

Finding the cause of the check failure is not always easy in a situation where BT’s misconfiguration, GT’s configuration error, and RT’s attack affect availability are mixed. Therefore, it is normal for BT to try to understand the availability check process to determine the cause of the check failure.

Having BTs with a good understanding of the availability checks has a positive effect by reducing BT’s troubleshooting for the checks and an inseparable negative effect that increases the possibility of finding weaknesses in scoring systems. For example, suppose BT investigates availability check traffic and can identify a distinct piece of information. In that case, one can use a whitelisting approach by allowing the identified information to pass the availability check but block RT’s access or attack.

Information obtained from network monitoring, such as the continuous use of the same IP, the same check intervals, and any form of packet seen only in availability checks, can help BT’s educated guess in locating the availability check traffic. Additionally, a specific user account or function that is frequently used and checked can also be a distinct component of the availability check traffic. BT can apply whitelisting using different security systems like firewalls, IPS, and host-level applications.

B. Whitelisting Outbound Availability Check

Outbound checks examine whether the web traffic from BT’s various networks to the SINET (simulated internet within the training network) is reachable. One of the main differences between the outbound and inbound checks is that an agent is required for outbound checks, since the corresponding traffic must originate within BT’s host. BT must maintain the agent’s process until the exercise ends and ensure the agent’s operation to generate the outbound availability checks, for example, by setting an exception so that the antivirus does not block the agent’s traffic.

The outbound checks mainly inspect whether the check traffic can reach SINET using FQDN. If the destination FQDN of this traffic is also identifiable or predictable, it
can lead to whitelisting, which can be considered safer, as there are many FQDNs prepared and frequently changed for each availability check.

If the agent has all the destinations’ addresses to generate the traffic, this list can be easily exposed and used for whitelisting. If authentication is skipped or the server has vulnerabilities, BT will be able to get the list of destination addresses regardless of how a server functions with all the destination addresses.

C. Modifying Service Functionality
The coverage area of inbound availability checks can be divided into network availability and service availability, as shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2: SCOPE OF NETWORK AVAILABILITY AND SERVICE AVAILABILITY

Network availability checks examine whether:

1) **DNS queries return the correct destination IP**;
2) **routing has a reachable path to the destination**;
3) **security systems allow the traffic to pass**;
4) **the check target port is open**.

Since network availability checks confirm how alive a target port is, its suitable usage is for checking whether the target host is up.

Service availability checks manage more complex functionalities, such as user account login, sending and receiving email, file uploading and downloading, and browsing web services by using a web browser engine to mimic user behavior. Therefore, service availability checks are recommended for most check targets that have any functions inside.
Suppose a network availability check is incorrectly applied to a service that has further functions. In that case, BT can open a fake service that successfully passes the network availability check to secure the availability score and avoid score deduction from RT attacks. As an example of such an ET, serving static HTML pages or images instead of the original dynamic web pages has been found in several iterations of Locked Shields (LS).

In such an example, ET is possible since parameters in an HTTP request can potentially trigger various vulnerabilities that can be avoided if the web server is configured in a way that does not read the parameters, eliminating the need to search for web vulnerabilities. In other words, a fake daemon with a port opened without any functions can pass the network availability check; however, the RT attack will fail, eliminating the need for BT’s defense activities.

Another way to avoid RT’s attack is to change the parameter names. In order to attack multiple BTs at the same time for the same attack conditions, RT may have prepared attack scripts with original parameter names to automate the attack processes. These automated attacks assume that the parameter names of the service prepared by GT or RT remain unchanged during the exercise. Yet, BT may attempt to change the parameter names to avoid the automated attacks, assuming that a pre-defined attack requires corresponding parameter names.

Suppose BT collectively changed all HTTP request-related variable names in a web application’s source code to other names. If the web application still operates normally after this patch, RT’s automated attacks that rely on parameter names will not work. Regardless of the variable names, a usability check involves having the user browse by clicking links on the web user interface. Unless RT identifies the cause of the automated attack failure and resumes the attack manually using updated variable names, the vulnerability may remain intact, preserving the relevant scores.

It is debatable that changing parameter names is one type of ET, as it can temporarily and effectively prevent automated vulnerability scans and attacks in practice. However, since this is a temporary measure and not a fundamental solution, it seems necessary to determine how effective these obscure solutions will be.

D. Adjusting Excessive Security Policy
When a security solution blocks network traffic or processes, it is important for the solution to ensure that the relevant traffic or processes are malicious. Since having a low false-positive rate is critical for the security solution in usability-sensitive environments, such a condition should be applied equally to CDX as much as possible. In terms of usability, measuring the same in CDX is difficult because the number
of participants available to simulate user behavior is limited. This means that BT’s application of security policies, in consideration of reduced usability but forcing enhanced security, can be an efficient strategy. In other words, it is possible for BT to create a strategy that has no significant impact on usability scores but effectively blocks RT’s attack to take advantage of attack-related scores.

For example, BT can set a simple web application firewall script for a web service that loops all parameters in the HTTP request to find a match with any strings containing SQL query keywords and executable names like shell commands, and refuse to process the HTTP request if there is any match. This script can be pre-executed in all web applications (e.g., “auto_prepend_file” in php.ini in the case of PHP). To increase its performance, a pre-process, such as decoding known encodes (e.g., base64), can be added before finding the strings.

Obviously, the above naive approach not only lowers the service’s performance, as it uses the web server’s resources but also degrades usability by refusing service to a rightful HTTP request that contains non-malicious strings such as “select,” “input,” “union,” “echo,” and “cat.” In practice, it is absurd to use a usability-degrading firewall. However, in CDX, where usability checks are only performed to a limited extent, it can be an effective filter that passes usability checks but blocks known web application attacks, which becomes a successful ET.

**E. Degrading Responsiveness**

In reality, keeping a high level of service quality for consumers is essential. The availability and usability scores in CDX account for a large proportion of scores to reflect the importance of quality service. The two scores reflect reliability, but there is another critical factor for measuring the quality of service – responsiveness.

Responsiveness tends to be ignored or considered less important in the evaluations of cyber defense exercises; to the best of our knowledge, no cyber defense exercise reflects the service response time in the score. In most cases, service responsiveness does not significantly impact the exercise content. However, services with deliberately degraded responsiveness can cause inconvenience to other training audiences and, furthermore, become successful ETs. Suppose the availability check timeout is set to 30 seconds, and BT identifies it. Even if BT configures itself to respond to all services after 20 seconds, the availability checks will still pass with ten seconds to spare. However, RT may fail attacks if its timeout is less than 20 seconds, judging an abnormality in the service availability without verifying its actual availability status.

In order to avoid contrived response delays becoming a score-gaining activity in the exercise, service response time should also be taken into account in the score. The
average service response time is measured, and the scoring section for the service response time is defined by sufficiently considering a network delay that may not always be constant.

**F. Interfering Attack Evidence Obtainment**

There are several ways to prove RT’s successful attack: capturing a screen, executing a binary file, or obtaining a text-based flag stored in the BT host or service. Having administrative privileges in its system, BT can choose ET to hinder the process of obtaining evidence for the attack instead of conducting defense actions against RT’s attack. As a related example, in the 2018 Cyber Conflict Exercise (CCE) [7], where the flags were prepared in the BT host or service, an output command such as “cat” was modified by BT to prevent RT from outputting the flag string. Being suspicious that there was still a vulnerability in the BT host and that the attack was successful (such that one could execute any command in the host except the “cat” command), RT informed the organizers to investigate the situation. The same exercise had another case in which BT registered all flags to IPS to prevent the flags from leaking into outbound traffic. In the above two cases, the organizers would not have known until the end of the exercise if RT had not delved deeply into the issue. This shows that RT serves a necessary role in finding ETs to obstruct the attack evidence acquirement procedure.

4. MITIGATING EVASIVE TACTICS

We introduce several ideas that make it challenging to identify availability check traffic in an environment where BT can monitor its network and system resources. Their primary focus is to increase randomness or reduce the proportion of available traffic to the total traffic, making identification of the availability check traffic a matter of chance.

**A. Randomizing IP Addresses and Check Intervals**

Randomizing IP addresses and check intervals were introduced by Pihelgas [6] to prevent BTs from identifying availability check traffic. Due to the limitation that off-the-shelf monitoring solutions do not support checking the status of a target service in an evasive manner, such a method will need to be developed separately.

Any form of packet in the check traffic that is identifiable or distinguishable from other traffic can help BT’s educated guess to use a whitelisting approach, which allows identified traffic but blocks everyone else in the firewall. In addition, BT may try to compare the frequency of network traffic that includes specific packets, assuming that the frequency of availability check traffic is more frequent than other traffic.
This means that availability check packets need to be configured to look similar to other packets, and the check frequency should also be less than that of other traffic. Finding solutions to avoid the above-mentioned issues requires GT to develop additional functionality or modify existing solutions.

B. Large Number of IPs

It is necessary to add substantial other traffic in order to make it difficult to identify the availability check traffic, which necessitates having many IPs at the beginning. In the case of VMware, a guest OS allows up to 10 NICs. IPs can be multiplied by adding VMs; however, the number of VMs can be limited by available H/W resources. As many IPs can be required depending on the training content, it is necessary to consider how to secure them while minimizing concerns about H/W resources.

One possible approach is to use Docker’s MACVLAN [8] (see Figure 3). With Docker and its MACVLAN, ideally, it is possible to assign as many IPs as the number of Docker containers created in the guest OS. In CCE 2019, for example, GT could run 500 Docker containers with different IPs in a stable manner on a single VM with eight CPU cores and 16GB of memory allocated [9].

The advantage of this method is that it is easy to generate network traffic and maintain relevant network sessions because each container is recognized as an individual host. It is tricky to manage multiple IPs on a single host without having an individual host for each IP, as it requires adjusting the routing table metric to select an NIC when the IPs are in the same network.

The disadvantage is that the above method can only be applied in a network environment that is permitted to be less secure since the vSwitch must allow “promiscuous mode” and “forced transmissions” in its security policy to use MACVLAN.
C. Check Coverage of Service Functions

A service consists of many functions. In the case of a web service, there can be login, read and write articles, file upload and download, and many others, which include RT’s target functions (RTTFs in short). Checking the availability of RTTF is needed, as those are the basic configurations for the exercise content. However, the naive approach to checking RTTF availability may affect the quality of the exercise.

Suppose the availability check traffic includes only the RTTFs. If the proportion of availability check traffic is noticeably higher than other traffic, the traffic will be sufficient to attract BT’s attention. When BT analyses this traffic, they can discover a certain service function that is assumed to be both an availability check and an RT target. BT’s successful assumption will significantly lower the scope of its vulnerability analysis.

Including not only RTTF but also non-RTTF in the availability check traffic can be considered for making it a probabilistic problem. While large amounts of traffic with non-RTTF might help conceal availability check traffic, it must be considered that network and host resources are limited. If the service fails to respond to multiple requests, it unintentionally leads to a denial-of-service. Also, GT and BT network monitoring will need faster and larger storage to capture network traffic.

Another temporary countermeasure to this case is to include all functions in the availability check traffic and allow RT or UST to verify the functionality where RT’s
attack is unsuccessful. Of course, involving RT or UST for availability checks will again be limited to the number of members.

5. DISCUSSION

For a successful CDX, it is necessary to set clear and achievable goals, including feasible procedures to manage operational issues [10]. If ET is suspected during the exercise, evidence proving BT’s intentionality is required to link it to a score. However, there is room to consider whether obtaining such evidence is always possible within a limited timeframe.

In addition, usability has different values in reality and in CDX. The difference can make BT’s strategy or security policy deviate from reality, undermining the training efficacy of CDX.

A. Finding ET Evidence
Finding clear ET evidence can be a challenging task for GT. Even if ET is suspected, BT may not be directly involved. The BT system is exposed to RT attacks during the exercise, BT or GT mistakes and system errors may be comingled. Therefore, determining the apparent cause of anomalies may be difficult. ET with clear evidence should lead to a score penalty; otherwise, ET must be dispelled if no apparent evidence is found.

Finding anomalies is not a simple task. It is necessary to store and revert snapshots of all systems related to a suspicious moment, and all teams involved must reproduce the same behaviors at the moment of the anomalies to reproduce ET and find evidence of it. Accordingly, the larger the exercise, the more difficult it is to handle the investigation process in an orderly fashion.

If such a verification process is performed in real-time training, then BT may not be able to use related systems, resulting in BT’s claim. Therefore, the verification process should be conducted after the end of the exercise. While the evaluation results must be determined in a limited time, restricted manpower and time make the verification process less realistic. Since finding evidence of ETs is an uncertain task requiring significant effort and resources, further research that finds efficient ways to block both known and possible ETs is of great importance.

B. Security and Usability in CDX
Maintaining a balance between security and usability is one of the essential issues in reality, and it is necessary to study whether such a relation is properly reflected in the
exercise. This is because a security policy is not easily accepted in reality unless the appropriate level of usability affecting productivity is guaranteed.

Knowing the usability of CDX differs from reality such that BT can construct a secure IT environment by applying unrealistically robust security policies. The robustness of an organization’s security policies sometimes directly affects its productivity. For example, if whitelisting is applied to the operating system’s app execution, more time and effort will be required to obtain permission to install or run a new app.

More examples are listed below but are not limited to:

1) network update (Adding/Modifying IP address, VPN, Proxy);
2) removable USB device;
3) email (attachment);
4) install/modify/remove applications;
5) network ports accessible from/to SINET;
6) shell commands (PowerShell);
7) Bluetooth.

It is necessary to study a list of security policies that affect user productivity and reflect them in the score after evaluation in order to determine whether BT’s security policies fall within the range that does not significantly affect productivity.

6. CONCLUSION

Scoring is one of the essential measures that enable exercise evaluation, but it also motivates the use of ET. Successful ET can reduce the reliability of exercise evaluation, hindering the exercise from fulfilling ideal training intentions. Therefore, it is necessary to prepare technical methods to prevent ET.

Availability checking is an essential technique, as interaction occurs actively in the exercise environment (BT system), exercise content (RT attack), and system DevOps (GT), and accounts for a high proportion of training evaluation. The stability and reliability of the availability check are tested in a challenging exercise environment where RT’s attacks and BT’s defenses occur actively, including potential ET. The availability check has the unique requirement that its checking process needs to be stealthy, but the result should be transparent. Ideally, a successful form of the availability check could be the “panopticon surveillance tower” [11], which creates the illusion of monitoring everything without revealing itself.
Since ET exploits weaknesses in the scoring process, CDXs with different scoring systems may have different ET, meaning that GT’s role in scoring becomes more important. The primary training audience of CDX is BT, but BT is also a trainer who tests GT’s technical training know-how and skills. As CDX is gaining popularity worldwide and BT’s CDX experience increases, evasive tactics are expected to develop, while GT’s techniques should also be researched and developed accordingly. The dedication of GT is essential to the technical development of large-scale live-fire CDX. To make the CDX a sustainable festival, it is necessary to maintain an appropriate number of GT members and provide constant attention and support.

In this paper, we introduced BT’s ET observed in two CDXs (LS and CCE) with possible examples. Then we proposed a method to use a large number of IPs with low-cost resources as a countermeasure to IP whitelisting. Other countermeasures to ET related to the service function check process and service quality degradation remains for future research.
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Abstract: Identifying compromised hosts from network traffic traces has become challenging because benign and malicious traffic is encrypted, and both use the same protocols and ports. Machine learning-based anomaly detection models have been proposed to address this challenge by classifying malicious traffic based on network flow features learned from historical patterns. Previous work has shown that such models successfully identify compromised hosts in the same network environment in which they were trained. However, cyber incident response teams often have to look for intrusions in foreign networks, and we have found that learned models often fail to generalize to different network conditions. In this paper, we analyse the root cause of this problem using five network traces collected from different years and teams of Locked Shields, the world’s largest live-fire cyber defence exercise. We then explore techniques to make machine learning models generalize better to unknown network environments and evaluate their accuracy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Despite many years of active research, detecting malicious communications from infected hosts in a network remains a challenge. Over the years, attackers have adapted their communication patterns to mimic the protocols and ports of benign traffic, making it difficult to differentiate them in deployed network intrusion detection systems [1]. At the same time, with the wide adoption of HTTPS, network traffic is almost entirely encrypted by default [2], and it is no longer possible for intrusion detection systems such as Suricata, Snort, Bro, or Zeek to analyse the contents in order to look for malicious signatures in the packets’ payloads.

As a response, researchers have proposed anomaly detection techniques that use machine learning to identify malicious traffic based on network flow features (cf. surveys in [3,4]). These techniques do not require inspecting the packets’ payloads and are thus well-suited for encrypted traffic. However, a major challenge is that available labelled datasets for training are scarce, especially those originating from real environments, because they contain information that the affected organizations do not want to share. Moreover, labelling traffic from real attacks is often impossible due to the lack of ground truth.

One solution to this problem is to use unsupervised learning techniques such as clustering. However, these solutions do not perform well on nonconvex data and are sensitive to initialization and clustering parameters [3]. Another approach is to share machine learning models across networks and use models trained in one environment in order to detect malicious activity in other environments. In this paper, we analyse the feasibility of this approach using five real-world datasets collected from Locked Shields, the largest cyber defence live-fire exercise in the world [5].

First, we analyse the detection performance of command and control (C2) attack flows using machine learning models trained and tested in different environments. We find that models that may work well for a particular environment typically fail to generalize to multiple environments. Second, we investigate the root cause for this effect by analysing which model features work best under which conditions. Then, we explore flow-based and host-based models that generalize to different environments. Our results show that it is possible to train generalized models by carefully selecting time-independent features that are not significantly affected by the environment. However, they also show that training such models is not trivial, and the models generally fail to achieve the same performance as those trained and tested in the same environment.
Our main contribution is the comparison and analysis of supervised machine learning models in five realistic network datasets that include millions of real attack flows generated by security professionals over the course of multiple days at different instances of the Locked Shields cyber defence exercises. Our work presents novel experimentation with new insights made possible using a systematic analysis of these datasets.

2. RELATED WORK

There have been many attempts to exploit machine learning methods for network intrusion detection systems (IDSs), and we refer here to surveys that summarize these techniques. Ahmad et al. [6] and Liu and Lang [3] compare machine learning methods for network-based IDSs and review recent papers on this topic. Khraisat et al. [7] review papers about various kinds of IDSs, and Da Costa et al. [8] concentrate on Internet of Things-related detection. Lastly, Lashkari et al. [9] outline botnet detection methods, including some machine learning-based methods, using various data sources.

Khraisat et al. [10] use the NSL-KDD dataset [11] to compare the classifiers C5, C4.5, SVM, and Naive Bayes. They find that the C5 classifier performs best, with an accuracy of 99.82% and few false positives. Alqahtani et al. [12] compare seven ML-based classification techniques for IDS development using the KDD’99 cup dataset [13]. They find that the random forest model performs best, with an accuracy of 94% and the highest precision and recall score. Jabbar et al. [14] combine a random forest classifier with an average one-dependence estimator to classify traffic. They use the Kyoto dataset [15], and the combined model achieves an accuracy of 90.51% with a false alarm rate of 0.14%.

In this paper, we focus on random forest models trained on Locked Shields datasets to detect malicious flows and hosts. The concept of cyber defence exercises such as Locked Shields is described in [16], and Max Smeets reviews the development and evaluates the achievements of Locked Shields until 2022 in [17]. Our work builds on the work by Känzig et al. [18], which also uses data from Locked Shields to train and test machine learning methods. While their models were developed and tested for only two years of the same team, we generalize the trained classifiers to different years and teams of Locked Shields.

Similar to our work, the authors of [19] and [20] investigate whether it is possible to circumvent detectors of C2 traffic. However, their focus is on the modification techniques that allow circumventing detectors, not on the impact of different environments.
3. LOCKED SHIELDS DATASETS

This section introduces the datasets used in this paper. Locked Shields is a live-fire cyber defence exercise based on realistic scenarios. It is organized once a year by the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence (CCDCOE) [21]. The scenarios involve a cyber incident affecting a fictional country.

Each member nation of the CCDCOE can participate as a Blue Team that assumes the role of the defenders. Blue Teams are typically between 20 and 100 persons, with an average of 40 persons in 2021. The Blue Teams are challenged by a Red Team consisting of professional penetration testers and hackers. The Red Team’s goal is to compromise the Blue Team’s systems. Attacks include defacing websites, stealing data, denial of service, and compromising hosts by executing malicious payloads [22]. The Red Team uses standard exploitation tools such as Kali Linux [23], Metasploit [24], and Cobalt Strike [25]. The latter is used as the default C2 tool. Custom attacks can be launched if necessary. The whole exercise takes place in Gamenet, which consists of more than 5,000 virtual systems. Every Blue Team is responsible for protecting more than 150 systems over a period of three days. These systems include Linux and Windows machines as well as firewalls, routers, 5G services, drones, industrial control systems, and other systems. To create realistic traffic in the network of the Blue Teams, other teams act as users and use the Blue Teams’ services during the whole exercise [22].

We have collected the Locked Shields network traffic of two countries (Country A and Country B) for different years in the form of PCAP files. The network traffic of Country A’s Blue Team is from 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2021, and the traffic of Country B’s Blue Team is from 2021, resulting in five datasets, as shown in Table I. All datasets are highly imbalanced and heavily skewed towards normal traffic, especially the dataset for 2019, which includes only 0.006% (about 4,000) malicious flows.

In addition, we have auxiliary Red Team activity reports that allow us to label the malicious C2 flows from these PCAP files.

---

1 Locked Shields 2020 was cancelled due to COVID-19.
4. CHALLENGES OF TRANSFERRING MODELS TO DIFFERENT DATASETS

In this section, we analyse how well a machine learning model trained on Locked Shields data from one year/team performs in detecting malicious flows from another year/team. As a baseline, we consider the machine learning pipeline developed by Känzig et al. in [18].

Model Training
For reasons of space, we analyse only the performance of the best-performing machine learning model developed in [18]. It is a random forest model where the maximum tree depth is 10, and the number of trees is 128. The model was trained with the best 20 features, including custom features and per-flow features extracted using a modified version of CICFlowMeter [26]. (We describe the modifications of CICFlowMeter in Appendix A.) The extracted feature set includes time-based features, such as interarrival times between packets, including average, maximum, minimum, and standard deviation values, as well as time-independent features, such as the number of packets. The best 20 features were selected using a recursive feature elimination algorithm applied to the LS17 dataset. A complete list of the features is provided in [27], and we include a list of the 20 most important features in Appendix B. A flow is defined by its quintuple; it is bidirectional, and the first packet defines the direction.

We trained four separate models on a subsample of 7,000,000 flow instances from the datasets of Country A. To subsample, we randomly sample malicious and normal flows with a ratio of malicious flows as close to 10% as possible. To label the malicious C2 flows, we extract a list of malicious IPs with the help of the Cobalt Strike attack reports from the Red Teams, as suggested by Känzig et al. [18]. Then, we use this list

### Table I: Overview of Locked Shields Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Size PCAP files</th>
<th>Size CSV files</th>
<th>Number of flows</th>
<th>% malicious</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LS17</td>
<td>109 GB</td>
<td>7.1 GB</td>
<td>14,094,546</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS18</td>
<td>207 GB</td>
<td>10.7 GB</td>
<td>20,925,882</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS19</td>
<td>1.4 TB</td>
<td>34.4 GB</td>
<td>62,955,546</td>
<td>0.006%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS21A</td>
<td>1.7 TB</td>
<td>24.9 GB</td>
<td>51,699,619</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS21B</td>
<td>1.1 TB</td>
<td>19.0 GB</td>
<td>39,903,036</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to label the flows extracted by CICFlowMeter. If the source or destination IP is in the list, the flow is labelled as malicious.

**Evaluation**

We evaluate the models using a fivefold cross-validation of each model to predict the flow labels for all datasets and compare the F1 score of predictions to the labels. The F1 score is calculated as follows:

\[
F1 = 2 \times \frac{\text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}
\]

With \( \text{precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \) and \( \text{recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \)

where TP, FN, and FP correspond respectively to the true positive, false negative, and false positive rates.

The results are shown in Table II. Training and testing interchangeably on the 2017 and 2018 datasets gave good results, in line with what Känzig et al. obtained. However, the LS17 and LS18 models are bad at classifying flows for Country A’s 2019 and 2021 data. Generally, the 2019 dataset performed worst when used for training or testing. Finally, none of the models trained on Country A’s data performed well on Country B’s data.

**TABLE II: F1 SCORES FOR DETECTING C2 MALICIOUS FLOWS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test data / Training data</th>
<th>LS17</th>
<th>LS18</th>
<th>LS19</th>
<th>LS21A</th>
<th>LS21B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LS17</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS18</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td>0.167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS19</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS21A</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.158</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Possible explanations for the bad performances include the fact that the features were selected using 2017 data only and might not be as relevant for the other years. In addition, the Locked Shields network infrastructure looks different each year, meaning time-dependent features can vary, leading to wrong classifications. Finally, the bad performance of the 2019 model might be because there are only about 4,000 malicious flows, amounting to only a few malicious training instances.
5. CROSS-DATASET FEATURE ANALYSIS AND RANKING

One way to enhance the badly transferable models from Section 4 is by selecting a more suitable set of features. In this section, we use feature elimination and ranking methods on Country A’s datasets to select features that generalize better to the different datasets.

**Feature Elimination**
First, we eliminate irrelevant features across all datasets using the methods described below. A complete list of the eliminated features can be found in Appendix C.

**Constant features:** We remove the features that are constant over all datasets as they provide no information about whether a flow is malicious or normal.

**Feature correlation:** Any two highly correlated features contain approximately the same information about the label, and dropping one does not erase information. To remove only features that are inherently correlated and not just because the different gamenets are similar, we include the CIC-IDS2017 dataset [28] in the analysis.

We proceed as follows: First, we calculate the sample Pearson correlation coefficient \( r \) for each feature pair of each dataset of Country A and the CIC-IDS2017 dataset and take its absolute value. Then, we find the feature pairs with \( |r| > 0.9 \) for all datasets. Finally, for each pair, we discard the feature with the lowest relative mutual information (RMI) value with the label.

**Relative mutual information:** Next, we eliminate all features with less than 15% RMI in all datasets of Country A. The mutual information (MI) between two random variables \( X \) and \( Y \) measures how much information \( X \) contains about \( Y \) [29]. We use the sklearn.feature_selection.mutual_info_classif function [30] to calculate the MI between each feature and the discrete label for each dataset. If the feature is also discrete, the function uses the frequencies of the values \( x \) and \( y \) and the value pairs \( (x, y) \) to estimate the probability mass functions. If the feature is continuous, it estimates the MI from k-nearest neighbour statistics, according to [31]. The RMI corresponds to the percentage of uncertainty removed from \( X \) when \( Y \) is known. It is calculated by dividing the MI by \( X \)'s entropy:

\[
\text{RMI}(X;Y) = \frac{\text{MI}(X;Y)}{H(X)}
\]
We calculate the RMI by dividing each MI score by the entropy of the corresponding year’s labels. Finally, we remove the features with less than 15% RMI for all datasets.

**Feature Ranking and Selection**

Next, we rank the features according to their importance using recursive feature elimination (RFE) and single-feature cross-validation (SF-CV) for each of Country A’s datasets.

**Feature Ranking with Recursive Feature Elimination**

We use RFE to rank the features for each year. We employ the default scikit-learn RFE function [32] on the subsampled LS datasets with 7,000,000 instances. RFE eliminates features one by one. The average ranks of each year’s top 10 features can be found in Table III, which shows that features ranked very highly for one year need not rank highly in all the other years. Still, some features are highly ranked for all years; for example, numbers 1 through 10 are, with three exceptions, all ranked in the top 20 for all years. We use these average RFE ranks to choose the features for our random forest models.

**TABLE III**: RANKS OF THE TOP 10 FEATURES FOR EACH DATASET ACCORDING TO RFE, SORTED BY AVERAGE RANK NUMBER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>LS17</th>
<th>LS18</th>
<th>LS19</th>
<th>LS21A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fwd Pkt Len Max</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bwd Pkt Len Std</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotLen Fwd Pkts</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bwd Pkt Len Max</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pkt Len Max</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotLen Bwd Pkts</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fwd Pkt Len Std</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pkt Len Mean</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bwd Pkt Len Mean</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fwd IAT Max</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Feature Ranking with Single-Feature Cross-Validation**

To get a clearer picture of how decisive each feature is, we use SF-CV F1 scores. To compute the scores, we use fivefold cross-validation on an RF model that uses only a
single feature and a 7,000,000-instance subsample of a dataset. The average F1 scores over all folds can be found in Table IV for the top 10 features, sorted by average score. For 2017, 2018, and 2021, there are many features with a score higher than 0.9, while for 2019, there is not a single one. Also, only two of the 20 features have a score over 0.1 for 2019.

This could explain the poor performance when using the 2019 data in Section 4 above.

**TABLE IV: F1 SCORES OF THE TOP 10 FEATURES FOR EACH DATASET ACCORDING TO SF-CV, SORTED BY AVERAGE SCORE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>LS17</th>
<th>LS18</th>
<th>LS19</th>
<th>LS21A</th>
<th>Avg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bwd Pkt Len Std</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pkt Len Var</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bwd Seg Size Avg</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bwd Pkt Len Mean</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotLen Fwd Pkts</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pkt Len Max</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fwd Pkt Len Max</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bwd Pkt Len Max</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fwd Pkt Len Mean</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fwd Seg Size Avg</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Time-Independent Features**
The last feature selection method is to consider time-independent features only. This includes any features directly influenced by bandwidth changes or packet loss, such as packet interarrival times or byte rates. We expect that these features are most affected by network environment changes. In Appendix D, we provide a ranking of these features using RFE. These time-independent features also have dependencies on network conditions and time, but these are less direct than for time-dependent features.

**Packet Length-Related Features**
In both rankings, all of the top 9 features are related to the packet lengths in a flow. Hence, we analyse one of these features in more depth.
First, we plot the value distributions of Bwd Pkt Len Max representatively for all packet length features as CDFs in Figure 1. Bwd Pkt Len Max is the transport layer payload size of the largest packet in the backward direction. We can see why this feature leads to good performance for most Locked Shields years. The values for malicious flows are clearly higher than the values for normal flows, and many malicious flows have the same feature value. This also explains why the feature does not work as well for 2019, as both CDFs have vertical jumps at 0 and at about 250.

Next, we study some packets to find out why the malicious packets are larger and often have the same size. We stress that the subsequent inferences are primarily based on spot checks and, thus, are not necessarily representative of the entire dataset.

**FIGURE 1: DISTRIBUTIONS OF BWD PKT LEN MAX VALUES**

We start with the 2018 dataset, as it has the largest vertical jump in the malicious CDF. Almost all communication with a malicious IP is over TLS, implying that the Red Team uses HTTPS connections. While we cannot read the content, we can see exchanges repeating every few seconds. This could be an infected host checking in with a team server. Usually, the team server’s answer packet size is 277 bytes, which matches the jump in the CDF. This might be the team server’s default answer if there are no new commands. The normal flows with Bwd Pkt Len Max 0 seem to be caused by flows with no backward packets and TCP flows consisting only of zero-length flag packets such as SYNs and ACKs. Therefore, in 2018, there appears to be a lot of beaconing over HTTPS without any new commands.

We also look at the 2019 dataset as its value distributions differ most from the other years. Again, there are many presumed beaconings over HTTPS. The typical answer packets are 223 or 277 bytes in length, which corresponds to two of the jumps in the CDF. It could be that the Red Team is using two Malleable C2 profiles. We can also see more malicious HTTP conversations than in 2018, where the largest packets
194 bytes. Most malicious flows with zero packet length consist of SYN packets in the forward direction without any answer from the team server. We do not know why the servers were unreachable, but this seems to have been a problem especially in 2019.

6. GENERIC MODELS AND THEIR EVALUATION

In this section, we propose and evaluate two generic model types – a flow-based type and a host-based type – which use a combination of Country A’s datasets to select generic features, as explained in Section 5 above.

Flow-Based Models

Description: The goal of the flow-based models is to detect individual malicious flows. The models are:

- Generic, 10 Feat.: a generic random forest model using RFE to select the best 10 features across all features.
- Generic, 10 t.-i. Feat.: a generic random forest model using RFE to select the best 10 time-independent features across all features.
- Generic, 20 Feat.: a generic random forest model using RFE to select the best 20 features across all features.
- Generic, 20 t.-i. Feat.: a generic random forest model using RFE to select the best 20 time-independent features across all features.

Evaluation: We evaluate the flow-based models on Country A’s datasets and Country B’s dataset to assess their transferability. The F1 scores can be found in Table V.

**TABLE V: F1 SCORES OF THE GENERIC FLOW-BASED MODELS WITH 10 OR 20 FEATURES (TIME-INDEPENDENT (T.-I.) OR NOT)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test data</th>
<th>LS17</th>
<th>LS18</th>
<th>LS19</th>
<th>LS21A</th>
<th>LS21B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic, 10 Feat.</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.426</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic, 10 t.-i. Feat.</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.554</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic, 20 Feat.</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic, 20 t.-i. Feat.</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.638</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.185</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, we look at the results of Country A’s datasets. The diversity of the training data leads to better and more consistent results than in Section 4. While the F1 scores for testing on 2017, 2018, and 2021 data fluctuate by a maximum of 0.06, there are more
significant differences for the 2019 data. The model that achieves the highest overall F1 scores is the generic model using the top 20 time-independent features. The time-independent features also improve the results for the models using only 10 features, suggesting that models can be generalized by ignoring time-dependent features. Using 20 features generally works better than using 10, which is to be expected, as the model has more data points to make a decision. When we inspect the superior results of the models with 20 features in more detail by looking at precision and recall separately (see Tables VI and VII), we can see that recall is above 0.97 for all models and test datasets, even for 2019, indicating that the models detect a considerable percentage of malicious traffic. However, while precision is always 0.93 or higher for all other years, 0.47 is the highest score for 2019. We must remember that the datasets are very imbalanced; precision would be high even if a model classified all flows as normal. This implies that the models classify many normal traffic flows as malicious in the 2019 dataset.

Unfortunately, the scores for Country B’s dataset are all below 0.2. When inspecting precision and recall individually (see Tables VI and VII), we can see that neither is high, though the precision scores are similar to those for the 2019 dataset. Again, this means the models classify many normal traffic flows as malicious. At the same time, the deficient recall scores (below 0.2) indicate that the model also fails to classify genuinely malicious traffic. We can partially explain the problem when we consider the value distribution of Bwd Pkt Len Max for Country B’s dataset, which shows that there are many malicious flows with a length of 0. In the CDFs of Country A’s datasets (Figure 1), barely any of the malicious flows have a length of 0, which probably means they are classified as normal in Country B’s data. On top of that, the non-zero malicious flows consist of far greater packets than any flows in Country A’s dataset, making it difficult for the model to classify them correctly.

**TABLE VI:** THE RECALL OF THE GENERIC MODELS USING 20 FEATURES CHOSEN ACCORDING TO THE RFE RANKING, SELECTING ONLY TIME-INDEPENDENT FEATURES (T.-I.) OR SELECTING FROM ALL FEATURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test data</th>
<th>LS17</th>
<th>LS18</th>
<th>LS19</th>
<th>LS21A</th>
<th>LS21B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic, 20 Feat.</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic, 20 t.-i. Feat.</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>0.114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TABLE VII: THE PRECISION OF THE GENERIC MODELS USING 20 FEATURES CHOSEN ACCORDING TO THE RFE RANKING, SELECTING ONLY TIME-INDEPENDENT FEATURES (T.-I.) OR SELECTING FROM ALL FEATURES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test data</th>
<th>LS17</th>
<th>LS18</th>
<th>LS19</th>
<th>LS21A</th>
<th>LS21B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic, 20 Feat.</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic, 20 t.-i. Feat.</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.474</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.491</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Host-Based Models**

**Description:** The purpose of the generic host-based model is to identify infected hosts using the classification of malicious flows. We define infected hosts as IP addresses that are the source IP of at least one labelled malicious flow, and we define detected infected hosts as IP addresses involved in at least \( n = \{1, 5, 10, 100\} \) flows predicted as malicious. As the underlying model, we consider the generic model using the top 20 time-independent features, which was the flow-based model with the highest F1 scores in Table V above.

**Evaluation:** We compare the detected infected hosts to the actual infected hosts to calculate the detection rate (DR) and the false positive rate (FPR). We also determine if infected hosts involved in more malicious flows are more accurately detected. The DR and the FPR of the infected hosts for all datasets can be found in Figure 2.

**FIGURE 2: DETECTION RATE (DR) AND FALSE POSITIVE RATE (FPR) FOR ALL DATASETS FOR THE GENERIC MODEL WITH 20 TIME-INDEPENDENT FEATURES**

Again, we first consider Country A’s results. For \( n = 1 \), the model does not have a very high DR of infected hosts; however, its FPR is below 4% for all years. In absolute numbers, it detected 19 out of 47 infected hosts that were involved in at least one malicious flow in 2017, 33 out of 49 in 2018, 10 out of 16 in 2019, and 15 out of 22 in 2021. The DR improves significantly when we only consider infected
hosts that communicate more often \((n > 1)\). It is reasonable to consider the DRs for infected hosts with more than five or ten malicious flows, as such hosts tend to be more precarious for a network. They can siphon out more information, act on more commands, or serve as a pivot for other C2 sessions. There were 26 false alarms for a total of 1,193 non-infected hosts in 2017, 33 for 1,233 normal hosts in 2018, 94 for 2,852 normal hosts in 2019, and 135 for 3,553 normal hosts in 2021.

Next, we look at Country B’s results. The performances when testing on Country B’s dataset are surprisingly good compared with the F1 scores from Table V. The model detects about 33 of the 39 infected hosts with 119 false alarms out of a total of 3,185 normal hosts. These results are as good as and better than those for Country A’s datasets. Interestingly, the detection of infected hosts obtained such good results considering that the F1 scores were quite low for the flow-based models. We suspect that while the Red Team used different methods and commands in Country B’s case, the initial connection to the team server had comparable network indicators, leading the model to classify these flows as malicious and hence detecting the infected host despite the network conditions being different.

As a result, we can train supervised models on Country A’s datasets that can successfully detect a large portion of the infected hosts in Country A’s and Country B’s datasets with a relatively low FPR, especially when the hosts communicated with a malicious IP multiple times.

7. CONCLUSION

Developing generic machine-learning models that detect malicious traffic in various network environments is challenging. We analysed the flow classification performance of various random forest models depending on the feature selection, model parameters, and training data. We determined that a mix of training data from different environments leads to models vastly outperforming models trained on only one dataset. These mixed models achieve F1 scores over 0.99 when tested on Locked Shields data from Country A’s 2017, 2018, and 2021 datasets and over 0.63 for the 2019 dataset. We identified the time-independent features selected by an RFE ranking over all of Country A’s datasets as particularly effective in achieving good classification performances. However, we also saw that achieving high scores in completely unfamiliar environments is an open problem for future research.

Further, we demonstrated that models that sum up the number of malicious flows significantly increase the detection rate in Country A’s and Country B’s networks. Hosts that communicate with a malicious server more than 100 times have an increased
The detection rate of over 90% and FPR below 4%, even for network environments not used for the training.
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APPENDIX

A. CICFlowMeter Tool Modifications
The CICFlowmeter tool\(^2\) extracts flows from PCAP files and exports each flow as a CSV file entry with the 76 CICFlowMeter features and additional metadata, namely source and destination IPs and MAC addresses, the protocol number, and a flow timestamp. The modifications to this tool for this work are:

- preventing memory overflows when processing big PCAPs by regularly flushing to the CSV file;
- adding a new feature Dst IntExt, which has the value 0 if the destination IP address is inside the internal network and 1 if it is outside;
- adding a time filter for PCAPs, making it possible to only process PCAPs from a directory inside a certain time window;
- filtering out flows with TCP SYN count 0, which are flows created by a suboptimal TCP flow tracking logic.

\(^2\) https://github.com/ahlashkari/CICFlowMeter.
### B. Top 20 Most Important Features

**TABLE VIII: TOP 20 CICFLOWMETER FEATURES FROM [18]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dst IntExt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Flow IAT Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Fwd IAT Tot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Subflow Bwd Pkts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Subflow Fwd Byts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Bwd Header Len</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Tot Bwd Pkts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Fwd Pkt Len Std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Fwd Seg Size Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Bwd Pkt Len Std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Bwd IAT Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Active Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Init Fwd Win Byts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>FIN Flag Cnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Bwd Pkt Len Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Flow Pkts/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Fwd IAT Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Flow IAT Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Subflow Fwd Pkts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. Eliminated Features

**TABLE IX: ELIMINATED FEATURES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constant</th>
<th>High correlation</th>
<th>Low RMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bwd PSH Flags</td>
<td>Active Mean</td>
<td>Active Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fwd URG Flags</td>
<td>Active Max</td>
<td>Active Std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bwd URG Flags</td>
<td>Pkt Size Avg</td>
<td>Bwd Blk Rate Avg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URG Flag Cnt</td>
<td>Bwd Byts/b Avg</td>
<td>Idle Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Idle Max</td>
<td>Idle Std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fwd Pkts/s</td>
<td>RST Flag Cnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pkt Len Std</td>
<td>Subflow Bwd Byts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tot Bwd Pkts</td>
<td>Subflow Fwd Byts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Ranking of Time-Independent Features

**TABLE X: TIME-INDEPENDENT FEATURES RANKED WITH RFE, SORTED BY AVERAGE RANK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>LS17</th>
<th>LS18</th>
<th>LS19</th>
<th>LS21A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pkt Len Max</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Init Fwd Win Byts</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fwd Pkt Len Max</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bwd Pkt Len Std</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pkt Len Var</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bwd Pkt Len Max</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fwd Pkt Len Std</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pkt Len Mean</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bwd Header Len</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Init Bwd Win Byts</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotLen Fwd Pkts</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bwd Seg Size Avg</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSH Flag Cnt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACK Flag Cnt</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fwd Header Len</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotLen Bwd Pkts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bwd Pkt Len Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fwd PSH Flags</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fwd Seg Size Min</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fwd Seg Size Avg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot Fwd Pkts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fwd Pkt Len Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYN Flag Cnt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down/Up Ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWR Flag Count</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECE Flag Cnt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fwd Act Data Pkts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIN Flag Cnt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subflow Fwd Pkts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subflow Bwd Pkts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pkt Len Min</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fwd Pkt Len Min</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bwd Pkt Len Min</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract: Attempts to deploy autonomous capabilities, including artificial intelligence (AI), within cybersecurity workflows have been met with an implementation challenge. Often the impediment is the ability of software engineers to assess and quantify the benefits of machine learning (ML) models for cyber analysts. We present a case study demonstrating the successful testing and improvement of an ML tool through human-centered assessments. For the benefit of researchers in this field, we detail our own wargaming environment, which was tested using members of a government intelligence community. The participants were presented with two cybersecurity tasks: report annotation and a situational awareness assessment. Both of these tasks were statistically assessed for the difference between task completion with and without access to automation tools. Our first experiment – report annotation – showed a task improvement of +14.0 ppts in recall and +9.19 ppts in precision; there was an overall significant positive difference in f1 values for the ML subjects (p < 0.01). Our second experiment – cyber situational awareness (CSA) – showed a 66.7% improvement in user scores and a significant positive difference for the ML subjects (p < 0.01). The conclusions of our work focus on the need to rebalance the attention of software engineers away from quantitative metrics and toward qualitative analyst feedback derived from realistic wargame testing frameworks. We believe that sharing our wargame scenario here will allow other organizations to either adopt the same testing methodology or, alternatively, share their own CSA testing framework. Ultimately, we are hoping for a more open dialogue between researchers working across the cyber industry and government intelligence agencies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cyber threat intelligence (CTI) analysts are expected to consume multiple reports daily; their aim is to report up the command chain any information that is likely to be of value. In a typical security operations center (SOC), this often involves collating multiple intelligence feeds to compile a list of novel vulnerabilities being used to target victims in the same industry as the organization. In a government intelligence department, this often involves reading reports that track advanced persistent threats (APTs) and their tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs). A number of frameworks and taxonomies have been devised to help CTI analysts when they ingest relevant information. The following frameworks allow organizations to communicate and automatically exchange information with each other using the same data structure: Structured Threat Information eXpression (STIX), Malware Information Sharing Platform (MISP), MITRE ATT&CK, and Cyber Kill Chain. Automating the generation of this structured information is an open challenge. For larger organizations with deep pockets, teams of analysts can be employed to read dozens of targeted reports each day. For smaller organizations, or for those who want to consume and sort as much CTI as possible, this requires automation.

For the first CTI challenge we plan to address in this study, automating the translation of unstructured text data into structured data, software engineers commonly examine a blend of rules and ML approaches. The difficulty with relying on ML for cyber information extraction is that the risks associated with errors are significantly higher than in other ML domains, such as the advertising or media industry. One missed cyber campaign targeting your industry has bigger implications than one bad movie recommendation. For the second CTI challenge in this study – generating useful visualization techniques from intelligence – software engineers typically use node-edge diagrams. With thousands of potentially relevant and multi-modal data points, this is often difficult, and while node-edge diagrams have been commonly used, they have rarely been empirically evaluated in published studies. We believe that our work addressing these two software development tasks is especially timely. Automation technologies, and specifically ML, have reached a reasonable state of maturity for cybersecurity; the blocker to further adoption is if the “analyst or downstream decision-maker cannot trust the outputs” [1].

For both of the CTI challenges set out above, we reviewed previously published approaches to user testing. For testing software in the defense domain, a wargame-style user trial is considered one of the better methodologies. There is a lot of variation within the field of wargame design, and they are often uniquely tailored to the end user group and the people who run them. Within the team, we drew on UK government defense experience and attempted to adapt and improve the approach for a cyber context with the ambition of gaining as much feedback as possible from analysts.
Below we summarize the two central outcomes that we are hoping to achieve with our experiments:

1) to establish a human-centered wargaming methodology that maximizes analyst engagement and improves cyber software development outcomes;
2) to empirically test if automated CTI tools improve analyst task completion for report annotation and CSA.

2. RELATED WORK

Human-centered user study assessments for cybersecurity are rarely published. We have also reviewed more general work on situational awareness for reference. Salmon et al. [2] defined seven types of measurement for this; we used the following four in our study: CSA requirement analysis, self-rating techniques, observer rating techniques, and performance measures. Patrick et al. [3] built on this work by developing and validating one of the seven types of measurement, a freeze probe technique, for cyber log analysts. This task is too different from our intended end use case – the longer-term tracking of APTs and TTPs – so we could not use their methodology. We can, however, learn from their conclusions: to develop a task vocabulary familiar to the analysts and adapt the questionnaires to different cyber roles.

Evaluation studies of automated ML tools for report annotation are numerous, and there are a number relevant to our cyber domain [4], [5]. The problem we have identified, as engineers working to prototype this research, is that your end users must be able to trust the automated outputs. No research, we believe, has to date seriously tackled the issue of trust in ML for cybersecurity and the follow-on consequences for situational awareness. The comprehensive review of the CTI industry by Bouwman et al. interviewed 14 professionals who pay for CTI. They found that actionability, relevance, and confidence were valued over coverage [6]. The review of CTI feeds by Oosthoek et al. concluded that most sources of raw CTI data are undependable [7]. The quantitative review by Griffioen et al. agreed – analyzing 24 CTI feeds for over a year, they found that most indicators are active for at least 20 days before they are listed [8]. The ultimate problem with large quantities of low-quality CTI is that it leads to analyst distrust and can result in decision paralysis [9].

Our second area of focus, automated visualization tools for CSA, had even fewer relevant published studies. Nodal graphs are one solution to the challenge of CSA for CTI reports; they are able to highlight important relationships within a text document and even link multiple CTI documents together. These are sometimes known as cyber knowledge graphs, and there are even a number of commercial providers for this
technology. However, we have been unable to find empirical user trial research done on the impact of this technology on situational awareness, and technology companies have little incentive to test and publish their internal assessments and trials.

3. WARGAMING METHODOLOGY

In this section, we will describe the user testing environment or wargame we created to generate task scores and user feedback for our software. A cyber or defense wargame is typically related to real-world infrastructure and actors to provide analysts with an environment that feels familiar. To improve the relatability of our wargame, the Elemendar research team consulted the Laboratory for Analytical Sciences based at North Carolina State University. Working together, we constructed a scenario that was close enough to reality to be familiar to analysts while generalizing some aspects and anonymizing the actors so that analysts would not lean on prior knowledge. We believe that to maximize analyst participation and actionable feedback, a wargame must maximize three design features: it should be topical; it should be immediately familiar through the use of common terminologies; and it should be led in an engaging and gamified manner. In Figure 1, we have reproduced our own wargame scenario that was shown to the analysts.

**FIGURE 1: WARGAME SUMMARY SLIDE FOR PARTICIPANTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Situation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The geo-strategic situation in Zandia has deteriorated significantly, with strong combat indications that Zendia will stage a military incursion into Zandia. The intent of NATO is to oppose this by force. This has resulted in large-scale troop deployments of military personnel into Zandia. Due to this, there has been a requirement for Surge Analytical power to support the battle group. As part of being a Surge Analyst, you are now working as part of the Security Operational Center. A large part of that role is focused on cyber threat intelligence. A large part of your role is processing Open-Source CTI Reports to feed into the wider security operations. Process these documents using our automated annotation tool READ and then we'll take them away and mark them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b) Analysts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The participants will be treated as Surge Analysts – following orders from the Senior CTI Analyst at a NATO Security Operations Center (SOC).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the first task – report annotation – our aim was to find out if an automated annotation tool improves task performance. To construct the CTI reports, we had to consider the following variables: number of annotations, difficulty of annotations, and type of annotations. These were important variables to get right; they would ensure that the conclusions drawn from the data were relevant. The ideal report would give the analyst enough time to find all the entities but not too much time so as to mimic the pressure on real analysts. We decided on thirty minutes to annotate each document and
mark it as done, with a five-minute break between reports. Once they had annotated all documents, they were given a questionnaire to complete, providing us with more detail on how they found the tool.

For the second task – situational awareness – our aim was to measure whether or not automated graph visualizations increased the participants’ situational awareness when compared to a report-only approach. To measure this, we asked the participants to provide answers to a set of intelligence requirements under the two conditions (Figure 2). For the task, they were provided with a document bundle made up of four open-source CTI reports discussing a nation-state-backed adversary. For condition one, the participants were given 30 minutes to manually read the four documents. Once their time was up, they were asked to answer the intelligence requirements to the best of their ability. For condition two, the participants were given 30 minutes to review automatically produced node-edge diagrams alongside each document (see Figure 3). Again, once their time was up, they were asked to answer the same intelligence requirements to the best of their ability. As well as asking the participants to respond to the questions, we also asked them to provide a document reference to validate their answers. This was to mitigate any external knowledge the participants already possessed of the scenario.

**FIGURE 2: INTELLIGENCE REQUIREMENTS SLIDE FOR PARTICIPANTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q1 What are the main techniques that the hackers have been seen to use?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Please use the MITRE Framework to define these and list at least 7 examples.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q2 Which of the below are not alias(es) that the hacking groups have been known to use?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Cutting Sword of Justice, B. The Dark Overlord, C. Guardians of Peace, D. Al Qassam Cyber Fighters, E. Guccifer 2.0, F. Lazarus Group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q3 What is the main motivation of the hackers?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Gain funds to support the nation state's economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Gain funds to support the nation's state diaspora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Gain intellectual property for the nation state's economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Gain intelligence to improve the nation state's military planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Conduct destructive cyber attacks on their geographic neighbor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q4 What is the potential threat to the US education sector from the hackers’ cyber operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. A direct cyber attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Leverage of infrastructure for criminal purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Theft of intellectual property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Direct targeting of US students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Q5 What is the most frequently discussed T-code across the four documents? |
Recruiting a pool of intelligence analysts is always challenging, given their high workloads. Despite this, it was critical that we got the right mixture of participants to validate any conclusions we would draw. We asked interested parties to complete a short demographic survey so we could gather some information about their background and experience. This demographic survey confirmed that there was a range in age, technical ability, and job specialization. Given the high turnover of analysts within intelligence departments and the relatively junior position of CTI analysts, we were satisfied that the participants were representative. The only assumptions we had were that the participants had basic analytical proficiency and some knowledge of how to use nodal graphs. There were a couple of areas to address ahead of the analyst day: none of these users had used an automated report annotation tool before, and some users had no knowledge of the STIX vocabulary. To give users the same baseline education, we created a video demonstrating how to annotate using the tool and how to identify STIX objects.

4. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Empirical user trials for new ML technologies in defense research are rarely published in academic journals, one of the reasons for this is that academics struggle to recruit representative groups for testing. Our domain – government cybersecurity – is no different, and we do not have the financial resources of a large pharmaceutical company or the large user base of a social media company to acquire the sample size that we would like under ideal trial conditions. While acknowledging that our trial
could have had more users, we were able to recruit 13 analysts, who were highly representative of our end users as they were drawn from the government intelligence community. We also ensured that the data generated from our trials met any and all criteria required for statistical tests. We used two randomized groups with six and seven individuals under within-subject design conditions. This meant that each group would have two different conditions for both tasks: with automation and without. By having two groups who undergo two different conditions in opposite order, we counteract the possible order effect and minimize transfer learning across conditions.

A. Quantitative Task Metrics
The evaluation metrics we used for the annotation task are considered standard for named-entity recognition (NER) studies: recall, precision, and f1. We have explained these metrics below in non-technical language for reference:

1) Recall – what proportion of all the relevant answers were annotated;
2) Precision – what proportion of all the annotations were relevant answers;
3) F1 – harmonic mean of recall and precision to give a single result.

The evaluation metrics we used for the situational awareness task were question responses, with each question answer being binary. The questions were scored equally, with the exception of question one, which was weighted to account for each correct technique.

We planned to formally quantify the difference between the two treatments for both tasks with a statistical test. The paired sample t-test was chosen, and further analysis showed that our data met the assumptions required for this test: continuous dependent variable, independent observations, and dependent variable normally distributed for both groups. Given the small sample size, a test for normal distribution was important – we used the Shapiro-Wilk test. The results did not show evidence of non-normality for the ML treatment group (W = 0.914, p value = 0.157) or for the non-ML treatment group (W = 0.909, p value = 0.153). Our statistical null hypothesis assumes that there is no difference between users with and without the tool. Our informal expectation gained from our previous experience working with analysts is that we may see an improvement in recall scores, with lower improvements in precision scores. Our experience tells us that human cyber analysts, while slower, are mostly able to match automated labeling models in terms of accuracy of annotation.

B. Qualitative User Interviews
In addition to the quantitative data obtained, we also gathered qualitative data through two approaches. The first questionnaire asked analysts a series of questions focusing on the tool’s automated capabilities, and a second feedback survey gave analysts the
chance to discuss their experiences. This allowed us to conduct a thematic analysis of the responses, grouping problem areas into actionable themes for our software development team [10]. This type of feedback has the potential to be significantly more valuable than the task completion metrics. However, it requires that the user interviews are unstructured so as not to prejudice any responses. Importantly, it also requires the analysts to be sufficiently engaged in the exercise so that they have the desire to give detailed responses.

5. RESULTS

The report annotation task results in Table I indicate a noticeable difference in the scores obtained by the two treatments. A paired sample t-test of the f1 scores proved that with very high certainty (p < 0.01), we can say there is a significant difference between the groups’ f1 scores, and we reject the null hypothesis that there is no difference between the means of the two groups. An unexpected result from this study was the improvement in precision. One suggested explanation of this is the less experienced analysts within the experiment, and our own team of more experienced analysts whose precision would normally equal that of the ML tool.

TABLE I: ANNOTATION TASK RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Recall (mean)</th>
<th>Precision (mean)</th>
<th>F1 (mean)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ML treatment</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No ML treatment</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>0.822</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CSA task results in Table II also indicate a noticeable difference in the scores obtained by the two groups. A paired sample t-test again rejected the null hypothesis that there is no difference between the two group scores. This means that with very high certainty (p < 0.01), there is a positive difference for analysts using the graph visualization tools. Examining the results, we find an increase in scores on three out of the five questions (two, three, and four), with the other two remaining the same across both treatments.
The first round of qualitative feedback was conducted immediately following the report annotation task, and we found that the results from the statistical analysis were reflected in the feedback. We first asked the participants to quantify the improvement felt using ML (Figure 4). With above 4 being a positive effect, we can see that most participants noted an improvement in annotation efficiency. Second, we asked the users about their confidence in the ML predictions (Figure 5). The surprising result was that so many analysts (46.7%) were more confident in the READ predictions. One possible factor is the relatively high number of junior analysts on the test. As expected, we found some analysts (40%) who found their confidence levels were the same, meaning they are as confident in their own annotations as they are in READ. Especially positive for our annotation tool was that no analysts were more confident in their own annotations than in READ.

**FIGURES 4 AND 5: QUALITATIVE FEEDBACK RESULTS**

While these survey questions were useful in providing some quantitative insights, the open-text qualitative feedback provides much-needed context on the participants’ experiences. After reviewing the responses to our feedback forms from the participants, we identified the following four themes: modifying incorrect predictions, the ability to trust ML, cross-referencing difficulties, and cascading entity changes. We then selected the first two of these themes to focus on for subsequent software development (Tables III and IV).

TABLE II: CSA TASK RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Score %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graph visualization treatment</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Graph visualization treatment</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first round of qualitative feedback was conducted immediately following the report annotation task, and we found that the results from the statistical analysis were reflected in the feedback. We first asked the participants to quantify the improvement felt using ML (Figure 4). With above 4 being a positive effect, we can see that most participants noted an improvement in annotation efficiency. Second, we asked the users about their confidence in the ML predictions (Figure 5). The surprising result was that so many analysts (46.7%) were more confident in the READ predictions. One possible factor is the relatively high number of junior analysts on the test. As expected, we found some analysts (40%) who found their confidence levels were the same, meaning they are as confident in their own annotations as they are in READ. Especially positive for our annotation tool was that no analysts were more confident in their own annotations than in READ.

**FIGURES 4 AND 5: QUALITATIVE FEEDBACK RESULTS**

While these survey questions were useful in providing some quantitative insights, the open-text qualitative feedback provides much-needed context on the participants’ experiences. After reviewing the responses to our feedback forms from the participants, we identified the following four themes: modifying incorrect predictions, the ability to trust ML, cross-referencing difficulties, and cascading entity changes. We then selected the first two of these themes to focus on for subsequent software development (Tables III and IV).
TABLE III: ML ERRORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Insights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modifying incorrect predictions</td>
<td>Having to correct ML mistakes was a negative, a “frustrating” experience for users.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. “As an annotator I found fixing ML mistakes frustrating. I would rather start with a blank slate [...] All that being said, I understand the value of making the data machine readable and operable so I would use the tool to enable that.”

2. “I really didn’t like having to fix ML recommendations.”

3. “The ML is handy in some aspects, but when it’s off on something multiple times it’s a bit annoying to reject and then re-highlight each of the items.”

TABLE IV: CONFIDENCE IN ML

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trust in ML</th>
<th>Users lose trust in ML when they have to correct ML mistakes, even if those mistakes are small. They also feel the need to vet ALL ML suggestions, which can take more time than manually annotating.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. “Doc. A (which was Full ML for me) took me more time to annotate than the non ML Doc B. I think because I was less confident in verifying the objects. Subsequently, I was a little more confident in identifying objects on the second document and therefore also a little faster even though it was non-ML.”

2. “I felt I had more control in the unannotated document, but I achieved the same results much faster using the ML tagged document. Got hung up a bit tagging ATT&CK techniques in my first doc.”

3. “[H]ow does an analyst have enough confidence that there were no other names that were missed by ML (especially without manually also reviewing the source data)?”

Using this feedback, the next step was to agree on future product development ideas. In the next section, we draw on these two development themes, using the feedback to inform future plans. We also needed to consider re-running these experiments in the future; we designed the next steps with this in mind, considering how the proposed functionality could be tested with users in a repeat trial.

6. IMPACT

One of our stated aims for this project was to improve software development outcomes for automated tools that undergo user prototyping. This section sets out our own company’s attempt to capitalize on the trial results. The objective here is not to present an ideal software design process; instead, we encourage others working in industry and academia to better link published technology research with software outcomes. The first insight we gained from the user feedback was that the lack of model explainability led to analyst dissatisfaction. This was not explicitly stated by
The analysts, but it became clear from the feedback; we noticed that when a model predicted an entity incorrectly, this led to users expressing their frustration. If an ML model is wrong enough times, then there is a very real possibility that analysts will not return to using the tool. This led to the first new product feature, visualizations of our model confidence scores. We attempted to improve model explainability by communicating to analysts the uncertainty in our ML models. The intended outcome is the management of analysts’ expectations; if analysts can be taught to expect errors in the ML process, then we can reduce user frustration and keep them using the tool for longer.

The design choices for confidence scores needed consideration; when displaying ML confidence, we needed to decide whether they should be a continuous or discrete measurement (see Figure 6). The standard approach for the ML team was a continuous measurement of confidence between zero and one; this could be displayed as a percentage, which the analysts would easily interpret. While this metric felt intuitive, the feedback from our analyst team members and government contacts was that it introduced confusion regarding the appropriate score that should trigger an accept or reject decision. Taking this feedback onboard, the team produced a discrete measure of confidence using semantic buckets. The perceived benefits of such buckets are that they allow analysts to collaboratively agree on thresholds more easily and that the difference between semantic buckets was more interpretable than the difference between integers (e.g. 67% and 77%).

**FIGURE 6: POTENTIAL DESIGN VERSIONS OF THE CONFIDENCE SCORE FEATURE**

The second insight we gained from the feedback was the need for a method to ignore highly certain predictions, leaving only the uncertain predictions for the analysts to focus on. This led us to design our second new product feature to improve explainability...
– ML confidence filters. We pushed this idea to our design team, who were tasked with designing an entity filter button that would allow the users to only see the predictions which had a user’s chosen level of confidence. The design decisions for this feature focused on the functionality of the filter. Initial discussions had outlined an alternative approach where analysts could change the models to only extract entities with certain levels of confidence. This approach was highly restrictive and would only be appropriate where there had been a senior-level decision that analysts should not be allowed to see entities with low confidence. The approach we decided on shows all model predictions, allowing the analysts to filter as they work (Figure 7).

**FIGURE 7: CONFIDENCE FILTER FEATURE FINAL IMPLEMENTATION VERSION**

7. CONCLUSION

In order to retain and improve the confidence that users have in automated tools, either ML models need to achieve near-perfect results or the general approach to software development needs to be adapted. It is clear from our study that there is likely to be significant user frustration when models underperform. Our view on this frustration is that no ML model is going to be right all of the time and that, while improving model predictions should be an ongoing effort, there are other more important measures to consider. We believe there are two realistic ways to add explainability to automated text tools: feature importance and model confidence. While the second approach can only provide limited insight into the ML predictive process, the significant benefit comes from better interpretability, less subjectivity, and increased functionality, such as filtering predictions by confidence scores.
A number of participants found our own ML good for predicting the more obvious entities that appear en masse in CTI documents (e.g. more numerous classes such as malware and indicators), while they expressed lower confidence in the harder classes (e.g. ATT&CK patterns). Our conclusion for cyber ML tools is that, while we may find certain subclasses more difficult to predict, this does not discount the value proposition of an automated annotation tool. If the tool can do the heavy lifting and, importantly, can do it well, that will give analysts the confidence to automatically accept the easier entity predictions and focus on the harder, more subjective entity extraction. Some of the improvements that we felt could have been made to our study are as follows: a larger analyst sample would have been desirable from a frequentist statistical perspective. Second, we focused solely on task scores; to robustly quantify the difference made to analyst efficiency, we would have required additional resources to conduct a more detailed screen recording analysis.

In conclusion, we have established the benefits of an automated tool for cyber analysts on both a cyber annotation task and a situational awareness task. We have shown statistically that pairing analysts with ML tools quantifiably improves task performance. The other significant finding from this work has been the analyst-machine trust dynamic. We received detailed feedback from a number of analysts stating that the lack of trust in predictions would be a blocker to further usage. To gain this level of feedback, it was necessary to design a wargame that was topical, gamified, and immediately understandable for analysts. Our hope is that our trial design process and subsequent development steps can encourage others in the cyber ML field to conduct their own engaging wargame scenarios, gain better insights, report statistically robust user testing, and share software development impacts with the research community.
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Abstract: The unprecedented conflict in Ukraine has seen heavy use of asymmetric warfare tactics and techniques, including the use of drones. In particular, Da-Jiang Innovations (DJI) drones have played a major role in the conflict, supporting tactical military operations for both opponents by providing reconnaissance and explosive ordnance across the battlefield. The same drones have also been leveraged to provide humanitarian aid across Ukraine. However, Ukraine has publicly accused DJI of helping Russia target Ukrainian civilians by allowing Russian military forces to acquire and use a proprietary DJI drone-tracking system called AeroScope. This system has allowed Russian forces to geolocate and target Ukrainian civilians piloting DJI drones, which has often led to kinetic strikes against drone operators. Modern DJI drones beacon telemetry and remote identification information that allows the AeroScope system to identify and track the drone and operator at ranges of up to 30 miles away. Cost and ease of access are the primary factors that have hindered Ukraine’s ability to counter this threat with AeroScope systems of their own to identify and locate DJI drones and operators used by Russia. This has provided an asymmetric advantage to Russia on the battlefield. Although cybersecurity researchers have demonstrated that DJI drone identification wireless datalinks are unencrypted, it remains a mystery how to collect and decode these signals over the air in real time using low-cost and widely available software-defined radios. This paper addresses the problem by reverse engineering DJI drone identification signals and message structures to detect drone IDs over OcuSync and Enhanced Wi-Fi datalinks. A functioning open-source prototype is detailed that can detect DJI OcuSync drones using two HackRF One software-defined radios. The
methodology can easily be adopted by others to rapidly assemble and deploy low-cost DJI drone and operator detection and geolocation systems that are functionally similar to the AeroScope system.

**Keywords:** drone cybersecurity, geolocation, software-defined radio, DJI drones, RF reverse engineering

1. INTRODUCTION

Throughout the Ukraine conflict, both opponents have widely used guerrilla warfare methods, including small off-the-shelf unmanned aerial vehicles or drones to support military objectives. Small drones have been leveraged for numerous purposes on the battlefield to conduct reconnaissance operations, deliver explosive ordnance, aid in search and rescue missions, and provide humanitarian assistance [3], [4].

Unfortunately, most of these small drones have been plagued by an unexpected feature known as “remote identification,” which automatically beacons the location of drones and their corresponding operators. According to numerous public reports, this feature has been abused by Russian forces using a system called AeroScope by Da-Jiang Innovations (DJI) to target and kill innocent Ukrainian civilians. Cost and ease of access hinder Ukraine’s ability to counter the threat of AeroScope monitoring systems targeting Ukrainian drone operators with AeroScope systems of their own, thus providing an asymmetric advantage to Russia on the battlefield [3], [4].

To counter the cost-prohibitive nature of DJI’s proprietary AeroScope system and the difficulty of acquiring one, we propose an open-source alternative using inexpensive software-defined radios (SDR) and components. Our solution builds on the research of others by reverse engineering the OcuSync wireless datalink and integrating a solution using inexpensive and widely available SDRs to reliably decode DJI identification beacons [1], [2].

DJI originally claimed that their identification beacons were encrypted. However, this was disproven by cybersecurity researcher Kevin Finisterre, who demonstrated that a Mavic Mini SE drone ID beacon could be detected in plaintext via an Enhanced Wi-Fi datalink [5]. We build upon the work of Finisterre by focusing on reverse engineering signals and message structures used by the DJI OcuSync protocol. Furthermore, we validate that neither Enhanced Wi-Fi nor DJI OcuSync wireless
datalinks are encrypted. In addition, this paper discusses the three types of drone ID packet structures: license, flight information version 1, and flight information version 2. We demonstrate that these packet types can be recognized and decoded by the DJI OcuSync detection system we have developed. The detection system is equipped with two HackRF Ones and runs a web application responsible for displaying real-time detection data. Lastly, we show how to achieve DJI Enhanced Wi-Fi detection and extend such detection capabilities to non-DJI Wi-Fi drones like Parrot.

The methodology described in this paper can easily be adopted by others to rapidly assemble and deploy low-cost DJI drone detection and location systems that are functionally similar to the AeroScope system. The results of this work have the potential to negate the asymmetric advantages afforded to opponents leveraging AeroScope systems.

2. BACKGROUND

Tensions between Russia and Ukraine have steadily escalated since 2014, when Russia invaded and subsequently annexed Crimea. Russia continued to carry out escalatory actions with its unprovoked cyberattack on a key portion of the power grid in Ukraine, leaving more than 230,000 civilians without power. On February 24, 2022, Russian military forces conducted an unprecedented invasion of Ukraine on a scale that had not been seen in Europe since World War 2. Thus far, the invasion has resulted in countless casualties, including the deaths of innocent civilians. As of this writing, the Russian invasion has displaced over 7.6 million Ukrainians from their homes, leading to a massive refugee crisis. The Russian military campaign has been multi-dimensional, with attacks being waged via land, sea, air and cyberspace. Asymmetric warfare tactics have also been used extensively on both sides, including the use of drones [3], [6].

One of the key enablers of asymmetric warfare in the Russia-Ukraine war has been the Chinese drone technology company Da-Jiang Innovations (DJI), headquartered in Shenzhen, China. DJI essentially monopolizes the off-the-shelf drone market with approximately a 70–80% market share [7]. Since the invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, multiple accusations have been made by Ukrainian government officials that DJI has been showing levels of favoritism to Russia [4], [5]. Furthermore, Ukraine has publicly accused DJI of allowing Russia to target innocent civilians with missiles using its AeroScope drone monitoring technology [4], [5].

AeroScope is the equivalent of a radar system for detecting DJI drones. The identification information shares similar functional characteristics with ADS-B,
which is used in the aviation industry. The system can be deployed to monitor for the presence of DJI drones up to 30 miles away. DJI AeroScope was originally intended to be used for public safety purposes if a rogue drone was illegally flying in a restricted area, such as near an airport or other drone-protected area. The system could be used to find the drone and the individual operating it. Additionally, the AeroScope system is only supposed to be sold to law enforcement and security agencies that are actively engaged in such efforts to protect the public [4], [5].

By default, modern DJI drones automatically beacon telemetry and remote identification information revealing information about the drone, including the GPS coordinates of the operator, once every second. One of the reasons DJI began integrating this technology into their drone platforms was to comply with the U.S. Federal Aviation Agency’s (FAA) remote identification requirements for small drones [8]. The FAA has outlined a list of remote identification requirements for small drones and has stated that after September 16, 2023, drones that do not comply with the remote identification reporting requirement must not operate in federal airspace [1]. Table I shows the minimum required information elements that must be included in broadcast messages.

**TABLE I: REMOTE IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS OF DRONES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drone serial number and/or session identifier</td>
<td>Rate of one message per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller latitude and longitude</td>
<td>±100 feet with 95% probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller geometric altitude</td>
<td>±15 feet with 95% probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drone latitude and longitude</td>
<td>±100 feet with 95% probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drone geometric altitude</td>
<td>±150 feet with 95% probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drone velocity</td>
<td>Rate of one message per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timestamp</td>
<td>Synchronized with all other elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drone emergency status</td>
<td>On/Off</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DJI drones use one of two proprietary communications protocols for command-and-control and broadcasting ID information: (i) Enhanced Wi-Fi or (ii) OcuSync [8].

I. *Enhanced Wi-Fi*: The Enhanced Wi-Fi protocol is used by older DJI Spark and Mavic Air models. The protocol transmission range is limited to a visual line of sight.
II. OcuSync: The OcuSync protocol is used by the DJI Mavic series, Air series and Mini series of drones. This new DJI protocol, which leverages SDR radio technology, has a protocol transmission range of approximately 2.5 miles.

Efforts have been made to reverse engineer DJI communication protocols. Department 13, a company specializing in drone countermeasures, discovered operational details about drone remote identification packets by examining an accidental release of DJI’s Mavic Pro drone firmware. The discovery is documented in a white paper that provides the only publicly available information about DJI remote identification frames sent with Enhanced Wi-Fi drones [1].

3. OCUSYNC DRONE IDENTIFICATION AND DEMODULATION METHODOLOGY

In 2022, an open-source effort was initiated to demodulate DJI OcuSync drone ID signals [2]. The repository revealed that OcuSync drone IDs are loosely based on long-term evolution (LTE) cellular standards. This means any SDR capable of sampling up to 15,360,000 samples per second (the LTE sample rate) and up to a bandwidth of 10 MHz is capable of capturing OcuSync drone IDs. Figure 1 shows a GNU Radio flow graph leveraging a LimeSDR to see DJI drone ID signals in real time (via a phosphor sink). Any SDR capable of sampling 32-bit floating point IQ data (.fc32 file) up to 15.35 MSPS can use this GNU Radio flow graph to capture drone ID signals. Figure 2 shows the waterfall output from the GNU Radio flow graph with a drone ID message highlighted.

FIGURE 1: GNU RADIO FLOW GRAPH FOR LIMESDR TO CAPTURE DRONE IDS
Given a capable SDR, a successful capture must be tuned to center frequencies broadcasted by drone ID signals. Table II shows center frequencies in the 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz frequency bands, on which drone IDs are found. This data was collected by observing the 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz bands while several DJI Mavic models were powered on. The 2.4 GHz frequency band ranges from 2,399.5 MHz to 2,474.5 MHz, and the 5.8 GHz frequency band ranges from 5,741.5 MHz to 5,831.5 MHz. During testing, we also discovered that even if a user forces the DJI OcuSync communications downlink to be 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz with the DJI GO smartphone application, DJI drone ID signals do not adhere and continue to broadcast out-of-band from the communications link.

**TABLE II: 2.4 GHz CENTER FREQUENCIES AND 5.8 GHz CENTER FREQUENCIES FOR DJI DRONE IDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2.4 GHz Frequency Band</th>
<th>5.8 GHz Frequency Band</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,399.5 MHz</td>
<td>5,741.5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,414.5 MHz</td>
<td>5,766.5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,429.5 MHz</td>
<td>5,781.5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,444.5 MHz</td>
<td>5,796.5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,459.5 MHz</td>
<td>5,811.5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,474.5 MHz</td>
<td>5,826.5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,831.5 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During testing, it was observed that a signal broadcasts on a frequency until 12–20 drone IDs are transmitted before hopping to a different frequency. Figure 3 shows...
a sample DJI Mavic Pro drone ID signal. A drone ID signal is approximately 600 milliseconds in duration.

FIGURE 3: SAMPLE DRONE ID SIGNAL FROM A DJI MAVIC PRO CAPTURED ON 2,429.5 MHz

A single drone ID signal contains nine orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols. Although in some instances drone ID signals contain eight OFDM symbols. However, demodulation only needs eight OFDM symbols, as the first symbol in a nine OFDM system can be discarded. The first and last OFDM symbols are 80 milliseconds in size, and the middle symbols are 72 milliseconds (e.g., [80, 72, 72, 72, 72, 72, 72, 72, 80]). Once captured, DJI drone ID signals can be demodulated using digital signal processing. The dji_droneid GitHub repository outlines the following demodulation steps [2]:

1. Identifying the start of a drone ID
2. Creating a low-pass bandwidth filter
3. Applying a coarse frequency offset correction
4. Extracting OFDM symbols (sans cyclic prefixes)
5. Measuring channel impulse rate
6. Quantizing quadrature phase shift key (QPSK) into bits
7. Descrambling bits
8. Turbo decoding and rate matching
9. Deframing bytes

The source code in the GitHub repository is written in MATLAB/Octave, and the captures used an Ettus B205-mini SDR. The SDR retails for around $1,345, and the existing codebase is incompatible with inexpensive and easier-to-come-by SDRs such as the HackRF One. In this work, the demodulation steps were ported over to Python. The proceeding figures contain algorithms outlining each step of the demodulation process in Pythonic pseudocode.
Start of Drone ID

Figure 4 shows the algorithm for generating Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequences with a root index and sequence length [9]. In a drone ID, there are two OFDM symbols with ZC sequences, symbols 4 and 6, in it. The rootIndex for OFDM symbol 4 is 600, and the rootIndex for OFDM symbol 6 is 147. The seqLen is 601 because the formula only works for an odd number of samples. The middle sample (300) is removed after computation. The sequence is then applied to the data carriers (in buffer). The buffer shifts to have the zero-value placed in the center, and an inverse Fourier transformation then occurs. The result of the algorithm yields a 600-long ZC sequence shifted with a root index (zadoffChuSeq).

FIGURE 4: GENERATION OF ZADOFF-CHU SEQUENCE

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Input:} & \quad \text{rootIndex: Root index of ZC symbol} \\
\text{Input:} & \quad \text{seqLen: Length of ZC sequence} \\
\text{Output:} & \quad \text{zadoffChuSeq: ZC sequence} \\
\text{dataCarrierIndices} & \leftarrow \{i = 212...813, i \neq 512\} \\
n & \leftarrow \{i = 0...600\} \\
\text{seq} & \leftarrow e^{(-1) \times \pi \times \text{rootIndex} \times n \times (n+1+2 \times 0) / \text{SeqLen}} \\
\text{seq} & \leftarrow \text{delete(seq, 300)} \\
\text{buffer} & \leftarrow \text{zeros(1024)} \\
\text{buffer} [\text{dataCarrierIndices}] & \leftarrow \text{seq} \\
\text{zadoffChuSeq} & \leftarrow \text{invFFT(shiftToCenter(buffer))}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 5 depicts an algorithm performing a normalized cross-correlation that finds the ZC sequence in OFDM symbol 4 (zc4) among 32-bit floating point IQ data (iqData). This is accomplished with the NumPy correlate function. The next step is selecting the greatest peak found in cross-correlation (minimum and maximum parameters vary based on signal strength) using the findPeaks function. After the greatest peak is identified, the start of the drone ID burst (startBurst) can be found by backtracking four OFDM symbols in length. A clean drone ID burst is trimmed from startBurst to burstDuration.

FIGURE 5: NORMALIZED CROSS-CORRELATION

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Input:} & \quad \text{iqData: 32-bit floating point IQ data} \\
\text{Output:} & \quad \text{burst: Drone ID burst} \\
\text{zc4} & \leftarrow \text{zadoffChuSeq}(600, 601) \\
\text{crossCorrelation} & \leftarrow |\text{correlate(iqData, zc4)}|^2 \\
\text{peak} & \leftarrow \text{findPeaks(crossCorrelation, height=(1e5,1e6))} \\
\text{fftSize} & \leftarrow 1024 \\
\text{zcOffset} & \leftarrow 80 + (72 \times 3) + (\text{fftSize} \times 3) \# \text{burst start} \\
\text{startBurst} & \leftarrow \text{peak – zcOffset}
\end{align*}
\]
burstDuration ← (80 × 2) + (72 × 7) + (fftSize × 9)
burst ← burst[startBurst:startBurst+burstDuration]

**Low-Pass Bandwidth Filter**
The algorithm in Figure 6 performs a low-pass bandwidth filter on a drone ID burst. The filter function is from the signal package. The filter window `firWin` is fitted to the drone ID burst bandwidth (`bw`) and sample rate (`sampRate`) at a length of `n` (51). The `filterTaps` object is a low-pass bandwidth filter applied to the drone ID burst, resulting in `filteredBurst`.

**FIGURE 6: APPLYING A LOW-PASS BAND FILTER**

- **Input:** burst: Drone ID burst
- **Output:** `filteredBurst`: Filtered drone ID burst
  - `n ← 51`
  - `bw ← 10e6`
  - `sampRate ← 15.36e6`
  - `filterTaps ← firWin(n, bw/sampRate)`
  - `filteredBurst ← digitalFilter(filterTaps, burst, axis=0)`

Figure 7 shows the graphical result of the low-pass bandwidth filter. The graph plots the magnitude (squared) of the drone ID in a log scale.

**FIGURE 7: DJI DRONE ID BURST WITH LOW-PASS BANDWIDTH FILTER**

---

**Coarse Frequency Offset Correction**
The algorithm in Figure 8 shows the coarse frequency offset calculation. The coarse frequency offset is a minor error—compared to an actual frequency offset—generated by the SDR. The coarse frequency offset is calculated by inspecting the symbol cyclic prefix in the second OFDM symbol. The second OFDM symbol begins with a cyclic prefix and ends with an inverted cyclic prefix. The `cp` variable denotes the
first cyclic prefix in the second OFDM symbol, and the copy variable denotes the second cyclic prefix. In NumPy, a dot product operation is obtained by conjugating cp before multiplying it with the copy variable. The result is the sum of all the elements along axis 0. The offsetRadians is generated on the complex plane in radians, which is inversely applied to the drone ID burst to correct the coarse frequency offset.

**FIGURE 8: CORRECTION OF THE COARSE FREQUENCY OFFSET**

\[
\text{Input:} \quad \text{burst: Filtered drone ID burst} \\
\text{Output:} \quad \text{newBurst: Frequency offset corrected burst} \\
\text{_fftSize} \leftarrow 1024 \\
cp \leftarrow \text{burst}[1104:1176] \# 1st cyclic prefix \\
copy \leftarrow \text{burst}[2128:2200] \# 2nd cyclic prefix \\
\text{offsetRadians} \leftarrow \frac{\text{angle(sum("start \times end, axis=0")}}{\text{fftSize}} \\
\text{newBurst} \leftarrow \text{burst} \times e^{-1i \times \text{offsetRadians} \times [1:length(\text{burst})+1]} \\
\]

**OFDM Symbol Extraction**

Figure 9 shows the time and frequency domains from the drone ID burst. The process for extracting OFDM symbols in the drone ID burst involves stripping cyclic prefixes and converting the remnants into the time and frequency domains. There are nine iterations that start at the end of each cyclic prefix in an OFDM symbol. Before the algorithm begins, the burst is already in the form of a time domain, so each symbol is stored in a corresponding timeDomain array row. The timeDomain is then converted to the frequency domain (freqDomain) by computing a Fourier transformation, followed by shifting the zero-frequency component to the center. The final array is stored in the corresponding freqDomain array row.

**FIGURE 9: GENERATION OF TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAINS**

\[
\text{Input:} \quad \text{burst: Drone ID burst} \\
\text{Output:} \quad \text{timeDomain: Time domain of symbols} \\
\text{Output:} \quad \text{freqDomain: Frequency domain of symbols} \\
\text{prefixes} \leftarrow [72, 80, 80, 80, 80, 80, 80, 80, 72] \\
\text{fftSize} \leftarrow 1024 \\
\text{freqDomain} \leftarrow \text{zeros(length(p repfixes), fftSize)} \\
\text{timeDomain} \leftarrow \text{zeros(length(p repfixes), fftSize)} \\
\text{offset} \leftarrow 0 \\
\text{for} \ i \ \text{in range(length(prefixes))}: \\
\quad \text{offset} \leftarrow \text{prefixes}[i] + \text{offset} \\
\quad \text{timeDomain}[i,:] \leftarrow \text{burst}[\text{offset:offset+fftSize}] \\
\quad \text{freqDomain}[i,:] \leftarrow \text{fftShift(fft(timeDomain[i,:])}) \\
\quad \text{offset} \leftarrow \text{fftSize} + \text{offset} \\
\end{align*}
Channel Impulse Response

The algorithm in Figure 10 shows the channel impulse response, which calculates the average walking phase offset. The channel impulse response represents the distortion of a signal [9]. The algorithm in Figure 4 generates both ZC sequences found in OFDM symbols 4 and 6 (zc4 and zc6). Each ZC sequence is converted to the frequency domain by a Fourier transformation. The Golden references for each ZC sequence are stored in channel1 and channel2 for OFDM symbols 4 and 6, respectively. The channel estimation (est) derives from channel1. The elements that are not data carriers become discarded. The average phase offset (phaseOffset) for each symbol is calculated by computing the angle of channel1 and channel2 and then summing all the elements together. That sum is then divided by the number of data carriers (600). The final phaseOffset value is the average of both channel1 and channel2.

FIGURE 10: MEASUREMENT OF CHANNEL IMPULSE RESPONSE

Output: phaseOffset: Average walking phase offset
Output: est: Channel estimation

dataCarrierIndices ← [i = 212…813, i ≠ 512]
zc4 ← fftShift(fft(zadoffChuSeq(600, 601)))
zc6 ← fftShift(fft(zadoffChuSeq(147, 601)))

channel1 ← \frac{zc4}{freqDomain[3...]} # OFDM symbol 4
channel2 ← \frac{zc6}{freqDomain[5...]} # OFDM symbol 6

channel1 ← channel1[dataCarrierIndices]
channel2 ← channel2[dataCarrierIndices]
est ← channel1

channel1Phase ← \frac{\text{sum}(\text{angle}(\text{channel1}), \text{axis}=0)}{600}
channel2Phase ← \frac{\text{sum}(\text{angle}(\text{channel2}), \text{axis}=0)}{600}

\text{phaseOffset} ← \frac{\text{channel1Phase} \cdot \text{channel2Phase}}{2}

Quantize QPSK into Bits

The algorithm in Figure 11 shows the process of demodulating QPSK into constellation mappings (bits). The algorithm equalizes the frequency domain to only include data carriers, adjusting the sample to the previously calculated phaseOffset. The absolute phase offset is calculated from multiplying phaseOffset with the distance each OFDM symbol is from the symbol that was used for equalization. Because the phase offset was calculated between both ZC sequences (which are in OFDM symbols 4 and 6), the phaseOffset is directly applied to OFDM symbol 5. The algorithm then loops through dataCarriers and converts the complex samples (representing QPSK constellation points) into bits.
FIGURE 11: QUANTIZATION OF QPSK TO BITS

**Input:** est: Channel estimation  
**Input:** phaseOffset: Average walking phase offset  
**Output:** demodBits: Quantized bits from drone ID  

carrierIndices ← \{i = 212…813, i ≠ 512\}  
demodBits ← zeros(9, 1200)  

for \(a\) in length(bits):  
    dataCarriers ← freqDomain[\(a\), carrierIndices] \times est  
    dataCarriers ← e\(^{1j \times \text{phaseOffset} \times (a-4)}\)  
    offset ← 0  
    quantizedBits ← zeros(1200)  
    for \(b\) in length(dataCarriers):  
        sample ← dataCarriers[\(b\)]  
        if real(sample) > 0 and imag(sample) > 0 then  
            bits ← [0,0]  
        end  
        elif real(sample) > 0 and imag(sample) < 0 then  
            bits ← [0,1]  
        end  
        elif real(sample) < 0 and imag(sample) > 0 then  
            bits ← [1,0]  
        end  
        elif real(sample) < 0 and imag(sample) < 0 then  
            bits ← [1,1]  
        end  
        else  
            bits ← [0,0]  
        end  
        quantizedBits[offset:offset+2] ← bits  
        offset ← offset+2  
    end  
    demodBits[\(a\),] ← quantizedBits  
end

Table III shows the QPSK constellation mapping. The algorithm saves each quantized data carrier into demodBits.
### TABLE III: QPSK MODULATION MAPPING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b(i), b(i+1)</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}$</td>
<td>$-\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$-\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>$-\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}$</td>
<td>$-\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Descramble Bits**

Figure 12 depicts an algorithm for descrambling demodulated drone ID bits into complex values. The two initial values for descrambling are hardcoded polynomial values: lsfrX1 (whose value is outlined in 3GPP 36.211 7.2) and lsfrX2 (0x12345678 for drone IDs) [9]. The variable $n_c$ is defined in the LTE standards as 1,600. The first loop generates the m-sequence for lsfrX1. The second loop generates the m-sequence for lsfrX2. The third loop generates the resulting Gold sequence (goldSeq). The final operation performs a bitwise XOR operation between OFDM symbols (2, 3, 5, 7, 8 and 9) and the goldSeq.

**FIGURE 12: DESCRAMBLING BITS INTO COMPLEX VALUES**

```
Input: demodBits: Quantized bits from drone ID burst
Output: descBits: Complex values from descrambling

lsfrX1 ← 
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

lsfrX2 ← 
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

finalSeqLen ← 7200
$n_c$ ← 1600
xl ← zeros($n_c$ + finalSeqLen + 31)
x2 ← zeros($n_c$ + finalSeqLen + 31)
goldSeq ← zeros(finalSeqLen, type=’int8’)
x1[0:31] ← lsfrX1
x2[0:31] ← lsfrX2
for i in length(finalSeqLen + $n_c$)
    xl[i+31] ← (xl[i+3] + xl[i]) % 2
end
```
for $i$ in length(finalSeqLen + $n_c$)
    $x2[i+31] \leftarrow (x2[i+3] + x2[i+2] + x2[i+i] + x2[i]) \mod 2$
end

for $i$ in length(finalSeqLen)
    goldSeq[$i] \leftarrow (x1[i+n_c] + x2[i+n_c]) \mod 2$
end
demodBits ← demodBits[[1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8],:]
descBits ← demodBits goldSeq

**Turbo Decoder and Rate Matcher**

The turbo decoder is implemented using the turbofec library [10]. The 7,200 descrambled bits from the algorithm in Figure 12 are passed into the turbo code remover C++ program, which was provided by the dji_droneid GitHub repository [2]. The program sets up the necessary structures and buffers to interface with turbofec for turbo decoding and rate-matching logic. The program outputs decoded data when the CRC-24 check returns 0x00. Else, it outputs the calculated CRC-24 error. Poor SDR recordings, interference and frequency offsets often attribute to failed decoding calculations.

**Deframe Bytes**

This research has identified three types of drone ID packets: license, flight information version 1 and flight information version 2. Software reverse engineering methods were used to understand the contents of the drone ID packets.

Figure 13 shows the structure of a license plate packet. License packets have a packet type of 0x11. After the packet type comes the serial number of the detected drone. Following the drone serial number are the custom license and flight plan values provided by the DJI GO smartphone application user.
Figure 14 shows the structure of a version 1 flight information packet. Version 1 packets have a packet type of 0x1001. The state information varies depending on whether the drone is operating properly (e.g., motors on, in air, home point set) [1]. State information is followed by the serial number of the detected drone. The drone’s GPS coordinates, altitude, height, x speed, y speed, z speed, pitch angle, roll angle, yaw angle and return-to-home GPS coordinates are arranged sequentially. Each GPS coordinate (longitude and latitude) is packed into two bytes using the following computation:

$$\frac{\text{GPS Coordinate}}{180} \times \pi \times 10^7$$

Next in the packet is the model field that specifies the product type of the drone and the universally unique identifier (UUID), an 18-character string identifier that ties the unmanned aerial vehicle to a DJI user account.
Figure 15 shows the structure of a version 2 flight information packet. Version 2 packets have a packet type of 0x1002. The rest of the packet follows the same arrangement as a version 1 packet, except there are no pitch angles or roll angles, only yaw angles. Next is the pilot GPS clock, which measures the number of milliseconds since epoch (January 1, 1970) to assess phone GPS accuracy. The pilot GPS coordinates, return-to-home GPS coordinates, model, UUID length and UUID are arranged sequentially.
The algorithm in Figure 16 shows the conversion between aerodynamic angles to quantity values. Pitch, roll and yaw angles can be converted to quantities using a set of conditionals. If the angle is 0, the quantity yields 0. If the angle is less than 0, adding 180 to the angle yields the quantity. If the angle is greater than 0 but less than 180, modular dividing the angle by 180 yields the quantity. Otherwise, adding 180 to the angle yields the quantity.
FIGURE 16: CONVERT AERODYNAMIC ANGLES TO QUANTITIES

Input: angle: Pitch, roll or yaw angle
Output: quantity: Pitch, roll or yaw

if angle is 0 then
    quantity ← 0
end
elif angle < 0 then
    quantity ← angle + 180
end
elif angle > 0 and angle < 180 then
    quantity ← angle % 180
end
else
    quantity ← angle + 180
end

In the event of only detecting a license packet, which contains a serial number and no model information, there is a way to predict the model of the drone by looking at the serial number prefix (universal three-string constants). Table V (see Appendix), which has data derived from the Federal Aviation Administration Aircraft Inquiry Database and DJI Service Request and Inquiry website, shows DJI models corresponding to serial number prefixes [11], [12]. The table reveals all the drones equipped with remote identification capabilities. Also, the table shows all possible AeroScope IDs (value in the model field) for both versions of flight information packets. The AeroScope IDs were found on a DJI storage domain [13]. All the AeroScope IDs are associated with DJI models, except for AeroScope ID 240, which is associated with a non-DJI Yuneec H480 drone. Yuneec is a known DJI competitor. The AeroScope ID associated with the Yuneec H480 model may be present because DJI was attempting to detect Yuneec drones and/or DJI has plans to potentially acquire Yuneec.

4. DJI DRONE DETECTION

This section discusses how we leveraged our knowledge gained from studying and reverse engineering the DJI OcuSync protocol to develop a real-time DJI drone detection system, without purchasing an expensive and proprietary DJI AeroScope unit. We used low-cost radio hardware (HackRF Ones) to demonstrate how this system could be assembled at a minimal cost.

OcuSync Detection
A DJI OcuSync detection system runs effectively using “cheap” SDRs (under $500), such as HackRF Ones, coupled with Intel-based commodity hardware to process
the Python software and turbo decoder program. Real-time detection of DJI drones requires reliable RF throughput and rapid frequency hopping across known center frequencies (Table II) to maximize performance.

The algorithm in Figure 5 can be outfitted to include a dynamic cross-correlation that is constantly scanning for drone IDs. The @njit decorator in Numba, a high-performance Python compiler, can be used to aid in faster calculations and yield better performance benchmarks when applied to the cross-correlation function.

The tradeoff with low-cost SDRs (e.g., HackRF Ones) is unreliable crystal oscillators, which occasionally invoke frequency offsets. These offsets can result in failed demodulations. However, there are ways to calculate a frequency offset at any juncture and apply a correction to a capture. One technique for solving this problem for the HackRF One is by using the CellSearch program in the LTE-Cell-Scanner GitHub repository [14].

The algorithm shown in Figure 17 leverages the CellSearch program to ping nearby LTE bands (stored in lteBand) from a range of frequencies: a frequency minimum (freqMin) to a frequency maximum (freqMax). The program can measure the crystal frequency error of the LTE frequency (crystalCorrection). The crystalCorrection is then transformed into a parts per million (ppm) number with a simple equation.

**FIGURE 17: CORRECTION OF HACKRF FREQUENCY OFFSET**

Input: freqBand: Nearby frequency band  
Output: ppm: HackRF crystal oscillator error  
lteBand ← {1: [2140, 2140.1]…103: [757.5, 757.6]}  
freqMin ← lteBand[freqBand][0]  
freqMax ← lteBand[freqBand][1]  
crystalCorrection ← CellSearch(freqMin, freqMax)  
ppm ← 1e6 × (1 - crystalCorrection)

The ppm number can be inputted into the -C argument of the hackrf_transfer command (which interfaces with the HackRF to receive radio frequency data) to correct the frequency offset:

```
hackrf_transfer file.cs8 -f [CENTER_FREQUENCY] -s 1536000000 -C [PPM]
```

The last step is converting file.cs8, which is a collection of complex 8-bit signed integer samples, into IQ data. The conversion can be performed with the following code snippet:
Figures 18 and 19 show the working prototype built for OcuSync drone ID detection. A refurbished Mac Mini, two HackRF Ones and two Altelix 2.4 GHz omni-directional antennas are used as the OcuSync drone ID detection system. The total cost is less than $1,000, making it significantly cheaper than any detection system (including DJI AeroScope) on the market. During operation, one HackRF hops to a different center frequency on the 2.4 GHz frequency band, and another HackRF hops to a different center frequency on the 5.8 GHz frequency band. Each capture consists of 1,500,000 complex 8-bit signed integers samples, which is enough samples to potentially contain a drone ID.

Enhanced Wi-Fi Detection
A DJI Enhanced Wi-Fi detection system can be achieved by simply using network adapters with monitor mode and custom clock rate capabilities.

Department 13 revealed that DJI drones use Atheros chips to broadcast beacon frames containing drone IDs [1]. The beacon frames are emitted with a bandwidth of 5 MHz. This is typically not allowed for normal network interface cards; however, Atheros network interface cards are able to be clocked at half rate (10 MHz) or quarter rate (5 MHz) [15].
Figure 20 shows a Qualcomm Atheros QCNFA435 M.2 WLAN/Bluetooth laptop Wi-Fi card that can detect Enhanced Wi-Fi drones. These cards can be purchased from any online retailer for less than $30. An Atheros network interface card can also be used by Kismet, a wireless network device detector and sniffer that operates on Wi-Fi interfaces.

The following command allows Kismet to scan Wi-Fi channels 1–177 (consisting of both 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz frequencies) at a 5 MHz bandwidth:

```
kismet -c adapter:channels = “1W5, 2W5, 3W5, 4W5, 5W5, 6W5, 7W5, 8W5, 9W5, 10W5, 11W5, 12W5, 13W5, 14W5, 140W5, 149W5, 153W5, 157W5, 161W5, 165W5, 169W5, 173W5, 177W5”
```

The Kismet control panel allows users to filter Wi-Fi devices based on MAC address, advertised SSID or beacon vendor tag. The best way to detect DJI drones is by filtering individualized 802.11 vendor tags. IEEE keeps an open-source record of all registered company 802.11 vendor tags. DJI vendor tags are the following: 60-60-1F, 34-D2-62 and 48-1C-B9. By extension, Kismet supports non-DJI drone detection such as Parrot. Parrot vendor tags are as follows: 00-12-1C, 90-03-B7, A0-14-3D and 00-26-7E.

Such techniques could easily be employed to provide Enhanced Wi-Fi inspecting capabilities in a drone ID detection system. We leave the integration and testing of the Enhanced Wi-Fi detection capability for future work.

5. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS

We performed experimental testing to validate the effectiveness of the DJI OcuSync drone ID detection system. An experiment was conducted in an urban environment to assess the range and capabilities of the DJI OcuSync drone ID detection system over a period of two days, using three different types of DJI drones flown at varying distances away from the DJI OcuSync drone ID detection system.
Table IV shows the detection results from the experiment. The detection system was able to capture a Mavic Pro flight information packet and a Mavic Mini license packet, both approximately 0.3 miles away.

**TABLE IV: DETECTION RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Packet Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mavic Pro</td>
<td>~0.30 miles</td>
<td>Flight information (v1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mavic Mini</td>
<td>~0.30 miles</td>
<td>License</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mavic 2</td>
<td>~0.75 miles</td>
<td>Flight information (v2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The furthest distance the detection system was able to find was a DJI Mavic 2, which was 0.75 miles away, as shown in Figures 21 and 22. Although DJI AeroScope stationary units have the potential to detect drones up to 30 miles (50 km) away, our experimental testing showed that we were only able to reliably detect drones less than a mile away. It should be noted that the DJI AeroScope claims of 30 miles are likely estimates under the best of circumstances with relatively low noise environments compared to our testing in the middle of an urban environment. Performance degradations are expected in such environments, but there is plenty of room to improve our solution. Future work will incorporate testing of different types of budget SDRs and improved digital signal processing techniques to increase the reliability of our solution. Additionally, we will explore improvements to antenna design and placement to achieve optimal performance for our testing environments.

**FIGURE 21: SCRIPT OUTPUT OF A DETECTED MAVIC 2 DRONE**
Asymmetric warfare has been widely employed throughout the conflict in Ukraine, especially the use of small drones for conducting kinetic strikes. In particular, DJI drones have played a major role in the conflict on both sides, supporting military operations in the form of reconnaissance and weapon delivery systems. The delivery of humanitarian aid has been further empowered by using drones as well. Ukrainian officials have publicly accused DJI of helping Russia target innocent civilians by allowing Russian military forces to acquire and use a proprietary DJI drone-tracking system called AeroScope. Cost and ease of access are primary factors that have hindered Ukraine’s ability to counter this threat with AeroScope systems of their own to identify and locate DJI drones and operators used by Russia. This has created an asymmetric advantage of sorts on the battlefield for Russia. Our work demonstrates an alternative to AeroScope that is similar in functionality. Compared with AeroScope, the proposed OcuSync drone ID detection system is superior in terms of affordability, cost and flexibility. It is the first demonstrated detection system that offers real-time detection of DJI OcuSync drone IDs using low-cost SDRs with robust packet dissection (license and flight information). The detection system is significantly cheaper than DJI AeroScope, which is marketed anywhere from $20,000 to $40,000 and can predict DJI drone models based on serial numbers. However, our experimental testing has demonstrated that the detection system is currently limited to a 0.75-mile (1.2-km) detection range, whereas the commercial DJI AeroScope stationary units can detect drones up to 30 miles (50 km) away. Future work will focus on increasing the range of the OcuSync drone ID detection system, conducting additional experiments with the detection system and merging both Enhanced Wi-Fi and OcuSync detection.
streams into a centralized web application for a comprehensive drone detection solution. Given the success achieved with our DJI OcuSync ID detection system, we believe this will offer a path for negating asymmetric advantages for opponents using DJI AeroScope monitoring systems.
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## APPENDIX

### TABLE V: DJI MODELS, SERIAL NUMBER PREFIXES AND KEYS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>AeroScope ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspire 1</td>
<td>041, W21</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantom 3 Series</td>
<td>0JX</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantom 3 Series Pro</td>
<td>P76</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantom 3 Std</td>
<td>03Z, P5A</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M100</td>
<td>M02</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACEONE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WKM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naza</td>
<td>061</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>061</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>067</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantom 4</td>
<td>07D, 07J, 0AX, 0HA, 189</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG1</td>
<td>05Y</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M600</td>
<td>M64</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantom 3 4k</td>
<td>P7A</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mavic Pro</td>
<td>08Q, 08R</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspire 2</td>
<td>095, 09Y, 0A0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantom 4 Pro</td>
<td>0AX</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>0AS, 0BM</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M600 Pro</td>
<td>M80</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mavic Air</td>
<td>0K1, 0K4</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M200</td>
<td>0FZ</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantom 4 Series</td>
<td>CE1</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantom 4 Adv</td>
<td>0HA</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M210</td>
<td>0N4</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>X, Y, Z</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M210RTK</td>
<td>17U, 1DA</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3_AG</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG1A</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantom 4 RTK</td>
<td>0UY, 0V2</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantom 4 Pro V2.0</td>
<td>11U, 11V</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG1P</td>
<td>0YS</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG1P-RTK</td>
<td>0YL</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mavic 2</td>
<td>0M6, 183</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M200 V2 Series</td>
<td>17S</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mavic 2 Enterprise</td>
<td>276, 29Z</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mavic Mini</td>
<td>1SC, 1SD, 1SZ, 1WG</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mavic Air 2</td>
<td>1WN, 3N3</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4M</td>
<td>1UD</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M300 RTK</td>
<td>1ZN</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJI FPV</td>
<td>37Q</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini 2</td>
<td>3NZ, 3Q4, 5DX, 5FS</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGRAS T10</td>
<td>IEZ</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGRAS T30</td>
<td>35P</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air 2S</td>
<td>3YT</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mavic 3</td>
<td>F4Q, F45</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mavic 2 Enterprise Adv</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini SE</td>
<td>4AE, 4DT, 4GM</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini 3 Pro</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YUNEEC H480</td>
<td>YU1</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract: In May 2022, an Estonian-Russian man was arrested at the Estonian border with Russia for attempting to supply the Russian armed forces with crowdfunded drones. The case had two intertwined striking aspects: the law under which the individual was prosecuted and the drones themselves. While it is no revelation that drones are dual-use goods, the drones in question were three DJI Mini 2, which, owing to their small size and features, are exempt from the current European Union (EU) restrictions on the export of dual-use goods. Such small commercial drones have proven to be excellent for aerial surveillance and indirect fire correction on the battlefield. Consequently, the individual was prosecuted for ‘knowingly supporting a foreign act of aggression’ based on a newly added provision to the Estonian Penal Code.

This paper discusses the growing importance of commercial small drones on the battlefield, which are not included in Annex I of the EU Dual-Use Regulation, as well as the implications of this on the EU’s dual-use goods export restrictions, and the legal framework that is available to EU member states for preventing the delivery of such drones to support a war of aggression. The paper is divided into three sections, the first dedicated to the role of small drones on the battlefield in Ukraine, the second to the EU’s dual-use export restrictions and the third to the role of domestic legal frameworks that may prohibit exports of such drones through laws criminalizing aggression.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The further invasion of Ukraine by Russia in 2022 brought military drones such as the Bayraktar TB2 into the spotlight. However, the conflict has additionally highlighted the growing importance of small commercially available civilian drones on the modern battlefield. Small commercial drones have proven to be an excellent platform for aerial surveillance and artillery fire correction. The extensive use of small commercial drones has led to manufacturers both protesting their military use and suspending sales in Ukraine and Russia.

Despite the wide array of civilian uses for drones, their dual-use nature is not a new revelation, as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) were already listed as dual-use goods in the European Union (EU) context prior to the conflict. Nevertheless, the association of drones with the military, especially with legally controversial drone strikes, is so widespread it has caused psychological barriers to the adoption and usage of drones in civilian contexts. The attempts by the EU to address this connection, as well as to reduce knowledge of the fact that civilian developments of drones have military benefits, have invited criticism in the past.

Nevertheless, under the EU definition, for a drone to qualify as ‘dual-use’, it must either have a maximum endurance of one hour or greater, or an endurance between 30 minutes to less than an hour and, at the same time, be designed to take off and have stable flight in wind gusts equal to or exceeding 25 knots. Consequently, for this paper, small commercial drones refer to UAVs that are not originally intended for military use, weighing less than 250 grams, with a specification below the...
requirements for maximum endurance and wind resistance, as defined in Annex I of the EU’s dual-use regulation.

As the conflict has demonstrated through donations,\textsuperscript{11} drones that do not meet these criteria, such as the DJI Mini 2,\textsuperscript{12} are frequently used or desired to be used on the battlefield. Such drones, as exemplified by the DJI Mini 2, while subject to registration, do not require a remote piloting certificate.\textsuperscript{13} The rationale for the focus on DJI’s models in this paper when examples for technical specifications are needed is that DJI holds the majority of the market share, despite its recent drop from 70 per cent to 54 per cent,\textsuperscript{14} for all commercial drones.\textsuperscript{15} Moreover, DJI’s drones are so popular on both sides that identifying whether a drone is friendly has become challenging and has led to them being described as a ‘true symbol of modern warfare’ by a former chief of Russia’s armed forces.\textsuperscript{16} Therefore, while DJI itself does not sanction military usage, its drones are arguably the most prolific due to their widespread use. Thus, when technical specifications must be referred to in order to convey typical attributes of commercial drones, DJI’s drones will be used. Nevertheless, regardless of the manufacturer, when considering their battlefield utility, small commercial drones have arguably been misclassified and underestimated from a legal point of view in the EU.

However, individual EU member states have taken steps to prevent the export of such drones through national laws. The best example of this is the case of the individual who was convicted for attempting to donate three DJI Mini 2 drones to the Russian military.\textsuperscript{17} Curiously, the law he was convicted under was the then newly added Article 91\textsuperscript{1} of the Penal Code of Estonia, which entered into force only in May 2022 and criminalized supporting foreign acts of aggression.\textsuperscript{18} This may be held as an example of how an individual member state can prevent the export of small commercial drones that would not otherwise be considered dual-use.

Therefore, besides discussing the growing importance of small commercial drones on the battlefield, this paper explores the current legal framework surrounding them, to


\textsuperscript{12} Max flight time: 31 minutes, Max Wind Speed Resistance: 8.5 – 10.5 m/s (20.4 knots) as per DJI, ‘Specs’ <www.dji.com/ee/mini-2/specs> accessed 15 November 2022.


\textsuperscript{17} ‘Estonia Hands Confiscated Crowdfunded Russian Drones to Ukrainian Army’ (\textit{ERR News}, 5 October 2022) <news.err.ee/1608738604/estonia-hands-confiscated-crowdfunded-russian-drones-to-ukrainian-army/> accessed 15 November 2022.

\textsuperscript{18} Penal Code (\textit{Karistussedustik}) (EE) art 91\textsuperscript{1}. 
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discover if the EU legal framework provides options for preventing their export or if it is up to the individual EU member states. As a result, the primary research question for the paper is this: Does the current EU legal framework enable the prevention of the export of small drones that are not classified as dual-use goods? Moreover, the research has additional value outside the context of drones, as the research aims to discover whether there is a general possibility of utilizing the EU legal framework to prevent the export of items that are not classified as dual-use but likely should be. For it is not inconceivable that in the future another item will find its use on the battlefield before it can be classified as a dual-use item.

The paper will be of interest from the perspectives of both the EU and its member states, as it will highlight whether local policy and lawmakers should take similar steps as Estonia did, whether the current EU legal framework could be applied differently, or whether it needs adjustment. The research, which is primarily legal in nature, will be carried out mainly through desk research, with a special focus on the critical legal analysis of the relevant existing EU legal framework.

2. SMALL DRONES – MAJOR IMPACT

The incorporation of small commercial drones by combatants in the 2022 Ukraine-Russia conflict has been swift and significant. Small commercial drones enable soldiers to conduct reconnaissance and correct indirect fire effectively and with less risk to life and limb.19, 20 Their utility is reflected in their popularity, with Ukraine alone operating over 6,000 drones, most of which are manufactured in China.21

While commercial drones are available in many shapes and sizes, a considerable number of small drones weighing less than 250 grams have been utilized for military purposes in Ukraine.22 These small drones are generally used unarmed to perform

22 Hambling (n 20).
fire correction and reconnaissance,\textsuperscript{23} unlike their larger counterparts, which can be modified to carry ordnance\textsuperscript{24} and are frequently used to drop munitions.\textsuperscript{25}

Instead, the main benefit of small commercial drones is their combination of low-cost and reconnaissance capabilities. A small commercial drone can be two to three times cheaper than its over 250-gram counterparts.\textsuperscript{26} This is significant on a battlefield where drones are unlikely to survive many flights. Furthermore, this has enabled a wider distribution of drones down the chain of command, all the way to squad leaders.\textsuperscript{27} The wider distribution has significantly improved ordinary troops’ awareness, reconnaissance, and correction of indirect fire. This represents a major shift from the earlier practice of having fewer purpose-built military drones, operated by a small number of specialists.

These conclusions were confirmed by the Royal United Services Institute (RUSI) report on the ‘Preliminary Lessons in Conventional Warfighting from Russia’ Invasion of Ukraine: February–July 2022’. The report states not only that drones are critical and ‘essential across all branches and at all echelons’ for situational awareness but additionally that 90 per cent of drones are lost.\textsuperscript{28} Therefore, the drones utilized must be ‘cheap and attritable’.\textsuperscript{29} Consequently, small commercial drones weighing less than 250 grams are arguably ideal, as they provide reconnaissance capability at a low cost.

Smaller drones are also easier to carry on the field as they are pocket-sized when folded, making them far more convenient to distribute on a squad level than their larger counterparts. Furthermore, close to the action, their range capabilities are less important as the enemy may be presumed to be in proximity. Thus, small drones arguably have a crucial tactical role on the modern battlefield.

However, as commercial drones were not intended for military usage, vulnerabilities soon became evident. Chief among these were systems like AeroScope, under which each DJI drone automatically broadcasts the position of the drone and operator.\textsuperscript{30}

\begin{enumerate}
\item ibid.
\item Hambling (n 20).
\item ibid.
\end{enumerate}
Intended to let law enforcement detect drones that may, for example, threaten airfields,\(^{31}\) it is clear how the system is a vulnerability in a military context if the adversary has access to such signals. Furthermore, unlike initially claimed by the manufacturer and other sources, the signals were not encrypted,\(^{32}\) meaning an adversary capable of electronic warfare (EW) could exploit the system to gain a military advantage.

On the topic of EW, with the average life expectancy of a drone being three flights and 90 per cent of Ukrainian drones being destroyed during the first three phases of the conflict, the impact of EW should be further considered.\(^{33}\) This was hardly surprising considering that the vulnerability of small drones, in particular to jamming, was known before the conflict.\(^{34}\) However, based on the reports, the effectiveness of EW increases as the conflict becomes more static, with Russian EW effectiveness considerably increasing after rapid movements ceased, as the EW coverage had trouble keeping up.\(^{35}\) Moreover, RUSI’s report makes it clear that the denial of precision, such as could be achieved through fire corrections using drones, was crucial for the survival of units\(^{36}\) or, to flip the sentiment, for their destruction.

Consequently, drawing all these factors together, a few suggestions can be made as to the importance of small commercial drones in peer or near-peer conflicts. Firstly, while mini or even nano military drones exist, their high cost, as exemplified by the Black Hornet’s $195,000 price tag,\(^{37}\) makes them currently impractical for widespread distribution on a squad level, even for the wealthiest militaries.\(^{38}\) For the price of a single Black Hornet, one could purchase over 400 small commercial drones,\(^{39}\) enabling far wider distribution among troops. Therefore, until the EW resistance of small military drones means they are less affected by the horrific rate of attrition seen in Ukraine, small commercial drones are arguably more cost-effective. Moreover, the effectiveness of EW is reduced when the conflict is not static, so the effectiveness of commercial drones may be even greater during such phases.

---

31 ibid.
32 ibid.
33 RUSI report (n 28) 38.
36 RUSI report (n 28) 38.
Additionally, despite the awareness of their limitations, both sides appear undeterred in utilizing commercial drones, as neither side has stopped. On the contrary, Ukraine has called for more donations of commercial drones. Consequently, while the usage of commercial drones, small or otherwise, is not without risk, based on their widespread use in Ukraine in 2022, the risk is evidently worth taking, at least until military drones of similar capacities, cost and quantities are available.

Consequently, whether small commercial drones will continue to play a significant role in future peer or near-peer conflicts will depend largely on when affordable equivalent military drones become available. Nevertheless, commercial drones will likely continue to be utilized by armies or groups that are unable to acquire equivalent military drones, whether due to a lack of funds or other factors, because of their considerable utility on a modern battlefield and ease of purchase, even if it comes with the associated risks and vulnerabilities.

3. EU DUAL-USE REGULATION AND SMALL DRONES

A. Introduction to the EU’s Dual-Use Regulation and Drones

The EU regime for the control of exports of dual-use items is regulated by Regulation 821/2021 (‘the Recast Regulation’), which was adopted in May 2021. Under the Regulation’s Article 3(1), for dual-use goods listed in Annex I, authorization is required for their export. Consequently, to establish whether items that may be used for both military and civilian purposes, as required by the definition for dual-use items in Article 2(1) of the Recast Regulation, Annex I is the logical first step in determining if an item is considered dual-use within the EU.

Drones are found in Annex I in Category 9, with 9A012 being UAVs designed to have controlled flight outside the direct natural vision of their operator. However, 9A012 does not include all drones; instead, there are two paragraphs that establish two distinct criteria for drones to qualify as dual-use. Under paragraph (2), if a drone has a maximum endurance of more than one hour, it is considered dual-use. Alternatively, under (1), two cumulative criteria are required, firstly a maximum endurance of at least 30 minutes and less than 60 minutes (a) and secondly a maximum wind resistance of 25 knots (b).

This is distinct from the EU’s classification of drones, under which commercial drones are divided into categories C0–C5, based primarily, albeit not exclusively, on their maximum take-off mass. This difference likely stems from much of the dual-use
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item list being derived from the Wassenaar Agreement, which uses the same technical requirements as Annex I of the Recast Regulation. Therefore, the conclusions on the limitations of the Recast Regulation’s definition of dual-use drones are directly transferable to other instances where the Wassenaar Agreement’s definition is utilized. Moreover, this has considerable relevance from a NATO perspective as many of their members are a part of the Wassenaar Agreement, not to mention the EU, so any deficiencies in their export control regimes are likely to be a significant collective defence consideration.

Arguably, in practice, based on battlefield usage, the two most important determinants of a commercial drone’s military capabilities are its optics for reconnaissance purposes and the maximum take-off mass, which may enable ordnance drops. A commercial drone with a sufficient maximum take-off mass is far more likely to partake in hostilities by dropping ordnance than lighter ones. Moreover, the endurance limitation is less important for small drones that are expected to be used near the enemy, especially if the trip will likely be one-way due to enemy activity.

Therefore, if a drone lacks both optics and a sufficient take-off mass for ordnance drops, it thereby lacks any military utility. Thus, the dual-use definition for drones in the Recast Regulation is not in line with the reality of potential military use, as demonstrated by the conflict in Ukraine. Considering the prevailing reality, the dual-use drone classification in the EU legislation should arguably shift towards those two characteristics to prevent them from unintentionally reaching combatants due to improper definitions.

B. Regulation 821/2021 in Depth

Despite many small commercial drones with military utility being outside the definition in Annex I of the Recast Regulation, there are additional possibilities for the restriction of items not listed in Annex I. Article 3(2) of the Recast Regulation explicitly states that an authorization ‘may’ be required for the export of certain items not listed in Annex I in accordance with Articles 4, 5, 9 or 10. Consequently, the procedures encompassed in each ought to be examined to determine if they may be utilized in the context of small commercial drones.

1) Article 4

Proceeding in order, Article 4 provides for the possibility that items not listed in Annex I are subject to an export authorization, provided a competent authority informs the exporter beforehand that the items are or may be intended for uses described in subsections (a), (b), or (c). The Recast Regulation’s definition of ‘exporter’ is subject to some legal controversy, as it may contain a loophole that may enable natural
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persons with such items in their luggage to escape the definition of ‘exporter’.\textsuperscript{43} That controversy aside, the first use described in Article 4(a), is generally not relevant in the context of small commercial drones as it refers to use in connection with nuclear, chemical or biological weapons, and there is no indication of such uses in connection with small commercial drones.

However, the second, (b), is relevant for small commercial drones, as it pertains to items intended for military end-use in a country subject to an arms embargo. Currently, with the Ukraine-Russia conflict, Russia would qualify, as it is subject to restrictive measures on both the import and export of arms by the EU.\textsuperscript{44} Military end-use is considered to consist of any of the three uses encompassed in points (i) through (iii) of Article 4(1)(b). In the context of drones, points (ii) and (iii) are of limited relevance as they concern the use of goods for the development, production, or maintenance of military items and the use of any unfinished products in a plan to produce military items, respectively. Consequently, as small commercial drones primarily have been pressed into service ‘as is’, at least in the context of the 2022 Ukraine conflict, these two points are unlikely to be relevant.

However, point (i) appears more readily applicable, as military end-use is defined as the incorporation of dual-use items ‘into’ military items listed in the military list. UAVs are certainly included in the military list of the member states, under category ML10, regardless of their weight or other characteristics,\textsuperscript{45} thereby fulfilling that condition for the definition of military end-use. However, the commercial drone itself, paradoxically, both is and is not a military item. In the colloquial, non-legal sense, a commercial drone that is used ‘as is’ by the military is arguably a military item simply by virtue of the fact that the military uses it. However, under category ML10, there is a stipulation that such UAVs must be ‘specially designed or modified for the military’, which does not apply to small commercial drones, as they were intended specifically for civilian use.\textsuperscript{46} Moreover, as mentioned before, small commercial drones are generally not modified by the military, unlike larger commercial drones that might be needed, for instance, to be able to carry ordnance. Additionally, even if an end-modification by the military as an end user is planned, it may be difficult to ascertain this in advance for both the exporter and the competent authorities, thereby hindering

\textsuperscript{43} Article 2(3)(c) of the Recast Regulation defines a natural person carrying dual-use items in their personal luggage as an exporter with the meaning given in Article 1(19)(a) of Regulation 2015/2446. However, Point (b) of 1(19) refers to a natural person while point (a) is essentially identical to point 2(3)(a) of the Recast Regulation, which pertains to a situation where the exporter holds a contract. Therefore, presumably the correct reference should be to point (b) not point (a) of 1(19). Consequently, a natural person with no contract, transporting dual-use items in their luggage is not an exporter under Article 2(3)(c). This loophole creates a problem as for an authorisation to be required under Article 4 and 5, the exporter must be informed beforehand.


\textsuperscript{45} Council Common Military List of the European Union [2022] C 100/03.

the possible application of Article 4. Nevertheless, the conclusion remains that in the legal sense of the military list, a small commercial drone is not a military item.

Furthermore, the problem with applying this provision crystallizes with the requirement of ‘incorporation into military items’, under Article 4(1)(b)(i). This requires that the dual-use item be ‘incorporated into’ a military list item. When a commercial small drone is used ‘as is’, it is not being incorporated into anything. Therefore, despite its actual use by a military in combat, it does not fit into the Recast Regulation Article 4’s definition of military end-use, which is paradoxical. Nevertheless, simple usage of a dual-use item ‘as is’ by a military is not considered military end-use, which arguably leads to the conclusion that Article 4(b) of the Recast Regulation cannot be used as a legal justification to require authorization for the export of small commercial drones. Article 4(c) is equally unsuitable, at least insofar as the drones are used ‘as is’, rather than for parts or components of military items, in which case it could apply. Therefore, while Article 4(b) and (c) could be used in specific circumstances to require authorization, they are arguably unsuitable for doing so when unmodified small commercial drones are pressed into service in their unaltered state.

2) Article 5
The second possibility for requiring authorizations for items not listed in Annex I is through Article 5 of the Recast Regulation, if the item in question can be considered a ‘cyber surveillance’ item. Article 5 contains the same requirement as Article 4 on informing the ‘exporter’ beforehand. Nevertheless, leaving the information requirement aside, drones have been associated with covert surveillance, with concern for their impact on civilians and their human rights. Consequently, it is not entirely inconceivable that drones could be included in Article 5. However, the definition of a ‘cyber-surveillance item’ under Article 2(20) of the Recast Regulation arguably precludes drones. The definition requires that the item is ‘specially designed to enable the covert surveillance of natural persons by monitoring, extracting, collecting or analysing data from information and telecommunications systems’. Thus, as commercial drones do not collect information ‘from’ information and communications technology (ICT) systems but rather collect it directly from the real world surrounding them using their optics, they fall outside the definition, and hence Article 5 cannot be applied.

3) Articles 9 and 10
The final possible ways to prohibit or require authorization are Articles 9 and 10. Under Article 9(1), a member state may, on its own initiative, prohibit or impose an authorization requirement on the export of dual-use items not listed in Annex I for

47 See n 43.
reasons of public security, which include the prevention of terrorism, or for human rights considerations. Therefore, Article 9(1) represents the broadest ground for preventing the export of goods not listed in Annex I, because it does not exhaustively define reasons of public security, as evidenced by the use of the word ‘including’ before the examples of terrorism or human rights ‘considerations’. Hence, conceivably, the export of drones not listed in Annex I to strengthen the military of a country that is conducting an illegal war of aggression in Europe and threatens various EU member states could be considered a matter of public security. Moreover, compared to Article 5, actual human rights violations are not required, but rather ‘considerations’, whereby, for example, concerns about privacy, a human right, related to the use of drones could arguably be sufficient.

However, as required by Article 9(2) and (4), if a member state adopts such a measure, the Commission and other EU member states must be notified, along with providing the reasons for the move, which must be published in the Official Journal of the European Union. If this entails an update to the national list of controlled items, these too must be communicated under paragraph 3, and then published by the Commission in all official languages under paragraph 4. Furthermore, under Article 10(1), if one member state imposes an authorization requirement pursuant to Article 9, other member states must also require authorization or must inform the Commission and other member states if they refuse under paragraph 2.

Hence, arguably Articles 9 and 10 could be used to effectively prevent or impose an authorization requirement for the export of small commercial drones not listed in Annex I at the initiative of a member state. It is perplexing that this has not taken place, at least according to the Official Journal, which contained no such notification at the time of writing as required by Article 9(4) for 2022 regarding drones not listed in Annex I.

4. EU SANCTIONS – THE COMMERCIAL DRONE BLINDSPOT

As a response to the continued illegal invasion of Ukraine by Russia, the EU adopted a series of restrictive measures against Russia which, besides the dual-use items, extend the prohibition of selling and exporting to a variety of other items. It has been demonstrated that small commercial drones are not considered dual-use items in the meaning of the Recast Regulation and dual-use item restrictions thus do not apply to them. Therefore, it is not inconceivable that they may fall under a separate restrictive measure.

The list of items included in the sanctions is located in the various annexes of Regulation (EU) 833/2014. The list of goods contained therein is truly extensive, including, for example, household sewing machines,\textsuperscript{50} toasters,\textsuperscript{51} and smartphones\textsuperscript{52} above a certain price. Thus, it is perplexing that small commercial drones are excluded. However, in the EU’s ninth sanctions package adopted in December 2022, toy drones were added to the restriction,\textsuperscript{53} which still leaves commercial drones that are neither classified as toys nor fall under the criteria of Annex I of the Recast Regulation exempt from restrictions. For example, the DJI Mini drone is not considered a toy,\textsuperscript{54} nor is it covered by Annex I of the Recast Regulation, so it perfectly demonstrates this blind spot.

Thus, there appears to be a blind spot for small commercial drones, both in the Recast Regulation and the specific restrictive measures against Russia. Conceivably, that overlap could be caused by the assumption that any drone with battlefield utility would be classified as a dual-use item, whereby its inclusion in other restrictions would be unnecessary. Unfortunately, this is not the case, so there is no specific restriction on exporting small commercial drones either under the Recast Regulation or the specific sanctions regime against Russia.

5. MEMBER STATE DOMESTIC LAW

Despite the apparent oversights in the EU approach to the export of small commercial drones to support Russia, individual EU member states have taken steps to prevent such support through domestic criminal legislation. The most concrete example of this is the criminal conviction of an individual in Estonia for organizing a crowdfunding campaign through which three DJI Mini 2 drones were purchased with the intent to supply them to the Russian armed forces in Ukraine.\textsuperscript{55} This conviction was made possible by an amendment to the Estonian Penal Code that had been passed during the summer of 2022, building on an earlier provision that criminalized participation in the ‘management, execution or preparation’ of acts of aggression. The earlier provision was passed after Russia’s initial invasion of Ukraine in 2014.\textsuperscript{56}

The Estonian Penal Code was amended to include a new Article 91\textsuperscript{1}, which took effect on 8 May 2022, criminalizing joining, participation in, and supporting foreign acts of aggression. More specifically, the Article criminalizes ‘knowingly supporting a foreign act of aggression’, which includes financing. The words ‘knowingly supporting’ refer to direct support – either physical or material contributions – while mental support,
such as in the form of propaganda, is outside the scope of Article 91, but may be punishable under provisions such as Article 92, which prohibits war propaganda. Violations of Article 91 are punishable by up to five years imprisonment for natural persons and carry a pecuniary punishment for legal persons.

During that same summer, an Estonian-Russian dual citizen decided to obtain drones requested by Russia’s 76th Air Assault Division. Notably, the drones in question, besides being excluded from Annex I of the Recast Regulation, also weighed less than 250 grams. The fact that such drones were specifically requested by a unit of the Russian military directly engaged in combat is about the strongest evidence one can get for their utility on the battlefield and the absolute necessity of categorizing such drones as dual-use.

Furthermore, the prosecution did not accuse the defendant of any violation other than that under Article 91, such as an export violation for attempting to breach the restrictive measures on Russia. Consequently, it appears that in practice, it is up to the individual EU member states to prevent the export of small commercial drones based on their domestic laws. This is problematic, as it means that the approach is fragmented, which besides helping Russia, risks a repeat of the embarrassment of the continued sales of weapons to the country after the 2014 arms embargo. It must be mentioned that the Commission did propose to harmonize criminal offences for violations of the EU sanctions in December 2022. However, the success of such a measure is entirely dependent on the restrictive measures in place, whether through the prohibition of the export of dual-use items or through specific sanctions on goods, which, as demonstrated in the previous section, are far from infallible.

Moreover, the case of the Estonian-Russian dual citizen was particularly clear cut, as his intentions were evident – he was literally in contact with the 76th Air Assault Division and had made an explicit public appeal on his VKontakte account for funds to support the Russian invasion. This in turn raises the question, would even the Estonian Article 91 be able to prevent an individual natural person from ferrying small commercial drones to Russia if they were intelligent enough to claim that the drones were a gift or that they were otherwise not ‘knowingly’ intending them to support Russia’s aggression. In such a hypothetical situation, arguably there may be little for the authorities to rely on, as small commercial drones fall into a blind spot in the EU dual-use item and goods sanctions.
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Estonia is not the only EU member state that has criminalized participation in or support of acts of aggression. What makes the Estonian Article 91 stand out is its lowered threshold, whereby an individual is not required to wield state authority to be convicted. Under the old Article 91, for a person to be found guilty, they must have been able to control or direct the activities of the state, thus excluding private citizens. By contrast, Article 911 has no such requirement, thus lowering the threshold to anyone ‘knowingly supporting a foreign act of aggression’, even through financing.

While other EU member states have criminalized acts of aggression, often those provisions require the person to wield state authority. For example, Czechia’s Section 40561 and Finland’s Chapter 11 Section 4(a)62 both require the person to be able to exercise control over a state. Consequently, such provisions are ill-suited to preventing grassroots-level support of the sort attempted by the Russian-Estonian individual. Therefore, while the criminalization of support for an act of aggression may be used in lieu of a specific prohibition for attempting to supply dual-use items that are categorized incorrectly, it is not an ideal EU-level solution, as domestic laws vary from state to state. Nevertheless, even under the current framework, EU member states have the ability to prohibit the export of small commercial drones by relying on Article 9(1) of the Recast Regulation alongside their national control list under 9(3), whereby the loophole could arguably be closed relatively effectively. The reasoning behind not utilizing this possibility ought to be examined in the future to prevent repetition of the current situation, where, during a conflict, items that are clearly dual-use are excluded due to a loophole in the definitions.

6. CONCLUSION

The further illegal invasion of Ukraine by Russia in 2022 has demonstrated the battlefield necessity for small drones that drastically improve the reconnaissance and fire correction of combat units on the tactical level. Both sides have relied on small commercial drones in this capacity, as evidenced by the donation requests for such drones during the conflict. This trend is likely to continue in future conflicts because of the need for widespread distribution of drones and the current low survivability of the drones in such roles, which make an inexpensive small commercial drone ideal. Therefore, the acquisition of commercial drones, even as a temporary measure, is likely to remain a tempting or even necessary action for states during conflicts.

However, the EU legislative framework for the prevention of the export of small commercial drones leaves much to be desired. This is evidenced by the exclusion of small commercial drones from Annex I of the Recast Regulation, which is not an issue exclusive to the EU, as the Wassenaar Agreement utilizes the same definition in

62 Criminal Code (Rikoslaki 38/1889) (FIN).
its 2022 control list. Nevertheless, the situation was exacerbated by small commercial drones also being absent from the specific restrictions on goods that were imposed on Russia. Consequently, these crucial battlefield items were excluded from the EU’s legal framework, which may have enabled them to be supplied to Russia during the conflict.

Perplexingly, it cannot be concluded that the EU’s legal framework is unprepared for such loopholes. On the contrary, it is well-prepared in principle, with several provisions providing possible ways to prevent the export of items not listed in Annex I of the Recast Regulation. However, for small commercial drones, arguably only one is applicable. Still, no member state has taken the initiative to utilize the possibilities provided by Articles 9 and 10, the reasoning for which ought to be examined in further research. Thus, export control of small commercial drones was left to the legal frameworks of individual EU member states, as exemplified by Estonia’s amended Penal Code that was successfully used to prevent the export of such drones to Russia. Regardless, as the member state legal frameworks are not harmonized in this respect, the approach is fragmented across the EU, so no measure of confidence can be attached to the notion that small commercial drones cannot find their way to the Russian military via the EU.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The democratic world faces many novel security threats arising out of the shift from analog to digital economies. In this new economic reality, cross-border data flows of personal information are frequently touted as an essential commodity—even as the “central nervous system” of the digital economy. While such declarations are frequent, democratic countries have generally failed to acknowledge two important implications of this new reality. First, if cross-border data flows—the movement of digital information between servers around the world—are an essential commodity, prosperity accruing from them is a matter of security. Yet they are rarely examined through a security lens. Second, security risks to the supply chain of cross-border data flows, like those to other essential commodities, may have a devastating impact on citizens’ quality of life. Legal and physical obstructions that restrict cross-border data flows, such as data localization efforts and embargoes on data transfers in the absence of adequacy agreements, are such a security threat—one the democratic world should address with the urgency it deserves.

Unfortunately, this is something the democratic world shows little interest in doing, even though the threat to national security—in the form of a threat to prosperity—is already here. For example, the democratic world’s two most powerful economic blocs, the United States and the European Union (EU), have been locked in a protracted but redundant dispute about data-sharing frameworks over the past few years. During this time, in a series of judgments handed down in 2015 and 2020, the EU’s highest court declared invalid two key frameworks governing the flow of EU members’ citizens’ personal customer data to the US—the Safe Harbour Privacy Principles and the Privacy Shield. These frameworks had deemed adequate American privacy and data protection laws, thereby facilitating transatlantic exchanges of personal data.
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for commercial purposes between the two democratic blocs. When the frameworks were struck down by the Court of Justice of the European Union, cross-border transfers of data were subject to enormous legal uncertainty. In these decisions and elsewhere, Europeans have demanded the US bolster its privacy and data protection laws. Americans have largely ignored these calls.

If left unresolved, this protracted dispute could obstruct data flows between the two economic blocs, with an impact no different, though less visible, than the container ship Ever Given blocking the Suez Canal in March 2021 and disrupting the global supply chain.

This is unfortunate and unnecessary, since the spat, which is putatively about security, is between allies in an intergovernmental military alliance. Deployed as a means of offense or defense between truly adversarial countries, however, restrictions on cross-border data flows may become a significant weapon. How and when they will be used remains a largely uncharted subject, but a shot was fired across the bow on July 12, 2022, when the European Data Protection Board (EDPB), the body created to monitor the application of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), issued a warning to exporters of personal data. Noting Russia’s exclusion from the Council of Europe in light of the ongoing war in Ukraine—in addition to unnamed European countries “already looking into the lawfulness of data transfers to Russia”—the EDPB highlighted that Russia lacked an adequacy agreement for cross-border data flows and asked exporters to evaluate Russian data security laws and practices, including appropriate data handling safeguards. In other words, the EDPB advised the transfer of Europeans’ personal data to Russia could not occur unless it “ensure[d] an adequate

---

7 After the decision in 2020, the EDPB wasted no time in issuing guidances that cross-border data flow “transfers on the basis of this legal framework are illegal.” See Natasha Lomas, No Grace Period after Schrems II Privacy Shield Ruling, Warn EU Data Watchdogs, Techcrunch (Jul. 24, 2020), https://techcrunch.com/2020/07/24/no-grace-period-after-schrems-ii-privacy-shield-ruling-warn-eu-data-watchdogs/?guccounter=1 & guce_referer=afR0cH6M6LyY93d3euZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referer_sig=AQAAAAAlpXR9ecT1ByWnkh8Bpdeo70N6kAUyVjZAZbxWI00ryhTF9VH9XCY7b30lpnXMmDhJ2ce9-5n1_VSHwp72WIMJzo1W5mkvDrflovAtzhxsty1317CSSrU1NMQ1H4TZ_tu55tEpc0HXaEjMDp9yi rPysACa2roO46Nh-Sz49zUnhO.


13 EDPB July 12, 2022, Statement, supra note 11.

14 The Russian Federation is Excluded, supra note 12.
level of protection”15 for the data. Blanket transfers were not permissible.16 Where assessments concluded European data protection standards could not be ensured, the EDPB ordered parties to “suspend data transfers.”17

These were strong words. To be sure, restrictions on cross-border data flows are not new. In recent years, Russia, China, and Iran, among others, have all taken significant steps “to preemptively restrict and shape the flow of data at national borders.”18 As noted above, within the democratic bloc of countries in the North Atlantic, there are also long-standing disputes over cross-border data flows. On the very same day the EDPB issued its statement, the Danish Data Protection Authority (DDPA) ordered the Danish municipality of Helsingor to suspend cross-border transfers of personal data to the United States, in light of Google’s failure to meet security requirements in Denmark’s data protection legislation.19 The EDPB’s statement concerning Russia and the DDPA’s statement concerning Google left some American spectators with the impression that European data protection authorities were treating apples like oranges—that is, “treating Russia as any other country,” just as the DDPA was scrutinizing the “the risks of American government surveillance to Europeans’ privacy.”20

Ironically, both the US and the EU have clear security motives in their long-standing dispute over cross-border data flows. However, they are focusing on different aspects of security. The Americans remain focused on economic espionage and trade secret theft and give relatively little attention to privacy and data protection issues (e.g., there has been a lack of any federal legislative reform in years). The Europeans, for their part, are focused on privacy and data protection laws but have been slow to combat economic espionage and trade secret theft (e.g., whereas the GDPR is a binding regulation transposed on all states, the EU Trade Secrets Directive is not directly transposed and only sets minimum standards for members). Rather than leave the task of hashing out a solution to data protection officers, privacy commissioners, and other trade and commerce bureaucrats, this dispute should be resolved in a place meant to address transatlantic security concerns. The EU is not such a place. It is not

15 GDPR, supra note 10, art. 45.
16 EDPB July 12, 2022, Statement, supra note 11.
17 Id.
a security organization. The US and most EU members already have such a forum at their disposal: the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).

At first blush, NATO seems like an unworkable forum to address the dispute over transatlantic data flows. There are plenty of reasons to dismiss the idea out of hand. After an unsuccessful 20-year war in Afghanistan, NATO is weary. It has also been challenged by a crisis of legitimacy and a turn against multilateralism driven by movements like Brexit and politicians like former US President Donald Trump, who famously evoked a possible American withdrawal from NATO.21 The President of the EU Commission has even asserted a desire to create the EU’s own armed forces.22 And organizations like the D-10 and the Five Eyes have been assuming greater importance in recent years, to NATO’s chagrin. Efforts like the Data Free Flow with Trust also activate important buzzwords, moving the paradigm toward trust networks vital to creating an exchange of cross-border data flows, though such efforts appear more symbolic than substantive.23 Finally, the EU Commission, through power delegated to bodies like the EDPB, and under the auspices of the GDPR, has taken the lead on greenlighting data-sharing frameworks based on “adequacy” determinations.24 But the Commission’s failure to do so (twice) presents not only an opportunity but an imperative for NATO to take the lead.

The EDPB’s pronouncement on July 12, 2022, used cross-border data flow restrictions in a manner tantamount to sanctions in a time of war—as an instrument not only of cooperative security (securitizing trade within a particular zone) but also of defense and deterrence (creating an adverse economic impact on external zones or specific actors). Using this episode as a springboard for a broader discussion about security consequences and implications, this article examines how restricting cross-border data flows presents novel opportunities for NATO, in particular when it comes to achieving the alliance’s objectives in cooperative security as well as deterrence and defense; at the same time, it hypothesizes using NATO to establish a “safe data zone” that enables cross-border data flows, which would specifically obviate the scope and framework of the GDPR with security framing, to achieve such objectives.

24 GDPR, supra note 10, art. 45.
2. THE PROMISES OF WEAPONIZING DATA FLOW RESTRICTIONS

This section discusses the advantages of, and security opportunities in, using cross-border data flow restrictions as a tool of cooperative security as well as deterrence and defense.

A. Addressing the Limitations of Economic Sanctions

Economic sanctions, such as asset freezes, export and import restrictions, financial prohibitions, and other economic limitations, are key ways that nation-states seek to force specific behavior change or enforce foreign policy. Economic sanctions are not synonymous with trade wars (the threatened or actual infliction of economic harm to coerce a state), which can take the form of leveling import tariffs or engaging in industrial espionage to inflict broad damage. By contrast, economic sanctions often focus on regime change in most cases. But, ironically, economic sanctions often do little to impact the leaders they target. Sanctions also are critiqued for their inefficacy and, in some cases, for aggravating human rights violations. In many weak nation-states, writes Professor Robert Paper, “external pressure is more likely to enhance the national legitimacy of rulers than undermine it.” Implementation is often not smooth either. Emblematic of this problem, in response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, Canada has imposed aggressive sanctions on Russia, including on over 1,500 Russians—even though over 1,200 individuals subject to those sanctions were still free to enter Canada for a significant period of time. The long-time President of the Council on Foreign Relations Richard Haass has noted economic sanctions often “turn out to be little more than expressions of US preferences that hurt American economic interests without changing the target’s behavior for the better.”

Some observers warn the frequent recourse to sanctions has led state actors to develop “sanction resistance.” For example, the use of bilateral currency swaps connecting

---
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national banks directly has eliminated the need for third currencies to trade—weakening the US dollar as targets of sanctions shift to non-Western payment systems.35 Because different sanction resistance methods have arisen, unilateral sanctions have had, and risk having, less impact when implemented.36

Turning to cross-border data flow restrictions in lieu of economic sanctions appears enticing in light of these shortcomings and flaws. Indeed, they already produce the same outcome—economic harm. Moreover, given that the impact of cross-border data flow restrictions cannot be concealed by shifting economic burdens within a society, they result in broader harm, which is difficult for leaders to evade. While they are similar in nature to measures used in trade wars, they are also far more passive; whereas industrial espionage requires significant breaches of international law and custom, simply adjusting the valve on cross-border data flows does not. For these reasons, they appear to be a useful corollary to, or replacement for, economic sanctions.

B. An Existing Trend

Cross-border data flow restrictions are already a feature of the global economy today. For example, most data protection laws focus on the “adequacy” of recipient states’ data protection laws as a prerequisite for transferring data.37 Determinations about adequacy—or a lack of it—already lead nation-state data protection authorities to issue directives, in addition to taking other protective moves. For example, Russia has been weaponizing its own adequacy determinations and pushing for data localization. Russia’s Federal Law No. 152-FZ was amended in July 2014 to require the personal data of Russians to remain localized in Russia, although this requirement did not “prescribe limitations on [...] subsequent cross-border transfer.”38 However, in July 2022, Russia amended the law to impose requirements on the transfer of Russians’ personal data. This new law permitted transfers only to jurisdictions with “adequate” data protection for personal subjects’ data and only after notifying the Federal Service for Supervision of Communications, Information Technology and Mass Media, or Roskomnadzor, which could prohibit the transfer within ten business days.39 The transfer of Russians’ personal data to jurisdictions with “inadequate” protections is currently only legal with the express permission of Roskomnadzor and “is restricted, until the permission is obtained.”40 These amendments took effect in March 2023.41
Russia is not alone in implementing such measures. Other countries, such as China, are also tightening data flows.\(^{42}\)

While Russia’s actions risk drastically tightening the valves, it is the EU Commission that originally took the lead in developing adequacy as the standard for cross-border data flow transfers. Article 45 of the GDPR sets forth that the Commission shall determine the “adequacy” of protections for the transfer of the personal data of member countries’ citizens to third-party countries like the US. As noted above, the Commission tried to do so twice, without lasting success. In 2000, the Commission deemed “adequate” the Safe Harbour Principles framework,\(^{43}\) which the highest court in Europe subsequently invalidated.\(^{44}\) In 2015, the Commission deemed “adequate” the Privacy Shield,\(^{45}\) which Europe’s highest court also invalidated.\(^{46}\) There is currently no framework in place at all, although the Commission and the United States just negotiated the skeleton of a new framework, the EU–US Data Privacy Framework,\(^{47}\) which, interestingly, was announced shortly after the 2022 Russian invasion of Ukraine during a trip by President Joseph Biden to Brussels.\(^{48}\) History is certain to repeat itself, however, and the framework is likely to be invalidated in the future. Meanwhile, data protection offices across Europe are already cracking down on data flows in the absence of a framework.\(^{49}\)

These squabbles between allies are lamentable. They are increasingly resulting in a more splintered internet in the democratic world. Existing security alliances present a better and more suitable solution than the EU Commission’s continuously failing efforts to protect the data supply chain. Such an approach is not illogical. Prosperity in the modern economy—and by extension, security—hinges on protecting the data supply chain. On this front, NATO already has the legitimacy and authority to act. NATO’s governing body, the North Atlantic Council, is empowered by Article 9 of the North Atlantic Treaty to settle any disputes involving its members by any peaceful


\(^{44}\) The Court of Justice Invalidates Decision 2016/1250, supra note 4.


\(^{46}\) *CJEU Judgment in the Schrems II Case*, supra note 4.


means.\textsuperscript{50} In effect, Article 9 gives the Council the power to implement the treaty’s provisions, including Article 2’s commitment to “promoting conditions of stability and well-being” through the elimination of “conflict in [members’] international economic policies” and “encourag[ing] economic collaboration between any or all [members].”\textsuperscript{51}

3. THE DRAWBACKS OF WEAPONIZING CROSS-BORDER DATA FLOW RESTRICTIONS

This section discusses the disadvantages and security challenges in using cross-border data flow restrictions as a tool of cooperative security as well as deterrence and defense.

A. Implementation Challenges

One significant challenge pertaining to the use of cross-border data flows arises at the level of implementation. Without movement from the World Trade Organization, it falls to free trade agreements to regulate cross-border data flows—something they do unevenly. For example, the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (2016) is silent on cross-border data flows,\textsuperscript{52} while the EU–Japan Economic Partnership Agreement (2018) and the EU–Mexico Global Agreement (2016) commit merely to “reassess” cross-border data flow policy.\textsuperscript{53} More recent treaties from the EU focus on the nature of privacy as a fundamental right, aspiring to a normative environment whereby “high standards in this regard contribute to trust in the digital economy and to the development of trade.”\textsuperscript{54}

This inattention from recent trade treaties reveals the degree to which uncertainty and confusion around how and if cross-border data flows can be regulated is widespread. Indeed, it is hard to know when data is an import or export, since data flows facilitating the operation of a business are often transmitted so quickly. Some question whether cross-border data flows are even “trade” in the classic sense at all—for example, cloud services do not, per se, trade data, but the flow of data with those services is vital to their function; sometimes data is neither an import nor an export, since transmission does not implicate either, and, indeed, is better seen as a byproduct of

\textsuperscript{50} North Atlantic Treaty art. 9, Apr. 4, 1949, 63 Stat. 2241, 34 U.N.T.S. 243.
\textsuperscript{51} Id. art. 2.
\textsuperscript{52} Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) between Canada, of the one part, and the European Union and its Member States, of the other part 2017 O.J. (L 11).
the trade. The plethora of “data”\(^\text{55}\) covered by such provisions is not just personal data but also confidential business data, public data, metadata, and machine-to-machine data. The regulation of cross-border data flows in an array of vectors involving myriad actors—private actors, cloud servers, government regulators, third parties, and intermediaries—also provides no shortage of leakage problems when it comes to regulation. In this reality, regulation might be no more than establishing a “non-peeing section of the pool.”\(^\text{56}\)

This paradigm suggests that legally embedded protections and regulations may be insufficient to regulate “digital borders.” Private companies’ continuing transfer of personal data between the two largest blocs of the democratic world for the five years following the striking down of the Privacy Shield in the absence of an adequacy agreement already suggests these agreements are not generally forceful in nature. Although agreement on substantive rules seems unlikely, even as data localization appears to be gaining traction in certain jurisdictions,\(^\text{57}\) any path forward appears to premise transmission based on paradigms of security and trust. Moreover, democratic countries appear increasingly focused on measures like data localization laws; privacy laws; and investment control regimes (e.g., the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States or the Canada Investment Act and that country’s Director of Investment). While these are all significant instruments, they do not directly address cross-border data flows, even if they are related.\(^\text{58}\)

**B. In-Kind Responses**

Adversaries are clearly aware of the advantages of exerting control over data flows. Shortly before the 2022 Russian invasion of Ukraine, Russia conducted targeted cyber attacks on Ukraine’s internet infrastructure\(^\text{59}\) and unleashed concerted disruption efforts.\(^\text{60}\) After connectivity in Kherson was completely knocked out, it was only restored via the Russian Rostelecom infrastructure—not Ukrainian infrastructure.\(^\text{61}\) This mirrored the Russian construction of a submarine link to Crimea following its


57  See, e.g., data localization efforts in China. Cybersecurity Law, art. 37 (China).
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invasion of the region. In 2022, following the Russian occupation in the regions of Kherson and Donetsk, Russians sold cell phones to Russian numbers only on presentation of proof of a passport, essentially facilitating the tracking of individuals. All of these moves facilitated the collection of data from individuals in a manner that enhanced tracking, surveillance, and intelligence-gathering. Such maneuvers are likely to continue—especially as the democratic world responds in kind.

As one observer noted, personal data such as location data and the content of communications—“all of this is personal data. If [data processors] make this data accessible to countries or servers in Russia, which is actively targeting civilians at your border, I daresay this is actually a change that should be taken into account.” Shortly after the conflict commenced, Russia also unleashed a wave of policies requiring government agencies to undertake localization efforts. As noted above, Russia has been tightening its internet policy and experimenting with disconnection of the Russian internet from the rest of the internet—even as it seeks to consume data flows from foreign jurisdictions. Ultimately, these policies should not be feared. The entrenchment of authoritarianism in Russia indeed contributes to the fragmentation of cross-border data flows, but a greater risk comes from states in the democratic bloc permitting the personal data of their citizens to enter Russia in the first place. As the Russian invasion of Ukraine demonstrates, Russia is deeply aware of the benefits accruing from unidirectional cross-border data flows—even as the democratic bloc commits to a model where nations decide on cross-border data flows on a transfer-by-transfer, not state-by-state, basis. When it comes to transferring personal data, a paradigm shift toward a “safe data zone” would make states safer. Unless otherwise restricted, data will flow. As the world is rapidly becoming one where “geography ultimately determines what data is allowed to flow,” it is incumbent on the democratic world to address this new reality.

C. Lack of Clarity

There is confusion around what is actually being regulated by cross-border data flows, including e-commerce, monopoly power, and privacy. With countries like the United States lacking broad, meaningful privacy or data protection legislation, there are

64 EU Privacy Regulators Are Scrutinising Data Flows to Russia, supra note 20.
significant challenges in establishing networks of trust that ensure the maintenance of certain policy objectives. Clarity challenges are one of the reasons why figures like Rob Knake, currently Deputy National Cyber Director for Budget and Policy in the Biden Administration’s Office of the National Cyber Director, have called for “digital trade zones.”  

Knake points to recent multilateral trade agreements as exhibiting an attempt to create such zones (e.g., the Canada–United States–Mexico Agreement expressly requires parties not to prohibit or restrict cross-border data flows of personal information if the activity is business-related). However, this plea for a multilateral approach toward data localization, privacy protection, and data flows keeps the issues squarely within the framework of trade, not security. Moreover, trade treaties have always permitted derogations for security.

4. A NEW ROLE FOR NATO?

The above discussion points to a new potential role for NATO in articulating cross-border data flows as a matter of cooperative security as well as deterrence and defense. The North Atlantic Council, the alliance’s main decision-making body, makes NATO different from the other international organizations listed above. For example, the Five Eyes alliance is circumscribed to exchanging signals intelligence. NATO also differs from the G-7 and the D-10, which are merely exchange forums. Article 9 of the North Atlantic Treaty allows the Council to create “subsidiary bodies as may be necessary” to achieve the goals of the alliance. NATO has already set up multiple committees under this power (most famously, its Military Committee). There is nothing to prevent NATO from setting up a committee—or endowing an existing one, such as the Cyber Defence Committee—with the purpose of laying out a cross-border data flows framework for its members, with an agreement that obviates the Safe Harbour Principles, Privacy Shield, or Data Privacy Frameworks with the purpose of establishing a “safe data zone” to facilitate data flows among members. Such a body could retain the power to issue embargoes on cross-border data flows to specific jurisdictions (e.g., Russia), while otherwise leaving transfer decisional authority to the EU or sovereign states.

One might think that the main external obstacle might be how such rules or regulations interact with EU law and, specifically, the GDPR. After all, the GDPR is a significant regulatory instrument: It has been called “the most consequential
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regulatory development in information policy in a generation.” This is because it is loaded with rights provisions regarding the lawfulness of data processing and conditions for consent to such processing. Since the Snowden revelations about egregious overreaches in American information-gathering—effectively, spying—on its own citizens and pretty much everyone else, the Europeans have renewed their focus on privacy and data protection. European courts have used the language in the GDPR to focus on how data-sharing agreements with the US have lacked a limit on “the powers conferred upon US authorities and [the] lack [of] actionable rights for EU subjects against US authorities” when it comes to American surveillance practices.

For several reasons, though, the GDPR does not apply to NATO. As the GDPR notes in Article 2, its provisions do not apply to activities that “fall outside the scope of [EU] law,” as NATO does. The founding treaties of the EU establish a particularly strong exemption to NATO from EU law, with the Treaties of the European Union stating that EU law “shall not prejudice the specific character of the security and defence policy of certain Member States.” Those treaties also set forth that EU law “shall respect the obligations of certain Member States, which see their common defence realised in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), under the North Atlantic Treaty.” The GDPR also explicitly states its provisions do not apply to data processing when EU member states are carrying out activities that fall within the scope of their obligations on common foreign and security policy. The EU’s founding treaties make clear EU law shall also not affect “the specific character of the security and defence policy of certain Member States.” In the case of NATO, this provision is paramount. Although the EU is a supranational organization with certain legislative power assigned to it by its member states, in areas of defense, the EU’s founding treaties respect the sovereignty of individual actors and their commitments to NATO. Treating cross-border data flows as a security matter could be justified under this provision. Supranational regulation of cross-border data flows is not entirely hypothetical, given the willingness of European states to let the EU do just that under the auspices of the GDPR.

The EU’s formative treaties provide that agreements like the North Atlantic Treaty shall not be affected or undermined by other requirements of the EU’s constituting legal documents. The EU’s founding treaties speak for themselves regarding the
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supremacy of the realization of common defense objectives. They also enshrine a respect for, and “strict observance” of, international law—a fundamental principle of which is *pacta sunt servanda*. This principle requires parties to perform their international treaty obligations—such as carrying out their obligations under NATO—in good faith. As for more recent documents like the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, which also contains provisions protecting data rights, these have limited reach. Like the GDPR, the Charter only applies to “institutions, bodies, offices and agencies of the Union... when they are implementing [EU] law.”

NATO, an intergovernmental military alliance with a membership list largely overlapping with (but nonetheless different from) the EU, is not such a body. The Charter does not apply to it. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, there is a realpolitik dimension at play: The EU has recently shrunk. Since the advent of Brexit, the power of European courts has diminished with the very real loss of a member state, and the possibility that others might also leave. Already, the UK has taken a more flexible approach to data flows than the EU courts tolerated, reversing undesired decisions pertaining to cross-border data flows from EU courts.

5. CONCLUSION

By moving discussions around data flows to a forum where members share security interests, like NATO, the US and most European countries may be able to move past their narrow conceptions of security. Such a move would not be out of step for the alliance, since NATO is already attempting to adopt a cyber-conscious posture. For example, in July 2016, its members signed a Cyber Defense Pledge committing to enhancing their cyber defenses (an action likely catalyzed by cyber attacks against many of NATO’s own websites during the Russo-Ukrainian War in 2014).

The hardest challenge in turning NATO into a “safe data zone” will not be EU law. It will be finding the morale among NATO members to reform the organization to tackle novel security challenges as such. The end of the Afghanistan project was highly mediatized and bitter. But this fact should not demoralize multilateralism. Instead, it should convey the urgency of the need to act and reform the alliance, since the alternative to revitalization is vulnerability to new threats. NATO has always been designed to protect common security interests. In the past, NATO found its raison...
d’être in roles like standing up to the Soviet Union during the Cold War and tackling terrorism after 9/11. Today, the shared security interests of its members are increasingly channeled through dependence on civil and critical infrastructure, which includes the free flow of data. If data truly is an essential commodity, allowing restrictions on cross-border data flows between allies endangers their future collective prosperity—a security threat of potentially existential proportions. The corollary is that they are such a threat to adversaries, too.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Information or influence operations can be defined as ‘any coordinated or individual deployment of digital resources for cognitive purposes to change or reinforce attitudes or behaviours of the targeted audience’.\(^1\) Prime examples are (a) propaganda (the selective presentation of information, facts or views in order to emotionally influence and/or manipulate audiences), (b) misinformation (the dissemination of false information without knowledge of its inaccuracy and/or the intention to deceive) and disinformation (the dissemination of knowingly or deliberately false information), (c) malinformation (the dissemination of verifiable information, personal views or opinions to cause harm, such as doxing), and (d) hate speech (the use of rhetoric to attack, denigrate or dehumanize individuals or groups on the basis of protected characteristics, such as race, ethnicity, nationality, religion, gender, sexual orientation, or disability).\(^2\)

Although each type of information operation has distinctive traits and legal consequences, the four categories often overlap. Most recent, real-world examples of information operations combine traits of more than one of these categories. Moreover, with the rise of information and communications technologies (ICTs), such as the Internet, and the proliferation of personal computers, smartphones, and easily accessible online platforms, such as search engines and social media, the vast majority of information operations have now moved online.\(^3\) Given the ease, speed, and scale with which content can be disseminated online, information operations have also increased in number, sophistication, and pervasiveness.\(^4\)

---


For instance, the COVID-19 pandemic saw a tsunami of false or misleading information about health treatments, preventive measures, and the origins of the virus. Some of these campaigns were carefully orchestrated to cause physical harm, social discord, or political polarization, while others were simply forwarded by users who naively thought they were acting for the public good. These operations were often combined with political propaganda, such as claims originating from Russia or China that Western measures to tackle the pandemic were ineffective or unwarranted. There were also instances of misinformation, disinformation, or malinformation relating to the origin of the virus that were combined with online hate messages. An example was the labelling of coronavirus as the ‘Chinese’ or ‘Asian’ virus, and the ensuing stigmatization and targeting of Asians.

Similarly, foreign and domestic information operations during the 2016 and 2020 US presidential elections and, more recently, the 2022 US mid-term elections combined political propaganda, misinformation and disinformation, and online hate speech. Notably, the United States House Select Committee on the January 6 Attack recently concluded that former US president Donald Trump’s tweets, containing, at once, false claims of electoral fraud, incitement to hatred and violence, and carefully orchestrated political propaganda, were instrumental in spurring on the Capitol riots.


Even before the Russian invasion of Ukraine on 24 February 2022 and at least since the annexation of Crimea in 2014, the hybrid war in Ukraine has also been marked by an intricate confluence of different information operations. In particular, Russia continues to dub the invasion a ‘special military operation’. And this has been justified by false allegations spread online as well as offline that Ukraine is run and inhabited by ‘neo-Nazis’ who have subjected ethnic Russians in Eastern Ukraine to genocide and war crimes. Several online posts, including the infamous RIA Novosti op-ed setting out a clear plan to ‘de-Nazify’ Ukraine, contained explicit messages of hate and direct threats of violence against Ukrainians. Deployed alongside kinetic and cyber operations, such influence operations have been instrumental in fuelling and sustaining the conflict by garnering support from soldiers, policymakers, and the Russian public.

As this brief account shows, public discourse in the media and policy circles has been quick to link online information operations with real-world consequences ranging from more abstract threats against democracy to physical harm to individuals. There is indeed anecdotal and increasing scientific evidence that influence operations have contributed to many of the consequences mentioned above. At the same
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time, information operations are speech or verbal acts. As such, they cannot *in and of themselves* or *directly* cause any of the harmful outcomes that they are usually associated with. After all, addressees still need to act upon an information operation for it to have any effect on the outside world. This raises both factual and legal questions.18

The factual conundrum lies in how to properly measure and label the actual link between influence operations and the different effects with which they are somehow connected. And the key legal question addressed in this paper is to what extent, if any, states can be held responsible under existing international law for ‘mere’ speech acts or their alleged consequences, whether these originate from their own agents or private entities. Any answer to this question requires a careful assessment of the complex interaction between different international legal rules or regimes at play.19

To complicate things further, which rules or regimes apply depends on the type of information operation in question and other factual circumstances, such as who the speaker is, where the speech act occurs, and the consequences to which it may lead. In particular, one must not only assess the rules applicable to state behaviour online, such as the principle of non-intervention or the prohibition of certain forms of propaganda but also factor in the right of individuals to receive and impart information under international human rights law.20

It is important to reiterate that existing international law applies *by default and in its entirety* to ICTs, just as it does to other technologies.21 This is true insofar as conventional and customary rules have a general scope of application and can be interpreted to accommodate new phenomena.22 Though helpful in clarifying how international law applies online, ‘domain-specific’ state practice and *opinio juris* (i.e., the formative elements of customary international law) are not necessary to prove that existing rules and principles apply to digital information operations. Several rules of international law – general and specific – already regulate different types of such operations, as will be explained below.23 Though drafted decades before digital technologies emerged, the content of these rules is sufficiently broad and flexible to cover both analogue and digital information operations.

---
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Against this background, this paper offers a doctrinal analysis of the extent to which existing international law limits different types of information operations. It first examines the issue of factual and legal causation between influence operations and the various outcomes that have been attributed to them, focusing on the relevant rules and principles of international law. It then assesses how various international legal rules or regimes apply concurrently to the four main types of information operations identified above: propaganda, misinformation and disinformation, malinformation, and online hate speech.

The paper argues that, while there is growing scientific evidence of a causal link between information operations and different harmful outcomes, there are no general standards of causation in international law, including for speech acts. Each rule of international law contains its own standard of causation, if any. Several rules and principles of international law that are found to apply to information operations do not require a causal link between the prohibited or required conduct, including speech acts, and any results thereof. Instead, only an intention to cause or constructive knowledge of a certain harm is usually required. This means that many information operations are well within the scope of international law, whether or not they actually lead to any real-world consequences. This paper also posits that whether international law prohibits, permits or somehow restricts different information operations depends on the close interaction between various international legal rules and principles, including their causation or knowledge standards. This has led to some confusion about the exact extent to which international law limits those operations. Yet a careful analysis of applicable rules and principles reveals that information operations are significantly limited by existing international law. This is true insofar as their deployment by states or non-state actors is done with an intention or constructive knowledge that online or offline harms to protected subjects or objects, such as other states or individuals, may occur.

2. INFORMATION OPERATIONS AND THE CAUSATION CONUNDRUM IN INTERNATIONAL LAW

Causation or causality is a notoriously vexing question in different legal fields.\(^\text{24}\) It may be straightforward to establish a causal link between events or behaviours and their temporally and physically close results, such as the shooting that actually kills someone. But it is difficult to do so for acts that occur further up and earlier on in the chain of events. This is especially the case with speech acts, including information operations, that may have an influence yet not a direct impact on the behaviour that eventually causes a certain harmful result ‘in the physical world’.\(^\text{25}\) Even greater

\(^{24}\) See generally HLA Hart, ‘Causation in Legal Theory’ in HLA Hart and Tony Honoré, *Causation in the Law* (OUP 1985) 84.

uncertainty surrounds the extent to which online content affects offline behaviour or events. Key factors include the distance, anonymity, and often automated nature of online speakers, many of whom are simply bots. The unprecedented amount of information available online also makes it difficult to pinpoint which pieces of content affect multiple addressees.

To be sure, there is growing research, especially in the fields of behavioural economics, psychology, and anthropology, that empirically supports the existence of causal links between online information operations and the consequences associated with them, such as their impact on human health and violence. But this work is still in the early stages. One of the difficulties lies in distinguishing between causation and correlation (the latter may be evidence of the former but the two remain separate concepts). Likewise, it is often hard to measure the exact effects of massive information campaigns on both particular individuals and society at large, especially in the case of diffuse or non-physical harms such as threats to democracy or trust in science.

International law does not escape these conundrums. And the fragmentation between different sub-fields of the discipline has compounded the uncertainty. Not only is causation an under-explored issue in international legal scholarship and practice but there is also great confusion about applicable standards of causation. As Plakokefalos points out, there is first and foremost conflation between the concepts and tests for factual (or natural) and legal causation (also called ‘scope of responsibility’): while the former relates to the material or empirical cause-and-effect linkage between an act or omission and a result, the latter has to do with moral and policy considerations that narrow down the scope of state responsibility, exempting it for certain factual causes. Examples of such considerations include reasonableness, fairness, proximity, and foreseeability.

Even when the two concepts or stages of the causal analysis are separated, there is a notorious lack of consistency in the tests or standards applied by different international courts and scholars. In particular, some insist on an exacting ‘but for’ test for factual
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27 See Laumann, ‘Infecting the Mind’ (n 18) 436; Courchesne, Thange and Shapiro, ‘Review of Social Science Research on The Effects of Influence Operations’ (n 17) 2.
28 See ibid 437–38 and works cited in n 17.
30 Lahmann, ‘Infecting the Mind’ (n 18) 436.
32 Plakokefalos (n 31) 475. See also Lahmann, ‘Infecting the Mind’ (n 18) 426.
33 Plakokefalos (n 31) 478; Lanovoy (n 31) 61–63.
34 Plakokefalos (n 31) 490–91.
causation, which includes only the necessary or essential causes of a certain result.\textsuperscript{35} This is often coupled with legal requirements of sufficient directness\textsuperscript{36} or proximity.\textsuperscript{37} Conversely, others advance less exacting factual and legal causation standards, such as those based on considerations of reasonableness and foreseeability,\textsuperscript{38} or requiring a ‘substantial contribution’ to the result.\textsuperscript{39}

The confusion primarily arises because, as others have pointed out, there is no overarching standard, principle, or rule of factual or legal causation across international law.\textsuperscript{40} The general rules of state responsibility reflected in the International Law Commission’s Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, particularly Articles 2 and 12 and their commentaries, say nothing about causation, referring the question back to particular rules of international law.\textsuperscript{41} This means that, when it comes to information operations, relevant standards of factual and legal causation will depend on the applicable rules at hand, which in turn depends on the type of operation, as will be discussed below. Arguably, such diversity of standards is not necessarily a bad thing,\textsuperscript{42} since different rules have different aims and scopes of application. Specific standards of causation should be assessed in the light of each rule’s text, purpose, and context.\textsuperscript{43} Nevertheless, as a general matter, three sets of rules may be identified.

First, certain rules of international law hold, implicitly or explicitly, that a state must refrain from engaging in a certain act that \textit{itself} causes a certain result. Given the close link between conduct and result, it is unlikely that speech acts will engage a state’s responsibility for a breach of those rules, except in cases of complicity in another state’s (principal) conduct.\textsuperscript{44} This is arguably the case with the prohibition on the use of force, which requires states to refrain from using military force against other states

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{35} Plakokefalos (n 31) 476; Lanovoy (n 31) 14. See eg Application of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (Bosnia and Herzegovina v Serbia and Montenegro) (Merits) [2007] ICI Rep 43, para 462.
\item \textsuperscript{36} Lanovoy (n 31) 47–54, citing eg Bosnian Genocide (n 35) para 462; The M/V ‘Saiga’ (no 2) (Saint Vincent and Grenadines v Guinea) (Judgment) ITLOS Reports 1999, 10, para 172; German-US Mixed Claims Commission, Administrative Decision No II, 29.
\item \textsuperscript{37} Lanovoy (n 31) 54–57, citing eg Dix Case (United States v Venezuela) (1903–1905) 9 RIAA 119, 121.
\item \textsuperscript{38} Lanovoy (n 31) 57–60, 78–79; Plakokefalos (n 31) both citing eg Responsibility of Germany for Damage Caused in the Portuguese Colonies in the South of Africa (Portugal v Germany) (‘Naulilaa Arbitration’) (1930) 2 RIAA 1013.
\item \textsuperscript{39} Lahmann, ‘Infecting the Mind’ (n 18) 427–28, citing eg Ndindabahizi (Judgment) ICTR-2001-71-I (15 July 2004) para 463.
\item \textsuperscript{41} DARSIWA (n 40).
\item \textsuperscript{42} Contra Lanovoy (n 31) 6, 83.
\item \textsuperscript{43} Similarly, Plakokefalos (n 31) 471–73.
\item \textsuperscript{44} See DARSIWA (n 40) art 16 and commentary, especially commentaries (5) and (10).
\end{itemize}
without consent. The same is true for certain negative human rights obligations, such as the duty to respect life.

Secondly, other rules admit more than one form of participation in the wrongful conduct and/or result, that is, participation other than ‘principal’ perpetration or commission. In those cases, speech acts may well amount to a breach of international law. Examples include the principle of non-intervention and the prohibition of specific forms of propaganda, which cover state support for the activities of non-state groups, as argued below.

Thirdly, some rules do not require any assessment of causation between state conduct and result, at least in the traditional sense of factual or natural causation. Instead, considerations of knowledge, reasonableness, foreseeability, and/or probability govern the connection between wrongful conduct and any result arising thereof. This is arguably the case of certain rules of international law that can be breached by an omission – that is, rules that require states to take positive action or engage in a certain course of conduct, such as general obligations of due diligence and positive human rights obligations. The lack of a causation requirement may be attributed to these rules’ focus on a state omission rather than any particular result. In fact, some rules do not even require an actual result to occur. For instance, the duty to protect the right to life does not require actual deprivation of life to occur; it only needs to be objectively foreseeable.

The remaining sections will assess how existing international law applies to different information operations in light of these general remarks and specific standards of causation applicable under each relevant primary rule.
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48 On the structure of these rules, see generally Coco and de Souza Dias (n 47); Heike Krieger and Anne Peters, ‘Due Diligence and Structural Change in the International Legal Order’ in Heike Krieger, Anne Peters and Leonard Kreuzer (eds), Due Diligence and Structural Change in the International Legal Order (OUP 2020).
49 HRC, GC 31 (n 46) paras 7–8.
50 Bosnian Genocide (n 35) paras 429–30.
3. PROPAGANDA

For centuries, propaganda and other strategies to influence or convince others have pervaded social and political life, domestically and internationally, in peacetime and war. Thus, they have not been generally prohibited under international law. However, certain types of propaganda may cross a threshold of dangerousness and are likely to incite civil unrest, domestic regime change, or war. These so-called ‘hostile’ or ‘subversive’ forms of propaganda have been prohibited under customary international law at least since the eighteenth century, when revolutionary France withdrew its public call to support independence movements abroad. Subversive propaganda carried out by state organs directly, or non-state groups acting with the support of a state, that results in interference or seeks to interfere in the internal or external affairs of the targeted state has been traditionally considered a violation of the principle of non-intervention. This is true insofar as it removes the victim state’s freedom to make key governmental decisions within its exclusive domain.

The assumption is that, just like the use or threat of force, subversive propaganda directed at foreign audiences may force a state to steer its internal or external affairs against its will. Thus, the Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of States and the Protection of their Independence and Sovereignty, adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1965, specifically included within the scope of the principle of non-intervention the duty of states to abstain ‘from any defamatory campaign, vilification or hostile propaganda for the purpose of intervening or interfering in the internal affairs of other States’. As noted by the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in the Nicaragua case, the principle of non-intervention:

forbids all States or groups of States to intervene directly or indirectly in internal or external affairs of other States. […] Intervention is wrongful when it uses methods of coercion in regard to such choices, which must remain free ones. The element of coercion, which defines, and indeed forms the very essence of, prohibited intervention, is particularly obvious in the case of an intervention

---

which uses force, either in the direct form of military action, or in the indirect form of support for subversive or terrorist armed activities within another State.\footnote{Nicaragua (n 54) para 205 (emphasis added). See also Case Concerning Armed Activities in the Territory of the Congo (Democratic Republic of Congo v Uganda) (Merits) [2005] ICJ Rep 168, paras 162–64.}

Some have argued that a prohibited intervention must produce some coercive effect in the victim state, meaning that a direct causal link would have to exist between the intervening act and the coercive effect.\footnote{Lahmann, ‘Infecting the Mind’ (n 18) 423–24; Harriet Moynihan, ‘The Application of International Law to State Cyberattacks: Sovereignty and Non-Intervention’ (Chatham House, 2 December 2019) paras 101–4 <www.chathamhouse.org/2019/12/application-international-law-state-cyberattacks> accessed 4 January 2022; Michael Schmitt (ed), Tallinn Manual 2.0 on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Operations (CUP 2017) 320, 322.} However, this view would go against the ICJ’s framing of the principle, which speaks of ‘coercive methods’ as opposed to effects. Thus, neither propaganda nor other forms of direct or indirect interference need to be successful in causing any particular results for the principle of non-intervention to be breached.\footnote{See also Mohamed Helal, ‘On Coercion in International Law’ (2019) 52 NYU Journal of International Law and Policy 1, 43–45; van Benthem, Dias and Hollis (n 1) 40–41.} In its own formulations of the principle, the UN General Assembly has referred to ‘attempted threats against the personality of the State or against its political, economic and cultural elements’,\footnote{UNGA, ‘Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations’ (1970) UN Doc A/RES/2625(XXV) para 1, principle 25 (emphasis added).} and behaviours that ‘seek to disrupt the unity or to undermine or subvert the political order of other States’, ‘designed to intervene or interfere in the internal and external affairs of third States’ and with the ‘purpose of intervening or interfering in the internal affairs of other states’.\footnote{Similarly, van Benthem, Dias, and Hollis (n 1) 40–41; ‘Letter from the Minister of Foreign Affairs to the President of The House of Representatives on the International Legal Order in Cyberspace – Appendix: International Law in Cyberspace’ (5 July 2019) 3 <www.gov.nl/documents/parliamentary-documents/2019/09/26/letter-to-the-parliament-on-the-international-legal-order-in-cyberspace> accessed 7 March 2023; Suella Braverman, ‘International Law in Future Frontiers, Speech at Chatham House’ (19 May 2022) <www.ukpol.co.uk/suella-braverman-2022-speech-at-chatham-house/> accessed 7 March 2023.}

Furthermore, as noted earlier, conduct that supports the coercive acts of third parties is also clearly covered. This means that causation is arguably not a requirement of the principle of non-intervention insofar as particular effects need not be caused by a state for it to breach the principle. Instead, the better view is that interferences that either have a coercive purpose, employ coercive methods, or produce coercive effects are prohibited.\footnote{Propaganda that constitutes advocacy for violations of international humanitarian law (IHL), such as indiscriminate attacks against civilians, also runs contrary to states’}
duty to ensure respect for IHL,62 enshrined in Article 1 Common to the Geneva Conventions,63 Article 1 of Additional Protocol I to the Conventions,64 and customary international law.65

More controversial is the positive duty of states to prevent or prohibit subversive propaganda by private entities, given potential clashes with the rights of individuals to freedom of expression and information.66 This is reflected in the reluctance of some states to fully embrace Article 20(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),67 which requires states to prohibit by law propaganda for aggressive war. Several states, including the UK, the US, France, Australia, and the Netherlands have made reservations to this provision.68 However, these reservations focus on the need to ensure consistency with the right to freedom of expression and thus reject the need to enact domestic legislation specifically prohibiting war propaganda.69 No state has questioned the unlawfulness of propaganda for aggressive war under international law, whether carried out by states or non-state actors.70 If aggression is itself prohibited and criminalized under international law, so is incitement to engage in it.71 This is why complicity in aggression is also criminal under international law.72

A duty to prevent and punish subversive and war propaganda by private entities is also specifically recognized in Articles 1 and 2 of the 1936 Convention concerning the Use of Broadcasting in the Cause of Peace.73 Furthermore, in its General Comment 36 on the right to life, the UN Human Rights Committee asserted that failure to punish war propaganda might amount to a failure to protect the right to life under Article 6 ICCPR.74 These and other rules arguably require states to adopt a basic
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66 Larson (n 53) 449–50; van Dyke (n 53) 65–68, 72.
68 ibid.
69 Hersh Lauterpacht, ‘Revolutionary Activities by Private Persons Against Foreign States’ (1928) 22 American Journal of International Law 105, 123.
70 Kearney (n 52) 123, 148–49; Manfred Nowak, UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights: CCPR Commentary (NP Engel 2005) 473.
71 Whitton (n 53) 21; Larson (n 53) 443–45.
73 Adopted 23 September 1936, entered into force 2 April 1938, 186 UNTS 301.
74 GC 36 (n 51) para 59.
legal framework for online content moderation by various platforms with a view to preventing or mitigating the prevalence of content that might amount to foreign interference or war propaganda.

Scholarly writings\(^75\) and international jurisprudence\(^76\) also lend support to the view that subversive propaganda – irrespective of any results – is covered by broader ‘due diligence’ obligations under international law, such as the duties to prevent acts contrary to the rights of other states\(^77\) and significant transboundary harm or injury to persons, property, or the environment.\(^78\) As seen earlier, since these obligations focus on state omissions, no causal link between the lack of diligence and any ensuing harms is required for a breach to occur; constructive knowledge or objective foreseeability thereof is sufficient. Nevertheless, any prohibition, criminal or civil, of incitement to or propaganda for war by individuals must be subject to the strict requirements of legality, legitimacy, and necessity and proportionality for limiting the rights to freedom of expression and information under international human rights law.\(^79\) Such requirements are found in Article 19(3) ICCPR and its regional counterparts, such as Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights.\(^80\)

4. MISINFORMATION AND DISINFORMATION

Although ‘fake news’ has become a buzzword in recent years, it is not a new phenomenon. The intentional or non-intentional dissemination of false or misleading information has been a key feature of warfare and peacetime political strategy for centuries. Think of the staged border incidents Nazi Germany used to justify its 1939 invasion of Poland.\(^81\) Think also of the US’ unfounded claims that Saddam Hussein was manufacturing weapons of mass destruction to justify the 2003 Iraq invasion.\(^82\)

---

\(^76\) Eg Island of Palmas Case (or Miangas), United States v Netherlands, Award, 4 April 1928, II RIAA 829 (1928) ICGJ 392 (PCA 1928) 839; Trail Smelter Case (USA v Canada) (1941) 3 RIAA 1911, 1963.
\(^77\) Corfu Channel Case (United Kingdom v Albania), Judgment, 9 April 1949, ICJ Reports (1949) 4, 22.
\(^79\) UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, ‘Expert Workshops on the Prohibition of Incitement to National, Racial or Religious Hatred’ UN Doc (2013) A/HRC/22/17/Add.4 (‘Rabat Plan of Action on the prohibition of advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence’) para 18.
More recently, COVID-19 disinformation campaigns have led to vaccine hesitancy, serious illness, and death.83

The international regulation of misinformation and disinformation is marked by uncertainty and controversy. This is so for several reasons. As noted earlier, the causal link between the dissemination of false or misleading information and any harmful consequences is only indirect and requires further action on the part of their multiple addressees. Moreover, deception is not the most traditional form of interference in a state’s internal or external affairs or its inherently governmental functions. There is also a clear tension between securing a peaceful and stable information space among states, and individual rights to freedom of expression and information.84 After all, the latter rights are not limited to accurate or innocuous information.85

Nevertheless, three key conclusions can be reached. First, states must respect and protect the right of individuals to freedom of information.86 This means that they may not fabricate, sponsor, encourage, or further disseminate statements or information that they should reasonably know are false, irrespective of any causation between speech acts and actual or potential results.87 This is true insofar as the false statements undermine the right of individual addressees – whether at home or abroad – to be properly and freely informed.88

Secondly, the cross-border dissemination of false or misleading information by a state may breach the victim’s right to non-intervention in its internal or external affairs.89 As seen earlier, the meaning of coercive interference is not limited to the threat or use of force but extends to deception that is intended to force, or effectively forces, a state to adopt a course of action that it otherwise would not, irrespective of any particular results. Thus, like subversive propaganda, false statements aimed at regime change or foreign electoral processes, whether online or offline, may be contrary to the principle


84 De Brabandere (n 53) paras 3, 8–11.


86 GC 34 (n 85) para 7.

87 ‘Joint Declaration on Freedom of Expression and “Fake News”, Disinformation and Propaganda’ (n 85) para 2(c); UNGA (n 2) para 88.

of non-intervention. This includes, for example, online content seeking to mislead the population of another state about the location of voting centres or about polls on which candidate is predicted to win an election.

Thirdly, if false or misleading statements that may cause harm or injury in another state cannot be attributed to states but emanate from individuals, the freedoms of expression and information take centre stage. Obligations requiring states to exercise due diligence to prevent, stop or redress foreseeable harm to other states must not overstep permissible limitations to those rights. This applies, for instance, to the obligation contained in Article 3 of the 1936 Broadcasting Convention. Thus, as with subversive and war propaganda, any action to tackle the spread of online misinformation or disinformation must carefully balance individuals’ rights to freedom of expression and information against states’ duties to prevent, stop, and redress the foreseeable harms of misinformation and disinformation, including their obligation to protect human life and health.

This balance can be achieved when restrictions on the online dissemination of false or misleading information are clearly grounded in law, as well as necessary and proportionate to achieve a legitimate aim, in line with Article 19(3) ICCPR and similar provisions. This will usually require the enactment of a basic legal framework governing the publication and moderation of online misinformation and disinformation. In this author’s view, while the intentional dissemination of disinformation may be subject to limitations, such as content moderation and civil liability, the unintentional spread of such content should not be sanctioned.\(^90\) Criminal sanctions should be reserved for only the most serious forms of disinformation, such as defamation and libel.\(^91\)

## 5. MALINFORMATION

The dissemination of accurate information or opinions with the intent to cause harm is not per se prohibited under international law. However, malinformation may violate the principle of non-intervention insofar as the leak or publication is intended to coerce or effectively coerces a state in matters within its internal or external affairs. This could happen if, for example, leaked confidential information about the identity or location of undercover state operatives compromises law enforcement or military operations. Likewise, states must exercise due diligence in preventing or redressing the release of such information if it is of such a nature as to foreseeably contravene the rights of the victim state or to cause harm or injury to persons, property, or the environment therein.

\(^89\) Larson (n 53) 442, 447–49; De Brabandere (n 53) paras 17–20, Baade (n 23) 1362–65.

\(^90\) ‘Joint Declaration on Freedom of Expression and “Fake News”, Disinformation and Propaganda’ (n 85) preambular paras 4 and 5, operative para 1(e).

\(^91\) UNGA (n 2) paras 41–43.
Malinformation is usually preceded by cyber espionage and/or electronic surveillance operations. While many would argue that the exfiltration of governmental data is not itself unlawful under international law, the method by which such information is extracted may violate one or more rules of international law, depending on the consequences of the operation in question. Thus, covert campaigns to extract information or those seeking to mislead the victim state with respect to who is behind the extraction are not in and of themselves prohibited by international law. Such operations are only limited insofar as their method foreseeable causes harm to a protected object or subject, such as by infringing an individual’s right to receive information. In the same vein, electronic surveillance against individuals may violate the right to privacy under international human rights law, unless the operation is carried out in accordance with the law and is necessary and proportionate to achieve a legitimate aim.

6. ONLINE HATE SPEECH

‘Online hate speech’ is an umbrella term encompassing a multitude of digital content – from hateful emojis to direct and public incitement to commit violence of the kind seen during the Rwandan genocide. This means that international legal responses to online hate will vary depending on the content, as well as the speaker, audience, medium, and context. Three legal categories may be proposed, taking into account applicable rules of international human rights law and international criminal law.

The first comprises the most serious types of online hate speech which amount to international crimes and give rise to both individual criminal liability and state responsibility under international law. Within this category falls the inchoate offence of direct and public incitement to commit genocide, prohibited under Article III(c)
of the Genocide Convention.\textsuperscript{99} Context is key in determining whether seemingly neutral expressions are in fact coded language directly inciting genocide. An example is the labelling of individuals or groups as animals that ought to be killed against a background of inter-communal violence,\textsuperscript{100} as with cartoons and radio broadcasts in Rwanda.\textsuperscript{101} Serious forms of online hate speech may also amount to instigation to or aiding and abetting international crimes, including genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, and the crime of aggression.\textsuperscript{102} However, in those instances, participation in crime requires not only an intention to instigate or assist in the commission of the relevant crime but also a causal link between the criminal conduct and the result (i.e., the speech acts must have ‘substantially contributed’ to the commission of the principal crime).\textsuperscript{103} ‘Mere hate speech’ below this threshold is unlikely to amount to the commission of an international crime, especially given the lack of a sufficiently clear criminalization of the speech acts in question.\textsuperscript{104}

The second category consists of hateful expressions that constitute incitement to certain types of unlawful action. A prominent example is found in Article 20(2) ICCPR, which stipulates that ‘[a]ny advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence shall be prohibited by law’. Like the prohibition of war propaganda, the wording and the very inclusion of this provision in the Covenant were heavily debated. Some states, like the US, the UK, and the Netherlands, still reserve their right not to enact domestic legislation giving effect to this provision,\textsuperscript{105} citing freedom of expression concerns.\textsuperscript{106} This suggests that Article 20(2) ICCPR is not part of customary international law, despite the Human Rights Committee holding otherwise.\textsuperscript{107} A similar debate\textsuperscript{108} exists over the scope and status of Article 4(a) of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination.\textsuperscript{109} In any event, the right of individuals to be free from incitement to discrimination, recognized in Article 7 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, does reflect international custom.\textsuperscript{110} Though this provision does


\textsuperscript{103} Nahimana et al case (n 96) 480, 482.

\textsuperscript{104} Nahimana et al case (n 96), Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge Theodor Meron, paras 5–8.

\textsuperscript{105} International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

\textsuperscript{106} Jeroen Temperman, Religious Hatred and International Law: The Prohibition of Incitement to Violence or Discrimination (CUP 2015) 72–74.

\textsuperscript{107} HRC, ‘CCPR General Comment No 24: Issues Relating to Reservations Made upon Ratification or Accession to the Covenant or the Optional Protocols thereto, or in Relation to Declarations under Article 41 of the Covenant’ (1994) UN Doc CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.6, para 8.

\textsuperscript{108} Temperman (n 106) 69, 122, n 1.

\textsuperscript{109} Adopted 21 December 1965; entered into force 4 January 1969, 660 UNTS 195.

not impose a legal prohibition of incitement, it arguably requires states to exercise their best efforts to protect individuals from prohibited discrimination and incitement thereto, in line with the rights to freedom of expression and information.

The third category of online hate is ‘limited speech’, or hateful expressions that are in principle protected but may be limited pursuant to the three-part test described in Article 19(3) ICCPR and equivalent provisions – that is, legality, legitimacy, and necessity and proportionality. Thus, denial of historical facts such as the Holocaust, while not necessarily amounting to incitement within the meaning of Article 20(2) ICCPR, may nonetheless be limited by law in contexts where this would be a necessary and proportionate step to safeguard the rights or reputations of others or public order.\footnote{See eg HRC, Faurisson v France, ‘Communication No. 550/1993’ (1996) UN Doc CCPR/C/58/D/550/1993 paras 9.4–9.7.} All other forms of online hate falling below this threshold (i.e., that cannot be limited via the three-part test) must be protected. There is no definitive category of ‘protected speech’, since all speech acts, including hate speech, may be subject to limitations. Yet, some types of speech should receive heightened protection given the public interest in their dissemination, not the least to ensure individuals’ right to receive information. This includes political speech\footnote{Case of Mouvement Raëlien Suisse v Switzerland App no 16354/06 (ECtHR, 13 July 2012 para 61.} and statements whose dissemination is in the public interest, such as impartial journalistic reporting on public affairs.\footnote{Council of Europe, ‘Recommendation CM/Rec(2022)4 of the Committee of Ministers to member States on promoting a favourable environment for quality journalism in the digital age’ (17 March 2022) <https://search.coe.int/cm/pages/result_details.aspx?objectid=0900001680a5ddd0> accessed 7 March 2023.}

### 7. CONCLUSION

The rise of online information operations, both domestic and cross-border, has prompted different responses from governments, corporations, civil society, and other stakeholders around the world. But the extent to which international law limits such operations remains uncertain. On the one hand, many still hold on to the misconception that international law is altogether indifferent to the phenomenon. On the other, the scope of applicable rules is often misunderstood, particularly the need for any causal link between speech acts and their possible effects. This paper has tried to debunk those myths and misconceptions by providing a doctrinal assessment of how different rules of international law interact to limit four key types of information operations: propaganda, misinformation and disinformation, malinformation, and online hate speech.

First, it argued that, while international law lacks a general standard of factual and legal causation, different standards may be clearly identified for particular rules. The
paper has also contended that important rules and principles that apply to information operations, such as non-intervention and due diligence, do not seem to require any causal link between prohibited or required conduct, including speech acts, and any of their alleged effects. Instead, they cover intended or foreseeable harms to certain protected subjects and objects that might arise from different types of conduct, including information operations.

Crucially, this paper has argued that, while complex, the interplay between different applicable rules of international law in the context of each type of information operation can be worked out in practice. This requires consideration of the factual features of each operation, an understanding of the scope of applicable rules – including any required causal link or knowledge threshold – as well as their careful balancing. These rules include the principle of non-intervention, various due diligence obligations, rules and principles of IHL, and different human rights, most notably the rights to freedom of expression, information and privacy. Such rules do not exhaust the scope of applicable international law on the matter and more research is needed into other relevant rules or principles, such as sovereignty and self-determination. They are also shrouded in legal controversies and enforcement challenges.\textsuperscript{114}

Yet existing international legal rules and principles already provide a workable legal framework that significantly limits the deployment of information operations by states and non-state actors. These rules seek to balance two overarching considerations: the right of individuals and states to a free information space, and the need to mitigate some of the harms that information operations may cause online and offline.

\textsuperscript{114} van Benthem, Dias, and Hollis (n 1) 1268–84.
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Abstract: As Russian forces closed in on Kyiv, a MiG-29 Fulcrum swooped in and took down six Russian jets. The next day, the same MiG shot down ten more. Stories of the hero fighter pilot spread like wildfire throughout Ukraine and across the internet, turning the “Ghost of Kyiv” into a living legend.

But he was not living, or even real. The pilot and his exploits were a total fiction created as part of an influence campaign spread via social media to strike terror into Russian forces, fortify the resolve of Ukrainian citizens, and amaze the world with Ukraine’s unexpected strength and courage.

The strategic use of the online information environment is only one facet of intangible warfare between Russia and Ukraine that makes this contemporary conflict particularly unique and complex. Propaganda, disinformation, and psychological operations are as old as warfare itself, but advanced digital technologies now reshape conflicts in often unanticipated, unforeseen, and surprising ways. These changing dynamics inevitably have an impact on those tasked with investigating war crimes and establishing the truth of what occurred on the battlefield.

This paper examines the strategic use of digital information and communications technologies in the Russia–Ukraine conflict to better understand how they are changing the dynamics of war, war narratives, and war crimes investigations. The first section of the paper briefly explains how war crimes investigators and prosecutors are
The great uncertainty of all data in war is because all action, to a certain extent, planned in a mere twilight—like the effect of a fog—gives things exaggerated dimensions and unnatural appearance.”

Carl von Clausewitz

Throughout history, military generals and strategists have espoused the importance of information in warfare, characterizing the ways in which information operations can be used to further military objectives and gain a competitive edge over the opposition. As Napoleon Bonaparte once stated, “War is ninety percent information.”2 Information operations—a term that encompasses a range of activities from disseminating propaganda to spreading disinformation to blocking access to communication channels—can have a profound impact on the course of conduct on the battlefield, as well as the narratives that surround it. While information warfare is not a new concept, the adoption of digital information and communications technologies (ICTs) has changed the nature of wartime information operations in interesting and unforeseen ways. These new dynamics are currently playing out in Ukraine, where the largest international armed conflict in Europe since World War II is taking place.

While historical analysis of information operations can provide some insight into what the world is witnessing in Ukraine today, there are many novel elements of modern information warfare that cannot be fully understood within traditional frameworks. The teachings of Sun Tzu and Carl von Clausewitz never explained how to crowdfund weapons or troll the enemy on social media. These traditional military theorists could not have imagined the speed and scale of modern digital communications, nor could they have envisioned a world in which ordinary citizens across the globe could monitor the battlefield in near real time with high-resolution satellites and live drone
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1 Carl von Clausewitz, *On War*, vol. 1 (Altenmünster: Jazzybee Verlag, 1950)

feeds. But this novel information universe is precisely the reality being experienced in Ukraine’s fight against Russian aggression and occupation.

New technologies can shrink time and space, blur borders, and alter the ways in which information travels from the battlefield to the outside world, and from the outside world to the battlefield. Although social media, smartphones, and other digital ICTs have played critical roles in past armed conflicts over the years—from their use in documenting war crimes in Syria to their role in furthering crimes against humanity in Myanmar—their application in the Russia–Ukraine conflict is unprecedented. As policy analysts Christian Perez and Anjana Nair explain, “Throughout the ongoing conflict, social media has served as a battleground for states and non-state actors to spread competing narratives about the war and portray the ongoing conflict in their own terms.”3 In a hybrid war between state militaries with far-reaching implications for the rest of the world, the information environment has become contested, corrupted, and dizzyingly complex. The lessons of the past can only take us so far in understanding this new digital world.

Advanced digital technologies are not only changing the nature of warfare and facilitating the weaponization of information but also transforming how war crimes investigations are conducted. Over the past decade, in response to hostile governments blocking access to crime scenes, the international criminal justice community has built up the capacity to conduct remote investigations using ICTs. In recent years, satellite imagery, call data records, wire transfers, and social media content have all been recognized as admissible evidence in international criminal trials.4 Investigators, lawyers, and judges are also becoming more accepting of the use of video conferencing platforms to conduct witness interviews or provide testimony. The ability to gain virtual access to witnesses and allow them to share their experiences with investigators thousands of miles away in The Hague is a truly groundbreaking development in international legal practice. However, relying on information coming out of a conflict zone without having been there in person raises fresh concerns about the ability of investigators to assess the credibility of witnesses and the reliability of information viewed through a digital prism. These developments raise a key question: When the information environment is itself a domain of battle, how can investigators separate fact from fiction to establish the truth?


This paper begins with an overview of the role of growing importance that digital evidence is playing in war crimes investigations and prosecutions. This section is followed by an analysis of ICT-enhanced information operations in the Russia–Ukraine conflict and the various challenges that are emerging for war crimes investigators as a result. It then introduces the reader to some of the tools that are emerging to help war crimes investigators grapple with and overcome the challenges, including the Berkeley Protocol on Digital Open Source Investigations, which is currently being used by war crimes investigators in Ukraine.

2. THE CHALLENGE OF INVESTIGATING WAR CRIMES AND THE PROMISE OF DIGITAL EVIDENCE

Investigating war crimes has always been challenging for a variety of reasons, from the complexity of cases involving thousands of victims and witnesses to the difficulty in obtaining battlefield evidence. The first trial at the International Criminal Court (ICC), Prosecutor v. Lubanga, brought these challenges into stark focus. Due to security issues in the locations relevant to their investigation, ICC investigators were unable to visit many of the crime scenes. Instead, they relied on intermediaries—locals from the area—who could help them find witnesses to the events. At trial, it was revealed that several of the witnesses had been paid to give false testimony by the intermediaries. Without realizing it, the prosecution had brought unreliable narrators and a tainted witness pool before the court.

The prosecution was also overly dependent on witness statements taken by United Nations (UN) investigators, who had prior access to relevant individuals. These statements had not been taken for the purposes of a prosecution, and investigators had been unable to find the original witnesses, validate their statements, and get their consent for use in court. This posed a problem at trial, since the prosecution did not have the authority to disclose the statements to the defense, although they were already relying on them in their case. The trial was stayed for several months as a result. Moreover, ICC investigators did not visit and forensically examine the crime scenes until they were nearing the trial phase. When they did finally visit the relevant geographic locations, they discovered that some of what their witnesses had testified to was not accurate. The very first ICC case came close to getting dismissed, which raised larger questions about the ICC Office of the Prosecutor’s (OTP) ability to do fulfill its mandate. The inability of ICC investigators to visit the territory where the crimes occurred was not unique to the Democratic Republic of Congo in the Lubanga


case. For years, investigators could not enter the territory of Sudan to investigate its head of state, Omar al Bashir, and other accused persons. Today, investigators face similar circumstances in Myanmar and Burundi.

These immense obstacles led the OTP to look for other solutions in its investigative work. Advanced digital technologies that could facilitate remote investigations, such as high-resolution satellite imagery or call data records, seemed like an answer to the problem. With the introduction of smartphones, internet connectivity, and social media, suddenly individuals within the conflict zone could capture what was happening on the ground and share it with the outside world. This was incredibly promising for the prosecutor’s office, which could hire analysts to collect and review the data, thus moving the investigation forward even while their access was blocked.

The appeal of remote, technology-enabled investigation tactics was not limited to ICC investigators. About a decade ago, the international criminal justice community began to recognize the potential for utilizing user-generated content in their work. This interest in digital open-source information, especially social media content, was initially driven by the conflicts in Syria, Iraq, and Libya, where smartphones and social media platforms became primary tools for war documentation. These tools allowed, and continue to allow, witnesses and first responders to record atrocities as they unfold, often in places where it is difficult, if not impossible, for international investigators to gain access.

These contemporary conflicts raised new and important questions about the possibility of investigating entities to acquire, analyze, and authenticate large volumes of digital information. The internal conflict in Myanmar, in which social media was used as a tool to incite violence against the Rohingya minority, further demonstrated how this type of digital information could provide evidentiary value by establishing the criminal intent of the perpetrators. In such cases, the propaganda and hate speech itself served as critical evidence in building a case against the Myanmar military for several crimes against humanity, including persecution.

However, this new source of potential evidence came with its own challenges. The volume of digital information online was immense, and the anonymous nature of the internet made it difficult to verify or even identify the information source. Thus, during these conflicts, conversations in the international criminal law community focused on how new technologies could improve investigative practice, leading to a series of workshops and the drafting of the Berkeley Protocol on Digital Open Source Investigations, a UN manual co-published by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights and Berkeley Law’s Human Rights Center. The issues also led

9 The author of this paper led the drafting of the Berkeley Protocol.
to conversations about how new technologies, such as machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI), could be used to improve and enhance investigative practice—for example, the use of natural language processing to assist in document review and the use of object recognition technology to assist with the imagery analysis. The field was evolving, and then Russia invaded Ukraine, the digital battlefield exploded, and a whole new set of challenges began to emerge.

3. INFORMATION OPERATIONS IN THE RUSSIA–UKRAINE CONFLICT AND EMERGING CHALLENGES FOR INVESTIGATORS

As Russian forces closed in on Kyiv, launching the Kremlin’s initial offensive against the capital city in late February 2022, a MiG-29 Fulcrum shot down six Russian planes. The next day, the same Ukrainian pilot shot down ten more Russian jets. Stories of this Ukrainian pilot spread and amplified on the internet, quickly turning him into a living legend. But he was not living, or even real. Rather, he was a fiction created to strike terror into Russian forces, fortify the resolve of Ukrainian citizens, and amaze the world with Ukraine’s unexpected strength and courage. Now recognized as propaganda, stories of the “Ghost of Kyiv” were believed by many, until the Ukrainian Air Force ultimately admitted that this character was created as part of an influence campaign. Nevertheless, his legend lives on in murals and other artwork commemorating the hero pilot.

The Ghost of Kyiv is one of several examples of influence operations in the Russia–Ukraine conflict, which are the focus of this section. Since a significant amount of scholarship and commentary has already been written on the topic generally, this section focuses on a few of the emergent trends seen in the conflict that directly affect war crimes investigations. This includes the way in which military forces are engaging in content creation to influence or deceive not only enemy forces but individuals beyond the battlefield; the ability of governments to create chaos through the proliferation of competing narratives, while also controlling information flows to specific audiences; and the parallel trends of exposing closed-source information through hack-and-leak operations on the one hand and censoring information through internet shutdowns on the other.

A. Influence and Deception

With the global popularity of social media, parties to a conflict have a much larger potential sphere of influence, with a multitude of platforms through which they can

reach a broad audience. To exploit social media successfully, however, the parties need to create interesting, engaging, and emotionally driven content to capture the public’s attention. The ability to produce this type of online content requires specialized skills that are not traditionally associated with the armed forces.

From the start of the full-scale invasion in February 2022, the Ukrainian government and military have demonstrated an adeptness for conducting creative information operations, successfully using social media to win the hearts and minds of the Western world and, in so doing, gaining the political and financial support necessary to sustain their fight against Russian forces. From the start of the conflict, President Volodymyr Zelensky has used digital media to connect with the people of Ukraine. His nightly addresses have played an important role in boosting the morale of the Ukrainian people and soliciting support from the rest of the world. The Ukrainian president’s videos represent only a small fraction of the videos, images, and memes generated by the Ukrainian government and military, distributed across a range of social media platforms, including Twitter, Facebook, Telegram, and TikTok. For example, the official Twitter account of Ukraine’s Ministry of Defense posts a persistent stream of content that can be sincere and heart-breaking one minute and sassy and biting the next. The account posts well-produced, professional-looking videos set to music that encourage sympathy for Ukrainians while antagonizing their Russian invaders. In one case, they adroitly used close-up imagery of a bombed-out playground for a campaign that generated millions of dollars from the public to buy kamikaze drones. Similar imagery depicting the destruction of schools has been widely circulated online, leading some investigators to quickly conclude that these attacks were war crimes. However, such photographs can be misleading based not on what the photographer captures in the frame but on what they leave out. In some instances, panning out reveals a military base or indicators that the school was being used for military purposes. Thus, while the content from these accounts may not be manipulated or altered, the framing is far from neutral and objective. Rather, it is intended to influence the consumer. War crimes investigators are not immune from this influence.

The Ukrainian approach to propaganda, using real imagery in clever ways, stands in contrast to the favored Russian tactic, which relies on falsified narratives, fake content, and disinformation to amplify emotions, stoking fear and fueling hatred. Russia has been engaging in these tactics for many years as part of its geopolitical agenda against the West, but the resources put into it and the sophistication have grown with the use of information operations troops within the Russian military apparatus. Generally, rather than focusing on the quality of content with catchy phrases, popular songs, and humor, the Russian government and military propaganda apparatus patently produces false
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claims and conspiracy theories intended to convey an inaccurate account of events to the consumer. Rather than sharing this information through official channels, it often disseminates it through proxies, such as fake websites made to look like traditional and reputable news sources. As with influence campaigns, even well-trained war crimes investigators are susceptible to being fooled by these deception tactics.

Both parties in the Russia–Ukraine conflict are creating social media content that is designed to go viral. The speed at which information spreads across the internet exacerbates the challenges for investigators in a variety of ways. First, false information travels faster than facts, as one Twitter-based study revealed. This phenomenon means that investigators monitoring social media are likely to see the false version of events before seeing the accurate version. In addition, thoroughly fact-checked news stories take longer to be published than unverified ones based on speculation rather than hard facts. This is problematic because even trained investigators are susceptible to anchor bias, which describes “people’s tendency to rely too heavily on the first piece of information they receive on a topic.” In addition to issues of bias, the speed at which online information is shared and the constant stream of content tend to create a sense of urgency and anxiety that may cause investigators to shorten or altogether skip the verification process. This means that international criminal investigators need a high degree of digital literacy, skepticism, and understanding of digital culture to do their job effectively. It also means that digital investigators need time to do their jobs well.

B. Chaos and Control

Russia’s longtime go-to tactic for information warfare has been to create chaos and confusion by overwhelming the information space with a high volume of conflicting stories about a single event. Newer technologies, such as automated botnets paired with artificial intelligence, now generate content to inundate online platforms with conflicting narratives. The ease with which digital information can be quickly created, altered, repurposed, or amplified is unique to our modern world in which Hollywood special effects are affordable and commercially available to everyone on a smartphone, botnets can be used to control thousands of accounts at once, and artificial intelligence has been optimized to generate fake videos that are indistinguishable from real ones. Fake imagery and audio recordings have advanced so much that it is often difficult to tell them apart from the real thing. The quality of fake imagery and the amplification of false narratives online is not intended to deceive but to undermine trust more generally so that people begin to believe that nothing is real and nothing

can be trusted. This lack of trust can create an even greater problem for investigators and lawyers who must convince judges to trust the evidence. Thus, while skepticism is important, investigators need to find a way to properly convey when content is reliable and when it is not. Deepfakes also raise concerns about “the liar’s dividend,”\textsuperscript{17} which might allow war criminals to evade accountability by claiming that real content is fake.

In contrast to the everything, everywhere, all the time approach to information operations, the architecture of the internet and diversification of platforms provide for very precise and selective information targeting. New digital technologies increase the ability to design messaging to target specific audiences. With traditional media, the same news or information was generally distributed to all recipients equally, but digital media operates differently. As the world learned from the Cambridge Analytica scandal involving digital consultants to Donald Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign, anyone can pay social media platforms to micro-target messages to specific users. Micro-targeting is defined as “a marketing strategy that uses consumer data and demographics to identify the interests of specific individuals or very small groups of like-minded individuals and influence their thoughts or actions.”\textsuperscript{18} This ability to distribute targeted information to specific communities gives parties unprecedented control not only over the information shared but over how it is shared and who sees it. For example, Russian information operations troops share different messages with Western countries than they do with the BRICS countries (Brazil, India, China, and South Africa alongside Russia) or with the Russian people.\textsuperscript{19} Depending on where you live—both geographically and on the internet—a person may have very different perceptions of what is happening in the Russia–Ukraine conflict.

The parties to this conflict are using parallel tracks—one that uses voluminous, fast-paced, and chaotic distribution of content to overwhelm internet users and another that uses information silos and micro-targeting to send precisely crafted messages to very specific audiences. These dual tactics are confounding war crimes investigators, who, on one hand, must sort through an unmanageable firehose of information to find the “signal in the noise” and, on the other hand, must actively go hunting in different online communities and forums to ensure they are getting a full picture of what is happening. Thus, the volume of information requires that investigator to search for evidence in an endless ocean of information, while the siloing of information necessitates that investigators search for evidence in the equivalent of a thousand rivers.


C. Exposure and Concealment

Two other notable trends in information operations in the Russia–Ukraine conflict are the hacking, leaking, and exposure of private information versus the censoring of information by blocking websites or internet connectivity. Hack-and-leak operations are defined as operations in which “malicious actors use cyber tools to gain access to sensitive or secret material and then release it in the public domain.”20 Internet shutdowns are understood as “state-enforced disruptions of internet access aimed at controlling the flow of information.”21

Since the February 2022 invasion, on an almost daily basis, there have been new online leaks of documents and datasets alleged to be from Russian government agencies and private businesses. One month into the invasion, the Secret Service of Ukraine published the names of 620 alleged agents of Russia’s Federal Security Service, presumably obtained through hacking.22 Similarly, a website called Distributed Denial of Secrets (DDoSecrets) started releasing regular document dumps to their email subscriber list. In less than two months, two million emails from Russian government and private entities were leaked, making them accessible to any member of the public. These online leaks are high volume and unlikely to have been reviewed in full by anyone before their publication. In some cases, the parties to the conflict have openly leaked private documents themselves, while at other times they have used proxies. There has also been a significant amount of leaking coming from anonymous sources and third parties. In addition to the questions around the legality of acquisition, which could lead to the exclusion of evidence in court, online leaks are extremely difficult to authenticate and can be laced with malware or contain strategically placed false information.23

If leaked documents are, in fact, authentic, they could serve as a fruitful source of evidence for war crimes investigators. However, like everything else on the internet, leaked documents must be handled with caution and viewed with skepticism. These document dumps could easily contain false information designed to mislead. As DDoSecret explains, datasets released during war have “an increased chance of malware, ulterior motives and altered or implanted data, or false flags / fake personas.” There have already been examples of tainted leaks, in which hackers manipulated the
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documents before sharing them publicly online. In addition to the very real risks of embedded malware and implanted false information, these documents come without any of the contextual information or metadata needed to authenticate them for use in legal proceedings. With all these new types of digital evidence that have not been tested in court, war crimes investigators face a mammoth challenge in determining what information will be required to authenticate the evidence and whether it will be found admissible by a future court.

In contrast to the approach of openly sharing information for strategic advantage, governments can also do the opposite. As an authoritarian regime, the Kremlin has used its monopoly over the media in Russia and Russian-occupied parts of Ukraine as its main propaganda tool. By controlling the content distributors and regulating what they share, the government can manipulate its audience. This carefully curated information is strengthened by the elimination of competing views, which can be achieved by buying out or shutting down independent news sources, blocking access to certain websites, and causing internet blackouts at opportune times. Russia uses its control over the information infrastructure, including radio, television, and internet access, to tactically deprive people of access to competing views and ensure its propaganda is the only information available to its intended audience.

The censorship of information, particularly through government control of the internet, which can be shut down relatively easily, creates an issue for war crimes investigators since these shutdowns can cut off the distribution of real-time information sharing from inside the conflict to the outside world. If a government shuts down the internet at the same time as its military forces are overtaking a village and killing civilians, then witnesses and journalists are unable to share photographs, videos, and accounts of what is unfolding, leaving a dearth of evidence for events that have occurred during digital blackouts. Since investigators are led by the evidence, due to internet shutdowns they may focus too heavily on big events with lots of documentation and ignore atrocities that are not captured digitally.

The use of the internet as a domain of battle illuminates the potential pitfalls and digital tripwires that can ensnare and confound modern war crimes investigators. These traps include the problem of investigators getting caught in information silos and failing to account for cognitive or algorithmic biases when sorting through and analyzing digital content. War crimes investigators are not immune from entrapment in these information silos, a hazard that is especially dangerous if they lack self-awareness. Therefore, while investigators should recognize the value of digital open-source information for intelligence, lead information or even evidence, it is necessary to temper enthusiasm for this supply of data with a healthy skepticism and an active awareness of the potential pitfalls of relying too much on digital information sources.
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4. DEVELOPING TOOLS FOR WAR CRIMES INVESTIGATORS TO SEE THROUGH THE DIGITAL FOG OF WAR

While there is no easy solution to the above-described issues, several tools could help war crimes investigators in their fight against these growing challenges. The tools include both the creation of standards and guidelines, along with training for investigators and experimentation and application of technological solutions. This section focuses on the Berkeley Protocol, the first international standard and guidance for using open-source digital information in the investigation of war crimes, and the use of machine learning and artificial intelligence in investigations.

A. International Investigative Standards

The English-language version of the Berkeley Protocol was published in December 2020, and many international organizations and civil society groups received training on it the following year. While there were several ongoing non-international armed conflicts during this period, it was not until Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine on 24 February 2022 that the protocol’s dissemination and adoption picked up steam.

As the first major conflict to break out since the advance publication of the Berkeley Protocol in December 2020 (it will not be officially launched until it is available in all six UN languages, which will occur in mid-2023), the Russia–Ukraine conflict serves as a primary test case as to whether such standards can help address the investigation and legal challenges of a contested information battlefield.

As soon as Russia invaded, the Office of the Prosecutor General of Ukraine took the initiative to translate the protocol’s text into Ukrainian. The translated document was distributed to others engaging in the documentation and investigation of what was unfolding in Ukraine. Two weeks into the conflict, the prosecutor general announced on Twitter that her office was using the Berkeley Protocol in their investigative work. Soon after, the National Police of Ukraine and, separately, a consortium of Ukrainian civil society groups called the 5 AM Coalition received training on digital


open-source investigations based on the protocol’s methodology. In September, the ICC Prosecutor and Eurojust launched “practical guidelines for documenting and preserving information on international crimes,” which endorsed the Berkeley Protocol.27

The speed of the Berkeley Protocol’s adoption and the near-unanimous and immediate consensus around its use is a success story in and of itself, aligning a diverse and complex ecosystem of actors who traditionally have not always worked well together.28 Common standards and definitions are an important way for different groups with different approaches and goals to communicate successfully. Therefore, rather than engaging in crosstalk or remaining in silos, international investigative entities—from civil society documenters and human rights researchers to police and prosecutors—are now, with the guidance of the protocol, getting on the same page. The availability of the document to civil society organizations, which increasingly want to support prosecutors in their pursuit of justice and accountability for war crimes, was also an important watershed in the professionalizing of their work and getting the work on civil society organizations recognized by prosecutors.

In terms of the protocol’s substantive guidance, it is too early to assess definitively whether it has succeeded in improving the quality and accuracy of digital investigations in Ukraine. That test will come when the evidence collected today is introduced into court in future trials.

While it has been helpful in this regard, the protocol provides a broad framework that must be adapted to specific operational contexts. To reach a diverse audience in different jurisdictions, the protocol was written as high-level guidance and, in order to future-proof the document, it was intentionally designed to be technology agnostic. Therefore, to be fully effective, the protocol needs to be supplemented with standard operations procedures that are context-specific and technology systems and tools to support the process. Digital evidence collection, preservation, and analysis processes perform best when calibrated to the unique requirements of specific environments and circumstances.

B. Advanced Digital Technologies

The mass adoption of the Berkeley Protocol has launched a new dialogue about the most appropriate and effective digital tools to assist prosecutors with these challenges. In particular, there has been a growing desire for technology solutions like the use of


artificial intelligence—mainly natural language processing, object recognition, and facial recognition—to sort through the vast quantities of material.

While the application of natural language processing, object recognition, and facial recognition have been experimented with in criminal investigations for some time now, it has taken a while to develop the technology for the context of war crimes investigations. While natural language processing, a branch of artificial intelligence “concerned with giving computers the ability to understand text and spoken words in much the same way human beings can,” has worked well in the more widely spoken languages for some time, it still struggles with rarer languages, localized dialects, and languages written in other scripts like Cyrillic. Similarly, object recognition works well for everyday objects for which there is a lot of training data, like cars, but it is less reliable when it comes to tanks, drones, and weapons in the field. While facial recognition on CCTV works well, it is far less effective when used on hand-held footage or video with occluded faces, which is generally the type of material handled and used by war crimes investigators. There are also many current efforts to develop deepfake detection and other technology tools that will assist in the verification process.

These technologies show promise for assisting investigators in their tasks, but they cannot and should not be seen as something that can replace the work of human investigators. Prosecutors might rely too heavily on them and trust them too readily. There can be bias in the training itself, in the collection of data, and in the fact that sometimes the technology simply gets it wrong. More importantly, many of these tools are still experimental and have not advanced to the stage in which full confidence can be placed in them when a person’s life and the legitimacy of the justice system are on the line.

5. CONCLUSION

In less than a decade, the use of digital evidence in international criminal investigations and trials has evolved significantly, and so too have the challenges of making this type of evidence effective in court. Digital technologies are developing at such a rapid pace that there are already complicated new issues arising in the Ukraine conflict that are not addressed in any currently accepted guidance.


The International Criminal Court and other international justice mechanisms are often criticized for the length of their proceedings. As a result, the use of automated tools, artificial intelligence, and other technology hacks becomes an appealing option for sorting through the unprecedented volume of potentially relevant digital material. However, the very complexities of the information environment necessitate a slow, deliberate, and thorough approach to reviewing digital evidence. War crimes investigators should view technological assistance as providing a useful support function, not as a shortcut that minimizes their effort.

While the Berkeley Protocol and the increasing sophistication of investigators mark positive progress in the field, the ongoing conflict in Ukraine reveals the growing need to also recognize the harms and dangers raised by the use of and reliance on new technologies. There is no one solution that will be able to address the multitude of complex ways in which digital technologies are exploited to advance the military and political agendas of Russia, Ukraine, and all the third parties with a stake in this conflict. As a result, investigators need to understand the online environment in which they work as dynamic, constantly changing, and requiring a level of flexibility from war crimes investigators.
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Abstract: Across three successive strategies (2009, 2011 and 2016) ‘cyber security’ was the umbrella concept for United Kingdom (UK) cyber strategy. Conceptual continuity belied changes in substance, as the state played an increasingly active role, particularly domestically. Cyber security remains a top priority in the UK’s most recent (2022) strategy, but it was superseded as the umbrella concept by ‘cyber power’. We argue that this was a deliberate decision, global in outlook, and with complex and contestable strategic implications. The UK’s concept of ‘responsible, democratic cyber power’ (RDCP) responds to significant changes between 2016 and 2022 in the geopolitics and threat environment affecting (but not confined to) cyberspace. The UK’s new cyber strategy promises to align domestic and international actors under an integrated approach, addressing perceived strategic vulnerabilities and exploiting opportunities to pursue national interests. We investigate RDCP’s conceptual coherence and strategic utility, tracking its emergence as UK strategic discourse shifted from one of cyber security to cyber power. RDCP offers one avenue for states to coordinate cyber strategy, integrating the various components branded under ‘cyber’ as an instrument of national strategy – pursuing security, prosperity, and projection of national values and influence. However, there are different potential interpretations of RDCP and an even greater number of potential ways to implement it. In the UK, as elsewhere, effective cyber power requires prioritization about what a state values, whether in developing a resilient and competitive cyber ecosystem or in meeting the challenges and threats posed by systemic competitors. We conclude by
reflecting on what it means to be a ‘medium-sized, responsible and democratic cyber power’ in an era of increasing inter-state competition in cyberspace.
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## 1. INTRODUCTION

Cyber security is central to state strategy amidst the return of overt geopolitical competition, recent avowals of cyber forces by several states, and recognition that cyberspace supports both economic prosperity and the projection of national values. Many states have published national strategies addressing (in)security in cyberspace and exploiting its perceived opportunities. Scholarship on cyber strategy reflects the mainstreaming of cyber security within wider national strategy (Fischerkeller, Goldman, and Harknett 2022), alongside debates about the broader concept of ‘cyber power’ (Kramer, Starr, and Wentz 2009; Betz and Stevens 2011; Smeets 2022). Meanwhile, the focus of research is increasingly broader than the state as researchers are mindful of the private sector and civil society as actors and targets in cyberspace (Maschmeyer, Deibert, and Lindsay 2021). Analysis of published cyber strategies offers an important method to investigate how states perceive and intend to address the strategic implications of threats and opportunities in cyberspace, what audiences they seek to influence, and to what end.

In recent years, as cyber strategies have expanded in scope, they have presented ‘whole-of-government’ approaches as insufficient, instead advocating for greater inclusion of industry and civil society with formulations such as ‘whole-of-system’, ‘whole-of-society’ and ‘whole-of-cyber’ (Devanny 2021). This has occurred alongside growing public acknowledgement over the past 20 years of the role of cyber operations in national strategy (Healey 2013). Corresponding institutional arrangements, in intelligence agencies and military cyber commands, should therefore be explored as part of an integrated national strategy. This challenges institutions more accustomed to secrecy – the ‘Ronan Keating doctrine’ of ‘saying it best when saying nothing at all’ (Dwyer and Martin 2022) – and now increasingly expected to strike a delicate balance between saying too much (and risking compromising equities) and saying too little to satisfy the imperatives of strategic communications (Buchan and Devanny 2022).

The United States looms large in the literature about cyber strategy and its institutional arrangements. This is understandable, given the power and influence of the US and
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1 We use cyber operations to encompass a range of activities that are sometimes referred to as ‘offensive’ but may not be exclusively characterized as such.
the comparatively greater public availability of information about its activities and
document. But cyber strategy is relevant globally. More states are publishing cyber
strategies and establishing cyber security centres. This surface similarity masks
significant national variation in the experience of devising and implementing cyber
strategy. Partly, variation stems from inevitable asymmetries of states’ capabilities.
However difficult it is to define ‘cyber power’, some states clearly have greater
capabilities than others (Willett 2019; Voo, Hemani, and Cassidy 2022). Variation also
stems from the difficulty of achieving strategic objectives in and through cyberspace,
including the challenge (in any government) of navigating the inter-institutional and
bureaucratic politics of cyber strategy (Harknett and Smeets 2022; Valeriano, Jensen,
and Maness 2018; Lindsay 2021).

The United Kingdom (UK) is one ‘medium-sized’ state that has tried to develop and
implement a distinctive cyber strategy for over a decade against the same backdrop of
geopolitical competition facing other states. This article examines UK cyber strategy
since 2009, contributing to the growing literature aimed at understanding how different
states experience and address challenges in cyberspace. This turn in scholarship
mirrors the increasing participation of more states (and non-state stakeholders) in
global diplomacy about the future of the Internet and norms of responsible state
behaviour in cyberspace (Kavanagh 2017). Published UK cyber strategies, alongside
public interventions by senior officials, comprise the national perspective of one
capable state actor on contemporary developments in cyberspace. The UK government
plays an active role in global cyber diplomacy and has recently portrayed itself as a
‘cyber power’. In proposing and accepting the challenge of developing a narrative
of ‘responsible, democratic cyber power’ (RDCP), the UK highlighted many of the
issues facing states in formulating, communicating (domestically and internationally),
and implementing cyber strategy.

This article argues that the UK’s adoption of ‘cyber power’ as a strategic umbrella
concept was a deliberate decision, global in outlook, with complex and contestable
strategic implications. In the first section, we track the development of the UK’s four
national cyber (security) strategies (2009, 2011, 2016 and 2022). We note how RDCP
responded to significant geopolitical and cyber security changes between 2016 and
2022. The UK’s 2022 strategy promised to better integrate domestic and international
efforts, address perceived strategic vulnerabilities, and exploit opportunities to
pursue national interests. The second section of the article investigates RDCP’s
conceptual coherence and strategic utility. RDCP – construed broadly as the impact
of democratic values and accountability arrangements on the responsible exercise of
power in cyberspace – offers a framework for national cyber strategy. It integrates
the various components branded under ‘cyber’ as instruments of national strategy
pursuing security and prosperity, and projecting national values and influence. RDCP
is, however, open to several different interpretations and methods of implementation. In the UK, as elsewhere, effective application of cyber power requires decisions about what is valued and prioritized, whether in developing resilient and competitive cyber ecosystems or meeting the challenges and threats posed by geopolitical competitors. We conclude by reflecting on what it means to be a ‘medium-sized, responsible and democratic cyber power’ in this era of increasing inter-state competition in cyberspace.

2. A BRIEF HISTORY OF UK CYBER STRATEGY

In the first three successive UK strategies (2009, 2011 and 2016), ‘cyber security’ was the framing concept, only replaced by ‘cyber power’ in 2022. This section addresses the principal similarities and differences between these four iterations, situating them in the context of wider national security strategy and politically across six successive UK premierships. We identify key themes in the UK’s emerging approach, including the rising prominence of cyber operations, and the increasing size and ambition of each published strategy.

The 2009 Strategy

The UK government published its first National Cyber Security Strategy (NCSS) in 2009 (HM Government 2009a). This followed a wider trend, towards the end of a long period of Labour government (1997–2010), in which several national security documents and initiatives were created, including the first National Security Strategy (2008). Before the 2010 general election, there was cross-party recognition that national security coordination needed to improve. The Brown government’s cyber security strategy is an example of that trend, which drew some inspiration from contemporary US practice (Devanny and Harris 2014). The UK’s first strategy was several years behind the US National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace (2003), and unsurprisingly behind the UK’s first counter-terrorism strategy (2003 – published in 2006). Cyber security has lagged counter-terrorism – and, indeed, other ‘cyber’ priorities such as intelligence collection – as a national security priority (Hannigan 2019, 10), and the UK often historically lags the US in national security transparency. In retrospect, 2009 was the start of a period in which cyber security was steadily elevated as a UK government priority, vis a vis both other cyber, and non-cyber, priorities.

The 2009 strategy was relatively short (32 pages). It was much shorter than the government’s contemporaneous ‘Digital Britain’ report (HM Government 2009b) on the economic impact of digital technology that did not mention cyber security. The 2009 strategy’s subtitle indicated its priorities: ‘Safety, Security and Resilience’. It was co-published by two then relatively new institutions: the Cabinet Office’s Office for Cyber Security; and the Cyber Security Operations Centre, led by the cyber,
signals intelligence and security agency, Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ). One former top UK cyber official described the 2009 strategy, not unfairly, as a ‘scoping’ phase (Hannigan 2019, 3). This scoping phase had enduring impact, establishing the analytical foundations for subsequent strategies. Not all its reforms lasted, and its basic approach acknowledged – and left unchallenged – GCHQ’s primacy as the UK’s most cyber-capable institution. This remains true today, but GCHQ’s primacy is offset by the progress made by other institutions. Digital policy and regulatory responsibilities grew in other departments, such as the Department of Digital, Culture, Media, and Sport (and by 2023 the new Department for Science, Innovation and Technology). Successive strategies highlighted the Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office’s (FCDO) growing role in cyber diplomacy, providing evidence that UK strategy is not monolithic, but is produced through institutional plurality.

The 2009 NCSS frames the problem of cyber security in high-level brushstrokes. It coined three priorities: reducing risk from the UK’s use of cyberspace; exploiting opportunities in cyberspace; and improving the underlying knowledge, capabilities, and decision-making necessary for successful strategy (HM Government 2009a, 3). The strategy obliquely mentioned the need to ‘intervene against adversaries… to exploit cyber space to combat threats from criminals, terrorists and competent state actors’ (HM Government 2009a, 4, 19). It, therefore, started to address the problems of governmental cyber security coordination. It identified the need to improve governance, capability, and doctrine as well as to facilitate the growth of an increasingly digital, secure, and resilient economy and society. Notwithstanding its enduring logic and analysis, the strategy’s impact was inevitably affected by the impending general election. In May 2010, the Brown premiership was replaced by a Conservative-led coalition government.

The 2011 Strategy

The Conservative-Liberal Democrat coalition government entered office determined to handle national security issues differently from its Labour predecessors in the context of controversy regarding the ‘war on terror’ and military operations in Afghanistan and Iraq. Under the coalition, cyber security became more prominent. This reflected the increasing salience of cyber operations in international security, e.g., with the first public reporting about Stuxnet (2010), Shamoon (2012), and Edward Snowden’s allegations about US and wider Five Eyes digital intelligence (2013). The UK government prominently featured cyber security in speeches, strategies, and initiatives. It was presented as an example, domestically, of the new government’s security credentials and investment and, internationally, of UK leadership in multilateral cyber diplomacy (e.g., the 2011 London Conference on Cyberspace). At a time of significantly reduced public expenditure under ‘austerity’ fiscal consolidation,
cyber security benefited from a growing budget, innovations in coordination, and institutional reform.

The coalition’s 2011 NCSS should be interpreted within a wider, five-yearly framework of National Security Strategies (NSSs) and Strategic Defence and Security Reviews (SDSRs). Both the 2011 and 2016 Cyber Security Strategies followed the top-level priorities of this NSS/SDSR process. The coalition’s 2010 NSS identified cyber security as one of four top-tier risks, noting the UK’s ‘comparative advantage’ to achieve ‘economic and security opportunities’ in and through cyberspace (HM Government 2010a, 30). The SDSR highlighted the negotiation of a UK-US Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to facilitate information-sharing and joint military cyber operations (HM Government 2010b, 48). The NSS/SDSR process overall committed to investing £650m over four years (eventually uplifted to £860m) in a new National Cyber Security Programme (NCSP). Almost two-thirds of this investment went to the intelligence agencies, primarily GCHQ (HM Government 2010b, 47; HM Government 2011, 25). Reform placed the Office for Cyber Security and Information Assurance, as well as (from 2013) the UK’s national Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT UK), under a Deputy National Security Adviser for Intelligence, Security and Resilience. The coalition further reshaped the cyber security institutional landscape, creating: a Joint Forces Cyber Group in the new Joint Forces Command (2012); a Joint Forces Cyber Reserve (2013); a Centre for Cyber Assessment (CCA) (2013); and a national CERT based in the Cabinet Office (2013–14).

The 2011 NCSS, we argue, should be understood as an effort to reshape – and to reshape the public narrative about – the governmental cyber agenda. It was slightly longer than its 2009 precursor and re-framed the UK’s top priorities as: tackling cyber-crime and being one of the most secure places in the world to do business online; improving resilience to cyber-attacks; helping shape an open, vibrant, and stable cyberspace to support open societies; and building UK cyber security knowledge, skills, and capability (HM Government 2011, 8). Its subtitle, ‘Protecting and promoting the UK in a digital world’ highlighted the strategy’s broad remit and multiple audiences. It was an exercise in explaining and promoting the UK’s agenda domestically and internationally. In continuity with the previous strategy, the 2011 NCSS emphasized the need to collaborate with business and civil society to improve cyber security awareness and best practice; recognized the continuing need to build domestic cyber security capacity; and discreetly mentioned the requirement to develop sovereign capability ‘to detect and defeat high-end threats’ (HM Government 2011, 9). It also prominently embraced international engagement and the emerging field of cyber diplomacy, noting the London Conference to develop multilateral and multistakeholder ‘rules of the road’ for cyberspace.
Overall, the coalition government’s cyber strategy did not break fundamentally with the 2009 strategy. It continued the UK’s growing recognition of the need to improve national and international coordination to address cyber threats. It also demonstrated that senior figures in government perceived cyber security as a key component of a wider public narrative about security. In former GCHQ Director Robert Hannigan’s later assessment, the 2011–16 period highlighted the limits of what could be achieved with the existing approach. Its limitations showed the need for a more active, shaping role for government in cyber security (Hannigan 2019). This was an incremental shift, subsequently embedded in the 2016 NCSS.

The 2016 Strategy
At the 2015 general election, the Conservative party won an outright majority, ending the coalition and establishing the Conservatives as the sole party of government. In this context, the UK produced a new NSS/SDSR in 2015, providing a new framework for the next NCSS in 2016. However, the NCSS was published in November 2016, four months into Theresa May’s premiership, five months after the Brexit referendum that had led to Cameron’s resignation. Beyond the period’s unsettled domestic politics, there were likewise geopolitical changes, including continuing repercussions for European security of the 2014 Russian invasion of Ukraine. This was accompanied by the increasing salience of great power competition as an international security theme, especially in changing attitudes about how the UK and other states should address China’s rising power and influence. Each of these factors was bigger than cyber security, but each affected the way that the UK made and implemented cyber strategy.

The 2016 NCSS emerged in this new context. The government adopted a more active role, shaping the national effort to improve cyber security. It devoted more resources to cyber security, increasing the NCSP to £1.9bn. The 2016 creation of the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) was the new approach’s most prominent institutional manifestation. It provided more clarity, visibility, and leadership to the government’s cyber security agenda (Hannigan 2019). The strategy re-phrased the top national cyber priorities as defend, deter, and develop (HM Government 2016, 9). More streamlined than the four 2011 priorities, they closely followed earlier approaches, including the emphasis on cyber diplomacy (described as ‘international action’).

The NCSC amalgamated several precursor bodies, most prominently GCHQ’s information assurance arm (CESG), and the cyber aspects of the Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure (CPNI), and absorbed newer entities, such as CERT UK and the CCA, created during the previous implementation period. Still formally part of GCHQ, the NCSC adopted a more public-facing profile. Its first Chief Executive, Ciaran Martin, was an articulate and visible cyber-security leader. This
was an important part of the new approach, improving cyber security coordination across government, engaging with the private sector, and offering an internationally leading approach to cyber security organization.

This was a period of incremental progress towards what became (in 2020) the National Cyber Force (NCF). Its precursor entity, Defence-GCHQ collaboration under the National Offensive Cyber Programme (NOCP), progressed slowly through inter-institutional deliberations about how best to proceed (Devanny et al. 2021, 11–12; Blessing and Austin 2022, 30). The 2016 NCSS referred to cyber operations in a guarded manner, emphasizing that: ‘The principles of deterrence are as applicable in cyberspace as they are in the physical sphere... the full spectrum of our capabilities will be used to deter adversaries and to deny them opportunities to attack us’ (HM Government 2016, 47). Shortly before the NCSS’s publication, in September 2016 the UK and US finally signed the MoU first mooted in 2010. Shortly after that, both the UK and US commenced cyber operations against the so-called Islamic State group (Devanny et al. 2021, 11).

Despite the domestic political context (Brexit) and the wider geopolitical currents since the 2011 strategy, the 2016–21 implementation period saw a settled effort to build on previous strategies, creating new institutions like the NCSC and increasing funding of the NCSP. There were also increasingly public statements by government officials and ministers about the role of offensive capabilities in UK cyber strategy, and a commitment (in 2018, realized in 2020) to create the NCF (Devanny et al. 2021, 10–12). Indications of the shift towards ‘cyber power’ as a framing concept for UK strategy could be seen in these increasingly public mentions of cyber operations, as well as in the UK’s increasing ambition about the size of the NCF (from a proposed size of c. 500 in 2015 to a target of 2,000 personnel in 2018 and a 3,000 target in 2020). This was, arguably, reflective of growing global unease about cyber security threats, not least in the form of the wave of ransomware crime, and a need to demonstrate a capacity to respond more effectively than before.

The 2022 Strategy
The 2022 National Cyber Strategy (NCS) was published in December 2021, two years after Boris Johnson’s emphatic general election victory of December 2019 – and just six months before the end of Johnson’s turbulent premiership. Politically and geopolitically, Brexit, COVID-19, and the Russian invasion of Ukraine set the context in which this iteration of UK cyber strategy was developed and implemented. The NCS was also launched alongside growing public awareness of state hacking of IT supply chains following the SolarWinds (2020) and Microsoft Exchange (2021) incidents. The NCS likewise followed the Johnson premiership’s flagship national

The UKIR re-framed cyber strategy under five pillars: strengthening the UK cyber ecosystem; building a resilient and prosperous digital UK; taking the lead in the technologies vital to cyber power; advancing UK global leadership and influence; and detecting, disrupting, and deterring adversaries in and through cyberspace, ‘making more integrated, creative and routine use of the UK’s full spectrum of levers’ (HM Government 2021a, 41; HM Government 2021b, 11–13). Whilst the list is reordered and additional aspects are elevated compared to the 2016 NCSS, the top-level prioritization remains remarkably consistent with previous strategies. The NCS is more explicit than its precursors about the role of cyber operations in wider strategy, but with an important caveat that, to date, the UK had not achieved its intended deterrent outcomes with its adversaries (HM Government 2021b, 25). What is, however, less clear from reading the NCS and other UK statements is whether this implies that the UK thinks that more successful deterrence will come from new approaches to cyber operations, or from intensifying existing efforts.

The most notable change in the NCS was its replacement of cyber security – removed from the strategy’s title – with the new framing concept of cyber power. This was not a surprise development (Devanny 2021, 64). Cyber power had already appeared in speeches by senior UK officials, notably in a 2019 speech by GCHQ Director Jeremy Fleming (Fleming 2019). It then featured prominently in the UKIR. Even prior to the UKIR’s publication, Johnson had pre-announced that the NCF had attained operational capacity. The notional rationale for the NCS’s title change was to highlight that a national cyber strategy needed to encompass more than cyber security. As one commentator explained: ‘[the NCS] elevates the cyber domain from a security concern for technology specialists to a wide-ranging theme of grand strategy—one that will no longer be a “whole-of-government” initiative but will expand into a “whole-of-society” effort’ (Beecroft 2021).

The NCS describes cyber power as ‘an ever more vital lever of national power and a source of strategic advantage... [It] is the ability to protect and promote national interests in and through cyberspace’ (HM Government 2021b, 11). Evident in the UK’s understanding of cyber power is its capacity to be more than the deployment of cyber capabilities, extending to cyber diplomacy and capacity-building, as well as the contribution of digital technologies to national prosperity. This expanded view in the UKIR unfolds in a more complex, somewhat under-developed concept: ‘Responsible, Democratic Cyber Power’ (RDCP) (HM Government 2021a, 40). Regrettably, the UKIR did not precisely define RDCP. It interchangeably referred to RDCP and ‘responsible cyber power’ (the latter reminiscent of a common phrase in multilateral
cyber diplomacy, ‘responsible state behaviour in cyberspace’). The precise definition of the ‘democratic’ element of RDCP is elusive throughout the UKIR (Devanny 2021). The short passage devoted to RDCP (HM Government 2021a, 40–42) implies that it is conceived principally as an operational concept. It states that the UK conducts responsible, targeted, and proportionate operations in cyberspace, in explicit contrast with its adversaries’ less responsible behaviour (HM Government 2021a, 42).

The NCS expands on the UKIR’s development of RDCP, developing its diplomatic aspects, combining the promotion of international stability, upholding the rules-based international order, and championing values such as ‘human rights, diversity, and gender equality’ (HM Government 2021b, 95). It likewise emphasizes collaboration ‘with like-minded nations to promote our shared values of openness and democracy’ (HM Government 2022b, 33). The NCS clarifies that cyber diplomacy, aimed at opposing ‘digital authoritarianism’ and defending citizens’ rights in cyberspace, including advocating ‘democratic values’ in international technology standards, is an important addition to RDCP’s emphasis on responsible operations (HM Government 2022b, 34, 88). RDCP’s expansion to include a wider range of foreign-policy objectives reflects the FCDO’s growing contribution to UK cyber strategy – evident in the significantly-increased size of its Cyber Policy Department (Center for Strategic and International Studies 2022).

Much of the Strategy’s first year of implementation was dominated by the Russian invasion of Ukraine, continuing efforts to address the ransomware crisis, and domestic turbulence across three successive premierships (Johnson, Liz Truss, and Rishi Sunak). This was not the ideal political context for stable stewardship of national strategy, but the mechanics of cyber strategy appeared (publicly, at least) to proceed largely unaffected. The UK’s rhetoric about RDCP was by now well-established, but there was still an open question about its longevity. It is reasonable to speculate about whether RDCP will long survive the May 2023 retirement of Jeremy Fleming (Nicholls 2023), how it will fare under Fleming’s successor as GCHQ Director, Anne Keast-Butler – and how it would translate into a coordinated programme of action across government (e.g., cyber diplomacy led by the FCDO, cyber operations by the NCF). There was clear evidence of ongoing engagement and outreach to academia, industry, and other states, for example, in a Wilton Park conference sponsored by FCDO in November 2022 (Buchan 2022). This engagement fed into wider UK government efforts to develop a vision of RDCP in practice. But questions remained about how best to implement this vision and persuade other states of its merits. This is the subject of the final section.
The longevity of RDCP as a framing concept for UK cyber strategy will depend on whether it continues to be championed by advocates within government and whether it can achieve the (primarily international) objectives of UK strategic communications regarding its cyber strategy. The concept of RDCP is very broad and can serve multiple objectives. It entails the use of hard and soft power in pursuit of the ‘national interest’ (security, prosperity, values), manifesting both a ‘power-based’ and ‘rules-based’ approach to international security (Libicki 2021). Specifically, we suggest that the UK’s vision of RDCP can be summarized across four elements:

1) Integration of the UK’s cyber ecosystem, including sovereign assets, in the pursuit of the national interest.
2) Diplomatic efforts to shape the future of cyberspace in accord with national interests and democratic values, including through efforts to support cyber capacity-building.
3) ‘Operating responsibly’ through practising restraint, proportionality, and upholding applicable international law, rules, and norms.
4) Emphasizing liberal democratic processes of accountability and oversight (involving the executive, legislature, judiciary, and wider stakeholders), and including (a degree of) transparency about how these activities are enacted.

There are potential benefits, both domestic and international, from adopting a strategic narrative about RCDP. A recent example of shaping the public narrative domestically was GCHQ’s then director, Jeremy Fleming, accepting (not without controversy) an invitation to be a guest editor of the BBC’s flagship current affairs programme, Today (Targett 2023). This suggests a calculation that the more visible and transparent the UK’s cyber actors become – by emphasizing their responsible and democratic attributes – the more public confidence and support there will be for their activities. Another example of this approach was the NCF’s publication in April 2023 of a document articulating the UK’s approach to offensive cyber operations and identifying three guiding principles of responsible cyber operations – accountability, precision, and calibration (HM Government 2023, 14).

In this respect, the RDCP strategic communication campaign can be seen as a kind of insurance policy against the impact of possible future adverse headlines, e.g., of the Snowden variety. It is an example of pre-emptively, pro-actively shaping the conversation, rather than simply waiting to react in a crisis. For liberal democratic states, effective public communication is not just prudent but essential to accountability and oversight. RDCP also directly intersects with key government actors outside the
realm of cyber security, whether in the setting of international technical standards, elaborating legal safeguards over foreign investment, or developing exports that promote interoperable standards embedding strong security and privacy.

However, it is the broader concept of cyber power – rather than its elaboration in RDCP – that underpins the coherence of this diverse range of UK government actors beyond cyber security. The success of RDCP will therefore depend on how effectively the different institutions within the UK government are coordinated internally – both through strategic narrative and policy development – to exert an active leadership role in driving the ‘whole-of-system’ agenda. Correctly calibrating RDCP’s bureaucratic politics will be crucial. It will require a clear sense of leadership and purpose. This is, of course, true of any cyber strategy, whether pursued under the umbrella of RDCP or another organizing principle.

RDCP’s prudential logic scales up internationally through cyber diplomacy. Developing a strong narrative about responsible and democratic behaviour could serve UK foreign policy by influencing ‘middle ground’ states beyond the like-minded group in multilateral cyber negotiations (HM Government 2021b, 94). Here, the ‘R’ and ‘D’ in RDCP clearly situate the UK against the behaviour in cyberspace of less responsible, less democratic adversaries. We argue that this was the original intention of departing from the more concise notion of ‘responsible state behaviour’ that is commonly associated with multilateral cyber diplomacy. In adding ‘democratic’, the UK implicitly criticizes the behaviour of those states that use cyber power in ways that undermine democracy and democratic values. It also enables the UK to develop a distinctive space between the few most powerful cyber actors and the many states with less capability. However, several commentators have noted that this is not an easy task, given concerns amongst other states over the potential impact and implications of, for example, the US strategy of persistent engagement (Shires and Smeets 2021). Likewise, some have noticed a latent tension between ‘cyber power’ and ‘cyber security’ as UK strategic priorities (Dwyer and Martin 2022).

RCDP faces challenges in how it can be effectively promoted as a model for other states to emulate. This is not a problem unique to RDCP. It reflects a context in which progress in cyber diplomacy is difficult, and states like the UK try to play an active, constructive role (Buchan and Devanny 2022). Put simply, the RDCP concept is only likely to succeed if the core concept of ‘cyber power’ is received favourably by the states it is intended to influence. If there is confusion about the UK’s references to ‘democratic’ uses of cyber capabilities, or allergic reaction to the language of ‘power’ in the rhetoric of persuasion, then RDCP might need to be reconsidered. Ultimately, the objectives of UK strategy could be pursued under the more traditional rubric of
cyber diplomacy – ‘responsible state behaviour in cyberspace’. Why would other states, seeking to promote the norms-based order in cyberspace, embrace RDCP?

The answer implicit in RDCP is that states could find in it a foundation to engage internationally and to allay any fears that the avowal (by the UK and other states) of offensive cyber capabilities is tantamount to militarizing cyberspace. Yet, the translation of RDCP for other states to embrace raises at least three issues. First, RDCP, like the broader concept of cyber power, is contested and difficult to quantify (Voo, Hemani, and Cassidy 2022). States possess diverse interpretations of what ‘responsibility’ and ‘democracy’ mean in the context of international security. This would make assessing RDCP across states – if it were widely adopted – exceptionally difficult. Second, given that the political independence of states is a fundamental precept of international relations, it is not obvious that the ‘democratic’ element of RDCP improves upon the more concise, more established, and less domestically prescriptive UN concept of ‘responsible state behaviour in cyberspace’. As Johanna Weaver has noted, in cyber diplomacy most states are more preoccupied with international stability than with liberal democratic values. Consequently, it arguably makes more diplomatic sense to carefully calibrate the extent to which UK diplomacy prioritizes concentration on the impact of state behaviour on international stability, rather than on the promotion of democratic values (Weaver 2022). The interchangeable language of the UKIR regarding RDCP and ‘responsible cyber power’ perhaps suggests that the UK recognizes this nuance. Notably, perhaps, the NCF’s recent publication follows this approach, referring to RDCP in the body of the document but to ‘Responsible Cyber Power’ in its title. This could suggest an on-going refinement of the UK’s strategic communications and use of the RDCP concept. Finally, third, there is some real doubt about whether ‘power’ is a useful trope of cyber diplomacy, in that it could potentially alienate some states which might perceive their own lack of power or powerlessness (Buchan 2022). Might the rhetoric of cyber power be counterproductive for UK policy? It is possible that UK strategy would be better articulated by placing greater emphasis on the UK’s cooperative, collaborative role as a partner to many states in global cyber diplomacy, pursuing the incremental gains of quiet leadership in cyber diplomacy and capacity building. This approach might be more attractive and successful diplomatically because it is softer – selling the benefits of what the UK has to offer as a partner, rather than emphasizing the image of its strength as a ‘power’. Such a critique echoes in some ways the debates about and reception of the ‘responsibility to protect’ (R2P) (Crossley 2018). RDCP could even be interpreted – although this interpretation moves beyond the UK’s explanation of the concept – to suggest that states have an obligation to use cyber operations to protect populations, or to pursue collective countermeasures. Such implications are likely to appeal to some states more than others (Buchan and Devanny 2022).
Whatever its rhetoric and choice of framing concept for strategic communications, the UK is committed to an active, international cyber strategy: engaging in multilateral (and promoting multistakeholder) efforts to shape global norms of responsible behaviour in cyberspace; providing, funding and sharing best practice regarding cyber capacity building; and working to ensure that regulations and standards for next-generation technologies work for democracies and do not benefit illiberal, authoritarian states. It cannot match the scale of US cyber operations – and it will continue to work as closely as possible to align its operations with those of the US and other allies. Nonetheless, the UK is making a significant investment in offensive cyber operations, offering its growing capability to NATO under Article V and via the Sovereign Cyber Effects Provided Voluntarily by Allies (SCEPVA) mechanism (Devanny et al. 2021, 16). Cumulatively, you might say that this classifies the UK as an ‘upper-middle power’ in the arena of global cyber cooperation, competition, and conflict. The case study of RDCP demonstrates that the UK is self-aware about the potential latent in its national combination of active diplomacy, convening power, and thought leadership, alongside the hard power of its cyber capabilities. Its advocacy of RDCP could be seen as one interpretation – amongst many – of how the UK should play these cards on behalf of the rules-based international order, the promotion of stability, democratic values, and, of course, its national interest. It offers one – to date under-elaborated – model for other ‘middle power’ states to follow.

4. CONCLUSION

Published national cyber strategies serve an important function in strategic communication and public diplomacy. They are an opportunity to demonstrate transparency, persuade diverse audiences, and shape opinion. They can also be a ‘fudge’ – a compromise between different institutional actors, reflecting their respective equities and viewpoints. Four iterations of UK cyber strategy have effectively elevated the priority of cyber security in public debate and have explained for multiple audiences the key points of UK strategy. Since 2009, the UK has maintained a broadly consistent focus on developing its national cyber ecosystem, improving cyber security, and developing its resilience. The rise of (responsible, democratic) cyber power as the framing concept of UK cyber strategy embraced two developments in particular – the rising salience of cyber operations as a publicly-avowed aspect of state strategy, and recognition of the relevance and role of other stakeholders (and increasingly inter-state geopolitical competition).

This article has provided an overview of RDCP’s emergence as the UK’s new umbrella concept for cyber strategy. It identifies the major challenges facing RDCP, particularly in terms of its international appeal. This is consequential, as RDCP is best interpreted
as a framework for translating cyber power for cyber diplomacy, not as a structuring concept for the domestic elements of UK cyber strategy. The language of ‘power’ poses difficult questions for medium-sized states engaging in cyber operations whilst upholding the increasingly challenged rules-based international order. The evolving interpretation of RDCP indicates that it is still a fluid concept. Its next steps are still to be determined three years after UK officials first publicly invoked ‘cyber power’. The reception of the NCF’s recent document on Responsible Cyber Power will likely help to shape the next phase of this process. The durability of the ‘democratic’ element may be limited. It presents challenges and perhaps restricts RDCP’s appeal in international engagement. The focus on ‘responsibility’ may better serve UK objectives and align more closely with wider international discourse about responsible state behaviour in cyberspace. The longevity of the RDCP phrase is therefore much less significant than the effectiveness of the underlying diplomacy, policy, and operations encompassed by it.
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Abstract: This paper examines the lessons about information warfare (IW) that the People’s Republic of China (PRC) is likely to be drawing from the war in Ukraine. To do so, it first analyzes how the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has developed its conception of states contesting the information environment (IE), formed by studying wars and protest movements since the Gulf War. The paper describes the PLA’s evolving assessment of the growing importance, scope, and features of this contest. Because PRC strategic analysts typically frame the war in Ukraine as a proxy conflict between the United States (U.S.) and Russia, the paper then briefly compares all three states’ doctrinal beliefs about IW. Second, the paper analyzes PRC theorists’ assessments of the information conflict dimension of the Russia–Ukraine war. Principally, these insights concern narrative setting around conflicts, the initial war’s long-term impact on the IE, and the role of cyberattacks in IW. Finally, the paper offers recommendations to a strategic-level NATO audience concerning IE engagement with the PRC from defensive and offensive perspectives. This paper’s main sources are journal and newspaper articles by leading PLA-affiliated IW theorists written for an internal national security audience.
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1. INTRODUCTION

“The bloody lessons left to us by past wars should be learned emphatically... learning from war—this is our main method.” Today, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) still points to this 1936 quote by Mao Zedong as a dictum for its military theory development process.

Lacking any meaningful combat experience since the 1979 Sino–Vietnamese War, the PLA has relied on other countries’ wars to develop its theories of modern interstate conflict. A major focus of its theoretical analysis has been the significance of information in conflict. Since the Gulf War, the PLA’s concept of “information warfare” (IW) has expanded from a narrow focus on information technology in the physical battlespace (e.g., smart weapons, command and control) to controlling narratives in order to influence the perceptions and decisions of leaders, societies, and the international community.

The war in Ukraine is the latest case study for the PLA to test its IW ideas and refine its strategy. Its analysts have found that expansively contesting the information environment (IE) has become a critical aspect of modern international relations and that their growing concerns about the ability of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) to compete in this domain are justified. Furthermore, they have identified useful IW tactics and strategies that the PRC will likely employ in future conflicts.

In 2022, NATO’s Strategic Concept declared for the first time that the PRC is a “strategic challenge,” using “coercive” policies and “malicious” cyberattacks to challenge the Alliance’s “interests, security, and values.” This declaration is fundamentally a characterization of PRC IW, including its use of cyberattacks to control the IE. Given this context, NATO and its members should understand the lessons that the PRC is drawing from the war in Ukraine as they relate to the theories driving and shaping its coercive policies and cyberattacks. Based on this analysis, this paper suggests ways for NATO and its members to engage with the PRC defensively and offensively in the IE throughout the competition continuum.

---

2. DEFINITIONS

Recent PLA strategic discussions conceive of warfare as occurring concurrently in three interconnected “spaces” (空间) or “domains” (域): the physical (物理) space where tangible aspects of warfare (e.g., forces, materiel) exist; the information (信息) space where information generation, transmission, and sharing occurs; and the cognitive (认知) space, which is the psychological realm, comprising “knowledge, beliefs, and capabilities.”5 In NATO terminology, “information space” is analogous to IE. Information, in the PLA’s model, serves as a “medium between physical and cognitive spaces.”6 “Information warfare” (信息战) therefore is the contest over information to control the physical and cognitive “spaces,” serving to “cover ears, blind eyes, and confuse the mind.”7

Two interrelated aspects of the “information space” are “network space” (网络空间) and “cyberspace” (赛博空间). In strict PRC definitions, “network space” refers to the technology-centric networked systems environment and “cyberspace” refers to the human-centric online environment created by global interconnected networked information and communications technology used to “create, share, store, modify, exchange, and utilize information.”8 Authoritative sources have long bemoaned that PRC and PLA elites often use the two terms interchangeably, which can create confusion when analyzing PRC IW writings.9 This imprecision is reflected in the expansive term “cyberspace operations” (赛博空间作战), which covers any actions using or targeting “cyberspace” in order to contest the IE, including network attack and defense, electromagnetic attack and defense, public opinion influence, and coercion.10

6 Ibid.
3. THE PRC’S EVOLVING VIEWS ON INFORMATION IN INTERSTATE CONFLICT

In mainstream PRC strategic thought, the core of modern interstate conflict is contesting information control. Over the past 30 years, the PRC has often derived lessons from others’ conflicts to develop this conceptualization. This section assesses several key developments in PRC strategic thinking about the purpose and function of information operations in modern interstate conflict. Then the section compares these concepts to similar ones shaping the U.S. and Russia, as PRC strategic discussions conceive of the war in Ukraine as a U.S.–Russia proxy war.

Early Developments

The U.S.-led coalition’s swift, overwhelming victory over the Iraqi army in February 1991 sent shockwaves through the PLA, calling into question its capabilities and doctrine. Instead of cutting-edge technology, the PLA had, until then, emphasized the value of mass mobilization and protracted interior defenses—an updated version of the Maoist “People’s War” strategy. Several wars involving successful resistance by countries with inferior technology, such as the U.S.–Vietnam War and the Soviet–Afghan War, had seemingly validated this strategy. Before the Gulf War, Iraq’s president, Saddam Hussein, had espoused a similar strategy, leading many in China to predict that a quagmire awaited the coalition. Yet after less than 100 hours of direct engagement, the coalition overwhelmed the world’s fourth-largest army while suffering almost no casualties. Beijing was stunned.

In June 1991, Central Military Commission (CMC) chairman Jiang Zemin told an early meeting on the lessons of the war that technological superiority—from smart weapons to jammers—had emerged as a key factor in modern conflict. China’s outdated military urgently needed to close its technological gap. He declared that China needed to develop asymmetric capabilities for defeating more powerful, technologically advanced enemies (understood to mean the U.S.), evoking what is commonly translated as the “assassin’s mace” (杀手锏) of Chinese folklore. In November 1992, Jiang observed at another military meeting that the “rapidly developing international situation” demanded that China “correctly determine [its] military strategy.”

---

Subsequently, leading military strategists assembled at a seminar to discuss how to realign PLA strategy with the dynamics of modern warfare. CMC vice chairman General Zhang Zhen outlined the state of modern warfare, which he called “warfare under high-technology conditions.” Control over information—“information warfare”—was fundamental to all aspects of modern warfare: intelligence collection, analysis, and dissemination; smart weapons; and command and control. The People’s War strategy, he declared, “urgently needed to be innovated.” Jiang reportedly approved of these perspectives, which were adopted the following year in the next iteration of the PLA’s official strategy document, *Military Strategic Guidelines for the New Era*.

Early PLA analysis of IW tended to focus on the physical battlespace. According to Wang Baocun and Li Fei of the Academy of Military Science in 1995, IW was the use of information technology in military conflicts: the incorporation of digital information technology in command-and-control or weapons systems (e.g., precision missiles) and the attacks against these information systems (e.g., signal jammers and malware). These analysts also observed that technological superiority offered an opportunity for countries conventionally and technologically outclassed in asymmetric conflict. Information systems would become vital to conflict, but this meant that their disruption could decisively weaken an opponent’s warfighting ability.

PLA analysts soon, however, posited that IW would increasingly occur on a broader, society-wide scale. In a representative 1996 *PLA Daily* article, strategist Wei Jincheng observed that to function, society increasingly depended on computerized systems, making entire countries vulnerable to “a paralyzing blow through the internet.” Wei argued that the growing potential impact of cyberattacks meant that future conflicts might be bloodless, employing disruptive cyberattacks and “deterring and blackmailing the enemy with dominance in the possession of information.”

To the PLA, Yugoslavia’s IW with NATO during the 1999 Kosovo War showed how a conventionally outclassed military could compete in the IE. Commentators observed that NATO had IW advantages in data collection and smart weapons but argued that Yugoslavia had mounted effective information offensives. For example, the country established websites to publish its own version of events and disrupted NATO websites. According to one PLA officer writing at the time, these actions “denied NATO complete success, and enabled [Yugoslavia] to preserve its strength and to

---
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maintain some degree of effective command and control.” 22 The war had reinforced Beijing’s belief that IW would be critical to compete with more powerful countries, like the U.S.23

Initial PLA analysis of U.S. military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan prompted the 2003 official endorsement of an emerging three-part conceptualization of IW, called the “three warfares” (三战).24 The concept contends that states increasingly advance their political interests through control of the IE in three interconnected ways: by influencing decision-makers (“psychological warfare”), shaping popular opinion (“media warfare”), and legitimizing their actions (“legal warfare”), states can achieve their political goals. Ultimately, the strategy aims to erode an opponent’s leadership’s will or ability to resist and to gather domestic and global support for one’s political position. American analyst Dean Cheng observed that while the three-warfares concept was not “established due to the second Gulf War… it would seem that additional impetus was imparted to their development by the recently concluded conflict.”25

A decade later, PRC analysts held more mixed views on the performance of the U.S.’s IW during the war in Iraq, again seen through the lens of the three warfares. They still admired the U.S.’s initial “shock and awe” strategy as highly effective psychological warfare; according to American scholar Stephan Halper, PRC analysts assessed that such overwhelming displays of force had “precondition[ed] the battlefield and influenc[ed] tactical and operational outcomes.”26 These analysts also credited the dominance of U.S. media warfare. The U.S. had commandeered Iraqi mass communications infrastructure (as opposed to destroying it, like during the Kosovo War), controlling the local IE. The U.S. had also embedded domestic and foreign journalists with its forces, shaping domestic and global perceptions. On the other hand, PRC analysts critiqued U.S. legal warfare. They argued that the U.S.’s perceived flouting of international laws and norms had damaged its soft power and economy.27 Therefore, the war showed that future planners needed to consider the narrative framing of warfighting in the context of its long-term cognitive impacts.

26 Halper, *China*, 348.
27 Halper, *China*, 347.
Recent Developments
In the past decade-and-a-half, a major new area of analytical focus has been IW’s ability to alter countries’ political environments. In this period, PLA writers increasingly described IW as occurring outside the bounds of hot war, a shift from earlier analysis. For example, they alleged that Western countries had used IW to instigate or enable many revolutions in the decades of the 2000s and 2010s, such as Ukraine’s Revolution for Dignity and Hong Kong’s Umbrella Revolution.28 Analysts also found that Russian IW had influenced the 2016 U.S. presidential election.29 Within this context, PLA analysts saw several lessons.

Social media platforms now play a central role in contesting the IE. As two IW scholars observed in the PLA Daily, internet users now comprise “the largest, most active, and most easily agitated groups in modern society,” whose tendencies and behaviors “directly affect social stability and national security.”30 States can exploit this dynamic to create outsized political outcomes. For example, these scholars alleged that Russian hack-and-leak operations and online disinformation had created “national turmoil” that influenced the 2016 U.S. presidential election.31

Local control of dominant online media platforms may be critical for contesting the IE. In 2014, PLA professor Dai Xu claimed that the social movements in Hong Kong and Ukraine that year had demonstrated that local information resistance was futile against an adversary—the U.S. in this case—that controlled the leading traditional and social media platforms used in a targeted country. This finding may have further strengthened the PRC’s resolve to block domestic access to foreign social networks. Seemingly acknowledging China’s historically insular internet culture, Dai fretted that the U.S. had “deceived some countries” into investing in low-tech industries while it “established a ‘technical mountain,’” controlling the leading global search engine, web portal, video, messaging, and social networking websites.32 However, it is unclear whether PLA assessments that Russia effectively manipulated the U.S.’s political environment in 2016 led analysts to the logical conclusion that local control of social networks is not a surefire defense against IW.33

Cyberattacks could create information effects that prompt regime change. For example, two analysts writing in the PLA Daily claimed that the U.S. and unspecified European
countries had eroded popular support for Ukraine’s Yanukovych administration with disinformation and hack-and-leak operations. These countries had also allegedly hindered the administration’s counter-messaging by disrupting its websites, both directly and by supporting opposition cyber groups. As a matter of national security, analysts argued that China needed to be able to control its IE—and implicitly, that of others—with robust defensive and offensive cyber capabilities. This position has evidently held, as can be seen in the 2015 unveiling of China’s unified IW capabilities as part of the PLA Strategic Support Force.

Going further, instigating regime change via cyber operations appeared superior to direct military action. Using Afghanistan and Iraq as examples, analysts argued that invasions—no matter how overwhelmingly victorious they might seem at first—often fail to establish stable or friendly governments. According to PLA academic Lin Dong, Confucian “just war” theory explained this unexpected outcome: a lasting peace requires minimizing lethal and destructive violence. He wrote that, by seeking to dominate its enemies with overwhelming force (e.g., shock-and-awe strategy), the U.S. had exposed itself to criticism during postwar reconstruction, a finding also found in three-warfares assessments of U.S. strategy in the Iraq War. Alternatively, Lin argued, a country should degrade its opponent’s economic, political, and social ability to resist by employing economic, cognitive, and cyberwarfare and minimize hard force.

As evidence of IW’s superiority over conventional warfare at achieving regime change, PLA writers pointed to Russia’s swift, low-casualty annexation of Crimea in 2014. According to two PLA professors, Russia had deftly controlled the IE; they cited examples that would be classified in PLA theory as psychological, media, and legal warfare. Ukraine allegedly lost control of its military because Russia had used sleeper agents and civilian hackers to paralyze Ukrainian command-and-control networks. Russia had directed authoritative experts and state media to push approved narratives, which allegedly garnered support inside Russia and Crimea for the annexation. According to the professors, this propaganda led to high voter turnout and approval for the annexation referendum, thereby legitimizing Russia’s actions worldwide.

As in early IW analysis, PLA authors in the 2010s and onward also continued to consider the utility and limitations of IW in asymmetric conflict. Although the military
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rapidly matured during this period—modernizing its hardware, reorganizing its force structure, developing a robust local defense industry, and building overseas bases—the PRC leadership publicly assesses that the “PLA still lags far behind the world’s leading militaries.”

Likely for this reason, understanding how to conduct effective asymmetric warfare apparently remained a priority.

Several conflicts seemed to show the huge potential for cyber operations to control the IE. PRC analysts vaunted the intelligence value of U.S. persistent interceptions on Iraqi telecommunications infrastructure in the first decade of the 2000s, the “paralysis” of Georgia by Russian distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks during the 2008 invasion, and the alleged substantial harm to Ukrainian government credibility caused by multiple cyberattacks on electricity distributors. The digital revolution had made societies and economies reliant on networked systems, leaving them more vulnerable to cyberattacks, as earlier assessments had predicted. Yet these examples involved countries conducting cyberattacks against arguably technologically and conventionally outclassed competitors, which may have limited their applicability.

Thus, some analysts doubted whether outclassed countries could truly gain an advantage with IW. As analyst Wei Song wrote in the PLA Daily, “the weak can often only gain temporary advantages and small tactical victories through cyberwarfare, while the strong often hold the strategic initiative.” Existing cyber powers like the U.S. can maintain the strategic initiative, he argued, because they possess systemic advantages that weak states cannot overcome with cyberattacks. For decades, the dynamics of globally leading technology sectors (e.g., high barriers to entry, success feeding success) created self-perpetuating power accumulation, leaving other states unable to catch up, echoing Dai’s concept of the U.S.’s insurmountable “technical mountain.” Wei argued that therefore, only the most advanced countries have the foundation to leverage next-generation information technology—AI, big data, and quantum computing—for cyberattack or defense. Even if weak states could launch tactically successful cyberattacks, they would be unable to resist conventional forms of state power like sanctions and kinetic strikes, such as Israel’s declared retaliatory airstrike on Palestinian hackers in 2019.

---
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Comparison to Concepts from Russia and the U.S.
PRC scholars and analysts often cast the 2022 invasion of Ukraine as ultimately being a proxy war between Russia and the U.S., with NATO serving as an “instrument of American expansionism.” PLA analysts typically contend that the U.S. orchestrated NATO’s eastward expansion, infringing on Russia’s core security interests and compelling its defensive response. Analysts’ fundamental explanations for this dynamic vary (e.g., Marxist emphasis on economic enrichment, realist emphasis on power-seeking). Consequently, this proxy war framing fundamentally shapes PRC analysis of the war in Ukraine.

Differences in terminology and concepts confound many comparisons of the PRC, U.S., and Russian militaries’ discussions of network, cyber, and information operations. The U.S., the PRC, and Russia use several terms around this topic with similar direct translations whose definitions and concepts can be vastly different or even lack equivalent terms in different languages. Even within countries, terminology may be inconsistent, partly due to an absence of official formal definitions. That said, as can be seen in several areas, there is increasing conceptual alignment among the three militaries about the nature and role of IW in international relations.

The PRC, Russia, and the U.S. treat the IE as an important, contested aspect of modern interstate conflict. The Russian military’s official encyclopedia notes that “information confrontation” (информационное противоборство) has always been part of international relations, but the development of information technology has dramatically increased the conflict’s “scale, content, and forms.”

---

Military Doctrine of the Russian Federation contends that national security threats have shifted to the IE, making large kinetic wars less likely. Russia understands that competition in this domain—“information warfare” (информационная война)—comprises cyber operations, psychological operations, information operations, and electronic warfare. The U.S. military similarly contends that the IE is a long-contested “operational environment” and the digital revolution has created “new and complex challenges” therein. According to the 2016 Strategy for Operations in the Information Environment (SOIE), “throughout the history of warfare, militaries have sought advantage through actions intended to affect the perception and behavior of adversaries.”

Unlike Russia and the PRC, the U.S. military has been until recently fixated on conventional kinetic warfare. The 2018 Joint Concept for Operations in the Information Environment acknowledged the need for an organizational mindset shift from treating the IE as an “afterthought” to a “foundational concept of all military activities.” As scholar Cathy Downes also observed in 2018, “[the U.S.] military[’s] understandings of cyberspace, cyber power, and strategy options have been preoccupied with tactical and technical responses to [its own] computer networks and systems.”

The PRC, Russia, and the U.S. now all argue that the IE may be contested during or outside armed hostilities. Russia has for many years portrayed itself as existing in a constant state of information conflict, besieged by information threats externally and within. The U.S., however, has until recently tended to speak about information operations as discrete activities related to time-demarcated conflicts. The 2019 Competition Continuum doctrine shows a shift from this thinking. In it, the U.S. acknowledged that a great deal of competition—such as IW—occurs below armed conflict and falls outside the peace-and-war model.

Russian strategists, like many in China, have long valued cyber operations’ utility in state-level asymmetric warfare. Russian strategists often argue that such operations may help a technologically weaker state neutralize a technologically and economically
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Therefore, for Russia, like the PRC, strategies useful in asymmetric warfare are extremely attractive—and perhaps prone to hype—given the country’s professed strategic technological inferiority to the United States.

Meanwhile, the U.S. understands that this dynamic shapes Russia and China’s IW but acknowledges that it has not sufficiently assessed the use of such asymmetric strategies by states. In 2020, the U.S. Department of Defense noted that the U.S. has an “enduring strategic advantage,” prompting its adversaries to employ the “indirect and asymmetric” strategies of “irregular warfare” to “erode” its “power, influence, and will.”59 However, the Department of Defense admitted that it needs to develop a “revised understanding of [irregular warfare]” as a part of interstate conflict, having historically focused on irregular warfare by and against substate actors, like terrorists.60

4. THE PRC’S ASSESSMENT OF THE 2022 INVASION OF UKRAINE AS IW

PRC strategists have carefully examined the 2022 escalation of the war in Ukraine to find lessons about IW. In May 2022, Fan Yongpeng, deputy director of the China Research Institute at Fudan University, said on a nationally aired political talk show that “for China, the Russia-Ukraine conflict is an important case study, and we must learn from it to be invincible in the information war that is very likely to occur in the future.”61 Public analysis of the war’s IE by PRC elites—especially from the PLA—has been limited, but several of their major initial assessments have surfaced.

The U.S. and Ukraine have a superior narrative framing and agenda-setting ability, building or solidifying anti-Russia sentiment within Ukraine and internationally. Analysts concluded that, by using inflammatory rhetoric prior to February 2022 to suggest the war’s near-inevitability, the U.S. had stood to benefit from any outcome: appearing prescient (predicting the war) or influential (detering Russia).62 During the war, the U.S. and Ukraine created a powerful, sweeping emotional narrative of justice with evocative stories and iconography, such as the Ghost of Kyiv, the Snake Island martyrs, and Volodymyr Zelensky’s fatigues.63 One analyst found that the West’s
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alleged total fabrication of scandalous stories defaming Russia (e.g., Russian soldiers have massacred civilians) is a near-ironclad strategy; wholly falsified stories can rarely be disproven before the public interest and perceptions shift\(^64\) (i.e., the “proving a negative” challenge). Based on these assessments, the PRC might use these IW tactics and strategies in future conflicts and develop specific countermeasures for its persistent confrontation with the United States and its allies.

The U.S. has effectively limited Russia’s counter-messaging ability. In recent years, the U.S.—as well as many of its allies—has restricted state-controlled traditional media like the news network Russia Today (RT), thereby severely limiting the direct dissemination of Russian government narratives and rebuttals to foreign audiences. PRC analysts contend that, during the war, the U.S. has allegedly “organized” cyberattacks that disrupted Russian government and media websites, limiting Russia’s ability to communicate directly online.\(^65\) Nevertheless, Russia’s greatest counter-messaging challenge, according to many analysts, has been its reliance on social media sites that are overwhelmingly U.S.-headquartered.\(^66\) The key takeaway, then, for many PRC analysts is that China must develop alternative, globally popular messaging platforms, especially China-headquartered social media sites. As party-controlled, foreign-facing outlet China Daily described this imperative, “giving up the autonomy of public opinion platforms is tantamount to building a fortress on a sandy beach”—suggesting that China’s national security and its attempts to conduct IW might be fundamentally doomed without locally controlled, globally relevant media platforms.\(^67\)

Although public PRC analysis has generally found that the U.S. and Ukraine decisively won the initial “information war,” some argue that the U.S. may face long-term negative informational effects.\(^68\) For example, an article from PRC propaganda outlet Xinhua republished in the PLA Daily pointed to the ripple effects of the sanctions regime targeting Russia’s energy sector, which the author described as U.S.-led (again, reflecting the PRC’s framing of the Ukraine conflict as a U.S.–Russia proxy war). Originally designed to convey a message of unity, the sanctions led to soaring global energy prices that allegedly “exposed [the U.S.’s] selfish nature” to its European allies.
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\(^{64}\) This is China, “Cyber-Information Warfare in the Russia-Ukraine Conflict.”

\(^{65}\) China Daily, “The United States Resorted to Six Public Opinion War Tactics.”


and emphasized its “selfishness and hegemony” to developing countries. Though this propaganda article is not of PLA origin, its republication in the internally oriented *PLA Daily* suggests a degree of military endorsement for its fundamental perspective. This assessment echoes the PLA’s earlier IW critiques of the U.S. execution of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Yet it goes further to argue that the PRC can use such perceived missteps to advance its positive narratives about a more “multipolar” world, neutralizing the influence of the U.S. and its allies and partners.

The role of cyberattacks in the war has rarely been publicly analyzed in the PRC by the military or elite foreign policy community members. Writing in March 2022, Peking University’s Sun Yilin observed that there had been many in Ukraine, Russia, and elsewhere, but thus far they had had little observable impact on the war. This outcome ran counter to Zhang and Yu’s 2019 prediction that disrupting key industries and telecommunications infrastructure with cyberattacks would be primary elements of modern war. Sun offered several possible explanations for this outcome: victims may have not disclosed their impact; the most destructive attacks required too much time to prepare and so were unsuitable for battlefield needs; and kinetic strikes are much more destructive. Echoing Lin’s discussion of “just war,” Sun considered whether Russia might have attempted to minimize direct harm to civilians, a Russian Ministry of Defense messaging point at the start of the conflict. Perhaps, he hypothesized, Ukrainian defenses had been well prepared—it is now known to have received preemptive U.S. hunt-forward support—or, as party outlet *China News* suggested, benefiting from foreign technology companies’ support (also true). At a minimum, this insight will likely justify increased PRC efforts to boost its national cyber defenses. On a final note, as this paper shows, the PRC’s elite strategic thinkers’ relative silence on cyberattacks in the Russia–Ukraine war is uncharacteristic; perhaps they have concerns about the quality of evidence, or intentional obfuscation is at play.

---


5. CONCLUSION

These lessons from Ukraine will likely shape the PRC and PLA’s IW in several ways. The PRC will likely seek to develop grand narratives around its conflicts by promoting simple, positive messages about itself, its values, and its vision while demonizing and degrading its opponents. It will likely engage in this perception management long before initiating kinetic hostilities. Building social media platforms with global reach will also likely remain a priority for Beijing. The PLA will probably increasingly shape its actions in all domains to manage their impact on perceptions and larger narratives. Furthermore, the PLA may be more inclined to use cyberattacks to coerce leaders and societies persistently, beyond narrow traditional concepts of wartime, rather than to meaningfully shape the physical battlefield.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS

These takeaways, combined with the growing competition between NATO and the PRC, demand that NATO members take steps to manage this challenge. Several recommendations thus follow for NATO members to enhance their interaction with Beijing in the IE.

Develop Common Terminology and Concepts
The Alliance and its members should develop common, consistent terminology and operational concepts to describe IW to include the operating environment, offensive and defensive activities, and their relationship with other domains and types of warfare. Such terminology will facilitate effective intelligence sharing around PRC IW threats, strategic development, and the unified organization of relevant capabilities.

Manage IW Risk Facing Alliance and Member Decision-Making Processes
The PRC’s IW ultimately seeks to coerce or mislead key decision-makers to act in ways more conducive to PRC leadership interests. NATO’s consensus decision-making requires the buy-in of all members on policy and operational questions, which creates a vulnerability in that targeted information operations need to compel only a single member to act in the PRC’s interests.

To prepare for this threat, the Alliance should conduct risk assessments to identify the vulnerabilities facing key elements of NATO and member decision-making processes and recommend ways to mitigate unacceptable risk. Risk assessments should reflect the diversity of members’ formal and informal decision-making processes and key
internal and external sources of influence (e.g., mass media, social media, think tanks, business sector).

Focus intelligence collection on identifying efforts to manipulate decision-making and share findings between members to raise awareness of methods currently being used to target processes, people, and organizations, and update IW threat models accordingly.

**War-Game Information Conflicts Involving the PRC**
NATO already possesses war-gaming experience, including that related to information conflicts. Even so, the Alliance should conduct war games specifically reflecting PRC IW tactics, strategies, and intentions to increase NATO, national, and sector resilience to this growing challenge. These war games should include both direct IW confrontation with the PRC, as well as scenarios where the PRC attempts, in terms of the narrative, to capitalize on NATO operations and exercises where it is not directly involved. Likewise, war-gaming should also test whether NATO IW capabilities could deter or respond to PRC IW if warranted. Effective war-gaming of the PRC IW threat demands that NATO applies sufficient intelligence collection and analysis resources to understand current PRC tactics, strategy, and decision-making calculus, as well as projections of future developments.

**Preemptively and Persistently Promote Pro-Alliance, Value-Based Narratives**
NATO’s strategic communications activities and capabilities should preemptively promote messages tailored to key audiences in member states designed to counter expected PRC narratives. PRC strategists often argue that successfully controlling the IE begins well before the outbreak of armed hostilities. The PLA’s long-held interest in the “three warfares” concept suggests that PRC IW capabilities will variously target specific Alliance and members’ policy elites, the public, and relevant international legal venues. In the Ukraine–Russia conflict, PLA theorists identified the most successful narratives as value-based portrayals of good and evil, just and unjust, and so forth. The PRC will likely therefore preemptively develop narratives that promote itself and its interests and negatively characterize NATO and its members and their policies. Therefore, NATO messages should emphasize the importance of the Alliance with inspiring stories showcasing its values in action. Messaging should be memorable, easily digestible, and tailored to organic promotion across traditional and social media.

**Raise Awareness of General and Specific PRC Influence Efforts**
NATO should raise awareness in its members’ elite, public, and legal venues of general and specific PRC influence efforts. Alliance members should be especially aware
of the PRC’s intentions to increase its global messaging ability, especially through China-based social media platforms with a global reach. The global traditional and social media environment overwhelmingly favors the Alliance, as media companies with global reach are disproportionally headquartered with Alliance members. PRC strategists’ analysis of the Russia–Ukraine war revealed that developing similar platforms is a national security imperative.

**Invest in IW Research and Monitoring**

NATO should invest in scholarly research and technological solutions to increase the quality and speed of Alliance awareness about IW threats. Understanding the PRC’s IW terminology and perspective on threats and security in the IE will improve intelligence analysis, reduce the likelihood of unintended escalation, and enable meaningful dialogue on these matters. Research should examine IW efforts globally to identify lessons learned for increasing military, government, and societal resilience in the face of these efforts. Technological solutions should seek to rapidly identify PRC information operations, especially on social media networks, and aim to characterize key messages, target audiences, and impact.
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Abstract: Since the end of the Cold War, there has been a movement towards a multipolar world as the geopolitical tectonic plates shift. The Russian invasion of Ukraine is likely to be treated by future historians as the turning point ushering in this new multipolar era. In this new context, (cyber) neutrality seems challenging for regions such as Latin America and Africa. These countries, which sit outside the geopolitical fault lines, naturally tend to strive for a balanced, neutral position. Both regions have strong economic ties with China, while maintaining cultural and historical connections with Europe and the US, despite the complex legacy of the colonial and Cold War eras. However, this equilibrium might lean towards the Chinese and Russian positions regarding cyber policy. It is particularly relevant to address this question given that the regions contain numerous swing states. We will present evidence that NATO and the EU are losing ground to China and Russia’s views on cyberspace, based on three subjects of study: (i) Global South voting patterns in the UN; (ii) the absence of Global South countries in the roster of like-minded countries in the collaborative attribution of advanced persistent threats and recent Russian cyber campaigns against Ukraine; (iii) the use of offensive cyber capabilities by Global South countries to exert information control and surveillance (mostly enabled by Western companies). This paper argues that NATO and the EU must face reality and engage with the Global South – particularly Africa and Latin America – to maintain
a competitive advantage in cyber policy. We suggest a more straightforward values-based approach that involves NATO and the EU engaging in capacity-building and information-sharing with the Global South.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

Geological eras are defined in extended periods, and the exact moment of transition is usually unclear. Conversely, for eras in human history, we tend to choose a date or event to mark the changes. Usually, such a choice raises intense debates among historians. Since the end of the Cold War, there has been a shift towards a multipolar world as the geopolitical tectonic plates move and the US’s relative power declines, though the extent to which that is happening is the subject of ongoing debate (Nye 2010; Trubowitz and Harris 2019; Layne 2018). The Russian invasion of Ukraine is likely to be treated by future historians as the harbinger of this new multipolar era, which some say will be a post-American century (Acharya 2018; Cohen 2022) or even a Chinese century (Scott 2008). In this new context, (cyber) neutrality seems challenging for regions such as Latin America and Africa. As these countries are located outside the geopolitical fault lines, they tend to strive for a balanced, neutral position.

Both Latin America and Africa receive considerable foreign investment from China, and China is the destination for most of the raw-material exports from the two regions. In addition, China is the number-one commercial partner to both regions (Roy 2022; Regissahui 2019). Conversely, Latin America and Africa have deep cultural and historical ties with Europe and the US. Even so, this legacy is a fraught one, involving colonialism and, more recently, political turmoil and intelligence operations stretching from the Cold War to the recent Snowden revelations (Cohen et al. 2014; Canabarro and Borne 2015).

From the cyber policy debate perspective, we contend that NATO and the EU both assume that they can keep Latin America and Africa within their digital sphere of influence based on cultural and historical connections alone. However, we will argue that there is evidence to suggest otherwise and that both regions are leaning towards China and Russia’s cyber policy perspectives and state practice.
In the next section, we will analyse African and Latin American voting patterns in cyber policy issues and how they relate to Chinese and Russian cyber policies. Section 3 discusses the fact that the Global South has not been a part of the like-minded countries in collaborative attribution over the last five years and has not endorsed the attributions made in the context of the Russian invasion of Ukraine. The third and last corpus of evidence relates to the use of private offensive cyber capabilities (OCCs) in the Global South. Section 4 presents a few cases where OCCs purchased from Western companies have been systematically used for political persecution. The fact that many of those capabilities are provided by Western companies erodes the argument for a ‘clean network’ or a safer Internet, especially when those capabilities are deployed for surveillance and information control against domestic targets.

In our concluding remarks, we will suggest how information-sharing can help NATO and the EU to pursue a values-based cyber policy. Furthermore, we suggest that promoting responsible state behaviour in the use of OCCs should be part of that policy. This would heighten the contrast with the offensive behaviour displayed by China and Russia over the last decade in cyberspace.

2. GLOBAL SOUTH VOTING PATTERNS

Collett (2021), Dietrich and Pawlak (2022), and Martin (2022) discuss voting at the UN on cybersecurity and Internet governance. Collett (2021) notes two major opposing views that emerged from the 2021 World Conference on International Telecommunications, and Martin (2022) indicates the challenges faced by the UK and US. Collett (2021) and Martin (2022) both indicate the existence of support for the views of Russia and China, although Dietrich and Pawlak (2022) indicate that support is decreasing in the context of some of the cybercrime votes (the proposed amendments, which are not considered below). Subsequently, another vote occurred in 2022 on a Programme of Action on state behaviour in cyberspace; this process was initiated by France and Egypt and co-sponsored by 60 nations (CyberPeace Institute 2022; Weber 2022). Table I lists the six proposals considered here.
The analysis presented here differs from the previous literature described above in that the 2022 Programme of Action vote is considered and that the focus is on NATO and also includes the BRICS grouping (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa). Table II presents the overall voting for the six proposals and the general NATO and Russia/China positions. All NATO members except Turkey voted identically across the proposals; Turkey abstained on the first OEWG and the two cybercrime proposals. Russia and China voted opposite to the NATO members on all proposals. The voting bloc aligned with Russia and China includes North Korea, Iran, Nicaragua, and Syria, all of whom voted identically across the six proposals. In addition, Cuba, Venezuela, and Zimbabwe only diverged from Russia regarding the 2022 Programme of Action; Cuba abstained, Venezuela did not vote, and Zimbabwe voted ‘yes’. Belarus, which might have been expected to vote alongside Russia given its support for Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine, varied by abstaining in both the GGE and Programme of Action proposals.

### Table I: Voting Considered

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Vote number</th>
<th>Proposer</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>A/73/266</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Group of Governmental Experts (GGE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>A/73/27</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Open Ended Working Group (OEWG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>A/73/187</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Cybercrime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>A/74/247</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Open Ended Cybercrime Ad Hoc Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>A/75/240</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Second OEWG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>A/C.1/77/L.73</td>
<td>France and Egypt</td>
<td>Programme of Action</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II: Overall Votes and the NATO and Russia/China Positions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Vote number</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Abstain</th>
<th>No vote</th>
<th>NATO</th>
<th>Russia/China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>A/73/266</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>A/73/27</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>A/73/187</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>A/74/247</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>A/75/240</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>A/C.1/77/L.73</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As this paper is focused on Africa and Latin America, Figure 1 illustrates the voting of these regions in comparison to NATO, with the Russia/China bloc consisting of the 10 nations described above. In addition, the voting of the five BRICS countries is shown.

As is evident, the positions of African and Latin American nations tend to vary, with significant numbers not voting (Africa) or abstaining (Latin America) in some of the votes. The BRICS countries do not vote consistently either, with Brazil, India, and South Africa not always siding with Russia and China. As mentioned above, the voting bloc appearing to support Russia and China also did not always vote consistently, but four nations (North Korea, Iran, Nicaragua, and Syria) voted unwaveringly with Russia and China.

**FIGURE 1: VOTING OF THE VARIOUS GROUPS**

Figure 2 is a map generated using Microsoft Excel, illustrating the correlation of the national votes from Africa and Latin America to the NATO position. Dark blue (1) indicates strong alignment with NATO, and light blue (-1) indicates strongly opposing votes, i.e. those aligned with the Russian and Chinese position. This was done by assigning values to the votes (yes = 3, abstain = 2, no = 1, and no vote = 0).

The given regions displayed an overall inclination towards Chinese and Russian positions: 27 countries had a correlation of below -0.5, while only 14 countries had a correlation of above 0.5. In addition, Latin American countries (10 of which had
over 0.5 and seven of which had under -0.5) were evidently more aligned with the NATO position than African ones (20 of which had under -0.5 and four of which had over 0.5). The varying positions in Africa and Latin America, combined with abstentions and lack of voting, indicate that these regions can be considered a swing vote in international cyber diplomacy.

**FIGURE 2: MAP OF VOTING CORRELATION TO THE NATO POSITION**

While the 2022 vote on the Programme of Action may have been affected by the Russian invasion of Ukraine, another trend may be emerging: that of inclusivity. The GGE process only had a limited number of participating nations, whereas the Russian proposals allowed participation for all nations, as well as multi-stakeholder modalities. The 2022 Programme of Action was not only inclusive but also aimed at capacity-building (Weber 2022), which will ultimately benefit those nations that are struggling to participate. Therefore, broader initiatives sponsored by NATO members to aid inclusivity and capacity-building within Africa and Latin America could provide greater support in cyber diplomacy.

### 3. NOT LIKE-MINDED COUNTRIES?

As shown in the last section, African and Latin American countries are included in the UN’s cyber policy discussions on cybersecurity and Internet governance. But there is still a divide that broadly distances countries from those regions from the group of *like-minded* countries that include NATO and European countries.
NATO is primarily a political and military alliance, with the primary objective being the collective defence of its members ‘against all threats, from all directions. To do this, the Alliance fulfils three core tasks: deterrence and defense; crisis prevention and management; and cooperative security’ (NATO 2022). In addition, a 2016 fact sheet on cyber defence provided by the Public Diplomacy Division indicated cooperation with partners and industry (NATO 2016). We argue that engaging in cyber diplomacy is an activity that supports the three core tasks and should not be seen as an additional responsibility outside of the main strategic mandate of the Alliance. Cyber diplomacy includes aspects of cooperation, capacity-building, and confidence-building measures, which align with cooperative security and crisis management related to cyberspace. In addition, open statements can be made in the common forums in support of deterrence. For example, NATO and NATO-affiliated centres of excellence (e.g. CCDCOE, Strategic Communication COE, and Hybrid COE) can participate in the UN OEWG through the multi-stakeholder sessions; this provides a way to engage and foster collaboration with industry and regional organizations (e.g. the African Union and the Organization of American States [OAS]), as well as providing a platform to provide a narrative to support NATO’s deterrence task.

EU member states have a range of cyber diplomacy initiatives. The EU is the most advanced region in terms of cyber diplomacy (Lațici 2020) and includes the Cyber Diplomacy Toolbox (European Commission 2020; Borrel 2020; Lațici 2020). The Paris Call for Trust and Security in Cyberspace has been particularly successful, with two workstreams including engagement with the Global South: a working group on engaging emerging countries in 2021 (LetsTalkCyber 2020), and scoping meetings for a South–South cooperation in capacity-building workstream were held in 2022. However, during these discussions, limitations and shortcomings emerged, particularly in approaches to capacity-building: engagement is often narrow, with only a few stakeholders; capacity-building does not align with the needs of the recipient country; and capacity-building efforts could undercut small and medium-sized enterprises whose niche is in cybersecurity training and consulting (Paris Call 2022). Ifeanyi-Ajufo (2022) equally indicates the challenge of ‘fragmented and divergent cybersecurity cooperation models and visions’. Other forums for cybersecurity cooperation among NATO, the EU, Africa and Latin America include the Sixth European Union – African Union Summit and the Africa–EU Partnership on Policy and Regulation Initiative for Digital Africa (Ifeanyi-Ajufo 2022). In March 2023, collaboration in the digital sphere between the EU and Latin America was enhanced with the launch of the EU–LAC Digital Alliance (European Commission 2023). In the Americas, there is the Working Group on Cooperation and Confidence-Building Measures in Cyberspace (CBM) within the OAS, where ‘member-states have incrementally added new CBMs to the list’ (Hurel 2022). However, these initiatives have not been enough for African and Latin American countries to be included in the
roster of like-minded countries when discussing concrete cyber defence mechanisms.
The Global Action on Cybercrime and engagement with the Economic Community of West African States and an MoU with the Dominican Republic are focused on cybercrime and incident response (Borrel 2020; Ifeanyi-Ajufo 2022). This does not necessarily help provide a broader ideological perspective on the use of the Internet for military and geopolitical purposes. EU Cyber Direct has engaged with both Latin America and Africa. However, Ifeanyi-Ajufo (2022) indicates that Africa still has not embraced cybersecurity and may be resistant to engagements over the fear of digital colonialism. This suggests that a different approach is required.

Chinese engagement in Africa includes promoting the digital sovereignty of African nations and funding technology projects, known as the Digital Silk Road (DSR). Of the 90 technology loan projects provided by China worldwide, 74 are being provided to African governments (Hicks 2022; Tugendhat and Voo 2021). Efforts have been made to expand the DSR to Latin America. However, prior to the DSR initiative, China had invested US $1.5 billion into Latin American technology projects from 2009 to 2015 (Malena 2021). In addition, surveillance technology is a major export from China, as evidenced by its backing of digital authoritarianism in Latin America (Moreno 2022) and its investment of over US $200 million in 2023 for Zimbabwe to implement a surveillance system (Africa Defence Forum 2023).

In the last five years, NATO and EU members have undertaken the collaborative attribution of cyber campaigns. Notable examples include the US Democratic National Committee hacks (DHS 2016), NotPetya (CFR 2018), the Russian cyber attacks against Georgia (European Council 2020; Roguski 2020), and the attribution of several Chinese cyber actions (White House 2021). The same can be said about the recent Russian cyber campaigns against Ukraine (Australia 2022; Canada 2022; United Kingdom 2022; United States 2022; European Council 2022). Even the broader call to action issued in March 2022 by Canada, as the chair of the Freedom Online Coalition against state-sponsored disinformation targeting Ukraine, did not have the endorsement of any African or Latin American country (Global Affairs Canada 2022).

NATO and EU countries led these initiatives, with other like-minded countries, including Australia, Japan, and New Zealand. However, no African or Latin American country joined the collaborative attribution efforts. One might argue that the effort to include countries from Africa and Latin America requires establishing clear points of contact in different countries, which might gather stakeholders from law enforcement agencies, intelligence agencies, and military organizations. This is undoubtedly laborious in light of the difference in institutional maturity in these regions but reaps benefits as it creates a network among them. Egloff and Smeets (2021) present a framework for public attribution that helps guide efforts for broader collaborative
attributions. The process would necessarily include sharing information regarding cyber campaigns to obtain countries’ support for the attribution. There is no need for an all-or-nothing approach, as countries might refrain from disclosing the targeting state. Examples include collaborative attributions for the ransomware WannaCry and the 2020 collaborative attribution regarding 2019 cyber operations against Georgia. In the latter, the EU and some countries attributed the action to Russia; others refrained from doing so and only deplored the incidents, while still others (France and Germany) remained silent (European Council 2020; Roguski 2020). In May 2022, the European Council, supported by Turkey, North Macedonia, Montenegro, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Iceland, Ukraine, Moldova, and Georgia, condemned the Viasat incident, stating that ‘such behaviour is contrary to the expectations set by all UN Member States, including the Russian Federation, of responsible State behaviour and the intentions of States in cyberspace’ (European Council 2022).

There is debate over the consequences of attribution, but that topic is beyond the scope of this paper. In any case, most scholars agree that attribution remains an essential tool for geopolitical reasons. The expansion in the number and geographical representation of countries supporting attribution is a net gain for those leading the initiative, regardless if they wish to ‘signal unaccepted behaviour’ or ‘shape international norms’ (Bateman 2022).

The sharing of technical information prior to collaborative attribution would benefit African and Latin American countries, as it would enhance their capacity to detect threats. In this case, information exchange could become a two-way street. For NATO and the EU, this could mean increasing the telemetry – by receiving raw data on malicious behaviour detected in Latin America and Africa – to assess or confirm behaviour from sophisticated threat actors.

But the most relevant initiative would be to provide tangible elements to raise the bar on cyber defence among nations. This point has been agreed upon on multiple occasions in forums such as the UN GGE and the OEWG, though it has rarely been put into practice. Information-sharing would help Latin America and Africa better defend themselves against threats. Further, collaborative attribution efforts would solidify a more transparent framework of responsible state behaviour in cyberspace.

When engaging with the Global South, the relevant NATO-affiliated COEs are a suitable platform for capacity-building and collaboration, enabling an exchange of ideas. It is important for NATO and EU states to provide engagement across various sectors and multiple organizations and institutions across those sectors to maximize the return on investment. To alleviate concerns of foreign digital colonialism, we propose that the focus of the engagement be placed on academia, who can advocate
change from inside the country through their established stakeholder engagements. However, many in the Global South face the problem of access to EU and NATO countries, particularly involving lengthy visa processes. A possible initiative to enable engagement and collaboration is for EU members to proactively allow established cybersecurity researchers from the Global South to seek long-term visas to provide the necessary flexibility to attend events in the relevant countries. A focus on Africa will provide the best return on investment, as Africa contains more countries and is less aligned with NATO and the EU than Latin America is (as illustrated by Figures 1 and 2). Recruiting cyber policy advisors from the major economies in the regions, and based in their respective countries, will provide additional analysis and engagement to identify areas for cooperation and engagement.

4. SURVEILLANCE AND DOMESTIC TARGETING

Voting patterns in the UN indicate that Africa and Latin America lean towards Russia and China on some issues. The collaborative attribution experience shows opportunities for information-sharing among Africa and Latin America on one side and NATO and the EU on the other. But for a coherent values-based cyber policy, more attention needs to be given to human rights online, especially with the recent publication of the European Digital Rights and Principles (European Commission 2022a).

The use of OCCs is changing from a taboo in international relations to an action compatible with responsible state behaviour. However, the number of countries developing and deploying OCCs is uncertain, especially given the ‘lack of agreement about the realities of cyber proliferation’ (Smeets 2022). The estimates range from more than 30 to well over 100 nations, depending on the data source. A recent study suggests that 29 countries used OCCs, while a total of 86 nations acquired them from private vendors (Izycki 2022a). In both Africa and Latin America, 12 countries in each region purchased OCCs, with five countries each having multiple private providers as of 2020. Furthermore, the private vendors frequently selling OCCs are headquartered in NATO or EU countries such as Germany, Italy, Canada, the United Kingdom, the United States, and France (Izycki 2022b).

It is worth noting that other countries are also responsible for commercializing OCCs to the Global South. For example, the Australian Strategic Policy Institute extensively mapped Chinese companies selling artificial intelligence (AI) and surveillance technologies globally (Cave et al. 2019), while the Canadian research institution Citizen Lab reported that Israeli companies such as Circles, the NSO Group, and Candiru are selling OCCs to autocratic governments (Marczak et al. 2018; Marczak,
Citizen Lab also provided evidence of a North Macedonian company providing an offensive cyber solution called Predator; the company was part of a group self-described as ‘EU-based and regulated, with six sites and R&D labs throughout Europe’ (Marczak, Scott-Railton, Razzak, et al. 2021).

Commercialization of OCCs to the Global South could encourage ‘digital colonialism’ (Coleman 2019), which might potentially push Latin America and Africa closer to Russia and China. Our objective is not to condemn this commercialization but rather to indicate that responsible state behaviour in cyberspace must comply with digital human rights. That discussion must not be confined to inter-state rivalry; it must also include cases of digital oppression by states (Deibert and Pauly 2019).

We will briefly present the cases of Honduras, Mexico, and Panama, which illustrate how Latin American countries irresponsibly deploy OCCs against domestic targets. All three countries show a 0.5 correlation with the EU and NATO in voting patterns. Similarly, the African nations of Ethiopia and Togo can be considered. Both countries have a closer alignment with Chinese and Russian voting patterns, as they both scored -0.63246 in correlation towards the EU and NATO.

The Honduran case was included in the Citizen Lab report of an extensive investigation into the Bulgarian company Circles, closely associated with the Francisco Partners, a company that also managed the NSO Group. The report documents IP addresses associated with the Honduran National Directorate of Investigation and Intelligence. In addition, the same report presented evidence that Chile, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, and Peru also acquired the software that exploits the SS7 routing protocol for mobile phones (Marczak et al. 2020).

In Panama, the abuse of OCCs is closely related to former President Martinelli, who is under prosecution for the unlawful use of hacking tools against political opponents, business leaders, and union leaders. The revelations began with the help of Italian provider Hacking Team (WikiLeaks 2015) and include the use of Pegasus spyware (the NSO Group) under similar conditions (Marczak et al. 2018). Martinelli and his sons are currently charged with money laundering (Reuters 2022).

Mexico has, on several occasions, used OCCs against civilian targets, including some researchers on soft-drink consumption (Scott-Railton, Marczak, Razzak, et al. 2017; Scott-Railton, Marczak, Guarnieri, et al. 2017; Scott-Railton 2017). In addition, recent leaks by the Guacamaya Group provided evidence of continuous abusive practices, which were confirmed by President Obrador (ElHacker 2022).
The Ethiopian example is one of the oldest reported cases of OCC abuse. Citizen Lab reported several instances of the use of Hacking Team and Cyberbit (an Israeli company part of Elbit Systems) against domestic targets and the Ethiopian diaspora in the US (Marczak et al. 2014; Marczak et al. 2015; Marczak et al. 2017). In addition, Citizen Lab reported the targeting of religious leaders and opposition parties in Togo during the nationwide protests for political reform. Again, the NSO Group’s Pegasus spyware was used (Scott-Railton et al. 2020).

While several countries in Africa and Latin America have national security interests that are compatible with OCCs, the cases presented above illustrate situations in which domestic targeting had a clear political motivation. This is part of a larger trend that has been ongoing since the early 2010s (Izycki 2022a). The UN is already concerned with that issue and has pledged to ensure the protection of human rights online through a couple of reports from the Secretary-General and the High Commissioner for Human Rights on the right to privacy online (UNGA 2020; OHCHR 2022). In both cases, the reports address the need for considering that ‘even if legitimate goals are being pursued, such as national security objectives or the protection of the rights of others, the assessment of the necessity and proportionality of the use of spyware severely limits the scenarios in which spyware would be permissible’ (OHCHR 2022).

The fact that Global South countries acquired OCCs from companies subject to NATO or EU countries’ legislation for surveillance based on gender, ethnic, and political grounds should be addressed. A modest start was the US Department of Commerce’s blacklisting of four companies (Bureau of Industry and Security 2021) and EU organizations’ ongoing investigations regarding the abuse of NSO Pegasus spyware in Greece, Hungary, Poland, and Spain (Marzocchi and Mazzini 2022).

In a study that focused on countering OCC proliferation, DeSombre et al. (2021) point to some policy recommendations to shape and limit proliferation. These include developing know-your-vendor regulations, blacklisting countries that use OCCs to infringe upon human rights, and eventually pursuing legal action against providers contravening agreed rules. In addition to those policy recommendations, we propose the creation of a digital ombudsman to investigate complaints against OCC companies subject to EU countries’ legislation. It is worth noting that the abuses in surveillance and domestic targeting usually occur through governmental organizations from the purchasing countries. Therefore, it is unlikely that a domestic investigation in those countries would uncover domestic abuses. As an example, Mexico arrested just one individual for the use of NSO Pegasus (Reuters 2021).

The intention of the ombudsman is to assess compliance from the vendor with EU legislation on human rights online rather than promote legal action against a sovereign
nation. If violations were to be found, the EU could enforce the termination of the contract on the grounds of unlawful use, similar to the application of General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) rules and trade restrictions based on environmental concerns. In a recent example of vendor’s liability, the US Supreme Court ruled that the NSO Group was not protected by the Foreign Sovereign Immunity Act because it only applies to sovereign countries (US Supreme Court 2023). Thus, the trial on the violation of Meta’s terms and services will proceed.

The ombudsman reinforces NATO and EU countries’ commitment to an open internet and is compliant with the EU standardization strategy (European Commission 2022b). It should also empower private vendors to terminate contracts with foreign governments that have committed human rights violations, based on the vendors’ legal obligations to EU or NATO countries’ jurisdictions.

The Global South’s use of OCCs to exert information control and domestic political surveillance is also being enabled by NATO- and EU-based companies. This legitimates the Russian and Chinese model of a state-controlled internet, as it levels the ground with the argument that ‘everyone hacks’. A values-based cyber policy should distinguish the use of OCCs for national security purposes (i.e. combating terrorism and organized crime) from human rights abuses against domestic targets as part of responsible state behaviour in cyberspace.

5. CONCLUSION

The invasion of Ukraine marks the start of a new multipolar era, as Western nations struggle to receive a clear commitment from emerging countries to sanctions against Russia. The EU and NATO still expect the Global South to eventually condemn Russia’s unlawful actions against Ukraine, implying that the Global South will have more say in cyberspace policy issues where new concepts, norms, and perceptions are being constructed through UN negotiations and state practice.

Russia and China’s growing cyber policy influence is illustrated through the voting patterns (on four Russian proposals), technology investment projects, and advocacy of digital sovereignty. Some of their cyber policy positions have found echoes in Africa and Latin America; however, it is not yet an ideological identity. With the inclusion of the 2022 Programme of Action vote, a voting pattern emerges that implies that inclusivity and capacity-building opportunities within the proposal may be what attracts support for the vote. The EU’s existing cyber diplomacy towards the Global South regions has shown limited success. Therefore, NATO and EU countries must
engage in a straightforward values-based approach that includes capacity-building and information-sharing with the Global South.

The fact that collaborative attributions have not included countries from Africa and Latin America creates further distance between the ‘Western Bloc’ and the Global South. This is an excellent opportunity for NATO countries to create a broader coalition of countries supporting the political goals inherent in collaborative attribution. This would help bridge the gap created by the ‘democracies vs. autocracies’ frame widely used by Western leaders regarding the Russian invasion of Ukraine, to focus instead on responsible state behaviour more akin to international law.

This initiative contains an underlying tension. The possibility that NATO countries are conducting similar cyber operations targeting the new partners in the like-minded group could create friction. As an example, during the Cold War, the US sponsored and/or endorsed several coups d’état against Latin American countries. If a NATO member was discovered to be sponsoring a cyber operation attempting to interfere in an election, it would almost certainly revive political ruses among Latin American countries.

Moreover, a values-based cyber policy should take into consideration the cases where African and Latin American potential partners are behaving as threat actors themselves. The acquisition of OCCs is an inevitable trend that can harm human rights online, but this is an essential part of EU rhetoric. Getting the right balance between the use of OCCs as a legitimate raison d’état and human rights requires effort from EU countries. Given the need to update European legislation, this would qualify as a worthy EU effort.

By creating mechanisms for civil society, researchers, NGOs, or individuals from targeted audiences to formalize complaints before the country’s technology providers, EU countries can set in motion an alternative mechanism to curb a digital autocratic trend. It would not be an assault on the sovereign use of these capabilities but a domestic enforcement of laws and regulations to providers that sell them abroad. In addition, by engaging with established academic researchers in the Global South, EU countries gain a platform with which to alter perspectives and practices inside nations that are resistant or sceptical of current cyber diplomacy initiatives.

The recommendations presented in this paper aim to counterbalance the economic influence that China currently holds on Africa and Latin America. In addition, the effort to build a values-based cyber policy that engages NATO and the EU with the countries from Africa and Latin America can strengthen historical and cultural ties between the Global North and Global South. This is particularly relevant in the
current multipolar era, where cyberspace has become a pertinent dimension for states, companies, and individuals.
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